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Abstract 
 

This thesis investigates the extent to which the Norman gens was understood 

by contemporaries to share agreed features of ethnic identity. The term 

Normanitas, associated with significant Latin descriptive traits, including ferox, 

ferus, bellicosus, audax, strennus, astutus and callidus, has been in use since 

the 1980s, when scholars identified a shared Norman ethnic identity dispersed 

across eleventh- and twelfth-century Europe. However, work on Normanitas 

fails to take into account insights from more recent research, led by Walter Pohl, 

on the construction of early medieval ethnic identity. This thesis explores 

whether Normanitas is the same across various boundaries of time and 

geographical space and to what extent it was a unique phenomenon or subject 

to outside influences. Is it distinctive from male elite military behaviour and 

traditional models from earlier non-Norman texts or a response to the contextual 

circumstances surrounding specific authors? I argue that a shared 

understanding of Norman identity is less consistent within these texts than 

previously suggested nor is it unique, being based on traditional classical, 

biblical and early medieval models concerning identity and ideal male military 

behaviour. The critical consensus of a distinct Norman ethnic identity known as 

Normanitas is, in fact, a misdiagnosis of a series of traditional models and 

typical medieval attitudes concerning the Normans as exemplars of a 

successful male-dominated military aristocracy and encouraged by the 

proliferation of Norman sources on their own terms. This research uncovers the 

complicated synthesis of topoi used to construct an authoritative masculine 

military identity that was commonly employed across ethnic boundaries and 

appealed strongly to diverse audiences because it incorporated long-

established language that emphasised entertaining martial and heroic values. 

This thesis explores historical texts from Normandy, England, southern Italy, 

Sicily, Wales, France and Germany in the period 996-1159. Part One examines 

Normandy itself, identifying both core and peripheral texts that belong to a 

similar literary tradition but present divergent attitudes to Norman ethnicity. 

Parts Two and Three explore histories outside of Normandy which, through their 

aims, influences and contexts, demonstrate that Normanitas failed to be 

effectively exported to other Norman spheres of influence and beyond. 
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Introduction 
 

The subject of Norman ethnic identity during the eleventh and twelfth centuries 

has a long history in modern scholarship. Discussion has concentrated around 

the nebulous term Normanitas, a modern historiographical term derived from a 

critical comment by the third-century author Tertullian mocking the imitation of 

what he calls Romanitas.1 Normanitas is largely taken to mean ‘Normanness’ 

and is used in modern scholarship to imply an ethnic element to Norman 

identity, understood as such by medieval contemporaries; in short, something 

that makes the Normans Norman. The origins of its use in modern scholarship 

are difficult to trace, but various aspects of Norman ethnic identity have been 

tackled with the concept of Normanitas in mind. They include its origins and 

development in Norman literary traditions; Norman authors’ insistence upon 

Norman uniqueness; a supposed dichotomy between Norse and Frankish 

influences, and the extent to which these influences combined to determine the 

nature and identity of the Normans; and the eventual disappearance of 

Normanitas, as through acculturation Norman identity blended and eventually 

assimilated with more local identities. Much excellent work has been produced 

in the last century on the Normans and their identity and Normanitas has 

become a staple of modern considerations of Norman ethnic discourse. 

However, as David Bates has recently put it, there has been little critical 

examination of what is meant by the term.2 This thesis aims to break through 

the presuppositions of modern scholarship that surround Normanitas by 

interrogating contemporary historical writings to determine how their authors 

constructed Norman identity. It will also investigate whether Normanitas really 

existed, and if so, how far it was conceptualised consistently by different 

authors and across different periods and places. It will do so by exploring 

narrative strategies, the concept of origines gentium, themes of authority and 

power, and pay particular attention to tropes about exceptional leadership and 

military success. 

 

                                            
 

1 Tertullian, Quinti Septimi Florentis Tertulliani Opera Pars II: Opera Montanistica, ed. G.F. 
Diercks, Corpus Christianorum Series Latina, (Turnhout, 1954), De Pallio, 4.1. 
2 Bates suspects that it was invented during the social life of an early Battle Conference: David 
Bates, The Normans and Empire, (Oxford, 2013), p. 7. 
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Normanitas and Modern Historiography 

Charles Homer Haskins was the first modern scholar to consider the concept of 

Norman ethnic identity, though he did not employ the term Normanitas, instead 

referring to the ethnicity of the Normans in terms of their race. His influential 

1915 work The Normans in European History began many debates that 

continue to be discussed today but his assessment of Norman identity was built 

upon the assumption that Norman expertise and success was in some way 

inherent and predetermined.3 While David Douglas treated the idea of Norman 

unity with more caution in his two notable works, The Norman Achievement, 

1050-1100 (1969) and The Norman Fate, 1100-1154 (1976), he too argued that 

an inevitability underscored the conquests of the Normans.4 Douglas did not 

use the term Normanitas either, although he identified particular characteristics 

of the Norman people: restless, turbulent, avaricious, skilful, cunning, valiant, 

and bent on conquest.5 Nevertheless, his suggestion that Norman character 

had been conditioned by developments in Normandy between the tenth and 

eleventh centuries emphasised an inherent primordialism to Norman ethnicity 

that is essentially discounted today.6 John Le Patourel also argued for a 

significant sense of unity between Normandy and England in The Norman 

Empire (1976), a view that has received several critical reassessments.7 Le 

Patourel commented that the Norman Empire, or ‘complex’, was composed of 

ethnic, political and quasi-political groups, but he did not comment any further 

on what defined these ethnic identities.8 

 In the same year (1976) R.H.C. Davis published his seminal work The 

Normans and their Myth, challenging previous scholarship for falling victim to 

Norman propaganda, or the ‘Norman myth’.9 In unravelling the propagandistic 

elements of Norman source material, Davis questioned the objective reality of 

                                            
 

3 Charles Homer Haskins, The Normans in European History, (Boston and New York, 1915). 
4 David C. Douglas, The Norman Achievement 1050-1100, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1969) 
particularly pp. 165-167; The Norman Fate, 1100-1154, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1976); 
Helene Wieruszowski, ‘Review of The Norman Achievement, 1050-1100, by David C. Douglas’, 
Speculum 47, (1972), 525-528; Michael Altschul, ‘Review of The Norman Fate, 1100-1154, by 
David C. Douglas’, Speculum 53, (1978), 135-137. 
5 Douglas, Norman Achievement, pp. 26-27. 
6 Ibid. p. 27. 
7 See David Bates, ‘Normandy and England after 1066’, English Historical Review 104, (1989), 
851-80; Judith A. Green, ‘Unity and Disunity in the Anglo-Norman State’, Historical Research 
62, (1989), 115-34; Bates, Normans and Empire, pp. 1-7, n. 2. 
8 John Le Patourel, The Norman Empire, (Oxford, 1976) pp. 323-324. 
9 R.H.C. Davis, The Normans and their Myth, (London, 1976) pp. 13-14. 
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their unity and identity.10 He argued that the elements of Norman identity, 

highlighted in the source material and repeated in earlier scholarship, were only 

considered Norman attributes because they made them so through their 

successes.11 As such, the ‘Normanness’ of the Normans (a term Davis uses on 

a couple of occasions, generally preferring ‘race’ or ‘people’ and not using 

Normanitas at all) was an entirely mythical construction based on few concrete 

realities.12 Davis locates the emergence of this Norman myth in the eleventh 

century, as a reaction to the merging of Norman and Frankish cultures, yet 

claims it was only truly recognised in the twelfth century thanks to the work of 

the monk Orderic Vitalis (1075-1142).13  

A number of scholars have critiqued Davis’ suggestion that the Normans 

were all but French by the eleventh century. Some, such as Jan M. Ziolkowski, 

suggest that works generated in Rouen at the start of the eleventh century show 

that many Normans had not forgotten their Scandinavian heritage and did not 

want to see it neglected.14 Hugh M. Thomas has argued that Norman, as 

opposed to Frankish, identity was strong in England after the Conquest, 

demonstrating a separate identity from that of the Franks.15 Nevertheless, some 

level of acculturation is evident in the source material and several scholars have 

acknowledged the importance of this phenomenon in Norman history and 

identity.16 In 1982 David Bates suggested that Normandy was quite typical of a 

northern Frankish principality and that the Normans were seen as part of a 

                                            
 

10 Ibid. p. 17. 
11 Ibid. pp. 27-44. 
12 Ibid. pp. 17, 49-68, 122, 130-132. 
13 Ibid. pp. 49-64, 124. 
14 They emphasise a mixed nature to the court at Rouen, where poets and writers of various 
backgrounds, including Norse skaldic poets, Warner of Rouen and Dudo of St Quentin, 
competed for patronage and prestige: Jezebel: A Norman Latin Poem of the Early Eleventh 
Century, ed. Jan M. Ziolkowski, (New York, 1989) pp. 1-24; Elisabeth van Houts, ‘Scandinavian 
Influence in Norman Literature of the Eleventh Century’, Anglo-Norman Studies 6 (Woodbridge, 
1983), 107-121. 
15 Hugh M. Thomas, The English and the Normans: Ethnic Hostility, Assimilation and Identity, 
1066-c.1220, (Oxford, 2003), pp. 32-45. 
16 One earlier example of acculturation can be found in the tenth-century planctus to William 
Longsword states that William was free from the ‘pagan error’ of his father Rollo, the original 
paganism of the Normans being a regular subject of contention for the Franks in the tenth 
century: The Planctus for William Longsword, Verse 2, Bibliothèque de Clermont-Ferrand, MS 
240, folio 45; Bibliotheca Mediceo-Laurenziana of Florence, MS Libri 30 (83. 33), folio 21v; both 
are accessible online at: http://vlib.iue.it/carrie/documents/planctus/planctus/PWL2.html (last 
accessed on 12/07/17). For more on the planctus see Elisabeth van Houts, ‘The planctus on the 
death of William Longsword (943) as a source for tenth-century culture in Normandy and 
Aquitaine’, Anglo-Norman Studies 36 (2014) 1-22. 

http://vlib.iue.it/carrie/documents/planctus/planctus/PWL2.html
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‘wider racial spectrum which was unquestionably Frankish.’17 The contradictory 

nature of Norman identity was perhaps best expressed by Cassandra Potts who 

identified an inherent conflict at the heart of Norman identity: fear of not fitting in 

coexisted and conflicted with the fear of fitting in too well.18  

In an article published in 1981 Graham Loud critiqued a number of Davis’ 

arguments concerning the nature and realities of the Norman myth and 

Normanitas, and he appears to have been the first to use the term in writing.19 

Loud pointed out that Orderic’s work was far less widely read than the works of 

Dudo of St Quentin, William of Jumièges, William of Poitiers, or Geoffrey of 

Malaterra, though the number of surviving witnesses for the latter two works are 

also unimpressive.20 Loud suggested that these more popular works were 

intended for, and read by, a secular noble audience and thus should be 

accorded more significance in the evaluation of Normanitas than primarily 

ecclesiastical works like that of Orderic Vitalis.21 However, Marjorie Chibnall has 

convincingly demonstrated that a strong connection with lay society is apparent 

in Orderic’s Historia Ecclesiastica and others have supported the suggestion 

that the text was intended as a wide-ranging history, especially concerned with 

the history of Saint-Évroult and the surrounding community, rather than purely 

an attempt to expose God’s hand in contemporary history.22 Nevertheless, 

scholars agree that Orderic’s work was not particularly popular contemporarily 

and his audience, whether intended or not, remains open to debate.23 

                                            
 

17 David Bates, Normandy Before 1066, (London, 1982), p. xvii, passim; on the rapid 
assimilation of the Vikings to continental norms see: Felice Lifshitz, The Norman Conquest of 
Pious Neustria: Historiographic Discourse and Saintly Relics 684-1090, (Toronto, 1995), pp. 
206-219. 
18 Cassandra Potts, ‘Atque unum ex diversis gentibus populum effecit, Historical Tradition and 
the Norman Identity’, Anglo-Norman Studies 18, (1996), 139-152. 
19 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 104, 106, 115. 
20 See Chapter Two, pp. 117-119, Chapter Five, pp. 244-248. 
21 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 106-107; Loud’s argument built upon the work of Ovidio Capitani, 
‘Specific motivations and continuing themes in the Norman chronicles of southern Italy in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries’, in The Normans in Sicily and Southern Italy, (Oxford, 1977) pp. 
1-46, 19. 
22 Majorie Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis: Norman monks and Norman knights, 
(Woodbridge, 1984), pp. 78-79; Daniel Roach, ‘Narrative Strategy in the Historia ecclesiastica of 
Orderic Vitalis’, unpublished PhD thesis, University of Exeter, (2014); Charlie Colin Rozier, ‘The 
Importance of Writing Institutional History in the Anglo-Norman Realm, c.1060-c.1142, with 
special reference to Eadmer’s Historia Novorum, Symeon of Durham’s Libellus de exordio, and 
the Historia Ecclesiastica of Orderic Vitalis’, Durham theses, Durham University, (2014), 
Available at Durham E-Theses Online: http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/9461/1/ Rozier_thesis_final.pdf 
(last accessed on 12/07/17). 
23 Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, pp. 218-220; Leah Shopkow, History and Community: 
Norman Historical writing in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, (Washington, D.C., 1997) p. 

http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/9461/1/%20Rozier_thesis_final.pdf
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 Loud maintained that the Norman myth is apparent in eleventh-century 

Norman texts that were widely distributed in Normandy and England. Ideas 

concerning the distinctiveness and heritage of gentes were so embedded in the 

medieval mental landscape, so Loud argued, that they were accepted as real. 

As such, he and others understand the gens Normannorum literary tradition to 

be constituted through a distinct Norman ethnic identity that all Norman literary 

texts worked towards at their core.24 Loud added that, rather than unity, the 

characterisation of their race was the dominant theme in Norman historical 

writing, demonstrating that they considered themselves a separate race.25 This 

was regularly achieved through the characterisation of other gentes by Norman 

writers as a method of highlighting ethnic distinctions. For instance, he notes, 

Dudo characterises the Poitevins as avaricious and cowardly; Malaterra sees 

the Lombards as driven by envy and perfidy; and William of Malmesbury writes 

to Robert of Gloucester, ‘from the Normans you inherit your skill in battle, from 

the Flemings your good looks, from the French your eminent nobility of 

character’.26  

 More important was Loud’s assertion that recurring thematic 

characteristics that appear in Norman historical writing represent their concept 

of ‘Normanness’ or Normanitas. Using examples from texts by Dudo of St 

Quentin, William of Jumièges, William of Poitiers, the Carmen de Hastingae 

Proelio, William of Malmesbury and Geoffrey Malaterra, Loud highlights the 

following character traits in particular as being significantly tied to Norman 

ethnic identity: belligerence and warlike ability, ferocity and wildness, cunning 

and vigour.27 The Latin terms with which Loud argues the authors of the gens 

Normannorum closely identified Normanitas are as follows: ferocity (ferox), 

propensity for war (belliger), cunning (astutus) and vigour (strenuus). Loud’s 

suggestions were not without precedent. In 1969 Laetitia Boehm highlighted 

several recurring terms she associated with Norman identity including many that 

                                                                                                                                
 

231; Amanda Jane Hingst, The Written World: Past and Place in the Works of Orderic Vitalis, 
(Notre Dame, Indiana, 2009), pp. xviii, 135; Rozier, ‘Importance of Writing’ pp. 173-174, 183. n. 
852. 
24 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 116; Nick Webber, The Evolution of Norman Identity, 911-1154, 
(Woodbridge, 2005). 
25 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 108-111. 
26 HN, p. 192; Christiansen, p. 69; Malaterra, I. vi. p. 10; viii. p. 14; GRA, pp.798-799; Loud, 
‘myth or reality?’, 112. 
27 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 111-112 
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Loud later identified, such as cunning (including calliditas and astutia), lion-like 

ferocity (ferocitas leonis), boldness (audacia) and vigour (strenuitas).28 Boehm 

also included other terms under the title of cunning, such as versutia and 

prudentia, and other themes including lust for power (dominationis libido, laudis 

appetitus), greed (adquirendi libido, avaritia) and endurance and impatience 

(laboris vel quietis impatientia, laboris patientia).29 Horst Zettel also focused on 

certain ‘Norman’ terms in 1977 and argued that the term ferox was only 

common in the period 920-1000, though it appears enough in the works of Dudo 

of St Quentin and William of Jumièges to be of interest.30 These traits, 

particularly ferocity, warlike ability, cunning, boldness, and vigour, have been 

integrated into scholarly discourse when Normanitas is set forth as a concept. 

However, further exploration into the context of their use and consistency 

across Norman texts is negligible. Furthermore, little has been done to explain 

the history of their terms, their use in earlier classical, biblical and early 

medieval texts, and the influence of this material on Norman histories and their 

conception of the meaning of such language. This fundamental omission is 

what this thesis seeks to address first and foremost. 

 Most scholars have subsequently accepted Loud’s assertion that there 

was a distinct Norman character that evolved before the twelfth century, though 

exactly when Normanitas disappeared has continued to interest scholars. For 

Loud this began to occur in the latter half of the twelfth century, though he 

suggests that some appreciation of Norman ethnic identity persisted since those 

of Norman birth are identified in the biography of William Marshal in 1217.31 In 

2003 Hugh M. Thomas argued that Normanitas was powerfully established in 

Normandy by 1066 but became vulnerable outside Normandy in the late twelfth 

century. Thomas suggests that in England it was overcome by a stronger 
                                            
 

28 Translated from Boehm’s German, verschlagenheit, list and schlaue for cunning, 
löwengleiche wildheit for lion-like ferocity, kühnheit for boldness and kraft for vigour, though, 
while she associates strenuitas with kraft, this is not an ideal translation of the German term: 
Laetitia Boehm, ‘Nomen gentis Normannorum: Der Aufstieg der Normannen im Spiegel der 
normannischen Historiographie’, in I Normanni e la loro espansione in Europa nell’alto 
Medioevo: 8-24 aprile 1968, Settimane di studio del Centro italiano di studi sull’alto medioevo 
16, (Spoleto, 1969), pp. 623-704, 676. 
29 Ibid. 
30 For instance: HN, pp. 148, 190, 278; GND, I. pp. 8-9, 10-11; II. pp. 12-15; Horst Zettel, Das 
Bild der Normannen und der Normanneneinfälle in Westfrankischen, Ostfrankischen und 
Angelsächischen Quellen des 8 bis ll Jahhunderts, (Munich, 1977) pp. 122-123. 
31 He also questions the sense of the argument that twelfth-century historians were fostering a 
myth of Norman distinctiveness and cohesion when the real sense of Normanness was lost. 
Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 113, 115-116. 
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English identity; in southern Italy it splintered into regional identities around 

Sicily, Calabria and Apulia; and in Antioch, as Alan Murray also argued, the 

common Frankish identity that developed in the crusader states as a whole was 

adopted.32 For Normandy, Thomas points to the work of Philippe Contamine, 

who has argued that a separate Norman identity survived even in the late 

Middle Ages, weakened by the lack of a central dynasty and unaccompanied by 

an interest in political independence.33 In 2005, Nick Webber claimed that 

Normanitas had ‘evolved to a certain point’ by the time of the first Norman 

incursions into Italy c.1016 and that Normanitas becomes hard to spot in 

historical records by 1154, though he also does not claim it had completely 

disappeared.34 For Laura Ashe, Norman identity was swiftly swallowed up by 

English identity in the twelfth century thanks to a powerful English cultural 

ideology surrounding England as a place with a long history, more potent than 

that of Normandy.35 Though scholars differ on the details, they generally agree 

that Normanitas began to wane in the second half of the twelfth century and had 

seriously dwindled by the early thirteenth. By contrast, this thesis questions 

where Normanitas came from and to what extent it was distinctive at its 

supposed height; considering the concept in decline does not provide us with an 

ideal view of Normanitas in its purest form, whatever that may be. Thus, this 

work will focus on Norman sources from the turn of the millennium up until the 

mid-twelfth century. 

The consideration of Normanitas remains prominent in modern 

scholarship but further developments have highlighted problems with 

                                            
 

32 Thomas, English and the Normans, pp. 40, 43. Alan V. Murray, ‘Ethnic Identity in the 
Crusader States: The Frankish Race and the Settlement of Outremer’, in Concepts of National 
Identity in the Middle Ages, ed. Simon Forde et al., (Leeds, 1995), pp. 59–73; Lean Ní Clerígh 
also argues that there was a the lack of interest in a Norman identity amongst the crusaders: 
‘Gesta Normannorum? Normans in the Latin Chronicles of the First Crusade’, in Norman 
Expansion: Connections, Continuities and Contrasts, ed. Keith J. Stringer and Andrew Jotischky 
(Farnham, 2013), pp. 207-226, 225-226. However, other recent works still engage with the 
imprecise idea of a particular gens Normannorum character amongst the crusaders: William M. 
Aird, ‘“Many others, whose names I do not know, fled with them’: Norman Courage and 
Cowardice on the First Crusade’, in Crusading and Pilgrimage in the Norman World, ed. by K. 
Hurlock and P. Oldfield (Woodbridge, 2015), pp. 13-29; Natasha Hodgson, ‘Normans and 
Competing Masculinities on Crusade’, in Crusading and Pilgrimage in the Norman World, pp. 
195-213. 
33 Philippe Contamine, ‘The Norman “Nation” and the French “Nation” in the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Centuries’, in England and Normandy in the Middle Ages, ed. David Bates and Anne 
Curry (London, 1994), pp. 215–34; Thomas, English and the Normans, p. 42. 
34 Webber, Norman Identity, pp. 63, 178. 
35 Laura Ashe, Fiction and History in England, 1066-1200 (Cambridge, 2007), pp. 55-64, 94-97, 
208-209.  
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understanding the concept of Norman identity as a tangible phenomenon 

represented by the Norman literature. Fundamentally, whatever Normanitas 

was, it was constructed within the gens Normannorum historical tradition around 

political rather than biological factors.36 As such, historians moved away from 

concerns about what characterised Normanitas to explore how Norman identity 

was constructed. Cassandra Potts has shown how important the Norman elite 

were in galvanising a Norman literary tradition in the early eleventh century to 

distance themselves from their image as bloodthirsty pagans.37 Taking this 

further Marjorie Chibnall argued that ‘the Norman people were the product, not 

of blood, but of history... the distinguishing feature of the Normans was 

allegiance to a leader, not ethnic unity.’38 Webber also emphasised the 

importance of leaders in personifying Normanitas in the gens Normannorum 

texts, particularly those by Dudo of St Quentin and William of Jumiéges.39 Ewan 

Johnson went further in demonstrating the role of key leaders in Dudo’s Historia 

Normannorum and exploring the political solidarity provided by the recognition 

of Norman kinship.40 More generally, Patrick Geary demonstrated how leaders 

in the Middle Ages could become centres around which new identities and even 

new peoples could develop, through identifying with and embodying an ancient 

and illustrious heritage.41 

In the midst of these discussions K.S.B. Keats-Rohan astutely noted that, 

while the Norman chroniclers urge us to accept a Norman sense of national 

pride, in fact they ‘merely manifested an extreme form of certain key 

characteristics of medieval knightly society in general.’42 One of these 

characteristics, she suggests, was mobility, between geographical places, for 

                                            
 

36 Eleanor Searle, Predatory Kinship and the Creation of Norman Power, 840-1066, (Berkeley, 
1988), pp. 1-2. 
37 Potts, ‘Historical Tradition and the Norman Identity’, 139-152; Cassandra Potts, Monastic 
Revival and Regional Identity in Early Normandy, (Woodbridge, 1997) pp. 1-2; see also 
Jezebel, pp. 40-41. 
38 Marjorie Chibnall, The Normans, (Oxford, 2000) pp. 3-4. 
39 Webber, Norman Identity, pp. 33, 178. 
40 Though, as he notes, the solidarity of kinship was not consistent and family feud could and 
did undo much of it: Ewan Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy c.991-c.1204’, 
unpublished PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, (2006), pp. 49, 54-55, 75-77, 126. 
41 Patrick J. Geary, The Myth of Nations: The Medieval Origins of Europe, (Princeton, 2002) p. 
77. 
42 K.S.B. Keats-Rohan, Domesday People: A Prosopography of Persons Occurring in English 
Documents 1066-1166, I. Domesday Book, (Woodbridge, 1999) p. 3; Bartlett has also alluded 
to these shared elements of knightly culture: Robert Bartlett, The Making of Europe: Conquest, 
Colonization and Cultural Change, 950-1350, (London, 1994), pp. 70-105, 300-309. 
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which the Normans are renowned in modern scholarship, and between different 

political and ethnic groups. Orderic Vitalis, for instance, describes a number of 

supposedly ‘Norman’ nobles with various non-Norman ethnic backgrounds, 

such as Giroie who was descended from Abbo the Breton.43 Other scholars 

have hinted at similar issues with the concept of Normanitas. Thomas argues 

that there was no strong ideological association with being a Norman outside of 

their association with their conquests and military successes, which were never 

purely Norman affairs.44 Rosa Canosa argues for the existence of a faint, but 

consistent, connection between the Norman source material in southern Italy 

and their Norse origins, but also indicates that these ideas were integrated in a 

far broader discourse associated with conquests and its consequences for 

identity.45 Fundamentally, the role of the main subjects of Norman historical 

texts was that of aristocratic military leaders and their main roles were as 

conquerors and rulers. It is important in analysing Norman historical texts, 

therefore, to question the extent to which the concept of Normanitas is distinct 

from these broader aspects of male elite military behaviour, namely rulership 

and military conquest. Furthermore, if, as these scholars have noted, 

Normanitas is built around key leaders, key elements of leadership and a 

warrior aristocracy more generally, how are those members of the Norman gens 

who occupy other societal roles described in an ethnic context, if at all? 

In 2001 Emily Albu highlighted one of the most notable lacuna in the study 

of the gens Normannorum tradition by posing the question of whether Norman 

histories and the people they describe were any different from others in the 

medieval west.46 The contextualisation of the gens Normannorum is a crucial 

question, which Albu admitted she was unable to answer. Not only does the 

question remain unanswered but neither has there been an exploration into the 

influence of precursory sources on the style of accounts concerning the gens 

Normannorum as a whole. Webber has also been criticized for only exploring 

the same familiar Norman histories.47 That scholarship on Normanitas has 
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44 Thomas, English and the Normans, p. 44. 
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confined itself to a hermeneutic circle that relies solely on the historical sources 

of the gens Normannorum is a fair criticism. However, in order to compare 

Norman histories with other historical texts, these gens Normannorum texts 

must be properly placed within the context of medieval European historical 

writing. It is not until the context in which these texts were composed has been 

fully explored that we can begin to compare Norman historical writing to texts 

concerning different gentes from the eleventh and twelfth centuries. While a 

comprehensive review of such an extensive pool of texts outside of the Norman 

spheres is beyond the scope of this thesis, several concise comparisons are 

made with Frankish, Welsh and German source material. 

First, however, this thesis seeks to place both the Norman historical texts 

and the nature of Normanitas in the wider context of the writing of European 

grand narrative history. These Norman histories were themselves part of a long 

tradition of Latin historical writing and drew upon textual and narrative 

influences and frameworks from classical, biblical, patristic and early medieval 

texts. In order to contextualise the Norman histories, this thesis will explore how 

these earlier texts influenced the style and language of Norman texts, 

particularly as to how the terms understood in modern scholarship to constitute 

Normanitas have been used and developed. Secondly, it recognises that the 

core Norman historiographical texts remain key to any reconsideration of 

Normanitas. There has as yet been no cohesive and comprehensive study of 

what constitutes Normanitas, taking into account its influences, its association 

with wider models, and exploring to what extent it is truly consistent across 

various boundaries. This thesis intends to rectify this situation. 

 

Theories of Ethnicity: Ethnic Identity, Power and Ritual 
Thus, ongoing debates about Normanitas are grounded in the concept of 

ethnicity, particularly the medieval concept of a gens Normannorum, and what 

exactly determines that identity, especially significant Latin terms of description. 

In determining what Norman ethnicity means and how it is constructed by 

contemporary texts it is important to avoid, as much as possible, contaminating 

the material with modern assumptions: outlining the key theoretical elements of 

ethnicity is of more use than attempting to join a long debate by providing a 

solid and precise definition of ethnicity as a whole. How scholars have 

discussed medieval perceptions of ethnicity, or aspects that are applicable to 
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medieval perceptions, is of most relevance. Nevertheless, it is worth briefly 

tracking wider theoretical work on ethnicity to outline important facets of the 

term that are directly relevant to this study. 

Ethnicity in its modern sense is a relatively recent term, though it obviously 

derives from the Greek ἔθνος denoting a tribe or family but also foreign peoples 

in a similar vein to βάρβαρος and has a long history of usage until the mid-

nineteenth century when it was also used to denote racial characteristics.48 

Exactly what constitutes ethnicity and how ethnic identities are constructed has 

been widely debated by modern scholars, often between the schools of thought 

of the primordialists, instrumentalists and constructivists.49 The primordialists 

view ethnic groups, or nations, as natural phenomena with long histories, whilst 

the instrumentalists suggest leaders rationally employ ethnic identities for 

specific political reasons. The constructivist view combines these ideas by 

noting how the process of constructing an ethnicity is reliant on shared learning 

through the group’s history and reference to perceived primordial cultural cues. 

Critics of social constructivism fear that objective aspects of culture are 

abandoned in favour of discourse and self-identifications reducing the study to 

that of perceptions of culture rather than culture itself.50 However, as we shall 

see, medieval authors generally subscribed to a constructivist approach, one 

which emphasised the role of ancient peoples and their primordial heritage, 

whilst being aware that present-day leaders had the power to shape the history 

of these ancient phenomena to their own or their subjects’ ends. For this thesis 

a constructivist approach therefore lends itself well to the question of 

Normanitas being defined through the self-identification and ideas in Norman 

historiographical discourse. The significance of Norman heritage and its 

presentation in histories are of fundamental importance to understanding 

                                            
 

48 T.H. Eriksen, Ethnicity and Nationalism: Anthropological Perspectives, 2nd Edition, (London, 
2002) pp. 4-5. 
49 For primordialists see E. Shils, ‘Primordial, personal, sacred, and civil ties’, British Journal of 
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medieval perceptions of ethnicity as is the understanding that constructed 

discourse is more significant than pre-determined biological categorisation. 

In his work on ethnicity the anthropologist T. H. Eriksen proposed that the 

first fact of ethnicity is the application of systematic distinctions between insiders 

and outsiders, the Us and Them, necessarily constituted through social contact. 

These distinctions can only exist between groups that consider themselves to 

be culturally different from one another. However, Eriksen notes the paradoxical 

tendency for two or more such groups to become more similar, whilst being 

simultaneously and increasingly concerned with their differences as their mutual 

contact increases.51 In the same vein, Pierre Bourdieu stated that ethnicity is a 

relational category: difference only matters as long as there is someone capable 

of making the difference.52 It is important, then, to consider how Norman ideas 

of ethnicity are constructed in relation to neighbouring ethnicities through 

comparison and the process of Othering as well as how other gentes Other the 

Norman gens.  

Several scholars’ work has fundamentally altered our understanding of 

how medieval peoples understood their ethnic identity. Particularly crucial is 

Susan Reynolds’ 1983 article on medieval origines gentium wherein she 

characterises medieval origin myths as concerned with their genealogical 

connections to the classical world, often through the Trojans, the peoples of the 

Bible through Japheth (emphasised by Isidore of Seville), the barbarian peoples 

outlined in the so-called ‘Frankish Table of Peoples’, and stories of 

Scandinavian or north-Germanic origins.53 She further notes how these origin 

myths paradoxically assume the biological homogeneity of peoples alongside 

their enduring political and cultural identity when they cannot have had a single 

common descent; they often, she demonstrates, ignored historical conquests 

that might call into question the common descent of each ‘people’ of their own 

day, which increasingly appeared to mean the whole population of an area and 

kingdom. Fundamentally, the myths of a peoples’ past heritage were myths not 

only because they were based on ‘folk memory’, rather than real evidence, but 
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also because they were created to explain the present and promote its values.54 

Reynolds also pointed out how inextricable the genealogy of a ruler could be 

from that of their people as their shared political and cultural polity, ordained by 

God, was what was understood as the main signifier of their identity.55 As noted 

above, scholars such as Chibnall and Webber highlight the importance of the 

role of the Normans’ leader in similar terms. As Reynolds states, these myths 

were one aspect of the way in which contemporary people understood the 

existence of collective groups with their own customs, laws and cultures.56 The 

question remains to be asked as to whether behaviour as a means of defining 

ethnic difference was similarly universally understood. Nevertheless, Reynolds 

demonstrates the importance of origines gentium as historical texts that set out 

to determine ethnic difference through the construction of ethnic history. The 

influence of these texts, and the role of historical writing, are paramount in 

exploring and deconstructing medieval ethnicities of the high Middle Ages. 

Robert Bartlett, another influential modern medievalist writing some ten 

years later, noted how the canonist Regino of Prüm (d. 915) identified four 

categories of ethnic difference: descent, customs, language and law (genus, 

mores, lingua, lex).57 While Bartlett dismisses genus as constituted through 

factitious and invisible biological markers, he suggests that customs, language 

and law are the primary criteria for medieval ethnicity. The medieval realities of 

ethnicity and ‘race relations’, he argues, can only be analysed through the 

contact between various linguistic and cultural groups, rather than biological 

lineage. Bartlett suggests that mores includes various cultural habitual practices 

such as styles of dress, domestic rituals, dietary habits and hairstyles.58 The 

latter is represented in the Bayeux Tapestry by the luxurious moustaches of the 

Anglo-Saxons in comparison with the clean-shaven Normans; Bartlett adds that 

Matthew Paris claimed that some Englishmen maintained a tradition of wearing 

beards in order to express their continuing hostility to their conquerors.59 In his 

                                            
 

54 Ibid. 378-380 
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56 Ibid. p. 389. 
57 Bartlett, The Making of Europe, p. 197. 
58 Ibid. pp. 197-198. 
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discussion of lingua Bartlett argues that there was a semantic ambiguity in 

medieval texts as the term often implied both the vernacular language of a 

people and the people themselves. He notes how medieval authors like Isidore 

of Seville considered that peoples emerged from language, which points 

towards a conceptual ambiguity with ethnic and linguistic identities often blurring 

together.60 However, since the majority of texts examined here were written in 

Latin, the significance of lingua in terms of a people’s mother tongue often 

becomes even more obscure. Exploring how the Latin terms associated with 

Norman ethnicity are used across language barriers is undoubtedly problematic 

but necessary in determining whether textual constructions of ethnicity went 

beyond Latin historical writing. More fundamentally, if patterns emerge 

concerning the use of particular terms to describe ethnicity in Latin texts, are 

these demonstrative of a shared ethnic perception? Or are these similar ideas 

transmitted thanks to commonalities between these authors’ education in Latin 

writing and the influence of authoritative narrative frameworks in earlier 

historical texts? Exploring the roots of textual influence for Norman histories is a 

significant factor in understanding how they employ ethno-centric language and 

a primary facet of this research. 

 Bartlett also focuses on law as an important marker of ethnic distinction. 

He notes how the administration of justice, particularly in areas where different 

ethnic groups lived together, could be applied in different ways to different 

peoples.61 In England, the murdrum fine was supposedly reintroduced to punish 

any clandestine killing of Norman individuals, though it could include the killing 

of a general stranger, which could still carry ethnic overtones.62 Such laws could 

be very inflexible. In the Gesta Karoli Notker the Stammerer describes how a 

Frankish envoy who, on a visit to the Byzantine emperor, accidentally broke a 

sacred law of which he was not aware but managed to trick his way out of the 
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situation thanks to his being a sapiens Francigena.63 With many of these 

methods of telling medieval peoples apart, the issue of character often comes in 

tandem with other means of identifying the differences between cultures. 

However, little has been done to place the behavioural traits that constitute 

Normanitas set out by Loud and Boehm alongside these wider methods of 

ethnic distinction. 

 The work of Walter Pohl has also been of importance in the study of 

medieval ethnicities. Building on the theories of Eriksen and Bourdieu, Pohl 

states that it is not enough simply to be different in order to create ethnic 

distinction; rather, the key to an ethnic identity is that both insiders and 

outsiders of the ethnic group have to be convinced by strategies of distinction 

that it is significant to be different.64 He further states that ethnic identities do not 

come naturally, particularly when they imply prestige. Instead, successful 

strategies of distinction create a multiplicity of possible outcomes for those who 

are not as successful, resulting in broad areas of ambiguity and contrasting 

identities for failed strategies.65 This is a worthwhile premise when considering 

the viability of Normanitas outside Normandy. In a similar manner to Bartlett, 

Pohl propounds four distinctive features that denote ethnic identity for medieval 

writers: language; arms and fighting style; costume; and hair and body signs. 

He states that, while distinctive features of an ethnic group may not always be 

chosen on purpose, a conscious effort to regard them as such had to be made 

by someone.66 Walter Pohl’s strategies of distinction provide helpful guidelines 

for this research, as do Bartlett’s, in delineating broad medieval ethnic methods 

of constructing and conveying ethnic difference. 

 Nevertheless, scholarship on Normanitas has focused almost exclusively 

on the short list of Norman character and behavioural traits denoted by the Latin 
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terms outlined above. The few studies that incorporate elements of Bartlett and 

Pohl’s ideas are somewhat limited in their use of sources and geographical 

focus. Bartlett’s own comments on English and Norman hairstyles are valuable, 

but limited to a handful of sources.67 Ewan Johnson has made some useful 

comments about how ethnic markers such as hairstyles, clothing and language 

are employed alongside some behavioural traits in the works of William of 

Apulia and Geoffrey Malaterra.68 However, his article lacks much theoretical 

engagement, citing Bartlett’s work on hairstyles but neglecting Pohl’s, and is 

confined to how Norman identity was constructed by these two writers in Apulia 

and Sicily.69 Recent crusade scholarship has demonstrated an emphasis on a 

common male military culture amongst the crusaders and within crusade 

histories that reinforced masculine elite identities based on military virtues but 

there is less consensus on the exact role played by Normanitas in a crusading 

context.70 Recently, Sigbjørn Sønnesyn has touched upon wider scholarship on 

medieval ethnic identities in arguing for the construction of ethnicity through a 

process of ethnopoiesis rather than ethnogenesis, focusing on the central 

actors and authors of the Norman gens.71 This led his editors, Thomas Foerster 

and Stefan Burkhardt, to suggest the term Normannitates to better represent 

the various transcultural forms of Normanitas.72 However, while an ambitious 

and useful attempt, the realities of the presentation and construction of 

Normanitas or these Normannitates are not comprehensively addressed in their 
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discussions of semantics. The plurality of Norman identity was earlier 

addressed by Emily Albu and Ewan Johnson, albeit with little engagement with 

wider methodologies concerning medieval ethnicities. Albu’s approach, centred 

on the negative behavioural elements of Normanness, nevertheless resulted in 

her concluding that these various different pluralities were brought together to 

construct one Norman identity constituted by its varying parts.73 In an 

unpublished thesis Johnson demonstrated the flaws of this view through 

exploring the varying circumstances behind each key narrative text.74 Yet his 

conclusions, I feel, do not go far enough in deconstructing the question of what 

makes these texts, and the various versions of Norman identity within them, so 

distinctly Norman, which a more literary approach, exploring the history, 

influence and meaning of the use of significant terms and qualities in Latin 

historical writing, may uncover. Predominantly, in the pursuit of understanding 

Normanitas, research has concentrated on the behavioural elements of 

‘Normanness’ because the Norman texts emphasise certain qualities as 

Norman. These qualities remain essential in deconstructing what Normanitas 

actually is but the omission of the Normans from more general recent 

investigations into medieval strategies of ethnic identification is a critical 

element of the subject that requires rectifying. 

 Pohl makes the following observation in regard to early medieval gentes, 

which is of especial importance when considering the Normans in the wider 

context of medieval Europe: 
 
The people that our texts aim to measure with ethnic criteria are often... part of 
several overlapping systems of identification. Furthermore, the sheer size of gentes 
like the Visigoths or Franks must have constituted an enormous problem of 
cohesion and communication. To both problems, ethnic identity offered an 
ideological, but hardly a practical solution. This means that our anthropological 
models of group identity, so admirably developed with regard to small 
communities, are not automatically applicable. Only a relatively small elite group, 
mostly warriors, could maintain direct participation in rituals, gift exchange and 
other forms of communication in which the gens reproduced its identity…. It was a 
loose set of groups and networks more or less involved in "ethnic practices". Their 
concerns and outlook, however, were far from being purely ethnic. They were part 
of an international warrior culture that basically shared its values and life-style…. 
For them, ethnicity was an opportunity to reinforce loyalties and facilitate 
integration.75 
 

                                            
 

73 Albu, Normans in Their Histories. 
74 Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, p. 244, passim. 
75 Walter Pohl, ‘Telling the difference’, p. 67. 
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There are several significant things to take away from Pohl’s argument. 

Firstly, that those involved in the processes of ethnic construction were 

fundamentally elite members of society, predominantly military figures and 

male; secondly, their ethnic identity is formed and reproduced through ritualised 

processes of power relations; and finally, these concepts of ethnic identity 

crossed the very boundaries they formed through an engagement in shared 

ritualistic practices by a homogenous elite warrior culture of various kingdoms 

and backgrounds. The very creation of ethnically concerned histories and 

origines gentium was one such practice repeated numerous times and 

employing parallel tropes by various different peoples. Thus, ethnicity, as 

medieval peoples understood it, was forged in a small but significant portion of 

society through ritual networks inhabited by male military elites.76 Pohl’s model 

does not help us explore ethnicity outside the domain of the male elite; it 

excludes those members of an ethnic group with different social roles. Although 

certain members of the clergy could also partake in these rituals, as they were 

often related to rulers and were landowners in their own right, many lower 

status religious figures were less involved. Similarly, the emphasis on warriors 

suggests that noble women played a secondary role in these rituals; they were 

often criticised in texts if they assumed too much responsibility in engaging with 

and manipulating such networks.77 Those of lower status were denied access to 

these practices almost entirely. Nevertheless, Pohl’s model is of immense 

importance in understanding the influences on authors of models that are 

concerned with patriarchal ideas about rulership and how these inform their 

                                            
 

76 There have been some excellent explorations of gender, masculinity and identity in English 
and crusader sources, such as those by Kirsten Fenton and Natasha Hodgson. However, 
Fenton focuses on the clashing of English and Norman identities in twelfth-century England, 
taking the scholarship on the Norman myth at face value: Gender, Nation and Conquest in the 
Works of William of Malmesbury (Woodbridge, 2008), p. 87. Similarly, while Hodgson 
undertakes an excellent exploration of masculine and ethnic identities, her work remains 
embedded in an understanding of these masculine features being, primarily, ‘Norman’ and 
associated with a shared acceptance of Normanitas: ‘Normans and Competing Masculinities on 
Crusade’, pp. 203, 206-208. 
77 However, this did not prevent their involvement in the patronage of monasteries and 
literature, which could be substantial, or in political matters. See: Eleanor Searle, ‘Emma the 
Conqueror’, eds. C. Harper-Bill, C. J. Holdsworth and J. L. Nelson, Studies in medieval history 
presented to R. Allen Brown, (Woodbridge: Boydell, 1989), pp. 281-8; Marjorie Chibnall, 
‘Women in Orderic Vitalis’, Haskins Society Journal 2 (1990), 105-121; Elisabeth van Houts, 
‘Countess Gunnor of Normandy (c. 950–1031)’, Collegium Medievale 12 (1999), 7-24; Patricia 
Skinner, ‘“Halt! Be Men!’: Sikelgaita of Salerno, Gender and the Norman Conquest of Southern 
Italy’, Gender & History 12 (2000), 622–641; Leonie V. Hicks, ‘Magnificent Entrances and 
Undignified Exits: Chronicling the Symbolism of Castle Space in Normandy’, Journal of 
Medieval History 35 (2009), 52–69. 
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construction of ethnicity. Medieval writers were very concerned with how 

authority was seen to function, what rules and practices of rulership are 

considered the most important and how authority should be presented. As such, 

they present their main characters and subjects within these frameworks of 

rulership. 

 Thus, in analysing the surviving texts it is paramount that we understand 

the role they play in reproducing and illuminating contemporary power 

structures and ritualised behaviours; by scrutinising the social rituals that are 

made apparent through the linguistic analysis of repeated ethnic tropes we can 

determine what part Norman identity plays in these wider tropes and 

frameworks. As Bates has suggested the history of power is paramount in 

understanding identity and scholarship on power, ritual and kingship are of 

great consequence to this study.78 The works of Timothy Reuter on symbolic 

action, Geoffrey Koziol on tenth-century kings and Gerd Althoff on ritual have 

stressed the ritualistic and demonstrative nature of medieval public 

communication among the leading strata; though their interests focus on the 

Reich and Francia, they deal with developments contemporary to the 

Normans.79 Althoff’s work in particular discusses the nature of such ritualisation, 

which required consent and participation in order to be carried out.80 While a 

comprehensive exploration of political culture is beyond the remit of this thesis, 

this research provides a backdrop against which we can interrogate whether the 

Normans are presented by medieval writers as having their own ritualised 

modes of social interaction and expression. 

Studies on the construction and perception of medieval ethnicities and 

those on Norman ethnic identity are still somewhat divorced from each other. 

The question that remains after considering the works of Reynolds, Bartlett and 

                                            
 

78 Bates, Normans and Empire, p. 7. 
79 Timothy Reuter, Medieval Polities and Modern Mentalities, ed. Janet L. Nelson, (Cambridge, 
2006); Geoffrey Koziol, Begging pardon and Favor: Ritual and Political order in Early Medieval 
France, (Ithaca, NY., 1992); Koziol, The Politics of Memory and Identity in Carolingian Royal 
Diplomas: the West Frankish Kingdom (840-987), (Turnhout, 2012); Gerd Althoff, ‘The 
Variability of Rituals in the Middle Ages’, in Medieval Concepts of the Past: Ritual, Memory, 
Historiography, ed. Gerd Althoff, Johannes Fried and Patrick J. Geary, (Cambridge, 2002) pp. 
71-87; Althoff, Spielregeln der Politik im Mittelalter: Kommunikation in Frieden und Fehde, 2nd 
edition, (Darmstadt, 2014); Althoff, ‘Symbolic Communication and Medieval Order: Strengths 
and Weaknesses of Ambiguous Signs’, in Rituals, Performatives, and Political Order in Northern 
Europe, c. 650-1350, eds. W. Jezierski, L. Hermanson, H. J. Orning, T. Småberg, (Turnhout, 
2015), pp. 63-78. 
80 Althoff, ‘Variability of Rituals’, pp.71-82. 
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Pohl is whether the characteristics identified in scholarship on Norman ethnic 

identity and considered to define Normanitas are representative of another 

category for medieval methods of ethnic distinction, which we can term 

‘behaviour’ or ‘character’. Or are these ideas of behaviour and character 

reserved for the male military aristocracy of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 

sometimes indiscriminately used in conjunction with characterising any gens, 

but predominantly associated with concepts of authority, successful leadership 

and martial endeavor? In essence, are they creating a potent military masculine 

identity rather than one of ethnicity? The failure to engage with wider concepts 

of ethnicity may, in fact, be due to the concept of Normanitas having more in 

common with military masculine ideas of identity than the categories and 

strategies of determining ethnicity within these models. 

 

Approaches and Methodologies: Language and Influences 
Due to the way in which Normanitas has been constructed in modern 

scholarship this analysis is necessarily and primarily based around the uses 

and meanings of key Latin terms by medieval authors. However, before 

addressing the terms that have conventionally been considered representative 

of Normanitas in modern historiography, there are several broader terms that 

denote important delineations of medieval ethnic identity. Firstly, what general 

terms did medieval authors use to differentiate between different ethnic 

communities? Reynolds notes how Isidore of Seville, for example, used the 

terms gens and natio more or less synonymously, while using populus to 

denote the entire population of a civitas.81 Medieval authors customarily 

employed the term gens to denote an ethnic group, or a ‘people’, and this is 

how the term is used in this thesis.82 But when we encounter natio and populus 

in the texts they will be explored on a case-to-case basis. 

                                            
 

81 Etymologiae, IX. ii. 1, iv. 4-6; XV. ii. 1; The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, trans. Stephen A. 
Barney, W.J. Lewis, J.A. Beach, Oliver Berghof with the collaboration of Muriel Hall,  
(Cambridge, 2006), IX. ii. 1, iv. 4-6; XV. ii. 1; Reynolds, ‘Medieval Origines Gentium’, 383; see 
also Robert Bartlett, ‘Medieval and Modern Concepts of Race and Ethnicity’, Journal of 
Medieval and Early Modern Studies 31, (2001), 39-46, 41-43; Len Scales makes some useful 
comments about the flexibility and use of these terms in relation to Late Medieval German texts: 
Len Scales, The Shaping of German Identity, (Cambridge, 2012), pp. 10-13. 
82 J.F. Niermeyer, Mediae Latinitatis Lexicon Minus: a medieval Latin-French/English Dictionary, 
(Leiden, 1976), p. 466. 
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Ethnonyms are also essential to the construction of ethnicity and one must 

consider what words authors chose to describe a people and why. The 

Normans are referred to in Latin as Normanni, Nordmanni, Nortmanni, 

Northmanni or similar in the vast majority of texts, though with inconsistencies 

across different texts, manuscripts and even within the same text itself. These 

terms were often used to describe various ‘Northmen’ from Scandinavia, who 

were often indistinguishable to Frankish annalists of the eighth, ninth and tenth 

centuries, when they arrived as Vikings to raid and sometimes conquer. The 

Nordmanni of these early Frankish texts were from various Scandinavian tribes, 

such as the Danes, Norwegians or Swedes, and it is doubtful that the vast 

majority of them had close ties to the ‘Northmen’ who became the Normans of 

Normandy. Some of the early sources distinguish between them, recognizing 

the Dani as a gens for instance, perhaps suggesting some awareness of the 

differences between various Scandinavian gentes.83 However, again not every 

writer makes this distinction and the Northmen were often understood as a 

single gens by the Franks. But the early eleventh-century Norman apologist, 

Dudo of St Quentin, went to great lengths to demonstrate that Rollo’s 

descendants were distinct from both their Scandinavian cousins and the Franks. 

While I do not intend to impose a single interpretation on the texts that describe 

the various Nordmanni in these early centuries, it is sometimes necessary, for 

clarity in my own writing, to demonstrate a difference between the Nordmanni 

and the Normans of Normandy, based at Rouen and descended from Rollo and 

his men. In every case it is emphasised that this difference is always based on 

a clear distinction between the two in Dudo’s Historia Normannorum. As such, I 

occasionally refer to the descendants of Rollo, or the Normans of Normandy, as 

the ‘Rouennais Normans’. After Chapters One and Two this is no longer 

necessary. 

 Another issue of nomenclature to be explored is how medieval sources 

demonstrate a recognisable difference between the gens Normannorum and 

the gens Francorum. For many of the authors examined in this study the 

difference was obvious (whether this difference is identified and explained or 

not) while for others the distinction is more ambiguous and terms like Franci and 
                                            
 

83 The Annales Regni Francorum, for instance, uses both Dani and Nordmanni which might 
suggest an attempt to demonstrate two distinct groups: Annales regni Francorum, ed. Friedrich 
Kurze, MGH SrG 6, (Hanover, 1895) pp. 118, 128, 184-185. 
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Galli could be used synonymously with one another and with Normanni. As 

Matthew Gabriele has shown, Frankish identity was constructed within a cultural 

‘empire of memory’ associated with an idealized memory of Charlemagne’s 

reign, but this had little to do with political realities.84 These connections can 

perhaps be explained through a desire to associate a contemporary gens with 

the illustrious history of another gens to fortify that peoples’ origin myth, whether 

that of Charlemagne or of the older antique Galli. William of Apulia, writing in 

the late eleventh century, seems to do both, employing the terms Normanni, 

Franci and Galli to describe the Northern European adventurers and soldiers of 

Robert Guiscard, himself certainly a Norman, in southern Italy, with little obvious 

distinction between them.85 Such attempts to associate the Normans with the 

Franks’ antique heritage call into question the rigidity of these terms.86 The 

same, however, cannot be said for authors such as Dudo of St Quentin who, as 

a Frank writing to justify the Normans’ place among the Franks, makes a 

concerted effort to highlight them as separate. As such, the treatment of these 

terms denoting specific ethnic peoples shall be considered throughout. 

This thesis thus seeks to interrogate and contextualise the characteristics 

that are considered essential to modern scholars’ understanding of Normanitas. 

The principal criteria to be used to do so are the distinctive terms that have 

been identified by scholars such as Loud and Boehm as regularly employed by 

authors of the gens Normannorum to differentiate the Normans’ character from 

that of other gentes: ferocitas, feritas, bellicosus, strenuitas, audacia, astutia 

and calliditas. Boehm also includes other terms and phrases such as versutia, 

prudentia, dominationis libido, laudis appetitus, adquirendi libido, avaritia, 

laboris vel quietis impatientia and laboris patientia.87 These have not been given 

as great an emphasis in my core methodology for several reasons. The term 

prudentia in particular carries a much wider meaning covering wisdom and 

knowledge and is used rather generally; versutia is less common but will on 

                                            
 

84 Matthew Gabriele, An Empire of Memory: The Legend of Charlemagne, the Franks, and 
Jerusalem before the First Crusade, (Oxford, 2011), particularly pp. 130-135. 
85 See Chapter Five, p. 294. 
86 Elisabeth van Houts has explored the flexibility of the term ‘Norman’ in terms of the multi-
ethnicity of those living and working in Normandy and involved in Norman conquests, which 
suggests that such terms could be employed flexibly: ‘Qui étaient les Normands? Quelques 
observations sur des liens entre la Normandie, l’Angleterre et l’Italie au début du XIe siècle’, in 
911-1204 Penser les mondes normands médiévaux, ed. David Bates and Pierre Baudin (Caen, 
2016), pp. 129-146. 
87 Boehm, ‘Nomen gentis Normannorum’, p. 676. 
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occasion be included if noteworthy. The themes of lust for power and avarice 

are particularly prominent in the Italian material as well as the later twelfth-

century works composed in Normandy and England but are not major facets of 

the eleventh-century Norman material. Similarly, impatience and endurance are 

traits that are largely only considered by the Southern Italian material and are 

less clearly defined by particular terms. These will be considered when they are 

significant but are not part of the primary methodological terms studied. 

Thus, the primary approach of this study will involve a comparative literary 

analysis of the use of the Latin terms that have been identified above to 

ascertain their intended meaning. The methodological questions that must be 

asked of each text and comparatively across all texts are as follows: how is the 

terminology employed in the texts; how consistent is the vocabulary, both within 

each individual text and across all texts at different times, in different locations, 

and different languages; and where does the author’s understanding of the 

meaning behind these terms originate from – in essence how far is it drawn 

from previous material? 

At this juncture it is necessary to set out workable definitions for the 

qualities that have been associated with Normanitas, namely ferocitas, feritas, 

bellicosus, audacia, strenuitas and astutia or calliditas.88 The Latin definitions of 

each term are often varied, but for each I will identify the main translations I 

shall employ throughout the thesis, which will be selected for several reasons: 

first, their general use in modern historiography as being linked to the 

characteristics of Normanitas; second, to recognize that, while the meaning of 

these terms can sometimes overlap, they still imply separate meanings; and 

third, to ensure that the analysis, which involves numerous examples of the use 

of these terms, is consistent. In some cases allowances will be made by 

providing slightly more nuanced translations for terms that can be particularly 

ambiguous or complex in certain contexts. Nevertheless, it is the context of 

                                            
 

88 In defining the terms I have used the following dictionaries: Oxford Latin Dictionary, ed. 
P.G.W. Glare, (Oxford, 1982), hereafter OLD; A Latin Dictionary, founded on Andrews' edition of 
Freund's Latin dictionary, revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten by. Charlton T. Lewis, 
and Charles Short, (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1879), which can be accessed online via the 
Perseus Digital Library Latin Word Study Tool http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph 
?lang=la (last accessed on 12/07/17); Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources, eds. 
R.E. Latham, D.R. Howlett, R.K. Ashdowne, et al., (Oxford, 1975-2013); and Niermeyer, Mediae 
Latinitatis Lexicon Minus. Only strenuitas appears in the latter suggesting that the terms have 
acquired no notable changes in meaning. 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph%20?lang=la
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/morph%20?lang=la
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meaning of the same Latin terms by different authors that is the most important 

element. The majority of texts studied here are in Latin, yet some are in 

vernacular languages including Old French, Old English and Old Welsh. For 

each of these sources the definitions of the terms used, their relationships with 

Latin equivalents, and the dictionaries used in my analysis, shall be discussed 

alongside the analysis of the source’s context. 

The term ferox can be defined in both a positive sense, meaning bold, 

courageous, warlike, spirited, brave, and in a negative sense: savage, 

headstrong, untameable, fierce, or insolent. The Oxford Latin Dictionary (OLD) 

notes thirty-one examples of the term ferox in classical Latin texts, twenty-two of 

which relate to ferocity in war.89 Lewis and Short make a note of the 

comparability of ferox to ferus, which is defined as wild, untamed and, in a 

figurative sense, as barbarous and savage.90 The terms were evidently 

connected in Classical Latin writing but they can also be seen to be associated 

in the medieval mind thanks to the Etymologies of Isidore of Seville: Isidore 

makes this very apparent in his etymology of the term ferox, so-called because 

one engages in feritas, like a beast.91 Isidore regularly associates these terms 

with the barbarian and stresses the influence of climate on these peoples, 

emphasising that their inherent qualities are derived from the wilds of nature.92 

Thus, the terms ferus and feritas should also be considered when exploring the 

development of these terms, as they are essentially synonymous with ferox and 

ferocitas. I will translate ferox as fierce and ferus as wild. 

The terms bellicus, bellicosus and belliger, as derivations of bellum, all 

pertain to war and martial pursuits and are often used to describe the warlike 

ability of individuals or peoples and their warlike actions.93 These terms are 

sometimes employed more ambiguously to describe various themes and 

objects associated with warfare, such as engines of war or siege engines. This 

research focuses predominantly on the use of these terms in the contexts of 

                                            
 

89 OLD, s.v. ‘ferox’, p. 690; Dictionary of Medieval Latin, s.v. ‘ferox’, p. 926. 
90 A Latin Dictionary, Lewis & Short, s.v. ‘ferox’, ‘ferus’; Dictionary of Medieval Latin, s.v. ‘ferox’, 
p. 926; s.v. ‘ferus’, pp. 930-931. 
91 Etymologiae, X. F. 105; Etymologies, p. 219. 
92 Both the ferox German nations are monstrously barbarous (inmanitas barbarus) and the 
Gauls are fierce in nature (natura feroces) because of the severe character of their climate: 
Etymologiae, IX. 2. 97, 105. 
93 A Latin Dictionary, Lewis & Short, s.v. ‘bellicus’, ‘bellicosus’, ‘belliger’; Dictionary of Medieval 
Latin, s.v. ‘bellicus’, ‘bellicosus’, ‘belliger’ p. 190. 
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descriptions of characteristics and behaviour; as such, in most cases these will 

be translated as warlike or bellicose. These terms do not, however, fully cover 

the range of descriptions from texts about martial behaviour and action. Certain 

other broad terms and phrases are also used to demonstrate the martial 

abilities of certain key characters or peoples that must be explored. Many of 

these relate to being capable in armis or an eager student of war (studiosus 

bellum) and are often used in conjunction with other virtues. Furthermore, terms 

describing impressive and powerful martial blows to opponents, hugely popular 

in chivalric literature, appear in relation to terms like arma and in describing 

weapons. These more ambiguous outliers shall be considered case by case. 

  The term strenuus is defined as brisk, nimble, quick, prompt, active, 

energetic, vigorous and strenuous and its derivation strenuitas equally denotes 

briskness, vivacity and activity. Ovidio Capitani and Loud, in identifying 

strenuitas as a main facet of Geoffrey Malaterra’s writing and more generally 

Normanitas, translated it as an energetic resolution associated with conquest, 

but this is a somewhat misleading translation since it is based on Malaterra’s 

personal use.94 Translating strenuus as vigorous provides a more inclusive 

rendering of the meaning of the term, which was used in numerous contexts 

though almost invariably in a positive sense. The OLD and Lewis and Short only 

note two instances where the term carries negative connotations, both of which 

occur in Tacitus’ Historiae.95 The term also appears once in Niermeyer’s Mediae 

Latinitatis Lexicon Minus where it appears as an honorary title (vestra 

strenuitas) in Benedict II’s Papal epistle (a.685).96 The use of the term had not 

changed drastically by the Middle Ages, being a universally positive term with 

some versatility, in that it could be applied to various roles and actions, as can 

the term vigour.  

In both the OLD and Lewis and Short the terms audax and audacia are 

defined in both a good and bad sense. In a positive sense they denote 

boldness, courage, valour and daring, and in a negative sense audacity, 

                                            
 

94 Capitani, ‘Specific Motivations and Continuing Themes’, pp. 7-8, 30-33; Loud, ‘myth or 
reality?’, 111-112. 
95 Lewis and Short translate strenuus negatively as turbulent or restless. Below I suggest that in 
these instances it is not the act of being strenuus that is in itself negative. A Latin Dictionary, 
Lewis & Short, s.v. strenuus’, ‘strenuitas’; OLD, s.v. ‘strenuus’, ‘strenuitas’, p. 1827; Dictionary 
of Medieval Latin, s.v. ‘strenuus’, ‘strenuitas’, pp. 3210-3211; Tacitus, Histories, 1.52; 3.57. 
96 Niermeyer, Mediae Latinitatis Lexicon Minus, p. 994. 
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presumption, temerity, insolence, impudence, rashness and, again, daring.97 

Many authors employed audacia in both positive and negative contexts in one 

text. They will therefore largely be defined in the positive sense as bold and in 

the negative sense as audacious, though the translation of daring will also be 

used particularly when the context is less obvious. 

The term astutus is defined both positively and negatively as shrewd, 

sagacious, expert, sly, cunning and artful: astutia is therefore the quality of 

being astutus and in ecclesiastical Latin also carries connotations of 

understanding and wisdom.98 Some sources also use the term astus, which can 

be translated as craft or cunning as well as adroitness or dexterity.99 The terms 

callidus and calliditas function in a similar way and are sometimes preferred by 

sources: they can be defined as denoting shrewdness, skill, artfulness, cunning, 

craft and slyness.100 These terms will largely be translated as cunning, though 

some leeway will be given in certain contexts. 

As stated above, a principal methodological question when engaging with 

the use of these terms is to what extent the authors of sources about the 

Normans are drawing upon previous material. No text is an island and 

education and historical knowledge of various materials shaped the language 

and style of each and every author. Of course, the different roles, positions and 

locations of the various authors determined the sort of education they received 

and the texts they had access to but all were influenced in some way by the 

main types of sources that came before them and were canonised in the 

medieval literary world, namely: classical texts, including epic poetry and 

histories; biblical texts, as well as late-antique and early medieval patristic and 

liturgical texts; and early medieval narrative histories of figures and peoples, the 

origines gentium.  For many medieval authors classical culture was the medium 

by which they learnt their craft: they learned their Latin from the classical 

manuscripts they read and from copying and adapting canonical texts for the 

                                            
 

97 A Latin Dictionary, Lewis & Short, s.v.‘audax’ & ‘audacia’; OLD, s.v.‘audax’ & ‘audacia’, p. 
207; Dictionary of Medieval Latin, s.v.‘audax’ & ‘audacia’, pp. 158-159; Isidore also associated 
audax with wildlife stating that wolves are notably daring (audax): Etymologiae, XII. ii. 24. 
98 A Latin Dictionary, Lewis & Short, s.v. ‘astutus’ & ‘astutia’; OLD, s.v. ‘astutus’ & ‘astutia’, p. 
194; Dictionary of Medieval Latin, s.v. ‘astutus’ & ‘astutia’, p. 149. 
99 A Latin Dictionary, Lewis & Short, s.v. ‘astus’; Dictionary of Medieval Latin, s.v. ‘astus’ p. 149. 
100 A Latin Dictionary, Lewis & Short, s.v. ‘callidus’ & ‘calliditas’; Dictionary of Medieval Latin, 
s.v. ‘callidus’ & ‘calliditas’ p. 245. 
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benefit of future scholars.101 This was especially true for the writing of history, 

which relied heavily on classical rhetoric and narrative methods as exemplified 

by classical authors like Sallust and Livy.102 Accordingly, the principle structures 

of classical writing also appear in medieval works, notably, the contrast between 

the Roman and the barbarian, a dichotomy that would develop in the early 

Middle Ages into a Christian-pagan opposition.103 The inherent Roman 

perception of the barbarian as an Other, incapable of mastering their wild 

passions, remained common in medieval sources. Romans or Christians who 

displayed outbursts of violent passion were likened to barbarians (according to 

Augustine they were worse) and thus medieval rulers who could not display the 

correct emotional response to certain situations were represented as unfit for 

the role.104 This matter of authority was a direct concern for Roman authors, 

reflected in the nature of their rhetoric, a discipline for which auctoritas was 

instrumental and often associated with a ruler or important figure.105 These 

concerns were transmitted to medieval texts through the classical texts 

themselves and through the concerns of Antique Christians like Augustine.106  

                                            
 

101 Pierre Riché, Education and Culture in the Barbarian West Sixth through Eighth Centuries, 
trans. John J. Contreni, (Columbia, S.C., 1976) p. 207; Claudio Leonardi, ‘Chapter Seven: 
Intellectual Life’, The New Cambridge Medieval History, Vol. III. c.900-c.1024, ed. Timothy 
Reuter, (Cambridge, 2000) pp. 186-211, 188, 204; David Luscombe, ‘Thought and Learning’, in 
The New Cambridge Medieval History, Vol. IV: c. 1024-c, 1198, eds. David Luscombe & 
Jonathan Riley-Smith, (Cambridge, 2008), pp. 461-98. 
102 Matthew Kempshall, Rhetoric and the Writing of History, (Manchester, 2011) pp. 34-120. 
103 Guy Halsall, ‘Introduction: “Don't Worry, I've Got the Key”’, Humour, History and Politics pp. 
1-24, 15; Guy Halsall, ‘Funny Foreigners: Laughing with the Barbarians in Late Antiquity’, 
Humour, History and Politics, pp. 89-113, 91-93; for more on Roman perceptions of the 
barbarian see I. M. Ferris, Enemies of Rome: Barbarians Through Roman Eyes, (Sutton, 2003); 
Eric H. Cline & Mark W. Graham, Ancient Empires: From Mesopotamia to the Rise of Islam, 
(Cambridge, 2011), pp. 239-243. 
104 De civitate Dei, III. 29. pp. 156-157; Guy Halsall, ‘Introduction: “Don’t Worry I’ve Got the 
Key”’, p. 15; Mark Humphries, ‘The Lexicon of Abuse: Drunkenness and Political Illegitimacy in 
the Late Roman World’, in Humour, History and Politics, pp. 75-88, 77-78; Guy Halsall ‘Funny 
Foreigners’, pp. 91-93; K. Mcgrath, ‘The Politics of Chivalry: The Function of Anger and Shame 
in Eleventh- and Twelfth-Century Anglo-Norman Historical Narratives’, in Feud, Violence and 
Practice, eds. B. S. Tuten and T. L. Billado, (Farnham, 2010) pp. 55-69, 63. 
105 The literature on auctoritas and its use in classical writing and rhetoric to describe important 
figures is vast. For a slice of the discussion see: George Kennedy, The Art of Rhetoric in the 
Roman World, (Princeton, 1972) pp. 100-101; Karl Galinksy, Augustan Culture: An Interpretive 
Introduction, (Princeton, 1998) pp. 10-41; Jean Goodwin, ‘Cicero's Authority,’ Philosophy and 
Rhetoric 34, (2001), 38-60; Michèle Lowrie, Writing, Performance, and Authority in Augustan 
Rome, (Oxford, 2009) pp. 169-170, 279-308; Gregory Rowe, ‘Reconsidering the “Auctoritas” of 
Augustus,’ The Journal of Roman Studies 103, (2013), 1-15. 
106 Again there is a vast literature on the subject. Jan M. Ziolkowski provides a helpful overview 
of the subject in regards to the twelfth century, which is useful for earlier centuries as well: 
‘Cultures of Authority in the Long Twelfth Century,’ Journal of English and Germanic Philology 
108. (2009), 421-448; some recent comments have been made by Ryan Szpiech: Conversion 
and Narrative: Reading and Religious Authority in Medieval Polemic, (Pennsylvania, 2013), pp. 
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Further classical influences can be found in the genres of mythical 

histories and epic: many of the great Greek and Roman myths and legends 

were known to medieval authors and the influence of authors such as Virgil and 

Sallust were pronounced and included stylistic emphases on incredible heroes, 

dastardly villains, strength, leadership and honour. Texts by Vergil and Cicero in 

particular, were major elements of the curriculum of cathedral schools of the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries.107 These were to provide frameworks in which 

medieval authors could place their own patrons, heroes and enemies, 

legitimised through the adoption of the tropes and models that accompanied the 

classical narrative architecture. Several excellent studies in the last few years 

have analysed classical influences on authors of Norman histories such as 

Geoffrey Malaterra, Dudo of St Quentin and William of Poitiers.108 They provide 

a helpful springboard from which to consider these influences in the context of 

Norman ethnic identity. 

The Vulgate Bible, translated into Latin from Hebrew by Saint Jerome 

(c.347–420), had one of the most widespread and enduring influences on 

European medieval texts.109 Scripture in general was essential to education for 

practically everyone, from children to the most learned members of the clergy, 

and both cathedral and monastic schools taught moral lessons from the Bible 

and other Christian texts through reading and liturgical practice.110 Naturally, the 

Gospels were paramount in such teaching practices but other parts of the Bible 

were of great importance in shaping how medieval writers understood and 

presented history. Jennifer A. Harris has shown that Christian historical writing 

                                                                                                                                
 

59-91. Karl-Heinrich Lütcke’s work on Augustine and auctoritas remains useful: ‘Auctoritas’ bei 
Augustin, mil einer Einleitung zur romischen Vorgeschichte des Begriffs, (Stuttgart, 1968). 
107 Though the culture at cathedral schools changed over these two centuries, as demonstrated 
by C. Stephen Jaeger, these texts remained significant: C. Stephen Jaeger, The Envy of 
Angels: Cathedral Schools and Social Ideals in Medieval Europe, 950-1200, (Philadelphia, 
1994), esp. pp. 2-5, 47-62. 
108 For example: Vito Sivo, ‘Éléments classiques et chrétiens dans l’historiographie normande: 
le portrait du Grand Comte Roger par Geoffroi Malaterra’, in L'historiographie médiévale 
normande et ses sources antiques (Xe-XIIe siècle): actes du colloque international de Cerisy-la-
Salle et du Scriptorial d'Avranches, eds. Pierre Bauduin & Marie-Agnès Lucas-Avenel, (Caen, 
2014) pp. 239-274; Marie-Agnès Lucas-Avenel, ‘Les sallustianismes de Geoffroi Malaterra’, in 
L'historiographie médiévale normande, pp. 277-306; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 112-113, 145, 198-203, 
212; Emily A. Winkler, ‘The Norman Conquest of the classical past: William of Poitiers, 
language and history’, Journal of Medieval History 42, (2016), 456-478. 
109 The edition used is the Biblia sacra iuxta vulgatem versionem, eds. Robert Weber, Bonifatius 
Fischer, Jean Gribomont, H.F.D. Sparks, and W. Thiele, (Stuttgart, 1969), 2 Vols. I will anglicise 
the names of the biblical books where relevant. 
110 Luscombe, ‘Thought and Learning’, pp. 462-468. 
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developed two visions of history: the first, based on Daniel’s Dream, understood 

history as a sense of progress through translatio imperii from one kingdom to 

another, with Paulus Orosius being a key purveyor of this type. The second 

considered the entire narrative of the Bible in terms of divine administration over 

history, particularly focused on God’s work in Israel and the Church and 

represented in the work of Augustine of Hippo.111 The historical books of the 

Bible, namely the Maccabees, were also important in shaping concepts of the 

history of peoples in medieval texts. Jean Dunbabin has demonstrated that the 

Books of the Maccabees, which found renewed popularity in the ninth century 

thanks to a comprehensive commentary by Rabanus Maurus, presented the 

Jews as a ‘nation-in-arms’, the true hero of the text being the people as a 

whole.112 Furthermore, she argues that their leader Judas Maccabeus became 

an exemplar used to compare and honour contemporary rulers in charters and 

historical texts.113 In comparisons to both Judas and the Jews the qualities of 

rulership and military success were transmitted to medieval historical texts 

about the history of peoples and their leaders, becoming recognised as the 

primary qualities of ideal male military leaders. 

Numerous important texts followed these classical and biblical texts, 

building upon, repeating and developing the models formed within them. Two 

authors of late antiquity that stand out are Augustine (354-430), whose De 

civitate Dei was particularly important in terms of Latin historical writing, and his 

disciple Orosius (c. 385 – after 418), whose Historiae Adversus Paganos was a 

significant historical text concerning barbaric peoples. The work of Isidore of 

Seville (c.560-636) was also very influential, particularly his Etymologiae, which 

set out to preserve and transmit knowledge about the etymology of the Latin 

language based on numerous classical texts.114 The Etymologiae was a stock 

reference text in the Middle Ages and provides us with helpful comparatives in 

determining the use of particular Latin terms and phrases. The various early 

medieval origines gentium expanded upon many classical tropes, using them to 

                                            
 

111 Jennifer A. Harris, ‘The Bible and the Meaning of History in the Middle Ages,’ in The Practice 
of the Bible in the Middle Ages: Production, Reception, and Performance in Western 
Christianity, eds. Susan Boynton & Diane K. Reilly, (New York, 2011), pp. 84-104. 
112 Jean Dunbabin, ‘The Maccabees as Exemplars in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries’, in The 
Bible in the Medieval World: Essays in Memory of Beryl Smalley, eds. Katherine Walsh & Diana 
Wood, (Oxford, 1985) pp. 31-42, esp. 32. 
113 Ibid. pp. 36-41. 
114 On Isidore’s life and works see: Etymologies, pp. 7-10; for his sources see: pp. 10-17 
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describe peoples with barbaric histories. Some of the most influential include 

the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum of Bede (c. 673-735), the Decem 

Libri Historiarum of Gregory of Tours (538-594), the Historia Langobardorum of 

Paul the Deacon (c. 720-799) and the De origine actibusque Getarum (or 

Getica) of Jordanes, which was written c. 550. The influence of other authors 

from antiquity and the early Middle Ages will be examined in more detail in the 

main body of the thesis but the crucial point is that these texts are essential in 

understanding the development of concepts of ethnicity, authority and the 

development of the Latin terms that signify them. In exploring their use of 

language it is paramount that the shape and origins of their methodologies in 

writing history are examined.115 Essentially, the authors of Norman history were 

not influenced by a recognised perception of the Normans as being ‘like X’, i.e. 

Normanitas, but were influenced by wider and older traditions and models from 

classical and patristic source material, the Bible and early medieval histories 

about barbaric peoples.116 

 

Source Material, Structure and Methodological Questions 
This thesis focuses on texts from Normandy, England, southern Italy and Sicily 

composed in the period 996-1159 and whose main subject is Norman history. 

These sources all belong to the broad genre of historical writing, including 

gesta, annals, chronicles, and histories in Latin prose, poetry and prosimetrum, 

save a handful of vernacular sources. As discussed above, these historical texts 

often focus on the nature of various gentes and the behaviour and exploits of 

the male military aristocracy. However, in order to determine how the gens 

Normannorum histories compare to both those texts that influenced their 

language and other medieval histories from the same period, they themselves 

must be re-evaluated. That is not to say that other genres of source material are 

irrelevant to the analysis of Normanitas or medieval concepts of ethnicity in 

general. However, Normanitas in modern scholarship has been constructed 

                                            
 

115 For the importance of language in medieval historiography and the methodologies of 
medieval historical writing in general see: Kempshall, Rhetoric and the Writing of History, pp. 4-
6, 32-33, 34-120, passim. 
116 The influence of such long historiographical traditions on Norman historical writing has been 
noted by scholars such as Pierre Bouet, though he does not explore what that might mean for 
the construction of Norman identity in detail: ‘Les Normands: le nouveau peuple élu’, in Les 
Normands en Méditerranée dans le sillage des Trancrède, ed. by Pierre Bouet and François 
Neveux (Caen, 1994), pp. 239-252. 
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around these particular types of historical source material; to provide a 

worthwhile reconsideration of the concept it is thus necessary to explore these 

familiar Norman historical texts once more in order to contextualise both the 

sources and the concepts within them. Furthermore, before asking the question 

of whether Normanitas can cross more disparate genres, it must first be shown 

to exist within the various types of Norman historical writing. If Normanitas is 

inconsistent and lacks distinctive attributes within the very texts that are 

supposedly its foundation, it becomes evident that the concept is far weaker 

than previously claimed.  

This thesis is structured around the chief source material it explores. Part 

One focuses on Normandy, the home of Norman identity, from the tenth to the 

twelfth centuries; Part Two explores the exportation of Norman identity to 

England in the first half of the twelfth century; finally, Part Three explores 

whether exporting Norman identity was truly effective in eleventh-century Italy 

and what sort of shape it took in three key historical texts. The details of each 

source will be considered within the relevant chapter, but the chief sources 

studied in the thesis and its structure are summarised here. 

The thesis is divided into five chapters focusing on different groups of 

source material, categorised by date and geography. In Part One, Chapter One 

focuses on Dudo of St Quentin’s Historia Normannorum as the first historical 

work that focuses on the identity of the Norman gens. It is considered alongside 

several sources that predate it, such as the history of Richer of Saint-Rémi, 

demonstrating the nature of historiographical attitudes surrounding the Norman 

gens in Francia by the time Dudo was writing. This chapter demonstrates that 

Dudo was responsible for conceiving a Norman ethnic identity through their 

character and heritage, but one that was largely based on older imperial, biblical 

and Carolingian tropes concerning ideals of rulership and the justification of a 

questionable background. Chapter Two focuses on Dudo’s legacy in late 

eleventh-century sources about the Normans including William of Jumièges’ 

Gesta Normannorum Ducum, William of Poitiers’ Gesta Guillelmi, and the 

Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, likely written by the Frank Guy, bishop of 

Amiens. This chapter will show that in the eleventh century there was not simply 

one clear-cut version of Normanitas circulating within an easily defined gens 

Normannorum tradition. The situation is instead rather more complicated, 

constituting a multiplicity of viewpoints and texts that can roughly be categorised 
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as the official versions or ‘core texts’, due to their continuing use and popularity, 

namely those by Dudo and William of Jumièges, and more unofficial texts by 

William of Poitiers and Guy, somewhat sidelined due to political issues or 

independent origins. Nonetheless, both the core and peripheral texts were 

further transmitted thanks to the interest of twelfth century scholars. Chapter 

Three explores this interest by examining the Norman source material of the 

twelfth century, namely the redactions of the Gesta Normannorum Ducum by 

Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Torigni, as well as their other works, Orderic’s 

sizable Historia Ecclesiastica and Robert’s Chronica. It explores the way in 

which these authors, attempting to bring together these multiple visions of 

Norman identity from the previous century, along with potent outside influences 

from England, France and Italy, further entangle these ideas. 

In Part Two, Chapter Four turns to England and two notably broad 

historical texts, William of Malmesbury’s Gesta Regum Anglorum and Henry of 

Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum. It explores how these two texts brought 

together three significant literary traditions, including both English and Norman 

ones, but were ultimately and predominantly influenced by wider classical, 

biblical and early medieval trends. This investigation demonstrates a need to 

explore the wider context of these terms beyond that of merely one ethnic 

group. The latter part of this chapter explores two historical sources from Wales, 

the Vita Griffini Filii Conani and the Brut y Tywysogyon. This Welsh material 

largely dates from the second half of the twelfth century but are some of the 

earliest historical accounts from the area to include information about events 

from the first half of the twelfth century and the preceding eleventh century 

involving the Normans and the Welsh. As such, they make for a useful 

comparison with Norman material in that they provide an outside perspective of 

the Normans and of the Welsh gens. 

In Part Three, Chapter Five considers the three major historical sources of 

southern Italy and Sicily from the late eleventh-century concerning the 

Normans. These are De rebus gestis Rogerii, Calabriae et Siciliae comitis, et 

Roberti Guiscardi ducis, fratris ejus by Geoffrey Malaterra, the Gesta Roberti 

Wiscardi by William of Apulia and L'Ystoire de li Normant by Amatus of 

Montecassino. Here I demonstrate that these sources were operating 

independently from both one another as well as the gens Normanorum tradition 

in Normandy. The chapter explores the similarities and differences of ethnic 
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construction in these texts by investigating the contexts in which they were 

composed and the extent to which they shared a debt to earlier texts. 

The scope of this thesis does not allow for a wide-ranging and 

comprehensive examination and comparison with a good sample of non-

Norman Latin historical writing of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. However, a 

comparative approach is maintained at intervals throughout the thesis that 

occasionally explores non-Norman texts that either Other the Norman gens or 

entirely ignore them. As is perhaps to be expected, these non-Norman sources 

often disregard the Normans and especially Normanitas but there are two 

questions that should be asked. Firstly, are the terms associated in modern 

scholarship with Norman identity used by other sources to describe their own 

gens? If so, what does this tell us about how identities are constructed and 

understood regarding characteristic behaviour? At some junctures these two 

types of texts, those that Other the Normans and those that ignore them, will be 

considered alongside the Norman material. For example, Frankish writings that 

contain the earliest information about the Normans are essential for 

understanding the aims and stylistic choices of the earliest writer of Norman 

history, Dudo of St Quentin. The questions raised by the conclusions on 

Norman identity regarding this material are admittedly only treated briefly here 

but open up further avenues of exploration beyond the Norman source material 

that are worthy of further investigation. However, a section within the conclusion 

briefly investigates a selection of eleventh and twelfth-century texts from outside 

the various Norman spheres, namely works composed in the German Reich, to 

explore whether the elements that are believed to constitute Normanitas exist in 

other political communities and to compare how they were deployed in different 

contexts. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider sources outside the 

various Norman spheres in as great a detail as the Norman sources 

themselves. Nevertheless, by considering sources that describe the Normans 

written, not for a Norman audience, but for other gentes, this chapter sets out to 

acknowledge that ethnicity is constituted through the perceptions of both 

insiders and outsiders.  

There are several areas of interest that are not covered here for various 

reasons. Aside from brief references to the Norman adventurer’s deeds in Spain 

in some key texts on Norman history, such as by Amatus of Montecassino, 

there is little source material about the Normans to explore; the same can also 
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be said for Scotland where the lack of material makes research difficult. 

Sources concerning the Normans’ actions in Ireland are also absent since those 

events occurred late in the twelfth century. The consensus among scholars 

regarding the decline of Normanitas is that it began to occur in the second half 

of the twelfth century. While there is room for further interrogation of the concept 

within the sources from this later period, it is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Furthermore, it is necessary, and more important, to ascertain whether 

Normanitas exists, as well as whether it is consistent and to what extent it is 

distinct from other identities, in the years of its creation and its height, whether 

that be the eleventh or twelfth century. If Normanitas is not truly consistent and 

distinct than its disappearance is of secondary importance. As such, the primary 

sources considered here were written within the date range of 996-1159, 

beginning with Dudo of St Quentin’s Historia Normannorum and ending with the 

last revisions by Robert of Torigni to his redaction of the Gesta Normannorum 

Ducum. There is one exception to this: Robert of Torigni’s Chronica, which he 

continued up until his death in 1186. It is important in understanding Robert as a 

writer of history to take into account both of his historical works, especially as 

his two texts are so radically different, though he had begun the Chronica 

before his move to Mont-Saint-Michel in 1154, making it an important transition 

text. Other notable texts from the period, such as by Wace, Benoît de Sainte-

Maure, Stephen of Rouen, and so on, while tantalising in their use of many 

earlier Norman sources in writing their histories, have unfortunately been 

excluded as belonging to the supposed period of Normanitas’ decline and in the 

interest of keeping this thesis concise. 

Through careful analysis of the sources themselves, the information 

known about the authors and the manuscript dissemination of their works, we 

can contextualise the ideas in these texts by determining their aims and 

audiences.117 Thus, a similar approach is taken in each chapter, starting with 

the sources themselves, asking who is being described and how, and who is 

doing the describing? What type of historical source have they created: 

                                            
 

117 While we come to these texts from different perspectives, in this sense (i.e. the importance of 
contextualising these texts in exploring the ways in which they construct ethnic identity) my 
approach is not dissimilar to that of Emily Albu and particularly Ewan Johnson: Albu, Normans 
in Their Histories; Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’. However, as detailed 
above, my approach explores more closely the meaning behind specific Latin terms and the 
context of their use in general historical writing of the central middle ages. 
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biography, origines gentium, gesta, history or chronicle? It is also fundamental 

to consider why and for whom the source was written. Did it have a clear 

purpose and who constituted its audience, whether the originally intended 

audience or otherwise? Next the subjects of the source are examined; who is 

actually being described in the text? Are whole communities described as ethnic 

gentes or otherwise? If the author describes an individual character or figure, 

what other forms of identity are used to identify them and their role in society, 

such as their status, their gender, their role or occupation? By untangling these 

alternative forms of distinction from concepts of ethnic identity further questions 

emerge about whether Norman identity was more influenced by them than by 

ethnic difference. The primary terms of Normanitas are most commonly 

attributed to male military aristocrats; even when describing the deeds of the 

gens as a whole the emphasis and intent is clearly centred on the Norman 

military class. As such, those that make up significant portions of Norman 

society are often secondary or entirely excluded from this supposedly ethnic 

rhetoric, including women, the clergy and those of lower status, whether 

freemen or serfs. When such individuals are mentioned it is often in the context 

of demonstrating how they do not correctly inhabit their societal role including, 

for example, religious figures whose martial endeavours disrupt their holy duties 

and women who appropriate authority deemed better suited to male figures. If 

these particular terms are ethnically charged, then why are they so rarely used 

in relation to the majority of the members of Norman communities? 

Furthermore, if only the male aristocracy can engage with the construction and 

reproduction of ethnic culture through their participation in political ritual, is it 

truly an ethnic distinction? By considering these alternative identities it will be 

suggested that Normanitas belongs to a wider construction of both Norman 

identity and communal identities of various gentes of the period, based on 

questions of power, authority, legitimacy, gender and status. 

 Thus, this thesis aims to find answers to two questions: does Normanitas 

actually exist, at least in a textual sense? In this sense, are there identifiable 

synergies between how contemporaries understand Norman identity across 

varying time periods, geographical areas, gender, status and language? 

Secondly, if Normanitas exists, to what extent is it actually distinct from other 

early and central medieval expressions of ethnic identity? Is the creation of a 

Norman identity built upon and influenced by prevailing traditions in earlier 
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texts? Is it a response to particular circumstances? Through the exploration of 

the source material using the methodological approach outlined above, this 

research seeks to find answers to these questions, reconsidering the concept of 

Normanitas from a fresh perspective. 
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Part One: The Creation and Evolution of Norman Identity in 
Normandy 

 

Chapter One, Dudo of St Quentin: Constructing an Ethnic Identity 
and an Ethnic History  

 

Perhaps the most crucial work concerning the origins of the gens Normannorum 

tradition and the nature of Normanitas is the Historia Normannorum by Dudo of 

St Quentin (c.960s-1020s). Dudo wrote a history of the Normans who had 

settled in France from their perspective, a perspective not previously committed 

to the page in such a significant way. Little survives of earlier attempts at 

recording Norman history. While annalistic writing probably existed the earliest 

known, the now lost Annals of Rouen, date from the late eleventh or early 

twelfth century and were probably based on Dudo’s Historia or the monk 

William of Jumièges’ Gesta Normannorum Ducum. Evidence exists for other 

texts including saints’ lives, miracle stories and a handful of early Norman 

charters. A few significant Norman poems also survive including a planctus for 

William Longsword, composed soon after his death in 943, and the early 

eleventh-century poetry of the court at Rouen, Warner of Rouen’s Moriuht and 

Runaway Monk and the anonymous Jezebel and Semiramis.1 As far as we can 

tell, Dudo’s Historia was the first work of any significant size to be 

commissioned by the Normans and primarily concerned with the Norman gens 

and is, therefore, indispensable to this study. 

Of course, the initial stages of Norman involvement in Francia are not 

undocumented. Accounts from the ninth and tenth centuries provide us with 

modest information about the Norman invaders. As the victims of these Norman 

excursions the authors of these sources predominantly cast the Normans as 

barbarians (barbari) and pirates (piratae).2 While the identity of the Northern 

invaders was not among these authors’ main concerns, crucial perceptions are 

                                            
 

1 Elisabeth van Houts, The Normans in Europe, (Manchester, 2000) pp. 23-25, 33, 41; Pohl, 
Dudo, pp. 1-2; M. Arnoux, ‘Before the Gesta Normannorum and Beyond Dudo: Some Evidence 
on Early Norman Historiography’, Anglo-Norman Studies 22, (1999), 29-48; Ziolkowski, Jezebel, 
pp. 28-30.  
2 This earlier material will be further discussed below but numerous examples of this can be 
found in the work of Richer of Saint-Rémi (c.950-c.998): Richer, I. 4, 6, 7, 8; see Bernard S. 
Bachrach, ‘Writing Latin History for a Lay Audience c. 1000: Dudo of Saint Quentin at the 
Norman Court’, in The Haskins Society Journal 20, (2009), 58-77, 58. 
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evident and some aspects of Normanitas find their genesis in the Frankish 

attitude to the Normans. Furthermore, this material was the backdrop to the 

intellectual world in which Dudo was educated and worked, a culture strongly 

concerned with tradition and the replication of Roman traditions and transferal 

of an imperium or legitimacy through the concepts of imitatio imperii and 

translatio imperii. Classical works from antiquity, religious texts by the church 

fathers, the emergence of Latin histories concerning barbaric peoples and 

numerous annalistic, historical, poetic and hagiographical texts, among others, 

from the Carolingian period, all influenced Dudo’s education and style. He was 

to follow these patterns to create his own version of a people destined to move 

from pirates to princes. Thus, his version of Normanitas was strongly integrated 

with the tropes of classical heroic literature, Christian texts and barbaric 

historical narratives, many of which had found renewed popularity amongst the 

Carolingians. Dudo attempted to cast the Normans in a new light, but their 

identity was forged using tools from this rich textual background. Analysing how 

Dudo’s work fits into the contemporary literary culture in which he was 

composing the Historia will be the first priority of this chapter; broader influences 

from this wealth of textual tradition will be discussed throughout. 

As discussed in the introduction, Normanitas is considered to be 

composed of the following traits which will be studied in depth: wildness and 

ferocity (feritas and ferocitas); warlike aptitude (including terms such as belliger 

and bellicosus) and vigour (strenuitas); outlandish and violent behaviour, not 

necessarily determined by isolated terms; boldness or audacity (audacia); and 

cunning and strategy (including astutia and calliditas). The crucial question 

when considering Dudo’s place amongst his contemporaries is how and to what 

extent he is doing something different in his characterisation of the Normans. 

How far do these characterisations draw upon earlier textual sources and 

traditions? How they are distinct from previous works? Dudo employs the 

significant Latin terms in several key contexts: the acknowledgment and 

justification of a troubling past; issues of Norman leadership, both as pagans 

and as Christians; rulership in a military context; rulership in politics and 

diplomacy; and the character of the Norman gens as a whole. These contexts 

are crucial because they inform us about how Dudo felt the terms should be 

applied while also demonstrating that these terms had varying and sometimes 
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inconstant uses. This chapter explores how Dudo constructed Norman identity 

and the literary contexts which informed his text. 

 

The Historia Normannorum of Dudo of St Quentin 
The Historia Normannorum (hereafter HN) is the earliest history to be primarily 

concerned with the Normans.3 It was written by Dudo, a canon of St Quentin, 

born in the 960s (possibly c.965) to a family of some significance in the 

Vermandois region of France, whose education was substantial and probably 

occurred in Liège.4 Duke Richard I of Normandy (r. 942-996) commissioned the 

HN, though he did not to live to see it finished, his son Richard II, who also 

employed Dudo as chancellor, and brother, Count Rolf, becoming Dudo’s new 

patrons.5 Scholars generally agree that Dudo composed the HN in the period 

996-1015. He had been selected for an important diplomatic mission to Richard 

I’s court at Rouen in 987 on behalf of Count Albert I of Vermandois (r. 943-

987/8).6 Dudo became a frequent visitor of Richard I in the early 990s, perhaps 

to maintain this political relationship, and claims Richard first approached him 

about the HN sometime around 994-996, adding that he had barely begun when 

news of Richard I’s death reached him.7 Presumably Dudo began in earnest 

shortly after being prompted by his new patrons, and his history was probably 

presented to the court at Rouen c.1015, since Richard II rewarded him with 

estates in Normandy in 1015 that were originally promised by Richard I.8 

The purpose of the HN, according to Dudo, was to ‘describe the customs 

and deeds of the Norman land … the rights which he [Richard] established 

within the kingdom of his great-grandfather Rollo’, and commit them to 

                                            
 

3 The title of De moribus actis primorum Normanniae ducum was given to the work by André 
Duchesne for his edition published in 1619, adapted from Dudo’s dedicatory letter to Adalbero 
of Laon, and reused again in a second edition by Jules Lair in 1865. The manuscripts, however, 
when they provide a title, call the work either Gesta Normannorum or Historia Normannorum. 
Gerda C. Huisman called for the replacement of Duchesne’s title in 1983 with Gesta 
Normannorum; more recent scholars have tended to use Historia Normannorum: Gerda C. 
Huisman ‘Notes on the Manuscript Tradition of Dudo of St Quentin’s Gesta Normannorum’, 
Anglo-Norman Studies 6, (Woodbridge, 1984) 122-135, 122; Pohl, Dudo, p. 2. 
4 Though arguments have also been made for Dudo having been to Reims, Shopkow’s 
suggestion of Liège is the most convincing: Leah Shopkow, ‘The Carolingian World of Dudo of 
Saint-Quentin’, Journal of Medieval History 15, (1989), 19-37, 25-27; for an effective breakdown 
of Dudo’s early life and career see Pohl, Dudo, pp. 109-113; Christiansen, pp. ix-xiii. 
5 Christiansen, pp. xi, xxiv-xxv, 6. 
6 Dudo was sent to court Richard I as a potential ally for Albert in negotiating with Hugh Capet 
(c. 938-996): Christiansen, p. xi; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 113-115. 
7 Christiansen, p. 6. 
8 Christiansen, p. xi; van Houts, The Normans in Europe, p. 25. 
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memory.9 As Benjamin Pohl states, Richard’s aim was to cement the Normans’ 

position as an important member of Francia’s ruling class; to do so he required 

a writer educated in contemporary Carolingian literary culture and Dudo was an 

ideal candidate.10 One of Dudo’s primary considerations was the Normans’ 

negative reputation as barbaric pagans, which needed to be quashed, and their 

status as pious and legitimate rulers promoted, though he did not entirely 

remove their Norse heritage, since he engages with Scandinavian tradition in 

the HN.11 Instead, his assignment was to justify and glorify the Normans’ 

background. For this work and the Norman objective to be taken seriously, the 

HN had to be situated within the popular contemporary literature of the 

Carolingian world, a vast and complex literary tradition of imitatio imperii and 

correctio, the Carolingian ideological initiative for the reform or improvement of 

all aspects of life, politics and religion.12 Regardless of the extent to which a 

Norse heritage may have found its way into the HN, the dominant influence on 

Dudo’s work was this vast Carolingian textual tradition. 

The HN was fairly widely disseminated in Normandy and England during 

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, though it also found its way into Flanders. 

The HN survives in fourteen manuscripts, ten of which date from the eleventh or 

twelfth centuries. Five of these were made in Normandy, the earliest being 

created at Jumièges possibly between c.1050-75. Another was made at Mont-

Saint-Michel, and perhaps transferred to Fécamp, though scholars disagree on 

whether it was written in the late eleventh or early twelfth century. One witness 

from the first half of the twelfth century originated from Saint-Wandrille and two 

                                            
 

9 HN, p. 119; Christiansen, p. 6. 
10 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 115-116. 
11 For instance, Searle pointed out that the heritage of Norse sagas is evident within the HN and 
that there is nothing to suggest that the tradition had been entirely forgotten. More generally, 
van Houts notes that the many Norman names, stories and their legal system remained notably 
Scandinavian: Eleanor Searle ‘Fact and Pattern in Heroic History: Dudo of Saint-Quentin’, 
Viator 15, (1984), 119-137, 120-123; GND, I. p. ix; however, others such as Christiansen remain 
sceptical: Christiansen, pp. xvi-xviii. Fraser McNair has suggested that, due to two key crises in 
Normandy during the mid-tenth century, the Norman court and Richard I adopted a change in 
ideological strategy that aimed to construct a Norman identity that, while already notably 
Frankish, would appeal to pagan mercenaries brought in to support the duchy in war: ‘The 
politics of being Norman in the reign of Richard the Fearless, Duke of Normandy (r. 942-996)’, 
Early Medieval Europe 23 (2015), 308-328. 
12 Mayke de Jong, The Penitential State: Authority and Atonements in the Age of Louis the 
Pious, 814-840, (Cambridge, 2009) pp. 5, 23-24; J.M.H. Smith, ‘“Emending Evil Ways and 
Praising God’s Omnipotence”: Einhard and the Uses of Roman Martyrs’, in K. Mills and A. 
Grafton, eds, Conversion in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages: Seeing and Believing, 
(Rochester, NY, 2003), pp. 189-223, 189-190. 
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more, one from the late eleventh century the other from the early twelfth 

century, from somewhere in Normandy, though their provenance cannot be 

determined with any more precision.13 Five witnesses were copied in England 

during this period. One hails from St Augustine’s in Canterbury, either in the late 

eleventh or early twelfth century, and another from Bury St Edmunds in the last 

quarter of the twelfth century. The last three English witnesses are all from the 

twelfth century and Pohl suggests that one came from Colchester and another 

came from Canterbury; the third manuscript’s provenance cannot be 

ascertained with any certainty.14 Finally, one witness survives from Anchin, 

located near Douai in Flanders, dating from the middle of the twelfth century.15 

The dissemination of the work was largely confined to Normandy and Anglo-

Norman England but the existence of a manuscript in Anchin is intriguing. Dudo 

was originally from the Vermandois and had been educated in either Liège or 

Reims, all of which were not far from Anchin. Evidently, Dudo’s work enjoyed a 

respectable level of popularity in the Norman and Anglo-Norman spheres, 

particularly in the twelfth century. The twelfth-century Norman historical writers 

Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Torigni also demonstrate an awareness of the text. 

Most of the extant manuscripts of the HN survive with a dedicatory letter 

from Dudo to Adalbero, Bishop of Laon (r. 977-1030). Dudo certainly had 

political motives in sending his work to Adalbero and Christiansen suggests that 

Adalbero’s opinions on monastic reform may have reflected Dudo’s own, 

pointing to a poem penned by the bishop in the 1020s demonstrating his 

interest in political theory as well as his dislike of monks.16 Dudo was also well 

aware that his HN showcased his abilities as a writer and historian and sending 

the work to Adalbero served as a means of self-promotion among scholarly 

circles in northern France.17 Elements of the HN that may have been lost on, or 

                                            
 

13 Another witness, now lost, was copied at Saint-Évroult at the turn of the century, possibly 
c.1205. For more detail about each witness see: Pohl, Dudo, pp. 20-24, 31-33; Christiansen, p. 
xxxv; Huisman, ‘Notes’, 123. 
14 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 18-20, 24-26, 27-28, 30; Christiansen, p. xxxv; Huisman, ‘Notes’, 123; GND, 
I. p. cxiv. 
15 The last three manuscripts date from the fourteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, two 
from England and one from France: Pohl, Dudo, pp. 26-28, 30-31; Huisman, ‘Notes’, 123. 
16 For these debates and others regarding Dudo’s choice of patron see Christiansen, pp. xxvii-
xxviii. 
17 Magali Coumert also makes this point. Taking into account the abundance of allusions in 
Dudo’s work from various genres and sources she suggests that only certain learned readers, 
like Adalbero, would be able to understand all of them: ‘Les récits d’origine et la tradition 
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unstimulating for, the Norman nobility were intended to be picked up on by 

intellectuals in West Francia. While the HN was intended as a tool to position 

the Norman rulers amongst their peers in Francia, it also positioned Dudo 

amongst his as well; Adalbero’s position as a politically influential figure was an 

ideal way to achieve this. Thus, we find the HN being circulated to the east of 

Normandy suggesting some awareness of the work outside the Norman sphere, 

though there is little evidence for the HN being cited in Frankish texts. 

In having two patrons, Richard II and Adalbero, Dudo was not precluding 

either. The HN, like most Latin histories of the period, had many facets and 

these were not mutually exclusive to either noble or religious audiences. St 

Quentin fell within Adalbert’s jurisdiction and Dudo sending the work to be 

approved by the bishop upon his appointment to the deanship of St Quentin in 

1015 was a sensible career move. As Pohl has suggested, Dudo was likely 

motivated by the bishop’s ability to proofread the text.18 Gerda Huisman took 

the lack of the prefatory letter and the poems, as the HN was written in the style 

of prosimetrum, within five of the surviving manuscripts to mean that two 

separate versions of the HN were being circulated simultaneously. She argues 

that the original composition, written between 996 and 1015, was purely the 

prose text, whereas Dudo revised the HN after 1015, adding the poems and 

dedication. This might suggest two different aims for the HN but Pohl refutes 

this claim by demonstrating that Dudo’s poems play a decisive role in the 

conception of the HN as a whole and cannot have been added as an 

afterthought.19 The HN was originally conceived as a text that worked on 

several levels and would thus appeal to varying audiences. 

The extent to which the HN appealed to the Norman court and a noble 

audience has been hotly debated. Leah Shopkow voiced concerns about the 

Norman dukes’ literacy and their ability to recognise the scholarly Carolingian 

traditions so crucial to the HN; without extensive literacy in Latin, she argues, 

the work cannot have been primarily aimed at the Normans themselves.20 

Bernard Bachrach, however, notes the satisfaction among Dudo’s patrons in the 

ducal family, suggesting that they must have understood the contents to some 
                                                                                                                                
 

historiographique normande’, in L'historiographie médiévale normande, pp. 137-154, 139-140, 
149-150. 
18 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 107-108, 156. 
19 Huisman, ‘Notes’, 125, 135; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 22-28, 84-108. 
20 Shopkow, ‘The Carolingian World of Dudo’, 30-31. 
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degree, and Eleanor Searle confidently asserts that Dudo spun his tales for the 

Norman household and its guests and allies.21 Rosamond McKitterick has 

emphasised the role of the written word in secular life and law in Carolingian 

courts. She states that the audience for Latin poetry ‘was by no means an 

exclusively clerical [one], or a pettifogging scholarly one. It was a courtly 

audience of magnates, clerics and laymen, anxious to get on in a world whose 

leaders had made the written word more than the vehicle of the Christian 

faith.’22 This had not changed come the eleventh century nor had this sort of 

audience dissipated. Warner of Rouen’s harshly critical poem (c.1020) about his 

colleague, the Irish poet Moriuht, would seem an oddity if we imagined that it 

was composed solely for the well-educated, who were most likely to grasp that 

the more obscene elements of the poem were echoing Roman satire and 

epigram.23 Furthermore, the work was dedicated to both Robert, archbishop of 

Rouen (989-1037), and his mother, the Countess Gunnor (950-1031), 

suggesting that Warner was trying to court the patronage of the ducal family.24 

Bachrach notes the complexity of Moriuht alongside the poem Jezebel, also 

from Rouen around the same time, and the planctus to William Longsword, 

which was written almost a century before, suggesting Dudo’s was not the only 

complex work written for the Norman court.25 As Bachrach points out, education 

in Normandy followed the Carolingian tradition of teaching the laity Latin, 

including everyone from minor administrators to the dukes themselves.26 The 

Norman dukes adopted a programme of fervently emulating Carolingian 

traditions across numerous fields and, though it went beyond commissioning a 

history about themselves, this was a crucial tool for acquiring recognition as 

nobles able to engage effectively with cultural discourse in Francia.27  

                                            
 

21 Bachrach, ‘Writing Latin History’, 60; Searle, Predatory Kinship, pp. 63-64. 
22 Rosamond McKitterick, The Carolingians and the written word, (Cambridge, 1989) pp. 232, 
272-273. 
23 Warner of Rouen, Moriuht, ed. & trans. Christopher J. McDonough, (Toronto, 1995) p. 52. 
24 Ibid. p. 72. 
25 Bachrach, ‘Writing Latin History’, 71-72. 
26 Ibid. pp. 62-67. 
27 Fraser McNair has also suggested that the HN was commissioned by Richard as part of a 
strategy of redefining a Norman political identity that appealed to Scandinavian mercenaries 
hired in response to two key crises of the mid-tenth century, the assassination of his father, 
William Longsword, and the war with Count Theobald of Blois. However, he also demonstrate 
how embedded in Carolingian textual discourse Norman texts were during the reign of 
Longsword. He also notes how the involvement of Richard, Ralph and, of course, Dudo in the 
HN’s inception make it very likely that the text reflects several conflicting aims. It is certainly 
possible that the HN was intended to appeal to both Scandinavian and Carolingian sensibilities 
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Of course, the Norman dukes were not literate enough to create such a 

tool themselves, relying on learned members of the clergy to do so for them, but 

this did not mean they were incapable of understanding the contents of the 

work. Pohl, applying the work of Franz Bäuml, considers the Norman nobility to 

be quasi-literate, i.e. dependent on the written word for their role but perhaps 

not able to read or write themselves. Thus, though some form of literacy might 

have allowed them limited access, they required mediators or translators to 

engage more fully with the written word and with whose help they were fully 

immersed in the cultural, literary and political discourse of post-Carolingian 

Europe.28 This nuanced approach allows us some freedom of movement: the 

Norman nobility could not effectively engage with the intelligent details and 

allusions in Dudo’s complicated work but they could engage with the HN on a 

more general level. Certainly, they should be included among the key members 

of Dudo’s intended audience along with Frankish intellectual circles. 

The Normans of the court at Rouen, where the work was commissioned 

and first presented, were interested in stories and tales that were both 

entertaining and glorified themselves and their ancestors’ past pursuits. Dudo, 

having come from a wealthy and noble background, made a concerted effort to 

underscore such preferences. As Pohl points out, a number of the extant 

manuscripts use positurae to punctuate the metrical poetry, implying that they 

were used in an oral and performative context, or what Joyce Coleman refers to 

as a culture of ‘aurality’.29 Nevertheless, the context of performance does not 

prove that these texts left the libraries within which they were kept. Teresa 

Webber has demonstrated that histories, such as those by Bede, Palladius of 

Hellenopolis and Eusebius, could be among texts read in monastic communities 

either at meal times in the refectory or between Vespers and Compline.30 As 

such, copyists of the HN likely included positurae for the benefit of their fellow 

monks. However, Webber adds that the annual reading directories for monastic 

                                                                                                                                
 

in spite of the contradictory nature of such an aim, a point made by Felice Lifshitz: McNair, ‘The 
politics of being Norman’, 308-328; Lifshitz, The Norman Conquest of Pious Neustria, p. 218. 
28 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 157-161; ‘Poetry, Punctuation and Performance: Was There an Aural Context 
for Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s Historia Normannorum?’, Tabularia 15 (2016), 177–216; Franz H. 
Bäuml, ‘Varieties and Consequences of medieval Literacy and Illiteracy’, Speculum 55, (1980), 
237-265. 
29 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 18-20, 22-26, 28-30, 32-33; J. Coleman, Public Reading and the Reading 
Public in Late Medieval England and France, (Cambridge, 1996), p. 28. 
30 Teresa Webber, ‘Monastic Space and the Use of Books in the Anglo-Norman Period’, Anglo-
Norman Studies 36, (2014), 221-240, particularly 230-231, 235, 238. 
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houses could be very specific and histories took a secondary place in 

comparison to biblical books.31 Histories were perhaps considered more 

entertaining than the biblical texts that were necessary to monastic life, but they 

must have been copied and used in monasteries for more than light relief. Aside 

from the obvious aim of commemoration, perhaps one such purpose was to 

entertain other members of the community and patrons of the abbey. Moreover, 

the earliest witnesses of the HN that can be located belonged to the abbeys of 

Jumièges, close enough to Rouen to transfer the text with relative ease, and 

Mont-Saint-Michel, an institution favoured and often visited by the Norman 

dukes. These copies of the HN could have been used in a performative context 

when entertaining guests and possibly in a court setting, which might also 

circumvent the problem of literacy.  

Furthermore, the HN was written with the aim of placing the Normans 

within the political and cultural milieux of France.32 Engaging with the exaltation 

of exceptional rulership of imitatio imperii was the best way to accomplish this.33 

However, this adaptation was fruitless if it was not witnessed. The dedication of 

the work to Adalbero and the creation of a copy in Anchin demonstrate that 

some Franks knew the HN, but they were not a very receptive audience. 

Nevertheless, though it probably did not convince the Franks it was not solely 

for their benefit; the Normans also wanted to convince themselves of their 

distinction. While it may not have spent much, or any, time at court after 1015, 

the HN was not a passive text but one that embodied and commemorated 

Norman cultural memory, reminding them who they were. 

 The HN sits atop a long tradition of Latin histories, cementing the 

Norman gens’ place as part of a preeminent narrative tradition concerned with 

legitimisation through imitatio imperii. Significant earlier works of the genre of 

origines gentium include Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica, Gregory of Tours’ 

Decem Libri Historiarum, Paul the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum and 

                                            
 

31 Ibid. 238. 
32 Alongside other tools used by the Norman rulers to adapt their image into one more in 
keeping with Carolingian models: Pohl, Dudo, pp. 121-122; see also Potts, Monastic Revival, 
passim. 
33 Shopkow, ‘The Carolingian World of Dudo’, 32; Pohl uses diplomatic evidence to present 
another dimension to this: Pohl, Dudo, pp. 124-127. On Dudo and imitatio imperii see: 
Bachrach, ‘Latin History for a Lay Audience’, 59; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 106, 126-9, 136; on imitatio 
imperii see: Michael McCormick, Eternal Victory: Triumphal Rulership in Late Antiquity, 
Byzantium and the Early Medieval West, (Cambridge, 1986). 
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Jordanes’ Getica, the latter of which Dudo drew heavily upon.34 As Searle 

convincingly argues, the HN is a heroic history, intended to both entertain and 

develop a specifically Norman historiography, entrenched in Carolingian ideals 

but serving Norman needs.35 Dudo wrote in the complicated alternation of 

poetry and prose of prosimetrum, which had found new popularity in the 

Carolingian period, particularly at Liège, and employed the genre of serial 

biography for his work, along similar lines to the popular historiographical gesta 

episcoporum genre. His theme of the Normans’ evolution from pagan 

barbarians to pious leaders helped smooth out the sometimes disjointed and 

overlapping biographies of each book.36 This unconventional style had found 

new popularity amongst the Carolingians and Dudo was introduced to it through 

the works of late antique authors including Boethius’ De Consolatione 

Philosophiae, Martianus Capella’s De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, and 

Fulgentius’ Mythologiae.37  

Dudo was influenced by numerous sources, including classical heroic 

works, origines gentium, and Carolingian biographical and hagiographical 

texts.38 Dudo’s education in the predominant traditional authority of Carolingian 

historiography was paramount and he likely received his classical knowledge 

from commentaries and borrowings from Merovingian or Carolingian texts, the 

imperial heritage of imitatio imperii inherent in these works being an integral part 

                                            
 

34 Walter Goffart points out that these authors were not writing a ‘new’ history focused on what 
he refers to as ‘nations’, sharply distinct from previous histories, but pioneered narrative Latin 
history as the first major historians of medieval Europe: Walter A. Goffart, The Narrators of 
Barbarian History A.D. 550-800: Jordanes, Gregory of Tours, Bede, and Paul the Deacon, 
(Princeton, 1988) pp. 3-6. 
35 Searle, ‘Fact and Pattern in Heroic History’, 121. 
36 Lifshitz, The Norman Conquest of Pious Neustria, p. 219; Shopkow, ‘The Carolingian World 
of Dudo’, 26-28; the gesta episcoporum genre first appears under the Carolingians in the eight 
century but had become particularly popular by the tenth and eleventh centuries: Theo Riches, 
‘The Changing Political Horizons of gesta episcoporum from the Ninth to the Eleventh 
Centuries’, in Patterns of Episcopal Power: Bishops in Tenth and Eleventh Century Western 
Europe, ed. Ludger Körntgen, Dominik Waßenhoven, (Berlin, 2011), pp. 51-62, 51-52. 
37 Shopkow, ‘The Carolingian World of Dudo’, 25-26; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 142-144; Christiansen, pp. 
xxii-xxiii. 
38 Recently Jacques Le Maho has considered the extent to which Dudo drew on earlier sources 
about the Normans that no longer survive, particularly for the period surrounding Rollo’s arrival 
in Francia and deeds up until the Treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte: Jacques Le Maho, ‘Francs et 
Normand savant 911: les dessous d’une réécriture’, in 911-1204 Penser les mondes normands 
médiévaux, ed. David Bates and Pierre Baudin (Caen, 2016), pp. 29-52. However, our 
knowledge of Dudo’s sources for information about the history of the Normans, save his claims 
that he was instructed by his patrons, remain sketchy.  
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of his work.39 Pohl highlights the conversion of Emperor Constantine as a vital 

aspect of the framework in which Dudo situates Rollo.40 Furthermore, as Searle 

attests, Dudo’s debt to Virgil is notably pronounced and the Aeneid is an 

organising principle of Rollo’s saga. Dudo has his protagonist Rollo realise that 

his destiny lies outside of England, despite his successes and, like Aeneas in 

Carthage, he experiences a Virgilian tempest on his journey.41 When a divine 

voice originally tells Rollo to go to England he quickly sails across the ‘sail-

winged sea’ (velivolum mare), a direct quotation from the Aeneid where Jupiter 

looks down upon the seas all winged with sails (mare velivolum).42 Of course, 

Dudo was also well versed in Christian literature; there are numerous allusions 

to the Latin Vulgate throughout the HN and the Jews of the Old Testament were 

one of Dudo’s primary historical models.43  

Of the genre of origines gentium Dudo was most clearly influenced by 

Jordanes’ Getica, from which he drew geographical information and the 

identification of peoples and countries, including some of Jordanes’ 

inaccuracies, such as his associating the Danes with the Dacians. Jordanes 

claimed the Daci were Goths (Getae) who called themselves Danai and had 

migrated from the island of Scanza, which Dudo copied and built upon by 

crafting them a Trojan heritage.44 As Ewan Johnson suggests, this was 

deliberately used by Dudo to associate the Danish settlers with a people 

recognised in classical literature, and amongst Frankish scholars, as distinct 

from the Danish, whose reputation was too well known to be removed; this also 

directly connected them to the Franks who had an established intellectual 

tradition of claiming ancestry with the Trojans.45 Evidently Dudo knew the 

                                            
 

39 Shopkow, ‘The Carolingian World of Dudo’, 22-23; Albu, Normans in Their Histories, p. 13; 
Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 45-46. 
40 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 199-216, 222-223. 
41 HN, pp. 148-149; Virgil, Aeneid, I. 81-93; Searle, ‘Fact and Pattern in Heroic History’, 126-
127.  
42 HN, p.145; another example is the phrase auroque trilices loricas: pp. 142, 260; compare 
with: Vergil, Aeneid, I. 224. VII. 639-640. 
43 Christiansen, pp. xix, xxxii; Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor, pp. 138-173; Felice Lifshitz, 
‘Dudo’s historical narrative and the Norman succession of 996’, Journal of Medieval History 20, 
(1994), 107-111; Coumert, ‘Les récits d’origine et la tradition historiographique normande’, pp. 
140-141. 
44 Jordanes, iii, iv, v; HN, pp. 129-130; Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 113; Elisabeth van Houts refuted 
the claim that Dudo used the Chronicle of Fredregar or its continuation: GND, I. pp.xxxv-xxxvi, 
n.74. 
45 Ewan Johnson, ‘Origin myths and the construction of medieval identities: Norman chronicles 
1000-1100’, Texts and Identities in the Early Middle Ages, ed. Richard Corradini, Rob Meens, 
Christina Pössel and Philip Shaw (Vienna, 2006), pp. 153-164, 155-156; Johnson, ‘Norman 
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Getica relatively well to be able to draw on specific information and probably 

had a copy to hand. Henri Prentout and Loud have suggested that Dudo was 

also aware of Paul the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum, which was available 

in early eleventh-century Normandy and popular within composite history books 

there in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Recently, Magali Coumert has noted 

the similarity between the exile of the Normans due to overpopulation in Dudo’s 

work and the overpopulation of Germany in Paul’s.46 As Johnson notes, 

however, Dudo’s origin myth was somewhat different from other origines 

gentium in openly acknowledging the Normans’ mixed background from the 

start.47 It is harder to ascertain whether Dudo had read the histories of Bede or 

Gregory of Tours but Paul the Deacon had, which may have influenced Dudo 

indirectly. Dudo was familiar with the genre of origines gentium through 

Jordanes’ and Paul’s works at least. 

Much of Dudo’s knowledge was acquired through Carolingian texts by 

authors who had embarked on the ‘Carolingian Renaissance’, reviving and 

preserving classical Latin texts under the influential ideal of imitatio imperii. 

Included among these were the works of Heiric of Auxerre (d.876/7) and his 

pupil Remigius of Auxerre (c.841-908), ‘agents of cultural memory’ in 

reinterpreting the past to better understand the present.48 Carolingian 

hagiography was also an essential influence upon Dudo: from Heiric’s Life of St 

Germanus he borrowed phrases and anecdotes;49 and the Life of St Lambert by 

                                                                                                                                
 

Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 46-48. I will translate Dudo’s uses of the term Daci to 
Danes, so that it is clear to whom Dudo refers. 
46 Coumert, ‘Les récits d’origine et la tradition historiographique normande’, p. 145; Rosamond 
McKitterick, ‘Postérité et transmission des œuvres historiographiques Carolingiennes dans les 
manuscrits des mondes Normands’, in L'historiographie médiévale normande, pp. 25-40, 26-29; 
Henri Prentout, Étude critique sur Dudon de Saint-Quentin et son histoire des premiers ducs 
normands, (Paris, 1916) p. 39; Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 113; the Historia Langobardorum could 
be found at Mont St-Michel: Geneviève Nortier, ‘Les bibliothèques médiévales des abbayes 
bénédictines de Normandie’, Revue Mabillon 47, (1957), 135-171, 137; another incomplete 
copy of the Historia Langobardorum dating from before 1050 was housed in the library at 
Jumièges: GND, I. p. xxvii. 
47 Johnson, ‘Norman ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 48-49. 
48 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 143-144. 
49 Christiansen points out one such example. Heiric describes how his abbot, Lothair, had 
commissioned him to write the Life, though the humble Heiric was unwilling, and then soon 
died. Dudo’s account concerning Richard I in his dedicatory letter is suspiciously similar: 
Christiansen, pp. xxiii, 179. n. 34; Dudo’s prefatory letter takes up a number of terms from 
Heiric’s. Another example highlighted by Christiansen in Dudo’s prefatory letter is the use of the 
phrase singulari mirabilitate et mirabili singularitate in Dudo’s prefatory letter, taken from Heiric’s 
dedicatory letter in the Life (singulariter mirabilem et mirabiliter singularem): Vita S. Germani by 
Heiric of Auxerre, ed. Traube, MGH Poet. 3, (Berlin, 1896), p. 429; Christiansen, p. 177. n. 10; 
Coumert, ‘Les récits d’origine et la tradition historiographique normande’, p. 149. 
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Stephen, Bishop of Liège (901-920) supplied him with numerous phrases, 

perhaps influencing Dudo’s use of the prosimetrum style.50 Other evident 

Carolingian influences include the ninth-century Carmen de sancto Cassiano 

and Ermoldus Nigellus’ poem In honorem Hludowici, (c.824-828).51 The 

possibility has been suggested that, at some point, Dudo came across the work 

of the prolific canon Flodoard of Reims; he also may have been aware of Richer 

of Saint-Rémi’s Historia, another indispensable example of history writing of the 

period, but our lack of knowledge about the dissemination of this work makes 

this difficult to speculate upon.52 Of course, Dudo’s knowledge of these texts 

came from his education in Liège rather than his time in Normandy and it may 

be the case that his HN was introducing and circulating existing Frankish literary 

norms in Normandy for the first time, or at least since the Normans had been 

around. We know very little about the Norman literary environment before the 

eleventh century but McKitterick demonstrates that there are no traces of key 

Carolingian texts in surviving Norman manuscripts from the tenth century.53 It is 

possible that Dudo was the first to circulate these concepts in Normandy to any 

significant degree. Certainly, his HN transmitted key Carolingian themes, such 

as the association of the Franks with a Trojan heritage, a key element in 

numerous Carolingian texts that Dudo adapted in his justification of the 

Normans.54  

 These texts by Flodoard and Richer belonged to a well-established 

historical textual culture of Francia through the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries. 

The sources within this culture are worth exploring to determine to what extent 

Dudo’s work was distinct from the Frankish textual traditions that surrounded 

                                            
 

50 Christiansen notes several quotations and allusions including the common use of the formula 
praesse et prodesse in the HN, which was also used twice in Stephen’s Vita: Christiansen, pp. 
xxiii, 192-193. n.177, 204. n. 282, 222-223. nn. 439-441. 
51 Thomas F.X. Noble, Charlemagne and Louis the Pious: The Lives by Einhard, Notker, 
Ermoldus, Thegan and the Astronomer, (Pennsylvania, 2009)  
52 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 145-146; Christiansen, pp. xx-xxiii. 
53 McKitterick, ‘Postérité et transmission des œuvres historiographiques Carolingiennes’, pp. 25-
26. 
54 For example: Liber Historiae Francorum, ed. B. Krusch, MGH SrM 2, (Hannover, 1888), p. 
241. For more see: McKitterick, History and Memory in the Carolingian World, (Cambridge, 
2004), pp. 10-11; Matthew Innes, ‘Teutons or Trojans? The Carolingians of the Germanic Past’, 
in The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, eds. Yitzhak Hen & Matthew Innes, 
(Cambridge, 2000) pp. 227-249, 232; Ian Wood, ‘Defining the Franks: Frankish origins in early 
medieval historiography’, in Concepts of national history in the middle ages, eds. Simon Forde, 
Lesley Johnson and Alan Murray (Leeds, 1995), pp. 47-75; Johnson, ‘Origin myths and the 
construction of medieval identities’, p. 156; Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, 
pp. 46-49, 55. 
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and influenced him. Furthermore, this material provides an outsiders’ 

perspective on the Nordmanni, discussing their arrival and impact on the Franks 

in an unsurprisingly negative fashion.55 The earliest of these texts include: the 

Annales regni Francorum (hereafter ARF), which cover the years 741-829 and 

were composed at the Carolingian royal court by members of the royal chapel;56 

the Annales Bertiniani, which cover the years 830-882 and focus on western 

Francia;57 and the Annales Fuldensis, which cover the years 714 to 901, some 

of which was drawn from the ARF, and focus on the east.58 While these annals 

have many differences, their treatment of the Nordmanni is markedly similar, 

demonstrating a shared perception of this Other as violent pirates. These 

annals provide the basis for the works of Flodoard and Richer, of which Dudo 

was perhaps aware, though his education may have involved delving further 

back into this tradition. Regardless, they demonstrate that the prevailing 

Frankish opinion concerning the Nordmanni in these centuries was inherently 

negative. 

The Annales of the canon Flodoard of Reims (c.890s – 966) followed this 

tradition, which had found a home at Reims.59 Though Flodoard was less 

                                            
 

55 Though Ewan Johnson has argued that the situation was not always one of hostility and that 
numerous Franks and Danes overcame cultural hostilities and worked together through 
marriage and similar: ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 67-68, 69-71.  
56 The edition for the text is Annales regni Francorum, ed. Friedrich Kurze, MGH SrG 6, 
(Hanover, 1895); for more on the text see: ARF, pp. ix, v-xix; Carolingian Chronicles: Royal 
Frankish Annals and Nithard’s Histories, trans. Bernhard Walter Scholtz with Barbara Rogers, 
(Ann Arbor, M.I., 1970), pp. 2, 5-6; Roger Collins, ‘The ‘Reviser’ Revisited: Another Look at the 
Alternative Version of the Annales Regni Francorum’, in After Rome’s Fall: Narrators and 
Sources of Early Medieval History: Essays Presented to Walter Goffart, ed. Walter A. Goffart, 
Alexander C. Murray, (Toronto, 1998) pp. 191-213, 191-193; Rosamond McKitterick, 
‘Constructing the Past in the Early Middle Ages: The Case of the Royal Frankish Annals’, 
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 7, (1997) 101-129; McKitterick, History and Memory 
in the Carolingian World, (Cambridge, 2004), pp. 19-22; McKitterick, Charlemagne: The 
Formation of a European Identity, (Cambridge, 2008), pp. 27, 33-36. 
57 The edition used here is Annales Bertiniani, ed. G. Waitz, MGH SrG 5, (Hannover, 1883); for 
further discussion see: L. Levillain, ‘Introduction’, in Les Annales de Saint Bertin, eds. F. Grat, J. 
Vielliard and S. Clémencet, (Paris, 1964) pp. viii-xii; The Annals of St-Bertin: Ninth-Century 
Histories, Volume I, trans. Janet L. Nelson, Manchester Medieval Sources Series, (Manchester, 
1991) pp. 2-12. 
58 The edition of the text is Annales Fuldensis, ed. Friedrich Kurze, MGH SrG 7, (Hannover, 
1891); see also: Friedrich Kurze, ‘Ueber die Annales Fuldensis’, Neues Archiv 17, (1892), pp. 
83-158; Siegmund Hellmann, ‘Die Entstehung und Ueberlieferung der Annales Fuldenses. I’, 
Neues Archiv 33, (1908), 695-742; Hellmann, ‘Die Entstehung und Ueberlieferung der Annales 
Fuldenses. II’, Neues Archiv 34, (1909), 15-66; The Annals of Fulda: Ninth-Century Histories, 
Volume II, translated and annotated by Timothy Reuter, Manchester Medieval Sources series, 
(Manchester, 1992) pp. 2-11. 
59 While a new critical edition is in the works and numerous discussions of Flodoard’s works 
have been published since, the most recent available edition is that of Philippe Lauer, originally 
published in 1898: Les Annales de Flodoard, ed. Philippe Lauer, (Paris, 1905). Information 
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expressly pejorative than previous annalists, he does present the invasions of 

non-Christian peoples, whether Normans, Muslims or Magyars, as a form of 

punishment for ill-acting Christians, a theme that would be adopted with gusto 

by Dudo.60 Equally useful is Flodoard’s Historia Remensis ecclesiae (948-952) 

which, as a narrative rather than annalistic history and an exemplar of the 

historiographical genre of gesta created in the same intellectual culture, 

provides another window into Flodoard’s opinions on the Normans and his 

methods of expression.61 The Historiarum libri quattor or Historia of Richer of 

Saint-Rémi, written 991-998, built on the same tradition at Reims and Richer 

mentions his use of Flodoard’s works. However, he was more liberal with facts 

than Flodoard being fond of rhetorical inventio and the models of classical 

writers like Cicero, Julius Caesar and Orosius.62 As such, his style reflects more 

classical frameworks of describing identity and Richer further embellishes on 

the matter of ethnic character, particularly concerning the Gauls. This makes his 

work notably useful in that he provides a comparison of his construction of 

Frankish identity to Dudo’s construction of Norman identity. 

The Normans are presented in these texts in largely very similar strokes, 

suggesting that, even if Dudo was not aware of the entire textual tradition, there 

was a strong enough feeling about the Normans for him to be aware of their 

troublesome legacy. Determining how these different authors present the 

Normans in these various categories is crucial in understanding the context 

within which Dudo’s conceptualization of Normanitas was established and the 

                                                                                                                                
 

about the ‘Project d’Edition Critique des Annales des Flodoard’ by Sébastien Bricout and 
Stéphane Lecouteux can be found at http://slecout.free.fr/index.html (last accessed 
14/03/2017); they also provide a useful bibliography: http://slecout.free.fr/bibliographie.html (last 
accessed 14/03/2017); see also: Annales de Flodoard, Lauer, pp. xxxii-xlv; Camille Couderc, 
‘Essai de classement des manuscrits des Annales de Flodoard’, Recueil de travaux d'érudition 
dédiés à la mémoire de Julien Havet (1853-1893), (Paris, 1895) p. 721-731; The Annals of 
Flodoard of Reims, 919-966, ed. and trans. Steven Fanning & Bernard S. Bachrach, (Toronto, 
2004) pp. viii-xiii; Stéphane Lecouteux, ‘Le contexte de rédaction des Annales de Flodoard de 
Reims (919-966). Partie 1 : une relecture critique du début des Annales à la lumière de travaux 
récents’, Le Moyen Age 115, (2010), 51-121. 
60 The Annals of Flodoard, Fanning & Bachrach, pp. xii, xiii. 
61 Flodoard of Reims, Historia Remensis ecclesiae, ed. M. Stratmann, MGH SS 36, (Hanover, 
1998), pp. 4-5, 32-35; M. Sot, Un historien et son église au Xe siècle: Flodoard de Reims, 
(Paris, 1993); Edward Roberts, ‘Hegemony, rebellion and history: Flodoard’s Historia Remensis 
ecclesiae in Ottonian perspective’, Journal of Medieval History 42, (2016), 155-176, particularly 
156, n. 7. 
62 Richer, I. p. xvii-xviii, prologue; Justin Lake points out that this was down to the educational 
revival at Reims by Gerbert of Aurillac: Justin Lake, Richer of Saint-Rémi: the Methods and 
Mentality of a Tenth-Century Historian, (Washington, D. C., 2013), pp. 2-10, 17-18, 22-29, 292-
293. 
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extent to which he presents a different image. Dudo’s influences were certainly 

rich and varied, and his work and style owed a great debt to the Carolingian 

textual culture prevalent in West Francia at the time of his writing. Nevertheless, 

the HN was a pioneering work, covering new ground in focusing on Norman 

history. As such, Dudo had the difficult task of presenting a new dimension to 

the Normans. 

 

The first task: acknowledging and justifying a troubling past 
The Normans’ origins as Scandinavian Vikings were widely known. It was this 

origin that delineated their name as Northmanni, and coloured their actions, 

character and ethnic identity. Just as Tacitus, Isidore and many others had 

before, authors of the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries characterised those who 

originated from places they perceived as remote and wild as being wild 

themselves. The violent actions of the Northmanni in these centuries further 

coloured the way in which they were described and Frankish authors often label 

them as pirates. The ARF, the Annales Bertiniani and the Annales Fuldensis 

describe the Normans as being or becoming piratae while Richer of Saint-Rémi 

often employs the term synonymously with Northmanni.63 This presented a 

problem for authors employed by the Normans to write about them: how to deal 

with the understood difference between the wild barbaric Other, who were fierce 

and violent, and the civilised, Christian world, where such behaviour was 

inappropriate. Such authors had to justify this past by altering the narrative, but 

they were far from the first to face this problem. The works of Jordanes, Paul 

the Deacon and Richer, among others, focused on gentes with barbaric pasts 

and ignored, moved or justified these characteristics as they saw fit, ascribing to 

them more acceptable traits over traditionally adverse ones. Dudo was certainly 

aware that the barbaric heritage needed to be shaken off if the Normans were 

to take their rightful place amongst the noble families of Francia.64 Where he 

                                            
 

63 ARF, pp. 111, 153-4; Annales Bertiniani, pp. 29, 33; Annales Fuldensis, pp. 39, 45; the term 
piratae or pyratae is employed over twice as many times as Nortmanni in Richer’s text: Richer, 
I. i. 4-9, 28-33, 48, 51, 53, 55-57; ii. 11, 28, 32, 35, 58, 73, 98; II. iv. 77, 78, 82, 90, 108. 
64 The HN was not the first source concerning the Normans to attempt to deal with the 
problematic stereotype: the planctus for William Longsword, written shortly after his 
assassination in 942 presented William as an exemplar of Christian rulership but admitted that 
his father Rollo ‘remained in the pagan error (in errore paganorum per manente)’, though, as a 
brief poem, it does not have the same capacity to explore the nuances that Dudo does. The 
planctus survives in two manuscripts containing differing versions, Bibliothèque de Clermont-
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differs noticeably from these earlier influential authors is in how he moves 

beyond immediate alteration and justification to openly embracing 

characteristics that were usually avoided, whilst demonstrating the evolution of 

Norman character particularly exemplified by their leaders. 

Dudo began this demonstration of Norman improvement in a recognisable 

place, i.e., in their origins as barbarians. At the beginning of the HN, Dudo 

introduces the peoples of Scanza, including the Goths, from whom the Danes 

originate, and who in turn gave rise to the Normans. He goes on to describe 

these people as wild and barbarous (ferae gentes et barbarae), warlike and 

foreshadowing Mars (praemonente Marte bellicosi) and as so numerous that 

they clamoured fiercely (ferociter) against one another.65 This infighting leads to 

a group of Danes, with their leader Hasting, being fiercely (ferociter) driven out 

by their own people to Francia.66 Dudo wanted his audience to be in no doubt 

about the wild and savage nature of the Danes and their neighbours; his aim 

was not to change perceptions about the Normans’ ancestors but to 

demonstrate their evolution. Frankish authors of history had already shown 

what the Normans were like in the past. Flodoard, for example, described the 

Normanni as an infestatio as well as a people of storms (Normannicae gentis 

procellae).67 Similarly, the high concentration of the violent terms ferus, ferociter 

and bellicosus at the very beginning of the HN’s first book, along with 

descriptions of their turbulent lifestyle, firmly labeled the gens as wild 

barbarians, laying the groundwork for proving how much they had developed.68 

The acknowledgement and justification of a fierce past was a staple part of 

most origines gentium, including those about the Franks.69 Gregory of Tours 

described the ferus quarreling of various countries before Clovis converted to 

Christianity and used his power to provide stability.70 Richer of Saint-Rémi’s 

describes the innate boldness (innatus audatia) and fierce nature (natura ferox) 

                                                                                                                                
 

Ferrand, MS 240, folio 45 and Bibliotheca Mediceo-Laurenziana of Florence, MS Libri 30 (83. 
33) [formerly anc. Ashburnham, Libri 83], folios 21v-22v. 
65 HN, p. 129. 
66 HN, pp. 130-131. 
67 Historia Remensis ecclesiae, III. 30, IV. 1, 2, pp. 362, 366, 372. 
68 HN, p. 129. 
69 Other examples can be found in Jordanes’ and Paul the Deacons’ texts: Jordanes, xx. 108; 
Historia langobardorum, I. 1. 
70 Greg. Hist. Praefatio; II. 27, 32, 37 
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of the Gauls (Galli), the Franks noble ancestors, and claims that after they 

converted to Christianity they ‘shone continually in very famous victories.’71 

 To cement his role as Norman apologist, Dudo used familiar tools to 

construct a Norman origines gentium at the expense of this Frankish heritage. 

One of his primary justifications of the Normans’ heritage in the HE was the 

correction (correctio), not destruction, of the Franks through the violence of the 

Normans, a vindication lifted directly from 2 Maccabees 6:12: ‘not for the 

destruction, but for the correction of our people (genus)’.72 Correctio was not 

originally conceived by the Carolingians but became a traditionally Carolingian 

ideal thanks to the efforts of rulers, such as Charlemagne (768-814) and his son 

Louis the Pious (814-840), and courtiers such as Alcuin and Einhard, in 

fostering an ideological initiative where authorities for both the secular and 

ecclesiastical worlds worked towards a greater level of ‘Christianisation’.73 Dudo 

was well versed in Carolingian hagiography, which contained many accounts 

that promoted correctio.74 The concept was also prevalent in historical writing; 

for instance, Flodoard had presented the invasions of non-Christian peoples, 

including the Normans, as a form of punishment for the Franks.75 Dudo built 

upon a long-standing tradition by employing the theme of chastisement through 

divine providence that harked back to scripture and found great popularity 

among Carolingian texts. 

The theme was ideal for Dudo’s purposes. In verse, lamenting the loss of 

Frankish virtue, Dudo urges them to right their wrongs and prophetically 

establishes the future long-term conflicts between them and the Normans who, 

‘wild beyond measure (effera), [will] fight and crush thousands of Franks’.76 He 

frames the ferocity (ferocitas) of the Danes as guided by the Holy Trinity to 

                                            
 

71 Richer, I. i. 3. 
72 The term is correptio in the Bible and Lair notes how correctio and correptio appear in 
different manuscripts of the HN. Nevertheless, the terms were interchangeable with correptio, 
the rebuking process, being invariably linked with correctio: HN, p. 137, to Biblia sacra, 2 
Maccabees 6:12. 
73 de Jong, The Penitential State, pp. 5, 23-24; Smith, ‘“Emending Evil Ways”’, pp. 189-190. 
74 For example, Smith discusses an account described by Einhard concerning the exorcism of a 
demon Wiggo, who claimed he would ravish the Frankish empire as punishment for their 
wickedness: Smith, ‘“Emending Evil Ways”’, p. 189. 
75 The Annals of Flodoard, Fanning & Bachrach, pp. xii, xiii; for more on this common theme 
see: Simon Coupland, ‘The Rod of God’s Wrath or the People of God’s Wrath? The Carolingian 
Theology of the Viking Invasions’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History 42, (1991), 535-554 
76 HN, p. 136; Christiansen, pp. 20-21. 
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cleanse and enliven the Church.77 It is this framework which provides Dudo with 

a reason to bring the first hero of the work, Rollo, into Francia. On the orders of 

the king of Denmark, the wildest (effera) Danes attack Rollo and his brother 

Gurim and, after years of conflict and Gurim’s death, Rollo eventually retreats to 

England.78 Rollo’s dreams of founding his own land, his realisation that he must 

journey elsewhere to find it, his seafaring exploits, conversion and baptism 

closely follows plots in the Aeneid and the Constitutum Constantini, works to 

which Dudo likely had access.79 Rather than the piratical Northman from earlier 

Frankish texts, Rollo is a heroic adventurer. This movement of a barbaric 

people from their wild homeland to a place of civilisation can also be found in 

origines gentium. Paul the Deacon described the Lombards as being one of 

many fierce Germanic (ferox) nations who traveled from their place of origin to 

conquer and settle in other lands, in their case Italy.80 The Vulgate also offers 

some useful context: while villainous heathens Holofernes, King 

Nabuchodonosor’s general, and the Seleucid General Nicanor are described as 

overtly fierce, heroic and God-fearing Jews, such as Judas Maccabeus, display 

ferocity in a far more positive manner, either calling upon God for aid or 

punishing blasphemy.81 Ferocitas is sinful when challenging God’s authority but, 

when cementing it, it is an admirable virtue. By casting the Normans as the 

retributive arm of God and Rollo as a reformed heathen, like Constantine, and a 

heroic Aeneas destined to lead this expedition, Dudo both excuses their past 

heritage of ferocity and violence and justifies any wild and fierce actions that 

they have undertaken in Francia. In comparison to other historical narratives 

concerning barbarian peoples, Dudo does this to a remarkable degree: the 

Norman fierce and wild stereotype is more integral to the HN than it is, for 

                                            
 

77 HN, p. 141. 
78 HN, p. 142. 
79 Searle, ‘Fact and Pattern in Heroic History’, 119-137, particularly 125-127; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 
199-216. 
80 Historia langobardorum, I. 1; Paul the Deacon, History of the Lombards, trans. William Dudley 
Foulke, The Middle Ages Series, ed. Edward Peters, (Philadelphia, 2003) pp. 2-3. 
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Jericho without siege engines: 2 Maccabees, 10:35, 12:15. 
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example, in Paul the Deacon or Richer’s works, who both refer to ferocity early 

in their histories but soon abandon it. 

 This stereotype continues to be relevant in the HN due to Dudo’s 

awareness and inclusion of Norman factions that were not members of the 

Rouen faction. This awareness is shared by the author of the planctus to 

William Longsword, who describes how William’s strong (fortis) hand prevented 

a rebellion by the warlike (bellicosus) infidels (infidelis), meaning the pagan 

Normans, after the death of Rollo.82 While there was no need to justify the 

behaviour of these Normans, Dudo uses them as a useful parallel in 

demonstrating how the Rouennais Normans have moved beyond their 

Scandinavian cousins. In a poem encouraging William Longsword to fight the 

traitor Riulf and his fellow rebels, Dudo criticises this people (gens) for 

needlessly attacking Longsword and calls them savage, fierce (ferox), fickle, 

insolent, reckless and rebellious.83 This instance is ambiguous: when Dudo first 

introduces Riulf we are told that William Longsword is his lord (dominus).84 

However, here Dudo refers to Riulf and his co-conspirators as a separate gens. 

The last three lines are taken directly from Heiric of Auxerre’s Vita sancti 

Germani and originally described the Bretons, yet it is unclear whether Dudo 

made the choice to refer to the rebels as a separate gens simply so he could 

utilise Heiric’s passage or whether he genuinely believed or wanted them to be 

seen as a separate people.85 He certainly wanted to highlight a division 

between Longsword’s Rouen Normans and a heathen Norman rebellion and 

this instance of ferox is perpetrated by the latter. These Normans retain their 

fierce nature but, as rebels, they are challenging the authority of their dominus. 

Casting them as a separate gens ensures that William remains untainted by 

their negative traits. However, in a poem elsewhere Dudo encourages William 

Longsword to punish the rebellious Bretons, by ferociously (feriter) beating 
                                            
 

82 Bibliothèque de Clermont-Ferrand, MS 240, folio 45. Verse 3; Bibliotheca Mediceo-
Laurenziana of Florence, MS Libri 30 (83. 33) [formerly anc. Ashburnham, Libri 83], folios 21v-
22v. Verse 3. 
83 Namque in te feritat dire gens haec sine causa / Torva ferox ventosa procax incauta rebellis, / 
inconstans disparque sibi novitatis amore: / Prodiga verborum, verum non prodiga facti: HN, p. 
190. 
84 HN, p. 187. 
85 Torva ferox ventosa procax incauta rebellis / Inconstans disparque sibi novitatis amore, / 
Prodiga verborum, sed non et prodiga facti: Vita S. Germani, p. 489. Vv.7-9. Dudo is the only 
source for Riulf’s rebellion; whilst Christiansen suggests that there is no reason to believe Riulf 
was in fact a Norman or Dane, as his name is Frankish, this does not nullify Dudo’s intent: 
Christiansen, p. 200. n. 243. 
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down their abominable pride (nefandus supercilium).86 It is Longsword’s 

authority that ensures his ferocity is acceptable whereas, for those who rebel 

against him, it is wicked. The distinction made by Dudo between the Rouennais 

Normans and other Northmanni or Danes is a consistent issue throughout the 

HN and acts as a means of differentiating the Normans from their more 

problematic cousins. In essence, the Rouennais Normans, or to put it more 

bluntly the ‘genuine’ Normans, are, at least according to Dudo, those that follow 

the duke of Normandy.87 

 Dudo’s efforts to make these distinctions were necessary. The long 

tradition of negatively portraying the Normans as cruel and barbaric pirates in 

Frankish historical texts had not abated by the time he had started to write the 

HN. The Historiarum Libri Quatuor of Richer of Saint-Rémi, written around the 

time that Dudo was first employed to write a Norman history, contains some of 

the most vehement invective against the Norman gens. Adapting much of 

Flodoard’s Annales, Richer often replaced Flodoard’s use of Nordmanni with 

piratae, even in cases where otherwise their language was very similar.88 

Furthermore, Richer makes little distinction between active pirates and those 

Normans who had settled into French lands, whether he is covering conflicts of 

the ninth and early tenth century or in the late tenth century. He claims that the 

pirates (piratae) have held the territory around Rouen since the distant past, 

and that they were driven by their ancestral savagery (paternus sevitia) to 

pillage Brittany.89 The Normans are referred to as piratae throughout the work, 

even when fighting as the Franks’ allies at the siege of Melun.90 If Richer’s 

attitude was at all widespread at the time of his writing, or even encouraged by 

it, the urgency of Dudo’s apologetic text, and his efforts to distinguish the 

                                            
 

86 HN, p. 184. 
87 This is not a new suggestion, but reinforces the points made by scholars such as Chibnall, 
Webber and Johnson: Chibnall, The Normans, pp. 3-4; Webber, Norman Identity, pp. 33, 178; 
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Rouennais Normans from the general stereotype, takes on a whole new level of 

importance.  

 

Altering identity: from problematic pagan leadership to pious Christian 
rulership 
In his efforts to reshape the reputation of the Normans and construct their more 

positive identity Dudo focuses predominantly on the development of their 

leaders. The HN is structured around the Norman characters Hasting, Rollo, 

William Longsword and Richard I and maps a transition from the savage to the 

civilised ruler through presenting the later Norman dukes as exemplars of 

rulership in keeping with traditional imperial and Carolingian models. The 

importance of the rulers’ military heritage, their confidence, their occasional 

brutality, as well as their intelligence and cunning, brought together made the 

dukes of Normandy optimal leaders. Dudo was to focus less on the character of 

the Norman gens as a whole but, as we shall see, this was a significant 

ingredient in the formation of a Norman identity for it allowed the Norman gens 

to retain traits that had uses in demonstrating their threatening strength while 

their leaders could develop into more suitable rulers. 

The aspect of authority and leadership is crucial to Dudo’s endeavours in 

validating the Normans’ development. As we have seen, he focuses on the 

Norman leader Rollo’s journey to demonstrate his role as a holy force of 

chastisement and correction. However, in his efforts to indicate the 

improvement of the Norman leaders, Dudo goes further into history, again 

starting with the problematic pagan in order to cement the distinction between 

the past and the present. Dudo singles out the Viking leader Hasting, calling 

him fierce, excessively cruel and savage.91 This description is adapted from the 

ninth-century Carmen de sancto Cassiano, which condemns the emperor Julian 

the Apostate as accursed, fierce and savage.92 Comparing Hasting to one of the 

most infamous enemies of Christianity is a striking move though it is also 

reminiscent of Jordanes’ description of the Huns as atrox and of Attila the Hun 

as nimius feritas.93 Bede was to do the same in his Historia ecclesiastica, 

                                            
 

91 Hic sacer atque ferox nimium crudelis et atrox: HN, p. 130. 
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Winterfield, MGH Poet. 4, (Berlin, 1899), p. 183. 
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describing the Picts as a particularly ferox enemy of the English.94 These 

passages all share the same intent, to admonish the excessively fierce and 

savage. Jordanes’ combination of ferox and atrox sets the Huns apart from his 

heroes the Goths and Dudo’s intent is much the same. By portraying Hasting as 

such an accursed villain, Dudo establishes him as the typically violent pagan 

Dane, directly contrasting him with his later heroes who embrace Christianity 

whilst sharing the same violent heritage. Dudo also describes Hastings as 

audax as well as both pellax and deceptor, emphasising his abundance of 

vices, which underscores his position in the HN as the archetypal pagan leader, 

violently fierce, savage, audacious and deceptive.95  

 By contrast, while Rollo remains notably violent, his ferocious role in 

devastating the Franks separates him from the wildly inappropriate Hasting, 

whose actions carry no modicum of divine will. Dudo states that the unwarlike 

(imbellis) Franks with frozen blades (armisque frigidi), having previously begged 

Rollo for an armistice, were goaded into attacking Rollo by Richard of Burgundy 

and Ebalus, Count of Poitou. The incensed Rollo reacts violently: he fiercely 

(ferociter) and cruelly (crudeliter) devastates the Franks’ province.96 The fierce 

and vengeful Rollo stands in contrast to the cowardly Franks who, even when 

they have the initiative, merely bring further destruction upon their heads. The 

theme of God’s plan for the Normans and the Franks is portrayed as inevitable. 

Rollo too is described as audax, yet here the term is used as a positive form of 

courage when, after having resisted the audacity (audacia) of warriors who had 

attacked him when landing on the shores of England, Rollo boldly (audaciter) 

went to meet King Æthelstan.97 In this context it is the English warriors who are 

audacious in attacking Rollo, a daring act against his authority that fails, 

emphasising Rollo’s right and confidence. Dudo’s use of the term audax does 

not vary significantly from its traditionally dualistic use to denote boldness or 

audacity depending on context. The audacia of Hasting is negative due to his 

cruel and violent actions whereas Rollo’s is positive as a means of 

demonstrating his courage in the face of a notably cold reception. 
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 As Dudo continues with his narrative the Norman leaders increasingly 

exhibit traditionally Carolingian ideals of rulership. Once again Dudo contrasts 

the Rouennais Normans with those who represent their pagan past when, after 

William Longsword announces his intention to take Holy Orders, his chiefs 

respond by asking who will defend them against the pestilential ferocity (pestifer 

ferocitas) of the heathen.98 Having recently brought Brittany under their sway, 

the Normans of Rouen are depicted as genuine players in the political upheaval 

of tenth-century Francia but, in spite of their violent campaigning, they are 

distinct from the heathen. Furthermore, this reinforces the theme of the 

necessity of effective rulership in order to establish a separate, distinct and 

secure Normandy. This is built upon strong foundations concerning ideal kings, 

including the important relationship a capable leader should have with peace. 

Paul Kershaw highlights how Bede contrasts one excellent king, Edwin of 

Northumbria, with another ineffectual king, Sigeberht of East Anglia and points 

out that, while peace was the ultimate goal, the peace that Edwin achieves was 

built upon and sustained by his military ability. An effective king limited internal 

‘illegitimate’ violence whilst successfully engaging in ‘legitimate’ conflicts.99 

However, kings who refused to fight endangered themselves and others as in 

the case of Sigeberht, whose withdrawal to a monastery was disturbed by an 

invasion. Called upon to lead his people Sigeberht refused to arm himself with 

anything but a staff and the account ends in catastrophe, demonstrating a 

contempt for pacifism amongst those whose royal status demands an 

appropriate level of violence management.100 Bede’s cautionary tale is not 

dissimilar from the passage in the HN except that the sensible advisors of 

Longsword successfully convince the king of the dangers of his desires, which 

Dudo sympathises with but knows to be the wrong choice for a ruler. 

Dudo also demonstrates how the Norman leaders effectively engage with 

legitimate conflicts when encouraging William Longsword to ferociously (feriter) 

beat down the pride of the Bretons, after they broke their oaths and refused to 

provide customary military service.101 Two of William’s counsellors insisted that 

he must enforce his authority through righteous and angry retribution, at which 
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point William became violently inflamed (atrociter instigatus) and roused to 

action. Dudo’s poem is as an ancillary attempt to exhort William to the correct 

action and it is his authority, and the slight upon it by the Bretons, that makes 

his ferocious retribution legitimate. When the worsted Bretons then sue for 

peace, however, William puts aside his anger and makes peace. As Kate 

Mcgrath notes, the use of William’s emotions and violent actions, and his self-

control when peace was offered, are Dudo’s way of delineating the duke’s noble 

rule.102 As such, his being atrox is distinct from Hasting as it is not an 

irremovable aspect of his nature. Not only is William presented as an effective 

ruler, in that he deals effectively with conflict and brings about peace, he also 

employs his anger appropriately to incite conflict as a form of punishment for the 

rebellion. However, when that punishment has convinced the Bretons of the 

error of their ways, William puts aside his anger to ensure that peace returns. In 

essence, a ruler’s anger must be balanced and controlled; its lack makes for a 

weak leader, its abundance for a wicked one.103 

Dudo does include an ongoing relationship between the Rouennais 

Normans and their Danish cousins during the reign of Richard I, though he uses 

the relationship to present the Norman leader as Christian and capable. In 

response to an attack by Count Theobald, Richard sends envoys to the Danes 

(Daci) asking them to come to his aid. We are not told what relationship or 

kinship existed between the Rouen Normans and the Danes at this time but 

since Richard ordered (iussit) the Danes to raid Theobald’s lands they may 

have been hired as mercenaries rather than there being a persisting familial 

connection.104 What is notable is the way these Danes are branded as pagans. 

After experiencing their savagery (saevitia), the Frankish bishops sue for peace 

and Richard promises to try moderating the pagans’ (pagani) fierce (ferox) 

                                            
 

102 HN, p. 185; Mcgrath, ‘Politics of Chivalry’, pp. 55-56. 
103 This is a simplified version of a nuanced issue, but not invalid. For more on royal anger see 
Gerd Althoff, ‘Ira Regis: Prolegomena to a History of Royal Anger’, in Anger’s Past: The Social 
Uses of an Emotion in the Middle Ages, ed. Barbara Rosenwein, (Ithaca, 1988) pp. 59-74, 
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arrogance.105 Similarly Theobald promises to swear fealty and to return Évreux 

if Richard restrains the ferocity (ferocitas) of the Danes (Daci).106 The Danes 

come across as a weapon that Richard let loose but it is them, not Richard and 

the Rouennais Normans, who are the fierce perpetrators of this violence.  

Peace continues to be a central aspect of Norman rulership and Dudo 

describes Richard’s attempts to broker a peace between the Franks and the 

Danes to underline his role as peacekeeper.107 Dudo devotes a long section to 

Richard’s persuasive arguments for peace in which he extols the virtues of 

Christianity to a group of Danes (Daci). Upon hearing his address they realise 

their ignorance of God’s virtue and, in Virgilian fashion, they admit that they are 

no different from beasts.108 The remaining Danes, who were not privy to 

Richard’s earlier sermon, refuse to back down and boldly (audacter) oppose 

Richard’s peaceful proposal. In fact, they threaten to devastate Francia more 

fiercely until it is utterly destroyed.109 This is reminiscent of 1 Samuel 15:18 

where Saul is sent by God to destroy Amalec and reminds us of Dudo’s theme 

of Francia’s correction through the violence of the Normans.110 The beginning of 

the HN is framed by the Franks’ correctio but in the fourth book this is no longer 

appropriate as the Rouennais Normans have become champions of 

Christianity. Hence, Richard is cast as the peace-bringer and the violent pagan 

Danes’ lust for destruction is now out of place. When the argument between the 

Danes who support peace and those who desire destruction escalates Richard 

withdraws, letting them quarrel fiercely (feriter), in order to determine the 

stronger faction.111 It is perplexing that Dudo has Richard retreat from the 

proceedings; his words would seem to suggest that Richard wished to test the 

strength of the two factions, but this does not sit particularly well with his desire 

for peace. Nevertheless, the situation is only resolved when Richard returns and 

magnanimously offers the more destructive Danes reparations to convince them 

to accept peace. Dudo’s aim is to demonstrate Richard’s authority, since the 

                                            
 

105 interimque conabor compescere blandiens contumaciam ferocem arrogantium paganorum: 
HA, 278; Christiansen, p. 152. 
106 HN, p. 279. 
107 See Kershaw, Peaceful Kings, p. 2. 
108 imoque trahentes vocem ex pectore dixerunt: HN, p. 285; the phrase in the Aeneid reads 
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situation cannot be resolved without him and he goes to great lengths in order 

to reach a peaceful solution. When peace is finally attained Dudo tells us that 

the Normans (Northmanni) with the most fearful ferocity (immanissimus 

ferocitas) came to Richard to receive supplies and gifts in return for their 

acquiescence.112 Richard’s influence is enough to convince even the most 

terrible of the pagans to agree to a peaceful solution; he is a peacemaker in the 

manner of the beatitudes of Christ.113 It is significant that these Danes act 

fiercely while Richard does not.  

Richard’s relationship with these terms is also noticeably different 

elsewhere. Dudo states that the duke tamed wild peoples (ferus populi) through 

violent force (violentus Mars) and bravely (forte) crushed wild peoples (ferus 

populi).114 We are not told exactly who these peoples are, though a clue may be 

found later in the poem where Dudo states that Richard curbed the untamed 

Danes (indomitus Daci), a reference to the peace between the Franks and the 

Danes he successfully brokered.115 Nevertheless, it is significant that Richard is 

fighting and defeating other wild peoples rather than exhibiting feritas or 

ferocitas since his ancestors were fierce and wild and his gens generally retain 

these conventional character traits. In this sense the model for Richard seems 

more in keeping with that of the Latin classics such as Caesar, Virgil and Livy 

and the ideals of imitatio imperii.116 Considering that Dudo knew Richard, and 

was writing for his son, it was imperative that the Richard of his HN demonstrate 

these ideals most effectively. 

The realisation that he needed to accentuate the differences between the 

later Norman dukes and the fierce nature of their heritage to such an extent 

likely came from contemporary Frankish attitudes to the Normans. When Dudo 

came to write his HN the Normans’ reputation continued to have negative 

elements in Frankish historical writing. As he did with the Normans as a whole, 

Richer associated both William Longsword and Richard I with piracy, calling 

                                            
 

112 HN, p. 287. 
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Longsword dux or princeps of the pirates (piratae) on four occasions, and the 

son of Rollo the pirate, and Richard I ‘duke of the pirates (Richardus pyratarum 

dux)’.117 Dudo was doubtless aware of this reputation, if not Richer’s exact 

attitude, and set about combating it in numerous ways, including casting Rollo 

as a classical seafaring hero rather than a pirate and presenting both 

Longsword and Richard as being distinct from their fiercer Danish ancestors 

and cousins. Dudo’s aim was not to completely denigrate ferox and ferus as 

forms of behaviour in all circumstances; as we shall see below he continues to 

use the terms in a positive manner in reference to the Normans of Rouen. Yet 

the Norman leaders in his work exhibit these traits to a lessening degree as the 

narrative unfolds, demonstrating their evolution from pagan pirates to princely 

rulers. 

In gradually removing the Norman leaders’ ferocity, space was left for its 

replacement with terms that were more readily accepted traditionally as 

qualities inherent to capable rulership, such as strenuus. Of the four primary 

Norman leaders in the HN the later dukes, William Longsword and Richard I, 

are repeatedly described as being strenuus rulers: Longsword is vigorous 

(strenuus) in mind; governs his people vigorously (strenue); vigorously (strenue) 

improves the churches; and even guides his neighbours through his vigorous 

(strenuus) intervention and counsel.118 When Abbot Martin hears of 

Longsword’s desire to abdicate and become a monk, he expresses his 

concerns by asking William “who will vigorously (strenue) rule the people with 

your father’s laws?”119 Duke Richard is an equally strenuus leader: he 

vigorously (strenue) guides both his people and the clergy; vigorously (strenue) 

calms civil unrest; ensures that the prelates rule vigorously (strenue) and fairly; 

and is generally strenuus in all his actions, shining as a vigorous cultivator of 

justice through his love of duty (amore pietatis cultor justitiae strenuus 

renitebat).120 In these passages both William and Richard’s vigour have calming 

influences, aimed at the prevention and resolution of internal conflict. In 

essence, it is a necessary quality of rulership by which these dukes curb 

internal unrest. The quality also has external applications and a ruler who 
                                            
 

117 Richer, I. 1. 53; ii. 13. 20, 28, 30; II. iv. 108.  
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demonstrates his internal management skills through vigour could be called 

upon by allies for help. Dudo employs the term when describing his first meeting 

with Richard I, when he was sent to beg for Richard’s vigorous (strenuus) 

intervention to prevent the devastation of Vermandois.121 The quality of being 

strenuus is an invariably positive virtue following patterns of meaning inherited 

from Roman authors including Livy and Tacitus.122 It was a trait associated with 

good leadership in the Bible and in numerous early medieval texts.123 Various 

leaders in Richer’s Historia are described as being strenuus, including both 

secular and religious figures.124 Dudo employed strenuitas as a replacement for 

the ferocity of the early Norman leaders because it was well understood within 

centuries of historical writing to be a trait associated with effective and capable 

leadership in various walks of life. 

By contrast, there is an element of uncertainty in the HN concerning 

Dudo’s use of audacia. The rebellious Riulf admonishes William Longsword’s 

audacia in favouring the Franks over the Normans, though elsewhere William 

himself boasts of how he has boldly (audacter) subdued the Normans’ 

neighbours.125 However, Riulf’s claims are negated by his own rebellious 

actions against his lord, who was attempting to make peaceful reconciliation. In 

a similar manner Richard I banishes a man named Rolf Twist for acting with 

heedless audacity (temeritas audacia) when he arrogated Duke Richard’s 

property.126  However, in the course of negotiations, Hugh the Great warns 

Richard I that, while it is normal for princes of Francia to find dissatisfaction 

serving the same ruler, Richard’s audacious rashness (temeritas audacia) will 

inevitably lead to his gaining autonomy. In turn, Hugh claims, this will lead to 

divisions, quarrels and inestimable loss.127 This is a striking section and the 

question of authority is particularly important. Through Hugh, Dudo implies that 

                                            
 

121 HN, p. 295. 
122 Livy, 3.47.2; Tacitus, Histories, 3.6. 
123 Bible sacra, Exodus 18:25; Greg. Hist. II. 12; V. 8, 19; VI. 30; VIII. 4; Orosius, I. 10.5; Historia 
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it is normal for a powerful duke in Francia to rebel against the authority of those 

above him. However, he also suggests that going too far, to the point where the 

powerful individual answers to no one, leads to disaster and defeat. Hugh’s 

solution is that Richard should pledge to serve him. Dudo presents Hugh’s 

authority as less questionable and implies that these powerful men who court 

rebellion will be satisfied under the authority of one who is remarkable enough. 

Furthermore, rash audacity is portrayed as both natural and dangerous: while 

enough will reward the ambition of a duke, too much will invite disaster. 

This use of audacia is markedly similar to a number of classical and early 

Christian texts, which express concerns about similar situations. The audacia of 

common soldiers in Suetonius’ De Vita Caesarum Libri VIII causes similar 

disaster. After civil war in Italy even the victorious soldiers, emboldened 

(audacia) by their success, had descended into licentiousness and insolence. 

Subsequently, Emperor Vespasian exerts his authority by punishing them.128 

Similarly, Tacitus associates audacia with crime and immorality in his 

Annales.129 Classical authors understood audacia to be a universal danger 

associated with rebellion and immorality against figures of authority. Whilst 

audacia can be suitable in dangerous situations it will lead to disaster if one is 

too daring and challenges or snubs authority. In much the same way, audacia in 

the Vulgate is justified only when it comes from or does not challenge God. 

When the Jews commit themselves to God they are capable of great feats, such 

as one Eleazar who boldly (audacia) charged and killed an elephant at the cost 

of his own life.130 By contrast when audacia appears without religious 

justification it is entirely negative: Job, for example, tells Sophar that robbers 

provoke God audaciously (audacter).131 In the Vulgate God alone legitimises 

audacity and audacious self-belief is presumptive and sinful, which is also true 

                                            
 

128 Suetonius, Lives of the Caesars, Vol. 2. trans. J.C. Rolfe, Loeb Classical Library, 
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for Augustine.132 Notably, this duality was also expressed by Richer who uses 

the audacia to describe both exceptional Franks, such as King Odo, his brother 

Robert and Richer’s own father, Rodulf, as well as audacious and reckless 

figures such as Gislebert, duke of Lotharingia, and two religious figures: a 

murderous cleric of Noyon and Otric, master of the school at Magdeburg.133 The 

audacia of the Norman dukes in the HN could be both helpful and, at times, a 

hindrance and Dudo follows the traditional nuanced definition surrounding 

issues of authority. The political authority of Hugh being significantly greater 

than that of Richard was no doubt on Dudo’s mind as well; for the duke of the 

Franks to offer such helpful advice and an alliance serves to elevate Richard 

beyond his practical political power. As such, the trait appears to be understood 

as more universal than simply an element of Normanitas. This was well-trodden 

ground, used by numerous authors to highlight the qualities of their heroes and 

admonish the vices of their villains, rather than a tool to demonstrate how 

distinct a certain ethnic group was from neighbouring gentes.   

 

Reminding and remembering: the warlike ancestor as an exemplar 
While Dudo moves the Norman leaders away from their fierce barbaric 

background he also emphasises the martial nature of this heritage to praise the 

Normans’ military abilities. Early on in the text Dudo exalts Rollo in a poem 

addressed to Archbishop Robert, calling his great grandfather belliger.134 In 

another poem Dudo describes Richard and the warlike (belliger) Norman 

nobility as descendants of the chosen Danes, emphasising the noble and 

warlike nature of Richard and his ancestry.135 We have already seen how Dudo 

combines these terms with others on two occasions, describing the various 

peoples around the island of Scanza as wild (ferus), warlike (bellicosus) and 

fierce (ferox); we shall see below his description of the Normans as a fierce and 

warlike nation (gens belligera et effera) during their battle with Count 

Theobald.136 In doing so Dudo highlights again how the Normans are a 

significant martial power, superior to that of the Franks, thanks to their powerful 

and illustrious ancestry, a sentiment aimed squarely at his Norman elite 
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audience who desired to delineate and assert their status in the wider political 

world of eleventh-century France.  

Although Dudo does make a strong distinction between the Rouen 

Normans and their ancestors those lines are occasionally blurred. When William 

Longsword finds that Duke Hermann of the Saxons can speak his language, he 

asks him where he learned it. Hermann replies that Longsword’s warlike and 

noble race, with its progeny strong in arms, taught him their language against 

his will.137 It is difficult to tell exactly which group of Normans is being referred to 

here but the implication is that it was not the Normans of Rouen but rather their 

cousins, whether a raiding party, another group settled in Francia or the original 

Danes themselves. Presumably, Hermann had spent a significant enough 

amount of time fighting this faction to learn their language and recognise their 

connection, hence the telling addition of a ‘progeny strong in arms’, which must 

refer to Longsword himself and his Danish ancestors. Regardless, his words 

positively present Norman martial ability as superior; Hermann learnt their 

language due to the Normans’ ancestors being a constant in his life through 

their military tenacity. This does not serve to nullify Dudo’s distinction between 

the Rouen Normans and their ancestors but rather is his way of reminding us 

that this connection exists, as do the warlike characteristics that come with it. 

While authors of antiquity focused predominantly on these terms as 

characteristic of wild and barbarous peoples too fond of conflict, the Vulgate 

again provides background for a more positive treatment of the trait.138 For 

example, the warlike (bellicosus) David, son of Isai, and the 400,000 warlike 

(bellicosus) men that made up Abia’s army fight with the Lord on their side.139 

The legitimisation given to the Normans by being a part of God’s plan provides 

Dudo with similar justification. Yet he was not the first to use these terms in a 
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laudatory manner; for example, Paul the Deacon favoured the term bellicosus in 

highlighting the military capabilities of the Lombards.140 

Dudo also uses the term strenuus to highlight warlike ability. When 

describing Rollo and his brother Gurim, Dudo states they were vigorous in arms 

(armis strenuus) and informed in war (bellis edoctus).141 Similarly, King 

Æthelstan says to Rollo’s envoys that ‘no land than Dacia brings forth 

outstanding men, more vigorously (strenue) trained in arms’, which is 

reminiscent of the meeting of Aeneas and Dido in the Aeneid, though Virgil 

does not mention the virtue of strenuus.142 However, other classical Roman 

sources associated the virtues of capable military leaders with being strenuus, 

as did influential late Roman Christian authors such as the Spanish priest, 

Orosius.143 This military dimension to the term is but one part of a more 

comprehensive theme of rigorous and energetic rule and similar right action, 

whether it is Moses selecting vigorous leaders in the Vulgate or the strenuus 

leaders in Gregory of Tour’s Decem Libri Historiarum.144 Paul the Deacon 

makes use of both these contexts when describing strenuus characters: Agilulf 

is both energetic and warlike; King Alboin is strenuus and aptus bellus; and 

most of the Lombard heroes exhibit strenuitas during combat or service at some 

juncture.145 Dudo’s employment of the term does not stray from conventional 

use, it as an entirely positive virtue exhibited by the noblest characters of 

history. Audax is used only once to denote a bold character in a military context 

when William Longsword states that he has boldly (audacter) subdued the 

Normans’ neighbours.146 Associating audacia with military virtues is another 

recognizable pattern in the works of authors from antiquity, such as Livy and 

                                            
 

140 The Lombard Grimuald is most warlike (bellicosissimus) as is the adopted son of King 
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Sallust, the Latin Vulgate and writers of origines gentium, such as Paul the 

Deacon and Jordanes.147 However, the term carries several meanings for most 

of these authors based around the element of audacia that is praiseworthy 

(boldness) and that which is pejorative (audacity). As discussed above, this is 

no different for Dudo, but Longsword’s subjugation of the Normans’ neighbours 

is undoubtedly a legitimate action for the duke in the HN. 

 Dudo had perhaps followed the sentiments of the planctus for William 

Longsword when describing his audacia. The planctus described William boldly 

(audacter) helping Louis to become king of the Franks, a far more positive use 

of the term that ignores the pejorative qualities of his problematic heritage.148 

Dudo also repeats similar themes from the planctus elsewhere: the planctus 

reports that, while Rollo followed the pagan error, William was a pious Christian 

and Dudo also emphasised William’s piety.149 Dudo’s version of Longsword’s 

assassination is also more like the planctus’ account than other versions. He 

focuses far more on the villainy of the jealous Frankish assassins, whose hearts 

were full of the devil’s poisonous cunning (calliditas), highlighting the viperish 

cunning (calliditas) of the ringleader Count Arnulf.150 While the language of the 

planctus is different, the sentiment is familiar; the author claims that Duke Arnulf 

I, Count of Flanders, was the perpetrator of the evil deed and describes him as 

savage (atrox) and full of trickery (fraus).151 In these cases Dudo’s narrative 

follows the planctus, blaming Arnulf for the assassination and emphasising both 

the piety and audacia of Longsword. Perhaps Dudo knew of the poem or a 

similar oral tradition was circulating in Normandy in the late tenth century. 

 By contrast, Richer of Saint-Rémi’s account of the assassination is less 

sympathetic. Richer describes how, at a council at the royal palace of Attigny, 

William became angry at not being admitted. Being as bold (audatia) as he was 
                                            
 

147 Sallust highlights boldness in war (audacia in bellum) as an important Roman virtue: Sallust, 
The War with Catiline. The War with Jugurtha, trans. J.C. Rolfe, rev. John T. Ramsey, Loeb 
Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 2013), The War with Catiline, 9.3; Livy describes the bold 
(audax) strategies of General Lucius Marcius: Livy, 25.38.18, 23; there are a number of 
examples of positive military audacia in Maccabees: Biblia sacra, 1 Maccabees 4:32, 4:35, 6:45, 
2 Maccabees 13:18; Jordanes employs the term both for the Goths and their enemies in such a 
context: Jordanes, v. 37; vii. 49; xxvii. 140; xxix. 146; xxxii. 166; xxxix. 204; xlii. 222; lvii. 293; lx. 
312; Paul the Deacon describes the Lombards as bold in war or bold and warlike: Historia 
Langobardorum, I. 17; II. 28; IV. 37-38. 
148 The planctus for William Longsword, Florence Libri, fol. 21v-22v. 6; Clermont-Ferrand, fol. 
45. 5. 
149 Florence Libri, fol. 21v-22v. 2; Clermont-Ferrand, fol. 45. 2; HN, p. 202. 
150 HN, pp. 203-205. 
151 Ibid.; Florence Libri, fol. 21v-22v. 8, 9; Clermont-Ferrand, fol. 45. 6, 7. 
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physically strong, William burst through the doors and forced King Otto of 

Saxony out of his seat so that King Louis of Francia could sit in the highest 

position, with Longsword next to him.152 The humiliated Otto later complained to 

the Frankish nobles Hugh and Arnulf about the insult and William’s insolent 

behaviour, which encouraged their animosity towards Longsword, who was 

preventing them from having much influence with Louis.153 William’s character 

in this passage is bold and insolent, disturbing the ritualised interaction of 

political powers, but it is not wholly negative as William is presented as the 

defender of King Louis’ royal dignity and freedom from influence. Richer 

provides a detailed run down of the ensuing plot but, whilst he calls it a crime 

(facinus), he is strikingly neutral in describing the assassination itself.154 It is 

possible that Richer was aware of an oral account of the assassination, as he 

also considered William to be audax. Nevertheless, his account, as Lake 

argues, ornamented with his rhetorical narrative style, was a cautionary tale, 

since William’s audacity and aggression lead to the orchestration of his 

death.155 The assassination also appears in several twelfth-century texts such 

as Robert of Torigni’s Chronica, which remains relatively faithful to the planctus, 

and William of Malmesbury’s Gesta Regum Anglorum, which includes a very 

different and unsympathetic version of events.156 Evidently, through the tenth, 

eleventh and twelfth centuries, there were numerous different accounts of the 

assassination circulating. Nevertheless, Dudo’s version shows no awareness of 

the more negative attitudes and cemented the Norman interpretation of 

Longsword as a righteous victim. Richer voices what were probably common 

concerns among the Franks, even four decades after Longsword’s 

assassination. Dudo’s HN sought to allay such fears by presenting the military 

roles of Longsword and the other Norman dukes in positive terms based on 

traditional models of expression. 

 

                                            
 

152 Richer, I. ii. 30. 
153 Ibid. 31-32. 
154 Ibid. 32-33. 
155 Lake, Richer: Methods and Mentality, pp. 181-182. 
156 Chronica, p. 14; GRA, ii. 145. pp. 232-235; for William’s account see Chapter Four, pp. 205-
206. 
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Cunning and aggression: the Norman ruler as politician and diplomat 
The Norman leaders also demonstrate significant characteristics outside the 

military sphere, in political and diplomatic actions that underscore their 

superiority, ingenuity and willingness to bend or break the rules to their own 

advantage. Some of the Normans are individually picked out by Dudo as astute 

and crafty, particularly Bernard ‘the Dane’ of Rouen who invited King Louis to 

Rouen and received him with ingenious cunning (calliditas ingenium). Through 

his guile, and with Bernard of Senlis’ help, Bernard convinces the king to 

remove Duke Hugh the Great from the lands around Bayeux; when this 

message was delivered to Hugh he was astonished at the cunning (calliditas) of 

the two chiefs.157 Dudo also describes Duke Richard I as cunningly (astutus) 

tormenting the guilty whilst rewarding the just.158 These Normans are 

significantly more cunning and clever than individuals from other gentes and 

exhibit this cunning through its practical use against their enemies. There is a 

similar trend in some earlier sources. For the Roman authors Sallust and Pliny 

the terms have positive connotations placing the clever above their rivals.159 

Likewise, Tacitus denigrates the barbarian for his stupidity in comparison to the 

sensible Roman who is not easily tricked and states that the Germans were 

‘gens non astutia nec callida’.160 In the Book of Proverbs those who are astutus 

do all things with counsel, caution and avoid evil, while young fools and 

innocents naively walk straight into evil’s path.161 Richer of Saint-Rémi also 

employed the term astutia in positive contexts, describing the cunning (astutia) 

men in Duke Hugh the Great’s entourage, particularly Bishop Arnulf of Orléans, 

                                            
 

157 HN, pp. 236-237; one of Dudo’s favourite Virgilian phrases, obtutuque haeret defixus in uno, 
appears again here: Vergil, Aeneid, I. 495. Bernard of Senlis was related to the Rouen Normans 
by marriage and a staunch ally who is described as being calliditas and astutus: HN, p. 235; see 
Christiansen, p. 200. n. 248. 
158 HN, p. 255; the quality of cunning is used in a negative sense to describe the rebellious Riulf 
who twists the peaceful message from William Longsword with words of cunning (calliditas) 
falsehood to convince other chiefs to rebel with him but Dudo’s rhetoric plainly focuses on 
Riulf’s calliditas as being fraudulent (fraudulentus). Riulf is twice recorded as criticising the 
cunning (calliditas) of William Longword but this is easily dismissed as they appear alongside, 
and within the same context, as Riulf’s critique of William’s audacia. pp. 187-188. 
159 Pliny praises the wit and subtlety (sollertia astutissimus) of creatures that develop ingenious 
ways to hunt their prey, particularly the serpent (draco) which leaps upon elephants from trees: 
Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia, ed. Karl Friedrich Theodor Mayhoff, (Leipzig, 1906) 8.13; 
Sallust claims that Cicero did not want for cunning or policy (dolus aut astutia) to guard against 
the schemes of Antonius: Sallust, The War with Catiline, 26.2. 
160 The astutia of the barbarian Tiridates is not enough to trick the sensible Roman general 
Corbulo: Tacitus, Annals, 13.38; Germania, 22. 4. 
161 Biblia sacra, Proverbs 13:16; 14:15; 15:5; 27:12. 
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and how Richer’s father Rodulf advised King Louis to use cunning (astutia) in 

order to capture Laon.162 Like those writers before him, Dudo considered astutia 

to be a significant enough quality to communicate and the intelligence and 

cunning of these Normans is effective and positive, setting them apart as 

leaders who adeptly trick their enemies and wisely punish villains. Nevertheless, 

it is their leadership qualities that are under scrutiny rather than their ethnic 

identity. Dudo’s Normans and Richer’s Franks are cunning because each 

author wanted to express the superior intelligence of these key figures among 

their subject gens. In effect, Dudo was engaging in a common practice of using 

traditional qualities to describe his heroes rather than attempting to demonstrate 

that only the Normans were specifically cunning.  

In the HN there is an element concerning a Norman propensity for 

violence that acts as a departure from these terms and concerns anecdotal 

accounts of idiosyncratic and violent behaviour by Norman characters. In terms 

of motivation and its justification, this behaviour differs from the violent 

behaviour of others, such as Richer’s description of Longsword’s audacia, 

which is intentionally pejorative, and Gregory of Tour’s descriptions of Clovis’ 

violence.163 The Norman tendency to resort to violence is often characterised as 

casual and reckless yet it always has a point, which is invariably to threaten and 

dominate. The most renowned example of this in Dudo’s HN occurs during the 

meeting of Charles the Simple, king of the Franks, and Rollo, the soon-to-be 

first duke of Normandy. The bishops present at the meeting urged Rollo to kiss 

the king’s foot as obeisance for the gifts he had received, which Rollo refused to 

do. However, Dudo clearly felt this was not enough to convey the Norse warrior 

spirit so, urged on by the Franks’ prayers, Rollo ordered one of his men to do 

the deed. The man grasped the king’s foot, raised it to his mouth and planted a 

kiss on it while he remained standing, laying the king flat on his back, causing 

an outcry from the Franks and raucous laughter from the Normans.164 Dudo 

does not mention any political fallout from this incident, which would no doubt 

                                            
 

162 Richer, ii. 89; II. iii. 84-85. 
163 Gregory describes an incident where Clovis, angry with one of his men for breaking a 
church’s sacred ewer, split the offender’s skull open with his axe shouting ‘That is what you did 
to my ewer at Soissons’. In another Clovis kills one of his men who had stolen from a local to 
set an example to his men not to offend Saint Martin. Through these accounts Gregory 
legitimises Clovis’ violence through his religious motivation. By contrast the outlandish violence 
of the Normans is not so clear cut: Greg. Hist. II. 27, 37. 
164 HN, pp. 168-169; Christiansen, p. 49. 
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have soured relations were it true. Nevertheless, it is a prime example of Dudo’s 

attempts to emphasise the individuality of the Normans including the use of a 

humorous subversion of normal ritual protocol to solidify their distinctiveness. 

As Gerd Althoff has shown, the inherently ritualistic nature of medieval politics 

required certain actions to be undertaken in certain circumstances and for both 

actors to recognise these actions, in their various forms, as the right mode of 

behaviour.165 Dudo’s account may not be truthful, but remained bound up in 

what were considered the usual practices of communication; he could 

exaggerate or bend the rules but only within established understandings of 

ritual.166 This incident is an example of a twist on understood ritualistic practice 

to highlight the Normans’ unfamiliarity with these practices and prove their 

superiority over the Franks, whose insistence on the following of ritualistic 

behaviour is mocked. Dudo inverts the typical Roman trope of mocking the 

barbarians’ unusual and inappropriate behaviour by turning the focus on the 

Franks’ fastidious insistence upon proper protocol.167 However, as Althoff 

argues, these rituals of communication on political stages were not static and 

actors varied, mixed and updated ritual language to suit their needs.168 In this 

sense, if we suppose that oral accounts of such behaviour existed alongside the 

literary, this may be an intentional and innovative inversion of ritual by Norman 

‘actors’ aimed at presenting a brazen challenge to authority and boisterous 

intimidation.169 However, as Koziol suggests, this incident also played on an 

established literary topos to mark the Normans’ transition from the state of 

nature, wherein the Normans are lordless and equal, to a Christian sphere 

where they are entered into social bonds and subject to lordship.170 Dudo’s often 

contradictory agenda of both presenting the often violent nature of the 

Normans, and demonstrating their evolution and acceptance into the civilised 

Christian sphere, is manifestly apparent in this anecdote. 

                                            
 

165 Althoff, ‘The Variability of Rituals’, pp. 71-74 
166 Ibid. p. 87. 
167 Though the strength of the pagan stereotype also lands some of the humour on the Normans 
themselves, the whole incident would probably have been hilarious for both reasons for the 
Normans of Richard II’s court, who no doubt considered themselves more civilised than their 
forebears. See Halsall, ‘Introduction: “Don’t Worry I’ve Got the Key”’, pp. 14-17. 
168 Althoff, ‘The Variability of Rituals’, p. 73. 
169 Bartlett discusses this cultivated violence of the Normans in southern Italian source material: 
The Making of Europe, pp. 86-87. 
170 Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor, pp. 152-153. 
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Another less dramatic anecdote describes how William of Poitou 

approached William Longsword to propose marriage to Longsword’s sister. 

Longsword reply was aggressive, insulting the Poitevins as timid, frigid in war 

and parsimonious (Pictavenses semper sunt timidi frigidique armis, et avari) 

and concluding that they do not deserve his sister. Dudo adds a Virgilian phrase 

that William of Poitou was ‘stuck in a persistent gaze’ at the irritable reply, at 

which point Longsword reassures his visitor not to be alarmed and that he will 

give him a reply after consulting his followers.171 Longsword’s words refer to a 

military encounter between the Poitevins and the Normans in his father’s 

lifetime where the Poitevins failed to dislodge the Normans from a precarious 

position on a hilltop, fleeing from a Norman ruse that convinced them Rollo was 

arriving with reinforcements.172 However, Longsword agrees to the union and 

provides a generous dowry, a move which may seem contradictory if we had 

not already seen Dudo emphasise intimidation in Norman political maneuvering. 

By insulting William of Poitou in a delicate and ritualistic situation, the 

negotiation of marriage and by extension political alliance, Longsword 

immediately puts his counterpart on the back foot and demonstrates his 

dominance. Thus Dudo emphasises Longsword’s power through the tactic of 

intimidation and posturing. These examples of such behaviour appear to 

delineate a distinctive trait in Dudo’s HN associated with intimidation and 

humour rather than justifiable actions motivated by religious reasoning; he even 

dramatically, yet whimsically, states his own fears that, if the work is not worthy, 

that the Normans would shake up the unwilling poet with a lashing.173 However, 

we must interrogate similar violent and intimidating behaviour in other texts to 

determine whether this was perceived to be a Norman trait by a wide array of 

authors. Nevertheless, in the HN, the Normans are presented as both cunning 

and aggressive. 

 

                                            
 

171 Willelmo Pictavensi verbo exasperationis in uno obtutu haerenti: HN, p. 192; the phrase from 
Virgil (obtutuque haeret defixus in uno), is adapted several times in the HN: Vergil, Aeneid, I. 
495. 
172 HN, pp. 164-165; Christiansen, pp. 44-45, n. 193. 
173 Invitum quotient Nortmanni verbere vatem. Again, this may serve as a type of in-joke for the 
Norman court, a reference to an embarrassing violent past of which one can be secretly proud: 
HN, p. 120; Christiansen, p. 7. 
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The Normans as a whole people 
Thus we have seen that Dudo set out to acknowledge the Normans’ fierce 

barbaric past and crucially to demonstrate how the Norman dukes had adapted 

to become exemplars of pious Christian rule. However, Dudo does not do the 

same for the Normans as a whole. Rather, the Normans’ ancestors are fierce 

and warlike at the beginning of the HN, as we have seen, and the Normans 

retain these qualities, being notably fierce in battle, which is the ideal location 

for ferocity, throughout the work.174 Earlier in the text, when trapped on a 

mountain by Ebalus, the Normans made a night attack against his forces while 

they slept in camp and, battling fiercely (ferociter), quickly cut their way 

through.175 Later, during a battle between the Ricardian Normans and Count 

Theobald’s Franks, Dudo states that the fierce and warlike nation (gens 

belligera et effera) of Normandy, like double-fanged wolves (bidens lupi) 

through a sheepfold, slaughtered and hounded the Franks to destruction.176 

This is notably to the point; the Normans are a fierce and warlike people. It is 

also significant that Duke Richard I led the Normans to this violent victory. 

Though Richard is pious and pragmatic, avoiding ferocity himself, the Normans 

are, and remain, a strong, militarily capable and fierce people.177 This is 

generally the best model for understanding the use of these terms in the HN. In 

the leaders of the Normans, from Hasting to Richard, we see a decline in 

ferocity and wildness yet the Normans themselves, as a people, retain this 

characteristic. As such, Dudo is both apprehensive and defensive of the trait. In 

leaders, ferocity can be useful in battle but excessive ferocity is troubling and 

limits their abilities. However, with a noble and pious ruler such a trait amongst 

a gens is useful and praiseworthy, provided the aim and manner of achieving it 

is just. 

Dudo is not the only author of his time to describe the Normans in this 

manner. In the early dedicatory part of his poem, Moriuht, Warner of Rouen, 

                                            
 

174 According to classical authors such as Livy, 7.15.2. 
175 HN, p. 165. 
176 HN, p. 275; Albu explores Dudo’s use of Wolf imagery in detail: Normans in Their Histories, 
pp. 22, 26, 39, 41-45. 
177 Albu suggests that this wolfish imagery represents the ‘mask of civilisation’ dropping from the 
Normans and from Richard’s civilised improvements but if Norman ferocity can be justified 
through the theme of correction then so too can wolfish behaviour. Furthermore, this would not 
be the only example of a somewhat paradoxical distinction between the Normans as a whole 
and Richard as a more civilised ruler: Normans in Their Histories, p. 43. 
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writing at the same time as Dudo, c.996-1026, compares the king of France, 

Robert the Pious (996-1031), to Archbishop Robert of Rouen saying that King 

Robert rules over the Franks, distinguished in the arms of war and that Robert 

of Rouen rules over the Normans, wild (ferus) in their bloody slaughter.178 While 

Warner of Rouen presents the Normans as wild, he also states that the Franks 

are distinguished in war, not that they were once, and praises the Frankish 

king’s rulership. Warner and Dudo were probably aware of one another but, 

while they share the notion of Norman wildness, Dudo’s theme of Frankish 

correction does not seem to have influenced Warner. Nevertheless, the ferocity 

of the Normans as a gens stands up to scrutiny in comparison to the ferocity of 

the Danes or the early Norman leaders. 

Dudo also describes how the entire Norman gens differs from the Franks 

in another manner: their cunning. He states that the Normans are a gens full of 

excessive cunning (calliditas) and that they have more wisdom (consilium) than 

other gentes, since they have overcome King Louis through their persistent 

cunning (astus).179 These descriptions are brief, but intriguing. Dudo only 

focuses on ferocity and cunning as aspects of the gens Normannorum as a 

whole, which demonstrates what he considered to be the most generally 

Norman qualities; they are bound up in comparisons to the Franks presenting 

the Norman gens as superior. In comparison to his focus on the leaders these 

descriptions are notably brief. Certainly, proving the evolution of the dukes’ from 

pagan pirates to Christian rulers took precedent but it is significant, as we shall 

see, that the general Norman traits were more readily accepted in later texts. 

Dudo’s legacy, regarding the Norman gens as a whole, was an 

acknowledgement and acceptance of their problematic past through these traits 

as useful means of achieving success. 

 

Fallen Franks and the loss of virtue 
Dudo followed the patterns employed by other writers of gentes history like 

Jordanes and Richer to create his own version of a people destined to move 

from pirates to princes. His text was strongly integrated with the tropes of 

barbaric historical narrative pioneered and perfected through the Carolingian 
                                            
 

178 Ille regit Francos armis Marteque superbos; / Vos bene Nortmannos sanguine cede feros: 
Warner of Rouen, Moriuht, pp. 5-7, 72-73, ll. 9-10; van Houts, Normans in Europe, pp. 92-93. 
179 HN, pp. 241, 244. 
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renaissance. Several Frankish texts demonstrate similar tropes concerning the 

noble heritage of the Franks as both an ancient Gallic race and capable 

conquerors during the fifth and sixth centuries.180 Dudo, as a Frank and an 

educated man, did not ignore this heritage but he ascribed these virtues to the 

Normans, perhaps because he saw them as the current dominant masculine 

military group. He had been employed for a specific purpose and the concept of 

Frankish virtue stood in the way. The obvious answer was to simply reduce the 

use of virtuous terms to describe the Franks while increasing their use 

regarding the Normans, couching the Norman virtues in terms of authority and 

those of the Franks in more negative contexts. In this way, as Johnson 

demonstrates, Dudo constructed Norman identity along the lines of providing a 

mirror to that of the Franks, based on a shared Trojan heritage, which 

demonstrates the Franks had lost sight of proper contemporary values.181 This 

suggests that, for Dudo, the Franks and the Normans were not entirely distinct 

from one another.182 Dudo’s most significant resolution, building on these 

pejorative contexts, was the theme of correctio, which is clearly expressed in a 

poem addressed to the Franks themselves: 
 
Brave (fortis) were you, hard, fierce (ferox), true-hearted, robust, yet cautious … 
Strenuous (strenuus), faithful, polite, in the business of warfare an adept (belli 
rebus studiosa), 
Conquering all things, powerful, used to the holding of triumphs. 
Yet through the overly high-piled weight of numerous misdeeds … 
Now you lie prostrate, resting ashamed on your weapons.183 
 
The use of ferox, strenuus and an eagerness and ability in war (studiosus 

bellum) to describe non-Normans demonstrates that these aspects of character 

are virtues that, at least according to Dudo, can potentially be universal. 

However, his emphasis on the Franks’ loss of these traits was a direct reaction 

to their use in earlier source material. As such, when the Franks of the HN 

demonstrate these traits, Dudo employs them in strikingly different contexts 

from their use in previous Frankish sources, which describe their qualities and 

the heritage of the Franks. Instead, it is the Normans in the HN who appropriate 

these qualities, with Dudo inverting the focus to celebrate his Norman heroes 
                                            
 

180 For example: Greg. Hist. Praefatio; ii. 27, 32, 37; Richer, I. i. 3; ii. 44. 
181 Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 46-48, 50-55; ‘Origin myths and the 
construction of medieval identities’, p. 159. 
182 For this and the paradoxical interplay between the distinctions between the Normans, the 
Franks and Scandinavians see: Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 50-55. 
183 HN, p. 135; Christiansen, pp. 20-21. 
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over the once proud, but now wicked, Franks. As Johnson puts it, while the 

Franks of the HN have lost sight of their ideal political values, the Normans, 

related to the Franks through Antenor the Trojan yet having spent years in an 

external space as barbarians, have rediscovered them.184 

 Firstly, in the HN, Frankish ferocity is notably out of place or ineffective: 

Bernard of Rouen chastises King Louis for fiercely (ferocitas) devastating his 

own lands in Caux.185 Elsewhere, Arnulf’s plan to drive the defenders of Rouen 

back fiercely (ferociter) and take the city from them fails miserably when his ally, 

King Otto’s nephew, is killed.186 These Franks have certainly not reclaimed their 

lost ferocity. Louis is mocked by his enemies for devastating lands that really 

belong to him and, even with the support of the Saxons, Arnulf cannot 

overcome the martial ability of the Normans.187 Dudo evidently considers the 

Saxons as more capable in war than the Franks: when the Franks enlisted 

Saxon help against the Normans he describes King Otto gathering his warlike 

(bellicosus) force and leading a bellicosus host against the city of Rouen. 

However, even this bellicose people are no match for the Normans.188 By 

comparison, in works by Gregory of Tours and Richer of Saint-Rémi the Franks 

are depicted as decidedly more martially capable.189 

There is one instance of Frankish martial ability in the HN. In a poem 

addressed to Archbishop Robert of Rouen, Dudo extols the virtues of Robert’s 

ancestors, particularly Richard I, whom now the martial (Martius) Francia weeps 

for, as well as the warlike (belliger) Sicambrians, or the Salian Franks.190 Why in 

this verse are the Franks as a whole described as mourning Richard, rather 

than the Normans specifically, and why are they here described as martial and 

warlike when throughout the rest of the HN they are most certainly not? This 

does seem to go against Dudo’s predominant theme concerning Frankish 

correction. However, if we consider that this poem was written after the death of 

                                            
 

184 Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, p. 55. 
185 HN, p. 236. 
186 HN, p. 254. 
187 Count Theobald also fiercely (feriter) attacks Normandy with evil intentions but his army is 
decimated by the Normans whom Dudo describes as gens belligera et effera. Again the Franks’ 
ferocity is weaker than the Normans’: HN, p. 275. 
188 HN, pp. 252, 255. 
189 For example: Greg. Hist. II. 27, 32, 37; Richer, I. i. 5, 7, 28. 
190 HN, p. 127. 
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Richard, and probably added to whatever draft of the text existed at that point, 

we can make some observations.  

The poem exalts Richard by claiming that all of Francia is weeping over 

his death and, if we compare this early verse to the description of Richard’s 

death and funeral at the end of the work, we can see that in the latter it is the 

grief of the Normans that receives attention.191 The earlier verse is more 

generally panegyric, the later description more personal prose. Furthermore, 

Dudo evidently did not intend to isolate Normandy from the rest of Francia 

completely. Whilst he endorses the necessity of the Norman correction of the 

Franks as God’s plan, he must have seen an end to it, perhaps in the better 

relations between Richard II of Normandy and King Robert II of France.192  This 

may also explain why the Franks are described as warlike here. The use of the 

archaic term Sicamber, a typical panegyric trope to reference the Salian Franks, 

suggests that Dudo had in mind the noble ancestry of the Franks, rather than 

the ineffective and villainous people he alleged they had become.193 Moreover, 

in previous instances where Dudo references the Franks in general, he implies 

that they have lost virtues that they once possessed, not that they cannot be 

regained, whereas specific Franks in the text who are villainous foils to the 

Norman heroes are not virtuous. Thus, generally Franks were warlike, and 

perhaps can be again, whereas, in the HN, Franks who come into conflict with 

the Normans are bested because of their lack of these virtues. 

Dudo’s use of the remaining virtues in the context of other gentes is 

equally rare. As with the trait of warlike ability, Dudo claims that the Franks had 

once been strenuus but reserves the term to refer to the Normans, with only 

one exception: he relates how King Louis praised the strenuus intervention of 

Arnulf during their plotting against the Normans, but, as the murderer of William 

Longsword, Dudo cannot have meant to praise Arnulf.194 Instead the emphasis 

is on Arnulf’s vigour, as perceived by Louis, in committing acts of malice. The 

                                            
 

191 HN, pp. 297-299. 
192 And in the re-education of the Franks to remind them of proper political values: Johnson, 
‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 50-55. 
193 Gregory of Tours uses the term in reference to Clovis during his baptism: Greg. Hist. II.31; 
Judith George, ‘Venantius Fortunatus: Panegyric in Merovingian Gaul’, in The Propaganda of 
Power: the Role of Panegyric in Late Antiquity, ed. M. Whitby, (Leiden, 1998) pp. 255-246, 232; 
Shami Ghosh, Writing the Barbarian Past: Studies in Early Medieval Historical Narrative, 
(Leiden, 2015), p. 107. 
194 HN, p. 252. 
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term audacia is also rarely used to describe other gentes. Once again Dudo has 

Arnulf describe the German King Henry as boldly (audacter) waging war against 

Charles the Simple’s enemies as a means of demonstrating the failure of the 

Franks due to their recurrent need for help.195 Dudo’s understanding of audacia 

follows a clear precedent found in classical, biblical and early medieval sources, 

that delineates audacia as acceptable in the right situation but dangerous when 

taken too far.196 Richer also employs both vigour and boldness to describe 

various Frankish leaders in both secular and religious pursuits, building upon 

ancient frameworks of describing rulers in these terms.197 Dudo, on the other 

hand, set out to show that the Franks had lost these qualities, having once been 

fortis, ferox and strenuus. The fact that he rarely uses audacia or strenuus to 

describe non-Normans is less to do with his belief that these were ethnic 

qualities unique to the Normans and more due to his aim of flaunting Norman 

superiority over Frankish inferiority. 

Cunning is one quality that the Franks exhibit abundantly in the HN, but 

invariably framed as a negative quality. Dudo regularly associated the negative 

elements of cunning with the devil, doubtless thanks to biblical passages such 

as 2 Corinthians 11:3: ‘as the serpent seduced Eve by his cunning’.198 The 

majority of these instances describe the evil cunning of William Longsword’s 

assassins. When describing the Franks’ hatred for William Longsword, Dudo 

claims that the devil poured his poisonous cunning (calliditas) into the hearts of 

wicked men.199 Duke Arnulf in particular is singled out as the vilest perpetrator, 

                                            
 

195 HN, p. 251. 
196 Jordanes’ Goths and Paul the Deacon’s Lombards also exhibit positive boldness and 
bravery, whilst their enemies are treacherously and uncontrollably audacious: Jordanes, v. 37; 
vii. 49; xxvii. 140; xxxii. 166; xxxix. 204; xlii. 222; lvii. 293; lx. 312; Historia Langobardorum, II. 
28; V. 40; VI. 35, 37, 55. 
197 Richer, I. i. 5, 8, 14, 22, 35, 41, 47, 61, 63; ii. 87; II. iii. 22, 25, 44, 56; iv. 1. 
198 That Dudo associated cunning, and the corresponding Latin terms, with the devil is evident in 
a passage lifted from the Vita S. Lamberti of Stephen of Liège yet more evidently reminiscent of 
2 Corinthians, where, during Duke Richard’s attempts to convert his Danish relatives, he 
describes how Adam was entangled by the false guile (perfidus astus) of the devil: HN, p. 283; 
while the passage is similar Stephen of Liège does not make use of the term instead describing 
the devil as invidia serpentis: Vita S. Lamberti episcopi Trajecti ad Mosam et Martyris, auctore 
Stephano episcopo Leodiensi, Patrologia Latina, Vol. 132, III. 29, [Col.0655C]; Biblia sacra, 2 
Corinthians 11:13. 
199 The biblical inference towards the devil’s cunning is obvious but the larger passage borrows 
heavily from Stephen’s VSL, of which chapters 12 and 13 describe the Frankish nobles’ hatred 
towards Childeric: HN, p. 203; Christiansen, p. 79. n. 282. 
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full of the venom of viperish cunning (calliditas).200 Other primary antagonists of 

the HN receive similar treatment, for instance, Dudo claims that gifts and 

cunning (astus) policy caused King Louis to break his promises and he resorted 

to a wicked trick of cunning (astutus) deceptiveness against the Normans.201 

Dudo also describes the cunning (calliditas) plan to trap Richard I by Count 

Theobald and Queen Gerberga and, after describing their failed attempt, uses 

the term three more times to emphasise their cunning deception.202 While many 

of the Normans’ Frankish foes make cunning plots, these plots rarely come to 

fruition, the assassination of William Longsword being the most notable 

exception. In fact, Norman cunning or capability usually triumphs over the 

intelligence of any other gentes. Again, this was a device for presenting Norman 

cunning as a superior quality that helped them in their conflicts with the Franks. 

The intelligence of the Franks had been the subject of several anecdotes in 

Frankish texts: Notker the Stammerer had described an envoy as sapiens 

Francigena for escaping summary execution in Greece; and Richer describes 

several astutus Franks in positive and successful contexts.203 While the Franks 

of the Frankish source material are cunning in constructive ways, the Franks of 

the HN are malicious and sinful in their cunning. By casting the Franks’ cunning 

as purely wicked in the HN, Dudo inverted this trope in favour of the Normans. 

 Dudo’s deliberate attempts to present a different picture to that of earlier 

Frankish source material are obvious: the Franks are weak and villainous 

through their sinful ways and cannot hope to defeat the Normans whilst they 

continue to be so. By contrast, the Normans’ strength lies in these virtues: 

martial ability, ferocity, vigour, boldness and cunning. Some of these originate 

from their barbaric origins but are legitimised by their role as the correctors of 

Frankish immorality. In comparison the Franks, having sinned, are no longer 

capable and regularly fail against their stronger and more legitimate foes. Other 

writers of barbaric histories similarly legitimise barbaric gentes through specific 

virtues. Paul the Deacon, for instance, emphasizes the warlike nature of key 

                                            
 

200 Again, the association with a serpent is biblical: HN, p. 205; there are several examples of 
Arnulf’s nefarious cunning: pp. 224, 234, 250, 254. 
201 HN, pp. 229, 234. 
202 Ibid. pp. 266, 268; in one final use of the term Theobald again encourages King Lothar to 
attack the cunning (calliditas) count Richard: p. 273. 
203 Notker the Stammerer, Gesta Karoli, pp. 53-55; Richer, ii. 89; II. iii. 84-85. 
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Lombards as a virtue associated with them in abundance.204 In the HN Norman 

identity is constructed as a mirror wherein Dudo reflects upon the problems of 

Frankish sin and weakness, justifying the Normans’ barbaric past and violent 

deeds through a shared heritage that allows them to demonstrate, albeit 

forcefully, the extent to which the Franks are in error and remind them of their 

past glories. 205 

 

Conclusions 
Understanding the role of Dudo’s HN in the creation and evolution of concepts 

of Norman identity is a fundamentally comparative exercise and, as such, I will 

expand in far greater detail on how the analysis of this text helps answer the 

key questions of this thesis in Chapters Two and Three, taking into account the 

sources that build upon Dudo’s legacy, or refute it, as necessary. As such, the 

conclusions discussed here are brief, yet some key points should be made 

before moving further.  

Firstly, the way in which these terms and traits are employed and 

understood before Dudo penned his history, show that his use and 

understanding of them is based on centuries of Latin literary tradition. The 

qualities of being bellicosus, audax, strenuus, astutus and callidus found their 

roots in classical, biblical and early medieval texts that described various heroes 

and peoples in such terms. Whether it is the bold and vigorous Romans in 

Livy’s history, the cunning Romans described by Sallust, the bold Jews in 

Maccabees, Jordanes’ bold Goths, or Paul’s vigorous and warlike Lombards, 

there are clear precedents for the use of these terms. Ferocitas and feritas 

arguably had a history of more notoriety but were still employed, particularly by 

early medieval writers describing the barbaric heritage of their subjects. The 

problem of a fierce barbaric past was an instrumental aspect of the inspiration 

behind composing an origines gentium. Some authors, like Jordanes and Bede, 

set out to show how fierce other peoples were as a point of comparison, in their 

case justifying the English and the Goth’s barbaric heritage by comparing them 

to the far more dangerous Picts and Huns. Others, like Paul the Deacon and 

Richer, confronted the issue by admitting it right at the start of their texts. 
                                            
 

204 Historia langobardorum, I. 1, 15; II. 28; III. 35. 
205 Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 46-55; ‘Origin myths and the 
construction of medieval identities’, p. 159. 
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However, they then dedicated their efforts to justifying the gens in question by 

demonstrating their improvement, one of the key ingredients to this being 

abandoning their fierce nature. Dudo’s Normans, however, are neither less 

fierce than another gens nor abandon their ferocity. While Dudo makes a 

concerted effort to track the improvement of the Norman dukes and their 

diminishing ferocity, he justifies the ferocity of the Normans gens as a whole 

through their role as a tool of correctio. The Normans’ reputation for ferocity in 

later texts was conceived in this decision.  

In employing this theme of correction, Dudo uses these terms to describe 

the Franks; evidently he did not perceive them to be exclusively Norman. The 

Franks in the HN are placed in stark contrast to the Franks of Frankish source 

material; they are no longer fierce, bold, warlike or vigorous and only employ 

cunning in an evil manner. By contrast, the Normans have appropriated these 

qualities. Dudo presents a form of Norman identity, much like Richer’s Frankish 

identity, that follows typical tropes found in earlier Latin barbaric histories 

concerning boldness, vigour and a past heritage of fierce savagery. For writers 

like Richer the Normans were still a barbaric people and, unlike the Franks, 

there is no predestined path for them to become civilized. In the HN, Dudo 

creates the opportunity for his Normans to possess these traits and surpass the 

Franks by demonstrating how the latter have lost these qualities, but still 

building on an already well-established tradition. The Franks’ heritage had long 

been the subject of discussion in early medieval texts, yet the Normans had no 

such textual heritage. To ensure there was room to construct them an identity 

their superiority had to be ardently illustrated but Dudo also connected their 

heritage to that of the Franks through Antenor. This demonstrates the 

importance of considering Dudo’s aim and political circumstances in his shaping 

of Norman and Frankish identities in the HN. Thus, the terms used to portray 

these qualities were well-known terms of success that Dudo used to 

demonstrate that the Norman gens deserved a position among the other gentes 

of medieval Europe. His creation of a Norman origines gentium necessitates the 

use of universally recognised traits to describe the Norman gens and, coupled 

with the need to address the Norman’s problematic past, created a sense of 

identity in the work that was to influence the way in which the Normans were 

perceived for centuries.  
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 However, it should also be noted how unbalanced Dudo’s use of the 

terms is, since he describes individual male military figures in these terms far 

more than he does the Norman gens as a whole. This too is a common element 

within many origines gentium, where the nature of a gens is set out at the 

beginning of the work to demonstrate how a once-barbaric people have 

evolved, with the majority of the texts later focusing on the qualities of certain 

key figures. Dudo’s HN works in much the same way; he describes the 

character of the Normans’ ancestors, the Danes, and sets out to demonstrate 

how their leaders have developed from fierce pagan pirates to vigorous pious 

rulers. This suggests that the key Latin terms associated with Normanitas were 

predominantly understood by writers of such histories as elements of a male 

military identity – noble qualities rather than purely ethnic ones. However, while 

it is evident that Dudo wanted to demonstrate the removal of ferocity from the 

Norman dukes’ character, the Normans under Richard I are still a gens belligera 

et effera. As we shall see, later writers of Norman history in Normandy took this 

element up, more so than writers from other gentes did from their own origines 

gentium, and probably to a greater extent than Dudo had intended. Whatever 

Normanitas was, it is evident that it found its origins within the text of the HN. 
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Chapter Two, Dudo of St Quentin’s Legacy: The Adoption, Evolution 
and Abandonment of Normanitas 

 

Dudo of St Quentin’s HN was evidently fairly popular. Copies were made 

throughout Normandy and England, including at Jumièges where a monk 

named William would write a work about the deeds of the Norman dukes, 

building upon Dudo’s HN but also modifying and heavily editing it. Nevertheless, 

William was to be instrumental in transmitting an awareness of Dudo and his 

conceptualisation of Norman identity. His work, the Gesta Normannorum 

Ducum, was to become arguably the most popular Norman history, having by 

far the most extant manuscripts containing various versions of it today. Thus, 

through his use of Dudo as a source, William became the conduit through which 

Dudo’s themes and ideas were transferred and maintained. William and Dudo’s 

works were to influence the next generation of scholars immensely, but they 

were not the only authors of Norman historical texts in the eleventh century. 

Other works, which were less popular at the time of their inception, deviate 

significantly from Dudo’s legacy, yet were also to be picked up on by twelfth-

century scholars. The Gesta Guillelmi of William of Poitiers and the Carmen de 

Hastingae Proelio, written by a Norman and a Frank respectively, present 

notably different views on the identity of the Normans as well as the other 

gentes with whom they interacted. These texts can be considered less 

canonical than the works of Dudo and William but remain useful in 

demonstrating how the concepts of Normanitas pioneered by Dudo were 

replaced and ignored by other authors of the eleventh century. Comparing the 

understanding and presentation of ethnic identities in these works furnishes us 

with a comprehensive spread of viewpoints. Taken together these eleventh-

century authors provide us with a confusing multiplicity of overlapping views but, 

by taking them all in the context of Dudo’s legacy, we can determine how well 

his form of Normanitas was transferred through Norman literary culture. Thus, 

this chapter will focus on the legacy of Dudo’s Historia in the eleventh century 

and the transmission, or lack of transmission, of his ideas into a gens 

Normannorum tradition. 
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The Gesta Normannorum Ducum of William of Jumièges 
William, a monk of Jumièges, was likely born c. 1000, and must have died after 

1070, when the last part of his Gesta Normannorum Ducum (hereafter GND) 

was completed.1 William probably entered the monastery of Jumièges towards 

the beginning of the eleventh century and was certainly educated there, 

perhaps by Thierry de Mathonville who served as abbot 1017-1027.2 William’s 

education was decidedly different from Dudo’s. Cathedral schools like Liège 

encouraged the exploration and appropriation of classical literature styles to a 

larger extent than the monastic surroundings in which William was educated, 

where ostentation was avoided.3 William certainly felt that this was the case, 

claiming that he chose to write ‘not in the elegant and weighty style used by 

rhetoricians … but in an unadorned style and plain language that is simple and 

clear for every reader,’ though claims of this sort are commonly used to feign 

modesty.4  

 The GND was a significant work, originally consisting of seven books, the 

first four of which summarised Dudo’s HN. William wrote the majority of the 

GND in the 1050s, beginning with his revision of the HN and continuing the 

narrative up until shortly before the conquest of England; this section was likely 

completed around 1060.5 Sometime around 1070 William added an account of 

the invasion of England and likely finished the GND early in that year, his death 

perhaps preventing further work.6 William’s most recent editor, van Houts, 

suggests that this later addition of the account of the conquest of England may 

have been commissioned by William the Conqueror to further legitimise his 

claim on his new kingdom.7 The Conqueror was interested in proving his 

actions were legitimate; commissioning a work that demonstrated his brave 

exploits whilst also justifying his actions was a worthy investment.8 William of 

Jumièges plainly wanted to impress the Conqueror and earn recognition for his 

                                            
 

1 GND, I. pp. xxx-xxxi. 
2 Ibid. pp. xxiv, xxxi. 
3 Ibid. pp. xxi-xxii; see also Pohl, Dudo, pp. 3-4, n. 12. 
4 GND, I. Epistola, pp. 4-5 
5 Elisabeth van Houts makes a strong case for there being a narrative break after the year 1057 
and the bulk of the chapter being finished around 1060, with a few sentences added later 
documenting events in 1063: ibid. pp. xxxii-xxxiii. 
6 Ibid. pp. xxxii-xxxv. 
7 Ibid. p. xx. 
8 David Bates, William the Conqueror (New Haven, 2016), pp. 12-13, 22-23, 256-257, 521, 
passim. 
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work, as he makes a concerted effort to do so in his dedicatory letter to his 

patron. William, writes that he has composed the GND ‘for the recollection of 

the exemplary deeds of [the king’s] most pious predecessors’ and that the 

motive for the work was that the ‘excellent virtues of outstanding men in secular 

as well as in divine affairs … should also live in men’s perception in a way that 

is beneficial.’9 Furthermore, throughout the GND William has a very pro-Norman 

outlook, specifically in support of the dukes of Normandy.10 William’s aim in 

writing the GND was to legitimize William the Conqueror’s right to rule, both as 

the duke of Normandy and later as king of England, and the dedicatory letter 

suggests that it was intended to set an example to its readers in a similar vein to 

the historical works of Gregory of Tours and Bede. William’s emphasises this 

important motive behind his work by presenting King William’s ancestors as 

exemplars whose behaviour should be imitated.  

Van Houts suggests that William was distasteful of Dudo’ style since, 

despite being one of his main sources, he rarely quoted the HN.11 William was 

also far less concerned with justifying the Scandinavian background of the 

Norman dukes than Dudo, openly admitting in his dedicatory letter that he 

elected to cut out the genealogy of Rollo, who was ‘born of heathen (paganus) 

parents and spending much of his life as a heathen (paganus)’.12 For William, 

the Norman dukes had moved a significant distance away from their barbaric 

background, which may have represented a change in the attitude of the 

Norman dukes themselves, preferring to forget their shadier heritage and focus 

on the strength of their new identity and community.13 However, while Dudo had 

spent a great deal of time in the Norman court, the monk William may have had 

less contact with Norman courtiers. He was evidently less interested than Dudo 

in discussing the Normans’ pagan heritage, perhaps because he was a Norman 

himself. Furthermore, in contrast to the classical models Dudo employed for his 
                                            
 

9 GND, I. Epistola, pp. 4-7. 
10 He represents power-struggles between the dukes of Normandy and what were likely 
independent lords as rebellions against the duke’s authority rather than attempts to annex 
dominion: ibid. p. lii. 
11 Ibid. p. lv. 
12 Ibid. Epistola, pp. 6-7. 
13 Certainly as Mark Hagger points out, William felt that there were flaws in Dudo’s history and 
the attitude he presented: Mark Hagger, Norman Rule in Normandy, 911-1144 (Woodbridge, 
2017) pp. 10-12. Hagger has also argued for the prevalence of the theme of building community 
within the GND: Mark Hagger, ‘Building Community in the Gesta Normannorum Ducum of 
William of Jumièges’, paper delivered at Leeds International Medieval Congress, 04-07 July 
2016, Leeds.  
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HN, William constructed a more biblical origin for the Normans by connecting 

their ancestors, the Goths, to Noah through his grandson Magog.14 However, in 

spite of his agenda in replacing Dudo’s origin myth with his more biblical and 

less pagan version, William’s characterisation of the identity of the Normans 

retains familiar elements suggesting that he did not abandon the justification of 

the Normans’ heritage in the HN entirely. 

The GND was a popular work and there are forty-seven extant 

manuscripts containing various versions, since the text was copied and 

redacted numerous times.15 Van Houts divides the extant manuscripts into the 

following redactions: C, the original thesis of William himself; α, a version which, 

while not extant, likely existed as a bridging text between redaction C and 

redactions A and B; A and B, separate yet similar versions by anonymous 

authors; D, again an anonymous version though, unlike A and B, based directly 

on C; E, by Orderic Vitalis; and F by Robert of Torigni. While redactions A, B 

and D contain relatively minor changes from C, the redactions of Orderic Vitalis 

and Robert of Torigni contain comprehensive revisions and demonstrate a clear 

chronological development through the early and mid-twelfth century. Here I will 

summarise the details about the manuscripts from William’s original version and 

the anonymous redactions. The details of the manuscripts containing the 

redactions by Orderic and Robert will be summarised in Chapter Three.16 

The surviving witnesses for redactions A, B, C and D of the GND 

demonstrate that the work was disseminated in Normandy, England and France 

during the late eleventh and twelfth centuries. Two witnesses belonging to 

redaction C, the closest to William’s original text, are from this period. The 

oldest known, copied second-hand from his original autograph as shown by van 

Houts, dates from either the end of the eleventh century or the early twelfth, and 

was possibly made in Lyre, though it made its way to England at some point. 

Another was copied at the scriptorium of Saint-Victor in Paris sometime in the 

late twelfth century, though it may date from soon after the turn of the century. 

                                            
 

14 GND, I. p. 6; Webber suggests that William deliberately avoided using classical models to 
construct his origo: Evolution of Norman Identity, p. 28; see also Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in 
Normandy and Italy’, p. 56; Johnson, ‘Origin myths and the construction medieval identities’, p. 
160. 
15 The following details on the manuscripts are taken from van Houts’ excellent breakdown in 
her edition of the GND, pages xcv-cxix. 
16 Chapter Three, pp. 134, 137-8, 165. 
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One of the surviving A manuscripts was created at Jumièges in the second half 

of the twelfth century, with another being made somewhere in England in the 

late twelfth or early thirteenth century. The three twelfth-century manuscripts of 

the B redaction all originated in England, one of which was corrected at the 

beginning of the century at Durham cathedral priory and another which was 

given to the abbey of Holy Cross at Waltham at the end of the century. One of 

the twelfth-century D manuscripts was possibly made at Durham, with another 

being copied somewhere in France. Van Houts also notes that the GND was 

one of the texts copied by monks of Jumièges after the re-foundation of Saint-

Évroult in 1050, which is likely the copy Orderic used for his redaction.17 

Since it was dedicated to him, William the Conqueror and his court must 

have been an important part of William of Jumièges’ intended audience. 

William’s focus on the Norman ducal point of view throughout the work, and 

emphasis on the Norman dukes as exemplars, demonstrates that the primary 

audience of the main section, largely written in the 1050s, was a Norman one. 

The legitimizing nature of this section was intended to assuage the concerns of 

the Norman nobility over William the Conqueror’s succession to the duchy and 

present a united and potent Normandy under William’s rule. The extended 

account of the conquest of England, legitimising William’s position as king of 

England, gave the work a more external element, and the number of witnesses 

throughout England indicates that the audience extended beyond solely the 

Norman nobility. The work also gained popularity outside the Anglo-Norman 

sphere in Paris and the east of France where Dudo’s work had spread at least a 

little, though many of these were produced much later than even those versions 

by William’s redactors. It would seem that the audience for the GND was mostly 

insular but there is evidence to suggest a wider audience of Franks, certainly 

more than we have for Dudo. Van Houts has also argued, as Pohl has done for 

the HN, that the GND was written with a performative context in mind.18 While 

this does not prove that the text was used outside the cloister, it may have been 

performed in some sense to visitors and perhaps borrowed for use at court.19 

Regardless, we can be certain that the GND’s audience included those in 
                                            
 

17 GND, I. p. lxix. 
18 Elisabeth van Houts, ‘Gesta Normannorum Ducum: Een studie over de handschriften, de 
tekst, het geschiedwek en het genre’, (PhD dissertation, University of Groningen, 1982) p. 117; 
GND, II. p. 117. 
19 See discussion in Chapter One above and Webber, ‘Monastic Space’, 221-240. 
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religious institutions in Normandy, England and France. That the GND was 

commented upon and repeatedly redacted by various writers, including Orderic 

Vitalis and Robert of Torigni, proves that his audience included members of his 

own and similar professions, even outside of Normandy.  

The GND is a useful source for examining the evolution of the gens 

Normannorum tradition because William used Dudo’s HN as his main source for 

the first four books of his work. Though he went to great effort condensing, 

editing and revising it, his redaction and adaptation of Dudo’s work provides an 

excellent methodological opportunity to examine William’s understanding of the 

Norman character Dudo presents and how it evolved in his GND. Though there 

are visible differences between Dudo and William’s education and style, thanks 

to the contrasting nature of the intellectual atmospheres in which they learnt 

their craft, they shared a number of influences. While much of the information is 

copied from Dudo’s HN, van Houts shows that William must also have had 

direct access to Jordanes’ Getica: one chapter is adapted directly from the 

Getica and William makes a direct reference to what he calls the Gothorum 

gesta in the final sentence.20 William considered Jordanes’ work and his own as 

gesta, since he had himself given his work its title, so he must have intended his 

text to belong to the genre of deeds and origines gentium.21 William also had 

access to an incomplete copy of Paul the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum 

dating from before 1050, which was housed in the library at Jumièges during 

the period William was writing his GND.22 The writings of Augustine of Hippo 

appear to have had a greater influence on the GND than the HN. William 

directly quotes Augustine’s De civitate Dei when discussing Asia and Orderic 

Vitalis claims that the monks of Jumièges copied treatises by Augustine from 

their library for the restored abbey of Saint-Évroult, among other texts by 

Jerome, Ambrose, Isidore, Eusebius and Orosius.23 

The legacy of the GND is also striking. William’s work was copied and 

expanded well into the next century by individuals from various backgrounds 

and origins. This included two significant authors of Norman twelfth-century 

                                            
 

20 An example of William’s imitation of Jordanes is the appearance of the same term uagina, a 
pun on its dual meaning, when the Goths leave the ‘womb’ of their homeland. GND, I. pp. xxvii, 
xxxvi, 14-15; Jordanes, i, iv-v, vi-vii. 
21 GND, p. xx. 
22 GND, pp.xxvi, ci. 
23 GND, pp.xxvii, 12-13; De civitate Dei, XVI. 17. pp. 158-159; HE, II. iii. 48-51. 
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texts, Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Torigni.24 William’s work was evidently 

popular in the Anglo-Norman cultural world and, to an extent, beyond. This 

continued transmission of the language and concepts of both Dudo and William 

throughout the eleventh and twelfth centuries furnishes us with a remarkable 

opportunity to analyze the way in which these later authors propagated the 

nuances of language in the HN and the GND. This will be done in Chapter 

Three; this chapter will analyse William’s original version, redaction C. 

 

The Norman leaders: amplifying Carolingian ideals of rulership in the GND 
Just as Dudo does in the HN, William of Jumièges presents the Norman rulers 

as ideal, capable and Christian leaders in the GND based on Carolingian ideals 

of rulership and the influence of imitatio imperii. However, there are evident 

differences in the presentation of these characters between the two works; 

while they share these influences, William’s Norman dukes live up to these 

Carolingian ideals more thoroughly and he abandons many of the 

idiosyncrasies exhibited by the dukes in the HN. Rather than simply expanding 

upon Dudo’s theme of the evolution of the Norman dukes, William makes a 

conscious effort to edit or remove more problematic passages and characters 

and appears less willing to celebrate the more dubious aspects of the Normans’ 

heritage, such as their cunning and idiosyncratic violence. Based within the 

monastic community at Jumièges, William was likely further removed from 

Norman courtly life than Dudo, who had served Richard II directly, and the 

Norman oral sources that Dudo claimed had informed his HN. Nevertheless, in 

practice, while the Normans rulers in the GND were to be presented as further 

along the road to the ideal ruler, numerous concepts from Dudo’s version of 

Normanitas found their way into William’s narrative. 

As we have seen, it was necessary for Dudo to engage with the fierce 

heritage of the Normans in order to demonstrate how their leaders had evolved 

into ideal rulers. By contrast William of Jumièges is far less concerned with 

describing the Norman dukes as fierce. Instead he focuses on other terms to 

demonstrate their abilities. The one exception is Duke Robert, who William 

claims was very fierce (ferox) when dealing with rebels yet benevolent 

                                            
 

24 For theories concerning authorship of the anonymous redactions see GND, I. pp. lx-lxvi 
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(beneuolus) and kind to his people as well as pious and devout.25 In this 

instance, Robert’s ferocity is tempered by his benevolence and holiness, again 

much in keeping with Carolingian ideals of rulership as seen in Dudo’s HN. 

However, his ferocity sometimes occurs in problematic situations. We are told 

that Robert, on the advice of wicked men, fiercely (effero) besieged his uncle 

Archbishop Robert and exiled him. Later, when he realised his actions had been 

ill advised, Robert rewarded the wicked cunning (improbus astutia) of the 

counselors by turning them out and restored his uncle’s former honour, which 

serves as William’s way to absolve him, but his ferocity is far from positive as it 

is associated with the ruler causing internal conflict.26  

Another incident also describes Robert exhibiting futile ferocity. When 

Cnut refused to let the exiled Svein return to England, Robert angrily decided to 

invade but a storm prevented him from doing so. The lengthy delay made the 

duke fierce in mind (efferatis animis), which is notably similar to a passage in 2 

Maccabees where King Antiochus, thinking the Jews would break an alliance 

between them, departed Egypt with a fierce mind (efferatis animis) and sacked 

the city of Jerusalem.27 William comments that it was God’s will that Robert 

failed to reach England allowing for the reign of the noble Edward. This 

similarity to the destructive fury of Antiochus is striking, if intentional, and 

categorises Robert’s fierce reaction as being somewhat gratuitous. While 

Robert’s attack on his uncle was a reaction to a perceived threat, William’s tone 

is not one of approval. Robert’s anger at being unable to deal with Cnut is out of 

place because it is directed against nature’s prevention of his expedition, an 

occurrence that would likely be interpreted by William and others as an act of 

God. Perhaps William felt, and meant to convey, that God was saving such a 

task for Robert’s son, William the Conqueror. Regardless, these instances 

demonstrate that retributive ferocity is not as thematically important to the 

author of the GND as it was to that of the HN, at the least amongst the Norman 

leaders. If we conclude that Dudo’s strategy was to wean the Normans off their 

natural ferocity steadily over the course of his account, then it appears that 

                                            
 

25 GND, II. pp. 46-49. 
26 This is William’s only use of astutia: GND, II. pp. 48-49; kings were expected to limit internal 
violence and certainly not encourage it: Kershaw, Peaceful Kings, p. 38. 
27 Ibid. pp. 78-79; Biblia sacra, 2 Maccabees 5:11. 
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William was aware of this change and largely discarded the terms, only using 

them to point out that one of the dukes was, on occasion, too fierce and wild. 

While William abandoned Dudo’s teleological understanding of the 

Norman leaders’ ferocity he employed similar terms in the place of this trait to 

praise the Normans dukes’ martial and energetic character. When introducing 

the characteristics of a new duke or member of the Norman household, William 

regularly describes them in familiar ways. The Dukes Richard II and Richard III 

receive this treatment immediately within the books concerning them, Richard II 

being described as vigorous (strenuus) in war and Richard III as capable in war 

(bellicus).28 William the Conqueror gets a similar treatment elsewhere when he 

is characterised as being powerful in wars (bellici) and showing wisdom 

(prudentia) in secular affairs.29 In his dedicatory letter William of Jumièges 

evokes biblical themes when he recounts the deeds of Duke William’s 

ancestors who were above all vigorous (strenuus) soldiers of Christ.30 After 

Theobald of Chartres invades his lands, Duke Richard vigorously (strenue) 

‘restrained him with a strength worthy of so great a man.’31 William 

predominantly uses the term audacia in relation to the Normans in military 

contexts, once when describing how William Longsword’s repeated invasions 

and boldness (audatia) provoked the hate and jealousy of the Frankish 

magnates and elsewhere to describe the bold (audacter) action of some 

members of Duke Robert’s household (domus) to fight the rebellious William of 

Bellême.32 However, like Dudo, the term is sometimes employed to describe the 

audacity of rebellious Normans, for example, the rebellious William of Bellême’s 

audacia infects his sons Fulk and Robert whose raids in Normandy roused the 

Duke’s household to bold (audacter) action resulting in a bloody battle at 

Blavou.33 In both their warlike ability and boldness, the Normans of William’s 

GND are very similar to Dudo’s representation of them in the HN. 

                                            
 

28 GND, II. pp. 6-7, 44-45. 
29 Ibid. pp. 120-121. 
30 Christi maxime strenui milites ac studiosissimi cultores exstiterunt. ibid. I. pp. 6-7. 
31 Ibid. pp. 120-121. These are all the instances of the term strenuus in William’s original MS 
(redaction C) save two concerning actions undertaken hastily (strenue). See I. pp. 114-115 and 
II. pp. 40-41. 
32 Ibid. I. pp. 76-77; II. pp. 50-51. 
33 Ibid. II. pp. 50-51; William also describes Riulf’s rebellion as audax and mentions the audatia 
of those who rebelled against King William in York: I. pp. 78-79, II. pp. 180-181. 
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For William of Jumièges the term strenuus is predominantly a military 

virtue amongst the Norman rulers, though he does highlight the vigour of 

William Longsword in a more diplomatic context, when he acted vigorously 

(strenue) as an intermediary between King Louis and King Henry, and in 

fulfilling his duty to his home as, after aiding Count Herluin, we are told he 

vigorously (strenue) returned to Rouen.34 Similarly, Norman audacia is 

predominantly a military virtue unless describing rebellious Normans who 

challenge the legitimacy of the Norman dukes’ authority: William of Bellême is 

audacious because he is a rebel whereas members of the Duke’s household 

are bold through their loyalty. In like manner to Dudo’s work, William’s use of 

the trait revolves around issues of authority. The rebellious are audacious in 

that they are challenging the authority of their ruler not because they are 

naturally bold. Thus William sets out to describe these important Norman dukes 

with the same characteristics that Dudo used regularly in his work. These noble 

men are strenuous, skilled and bold in warfare.  

These descriptions of the Norman dukes as being bold, strenuous and 

warlike are reminiscent of Paul the Deacon’s Lombard heroes, such as 

Grimuald, who is described as very warlike, and Lamissio and Agilulf, who are 

both vigorous and capable in war.35 William’s description of the Normans is 

more in keeping with these Lombards than it is with Jordanes’ Goths, for 

instance, whose enemies are described as most warlike (bellicosissimus) rather 

than the Goths themselves. However, both Jordanes’ Goths and Paul’s 

Lombards are decidedly bold and may have informed descriptions of 

Longsword’s audacia.36 In the Vulgate, warlike ability is a virtue when exhibited 

by God-fearing individuals, a justification that we have already seen William 

make when he states that Duke William’s ancestors were above all soldiers of 

Christ. The Norman dukes of the GND, in much the same way as Paul’s 

Lombards, are presented as model leaders according to a Frankish and 

Christian ideal of kingship and rulership, which includes warlike ability and 

vigour, justified through an awareness of religious duty. Both Dudo and William 

include examples of bold, warlike and vigorous Normans, but while William 

                                            
 

34 GND, I. pp. 84-85, 90-91. 
35 Historia langobardorum, IV. 46, I. 15, III. 35. 
36 Jordanes, v. 37; vv. 49; xxvii. 140; xxix. 146; xxxii. 166; xxxix. 204; xlii. 222; lvii. 293; lx. 312; 
Historia Langobardorum, I. 17; II. 28; IV. 37-38. 
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exclusively focuses on the Norman dukes themselves Dudo emphasises the 

Normans’ warlike heritage. In the same way as in their treatment of ferocity, 

Dudo makes a concerted effort to glorify the Normans’ heritage whilst William 

turns a blind eye to it. Aside from this both writers’ treatment of these military 

traits is relatively similar. However, it is not obviously distinct, building on 

patterns originating from antiquity and developed by narrators of Latin barbarian 

histories. 

In contrast to Dudo, William of Jumièges avoids the topic of cunning, only 

employing the terms astutia and calliditas once each to describe how poor or 

evil advice leads to wicked behaviour. The use of terms that carried some 

controversy was shaped by an author’s dominant points of reference and 

William’s understanding of terms denoting cunning as associated with 

wickedness and sinful behaviour appears to have largely stemmed from biblical 

and Augustinian views. He states how Robert, realising his wicked stratagem 

(astutia) of besieging and exiling his own uncle Archbishop Robert had been ill 

advised, reversed the decision.37 In much the same way William I, count of Eu 

and Richard II’s half-brother, was misled by the cunning (calliditas) of evil men 

into open rebellion against his lord and brother.38 The background to William’s 

understanding of these terms is easily recognisable, stemming from biblical 

attitudes towards the trait of cunning in the New Testament, which views the 

trait of astutus pejoratively, relating it to the cunning of the serpent in 2 

Corinthians, which seduced Eve with astutia.39 As such, later Christian authors 

regularly make this association, particularly Augustine who describes pagan 

gods who seduce men and encourage evil through their malign cunning 

(maligna astutia).40 Even prior to the Vulgate the term was often considered in a 

negative fashion as seen by Cicero’s equal distaste for cunning.41 Cunning in 

William’s GND is used to convince and trick men into cruelty and rebellion. 

                                            
 

37 GND, II. pp. 48-49. 
38 Ibid. pp. 8-9. 
39 Biblia sacra, 2 Corinthians 11:13. 
40 There are numerous examples of both astutia and calliditas: De civitate Dei, II. 10, 18, 25  pp. 
72, 85, 101; III. 17. p. 137; X. 16. p. 474; XII. 1. p. 566; XIX. 9, 23, pp. 387, 414; XXI. 6. p. 525. 
41 Cicero lists astutus as a vice on two occasions and insists twice again that it is a trait he does 
not possess: Cicero, De Officiis, trans. Walter Miller, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 
1913), iii. 13.57; Cicero, Brutus. Orator, trans. G.L. Hendrickson and H.M. Hubbell, Loeb 
Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 1962), Orator, 19.64; Cicero, Letters to Friends, ed. and 
trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 2001), I. iii.8.6; 
iii.10.9. 
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Dudo and William present very different versions of Normanitas with 

regard to cunning. For William cunning is invariably negative and he does not 

consider it a Norman characteristic; Dudo, on the other hand, emphasises the 

Normans’ intelligence describing them as more cunning than other gentes, 

especially the Franks. Dudo’s positive appropriation of cunning is different from 

many early medieval works that associate the trait with the serpent. However, 

the Vulgate, as well as some sources from antiquity and to some extent 

Richer’s Historia, demonstrates another binary definition of the trait based 

around legitimacy, which Dudo picks up on. However, these sources do not 

associate cunning with ethnic identities, focusing on individuals or general 

advice rather than the intelligence of a gens as a whole. In this sense Dudo’s 

appropriation of cunning for the Normans stands out but is not utterly distinct 

from earlier models. 

The GND follows the HN in highlighting violent themes such as the ferocity 

of the Norman gens and the warlike and vigorous Norman leaders. However, 

William is notably less willing to describe outlandish incidents of aggression 

than Dudo and excludes instances of wild Norman behaviour from his version of 

events. Both the rough reply of William Longsword to William of Poitou and the 

incident when a Norman threw King Charles the Simple onto his back are 

absent from William’s GND.42 By removing instances from Dudo’s HN involving 

rough behaviour, William’s versions of the Norman dukes are even more 

suitable as rulers than Dudo’s and do not possess a trait that clashes with 

Carolingian sensibilities. That is not to say, however, that the Normans are 

Frankish in William’s eyes; their customs and characteristics may have changed 

but William never doubts their Norman identity.43 Violence and martial ability 

remain important traits. During the reign of Richard II William states that ‘at this 

time the Normans always used to put their enemies to flight, but fled before 

none of them’.44 In another example, Bernard the Dane, in an attempt to 

convince King Louis to join forces with the Normans rather than attack them, 

                                            
 

42 The latter is reintroduced in Robert of Torigni’s redaction of the GND, I. pp. 66-67. 
43 Walter Pohl argues along similar lines concerning the Franks: Walter Pohl, ‘What Did 
Ethnicity Mean in the Early Middle Ages?’, paper delivered at Identity, Ethnicity, and Nationhood 
before Modernity: Old Debates and New Perspectives, 24-26 April 2015, Ertegun House & the 
Ioannou Centre, Oxford. 
44 Cuius tempore etatis semper fuerunt assueti hostes fugare Normanni, terga uertere nulli: 
GND, II. pp. 34-35. 
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boasts of Norman virtus in battle and how no other group could match their 

worth as allies, which evokes the classical notions of Roman valour (virtus) 

found in the works of authors such as Livy.45 William is less concerned with 

identifying bizarre barbaric behaviour among the Normans and more interested 

in presenting ideal Franco-Norman leaders who are both formidable and 

devout. As a gens the Normans retain the ferocity and warlike ability of their 

Danish forebears combined with ideal traits of kingship such as vigour and 

piety. It is this amalgamation that William proposes as constituting their identity 

as Normans. By comparison the barbaric gentes in early medieval origines 

gentium, such as Bede’s English, Gregory of Tours’ Franks or Paul the 

Deacon’s Lombards, were once fierce but have lost this questionable trait 

through their own improvements. This appears to be the main element of 

Normanitas that William and Dudo agree upon. 

 

The Normans as a whole people 
In contrast to the Norman dukes in the GND, William’s treatment of these traits 

amongst the Normans gens as a whole is decidedly different. In a similar vein to 

Dudo, the Normans are a people characterised by their ferocitas and feritas, 

demonstrating that concepts from the HN were repeated in the GND. Van Houts 

translates a passage which describes the Normans invading almost all of 

Neustria with their wildness (feritas), the use of feritas in the ablative implying 

that this wildness is concerned with, and comes from, the Normans.46 Another 

passage, where a subject of King Æthelred of England explains why a military 

expedition to Normandy failed, describes this more succinctly: 
 
“We, o glorious majesty, did not see the duke at all, but we fought till our defeat 
against the ferocious people (gens ferocissimus) of just one region (comitatus). 
They consisted not only of fierce male soldiers (fortissimus bellatores) but also of 
female warriors (femininus pugnatrices) who crushed the heads of their boldest 
enemies with the carrying-poles of their waterjugs. Know, your majesty, that all 
your soldiers were killed by these men and women.”47 
 
This passage identifies the fierce character of the people of one Norman 

province who singlehandedly and violently defeated the expedition, and by 

                                            
 

45 GND, pp. 108-109; Livy, 9.6.13. 
46 Enimuero Francie interiora petentes, prolixius omnem fere Neustriam, que a Genabensi urbe 
per transuersum Luteciam usque Parisiorum pertingit oppidum, Normannica feritate inuadunt: 
GND, I. pp. 20-21. 
47 Ibid. II. pp. 12-15. 
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extension the gens ferocissimus of the Normans as a whole. Furthermore, it 

highlights the martial superiority of the Normans against the inadequate English, 

not only with reference to their strong male soldiers but also the women of their 

gens. The Normans are justifiably defending themselves, which corresponds 

with Augustine’s vindication of fiercely fighting for personal peace.48 The use of 

the term fortis is also reminiscent of descriptions of Hannibal by Livy and of 

Dagisteus, Alahis and Cunincpert by Paul the Deacon, all barbaric in origin yet 

simultaneously noble.49 Some level of caution is required as this passage 

contains varying aspects of identity built around ethnicity, gender, and social 

standing. Walter Pohl has warned against generalising when identities become 

entangled in this way, using an example of the Amazons, who combine both 

ethnic and gendered identities and tropes of ‘warrior-women’, to demonstrate 

that identities cannot be taken for granted.50 Nevertheless, the fact that these 

female warriors are acting outside their traditionally gendered role but 

corresponding to a major characteristic of their Norman ethnic identity serves to 

intensify their identity as part of the Norman gens, though it was also intended 

as a slight on English martial ability. The resistance was led by the vicomte of 

the Cotentin, Nigel, and included, according to William, knights and a multitude 

of common people’.51 The women’s use of carrying-poles as weapons also 

implies that these resistors were local and lower class, perhaps in the middle of 

collecting water when attacked. While a local resistance to any hostile invasion 

force may be expected, it does not nullify the importance of this characteristic 

here: this gens is so characteristically fierce and violent that it permeates all 

parts of society to the point where they are more hostile than the hostile 

invaders. Here we find a rare example of a characteristic associated with 

Normanitas crossing two difficult boundaries, gender and status, implying a 

distinction of Norman identity not often discussed, but also combined with two 

other common elements of Norman identity; association with a land and with 

their ruler. The common people, including the female members of that group, 

are locals defending their land and defending their duke from Æthelred’s men, 

who had been commanded to capture him, demonstrating their Norman 
                                            
 

48 De civitate Dei, XIX. 12. pp. 390-394. 
49 Livy, 21.4.4; Historia langobardorum, II.3, V.40. Alahis is not noble in Paul’s description; the 
praise comes from one of his warriors who soon learns of Alahis’ cowardice. 
50 Walter Pohl, ‘What Did Ethnicity Mean in the Early Middle Ages?’. 
51 GND, II. pp. 12-13. 
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ethnicity in a myriad of ways. The resistance is fierce, communal and includes 

Normans from various backgrounds united in their character, their allegiance to 

Richard, and their association with Normandy.52 

However, not all uses of these terms regarding lower status groups are 

useful. Some simply denote the violent actions of rebellious peasants and 

riotous crowds, which one might expect to be depicted as wild regardless of 

their identity. For instance, Count Rodulf is sent by Richard II to suppress the 

ferocity (ferocitas) of a peasant’s assembly (rustica contio).53 Similarly, when 

King Louis refused to let the young Duke Richard I leave the hall in which he 

was residing in Rouen a mixture of Rouennais citizens and soldiers gathered in 

a wild (ferinus) attempt to kill the king. The terrified Louis was forced to present 

the boy to his people to suppress their ferocity (efferus).54 In neither of these 

cases is the model of Norman ethnic ferocity directly applicable. In contrast to 

the failed English expedition where the local Normans display an inherent fierce 

violence in a valid setting, which Æthelred’s soldiers cannot overcome, the 

peasants’ fierce rebellion against Duke Robert is atypical and illegitimate due to 

his lordship over them.55 The events in Rouen are somewhat more complicated 

as the question of authority is far less clear. In William’s account the Norman 

leadership is conspicuously absent but Dudo’s account mentions that Bernard 

the Dane refused to rescue either Richard or Louis and advised Louis to let 

Richard go and beg for mercy.56 If the riot was not instigated by any of the 

leading men of Normandy then the fears of the Rouennais citizens that their lord 

and protector Richard will be exiled from his lands probably meant their wild and 

reckless behaviour was born of an anxiety rather than an intrinsic desire to 

stand up for their duke and their shared identity.  

                                            
 

52 Wace expands upon this event in his Roman de Rou describing the efforts of the local people 
and old women ‘with skates, cudgels and clubs and their skirts and sleeves rolled up, ready to 
deal good blows’: Wace, The Roman de Rou, ed. Gyn S. Burgess and Elisabeth van houts, 
trans. Glyn S. Burgess, with the text of Anthony J. Holden, (Jersey, 2002) pp. 128-133, ll. 1055-
1190. 
53 GND, II.. pp. 8-9. 
54 Ibid. I. pp. 100-101. The ellipses replaces an addition by Orderic Vitalis. 
55 Similarly Dudo describes the people of Rouen fiercely (feriter) pushing against one another in 
a vast crowd in an effort to see their young Duke on his return from captivity and welcome him 
home. For both authors the terms describing wildness could simply be connected to the nature 
of an excitable crowd of people moving erratically: HN, p. 247. 
56 HN, pp. 224-225; Christiansen, p. 101; a small passage, likely taken from Dudo’s account, is 
included in the redactions of Orderic and Robert of Torigni stating that Louis brought Richard 
out to the rioters ‘on the advice of Bernard the Dane’: GND, I. pp. 100-101. 
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Returning to more archetypal settings for the use of these terms we come 

across an interesting contrast to the above analysis concerning the Norman 

leaders. When paraphrasing Dudo’s account of the siege of Rouen by the 

Franks and the Saxons, William uses the term effero to describe the Normans 

rushing out of the gates in attack.57 This term does not appear in Dudo’s 

account; whilst Dudo’s Normans fall upon their enemies ‘like lions on cattle’ and 

‘mangle them with axes as wolves do sheep,’ decidedly fierce actions, it is 

William’s account that adds a more familiar term.58 This begs the question as to 

why William is removing fierce behaviour from accounts concerning the leaders 

of the Rouen Normans yet amplifying this characteristic concerning the 

Normans as a whole. The answer is evidently associated with Carolingian 

ideals of rulership, which called for the improvement of every aspect of 

medieval life, galvanized through effective kingship. Yet kings came to have 

responsibilities beyond a secular scope. The synods of the 740s had defined 

legitimate secular leadership as religious leadership as well and rulers were 

seen as functioning within the Church, rather than separately from it. To rule 

properly, as Mayke de Jong states, was to work for the betterment of the 

interlocking worlds of the Church and the polity.59 For example, the 

development of a distinctively Frankish style of liturgy from a Roman ideal 

helped to encourage the reform of royal concepts fundamental to Carolingian 

kingship through the assertion that the priestly and the royal made up the body 

of the Church, as evidenced in the citation of Pope Gelasius within the record of 

the Council of Paris (829).60 This was imitatio imperii at its strongest and these 

reforms permeated society throughout, emphasising correctio, emendatio and 

the pursuit and maintenance of peace.61 Furthermore, numerous Carolingian 

moral texts shaped ideals concerning lay behaviour that focused on numerous 

virtues and vices, such as those explored by Rachel Stone, in terms of power, 

                                            
 

57 GND, I. pp.118-119. 
58 HN, p. 255; Christiansen, p. 130; for more on wolf imagery in the HN and GND see Albu, 
Normans in Their Histories, pp. 22, 26, 39, 41-45, 58, 62-64. 
59 De Jong, Penitential State, pp. 23, 24, 116-117. 
60 Quod eiusdem ecclesiae corpus in duabus principaliter dividatur eximiis personis. Principaliter 
itaque totius sanctae Dei ecclesiae corpus in duas eximias personas, in sacerdotalem videlicit 
et regalem: Concilium Parisiense (829), ed. Albert Werminghoff, MGH Conc. 2.2, (Hannover, 
1908) p. 610; Michael Edward Moore, A Sacred Kingdom: Bishops and the Rise of Frankish 
Kingship, 300-850, (Washington, D.C., 2011) pp. 221, 319, n. 183. 
61 See also: Kerhsaw, Peaceful Kings; J.M.H. Smith, ‘‘Emending Evil Ways’, pp. 189-223. 
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wealth, conduct in warfare, and rulership, among others.62 These concepts were 

certainly familiar to and implemented by Dudo and William, but to varying 

degrees. William appears more concerned with the relationship between the 

Norman dukes and their ecclesiastical counterparts, including several accounts 

of Norman dukes and bishops being at odds, blaming the ensuing violence and 

unrest as being caused by jealous or wicked advisors.63 Such disruption was 

not a fitting state of affairs and it was the ruler’s responsibility to prevent it but, 

by blaming wicked advisors, William could go some way to exonerate the ruler 

in question and continue to use them as an exemplar for good rulership, in the 

manner of the Carolingian mirror for princes.64 William aimed to remind his 

audience how a ruler should operate so, by taking Carolingian ideals to their 

logical conclusion, the consequence must be the removal of the fierce attitude 

of the early Normans bringing them more in line with Carolingian kings. Rollo, 

the most indefensibly fierce Norman ruler in William’s eyes, was also a casualty 

of this process. 

 Thus, for the Norman gens as a whole, both Dudo and William of 

Jumièges present ferocity and wildness as a key element of Normanitas, one 

that has not changed significantly during the time between when their works 

were written or between their contrasting styles. Furthermore, William implies 

that this violent character trait crosses the boundaries of gender and status. In 

comparison to earlier Latin histories concerning barbaric peoples, whose 

authors remove the trait, its inclusion is notably distinctive. However, when 

discussing the leaders of the Norman gens this understanding becomes more 

nuanced. While Dudo delineates varying degrees of Norman ferocity and 

wildness, some of which are positively associated with the early Norman dukes, 

he moves his later Norman characters away from the terms, directly contrasting 

them to their inappropriately fierce relatives. By doing so he demonstrates the 

evolution of the Norman leaders from their barbaric Viking heritage toward the 

archetypical Carolingian ideal of pious and peacekeeping rulers. Upon writing 

                                            
 

62 Rachel Stone, Morality and Masculinity in the Carolingian Empire (Cambridge, 2012); 
‘Waltharius and Carolingian morality: satire and lay values’, Early Medieval Europe 21 (2013), 
50-70. 
63 For instance, GND, II. pp. 48-49, 152-155. 
64 See Stone, Morality and Masculinity, pp. 36-53; Hagger has referred to the GND as a mirror 
for princes: Hagger, ‘Building Community in the Gesta Normannorum Ducum’; Norman Rule in 
Normandy, pp. 14, 28, 206, 210, 427. 
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his GND, William reframed this to reduce the emphasis on the Danes and 

pagan early Norman leaders, reducing Rollo’s role significantly. As such the 

ferocity and wildness of the Norman dukes is drastically reduced and becomes 

a negative and unwarranted trait.65 Regarding the leaders of the Norman gens 

these authors do not present an identical form of Normanitas. It is more crucial 

to their aims for their primary characters to engage with Carolingian ideals of 

kingship, demonstrating the place of the Norman duke amongst his princely 

peers in Francia. Dudo’s presentation of the early dukes is distinctive as a 

favourable take on their ferocity that serves as a response to the reputation of 

the Normans. While most examples of origines gentium concerning barbaric 

peoples describe their subjects as fierce at the beginning of their texts, they 

abandon such characteristics almost immediately; Paul the Deacon and Richer, 

for example, admit that the central gens in their works were once fierce, but only 

once apiece at the very beginning of their texts.66 By contrast, rather than 

ignoring it, Dudo sets out to prove how far the Norman dukes have come. It 

could also be suggested that William focuses on the gens as a whole to a 

greater extent than Dudo and perhaps Dudo took it for granted that the entire 

gens had this nature. By contrast William sees it as a very distinct part of their 

identity but one that he had gleaned from using the HN as a key source. 

 

The Franks and other peoples 
Whilst he is less persistent than Dudo, William also acknowledges that the 

Franks once possessed many of the virtues with which he associates Norman 

leadership, implying that these traits were previously attributed to Frankish 

kings. Early on in the work William states: 
 
‘From the moment the Franks restored their strength by shaking from their 
shoulders the yoke of Roman wildness (feritas) and bowed their own wild necks 
(ferinus colla) under the lordship of kings, the church of Christ grew strongly 
(uehementer), bearing sweet-smelling fruit everywhere and flowering as far as the 
western seaboard. For at that time their kings, vigorous (strenuus) in warlike 
(bellicus) affairs and sustained by the strength of their Christian faith, always 
vanquished the enemies that surrounded them.’67 

                                            
 

65 The negative elements of Norman identity were to be difficult to stomach for many other later 
writers. For a detailed exploration of the negative elements of Norman identity, often associated 
with wolves, rebellion and treason, in the HN and the GND, as well as in Orderic’s HE, see: 
Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 26, 41-45, 62-64, 205-210. 
66 Historia langobardorum, I. 1; Richer, I. i. 3. 
67 Ex quo Francorum gens resumptis uiribus Romane feritatis iugum a ceruice propria pepulit, 
ferinaque colla sub regum dominio flexit, Christi ecclesia, uehementer adulta, passim odoriferos 
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This passage reinforces the important distinction being made by these 

authors that the Norman dukes have replaced the Franks in matters of virtue. In 

essence, the Normans are better at imitating ideals of imperial rulership than 

the Franks. It also reminds the audience that, like the Normans, the Franks had 

to overcome a brutal past, both in their subjugation to the wild Romans and their 

own inherent brutality.68 The need to submit to the lordship of kings is crucial; it 

is the piety of these rulers, in their dogged pursuit of correctio, that allow the 

gens to flourish and succeed. It is significant here that neither the Franks, nor 

later the Normans, are seen as determining their own legitimacy and nobility. 

Instead it is the institution of kingship itself that is inherently legitimising.  

William’s use of the terms ferox and ferus when describing others is 

generally sporadic but follows some recognizable patterns. In the passage 

above the Romans are described as wild along with the Franks, suggesting an 

association of wildness with the past successful military conquests of both 

peoples; that the Normans are now wild plays into a common medieval 

teleological perception of history that it is, in essence, the Normans’ turn for 

conquest and domination. Otherwise, Cnut encourages his men to be wild 

(effero), and savagely (atrociter) kills the English, which is reminiscent of the 

Huns and their leader Atilla in Jordanes’ work and the atrox and ferus Hasting in 

the HN.69 In the same manner as Dudo, William demonstrates how the ferocity 

of the Normans’ enemies is weak by comparison, for example, Guy of 

Burgundy’s fierce (efferus) attacks fail to daunt Duke William and King Henry of 

France.70 William’s description of Arnulf is slightly different. While Dudo 

admonishes Arnulf with terms such as fraudulentus, dolose and perfidus, 

William describes him as being wild (efferus) in mind.71 However, Arnulf’s wild 

mind indicates a consuming savagery of the individual rather than wildness in 

warfare or roughness as a group. Both Dudo and William either employ the 

terms in a more traditional negative sense for the moments when they use them 

                                                                                                                                
 

fructus ferens, usque ad occiduos limites floruit. Qua denique tempestate ipsi reges, rebus 
bellicis strenui ac Christiane fidei uigore fulti, circumquaque de inimicis ualidissimos semper 
reportabant triumphos. I have adapted the translation slightly: GND, I. pp. 10-11 
68 This is reminiscent of Augustine’s admonition of Roman civil war: De civitate Dei, III. 26. pp. 
152-153. 
69 GND, II. pp. 20-21; Jordanes, xxiv.121; HN, pp. 129-130. 
70 GND II. pp. 120-121. 
71 HN, pp. 223, 228, 245; GND, I. pp. 90-91,  
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for non-Normans or ridicule it as ineffectual. This serves to highlight the evil of 

their works’ villains, following conventional means of narrative to cement their 

status as antagonists and demonstrating the Normans’ place as the fiercest and 

most capable in conflict. 

William’s use of audacia for other gentes is minimal, though the term 

appears more regularly in twelfth-century redactions, particularly that of Orderic 

Vitalis. There are only two examples of note: William states that the queens of 

the Amazons, Lampeto and Marpessa, were elected because they were bolder 

(audacior) than the rest; and when Hasting laid siege to Luni, we are told that 

the citizens exhibited audacia in defence.72 The account of the Amazons was 

likely inspired by Jordanes and shows audacia to be a required leadership 

quality. Jordanes claimed the Amazons were an offshoot of the Goths and 

detailed their growing audacia as they gained victories against other tribes.73 

Though minimal these instances demonstrate that, like Dudo, William 

associated audacia with leadership and military boldness. 

Evidently, both Dudo and William intentionally present the Normans as 

more capable than the Franks in various activities. While they do so to different 

degrees, nevertheless the emphasis is on the Normans as the superior gens, 

which makes sense given that the audience for both works was predominantly a 

Norman one. However, if the Franks once possessed these virtues, then they 

are not exclusively Norman. Rather, the emphasis lies in the idea that the 

Normans have replaced the Franks as the superior gens, as demonstrated by 

their association with key virtues recognised through their use in traditional 

models of admiration. Yet there are evident distinctions between the traits, 

predominantly in Dudo’s HN, where Norman ferocity is more encompassing, 

their violence more intimidating and their cunning more intelligent. Perhaps this 

is because Dudo employed some traditional Scandinavian ideals or simply 

because his patrons and contemporary Norman audience clamoured for it; to 

some extent, notably regarding the ferocity of the Norman gens as a whole, this 

is picked up on by William of Jumièges. However, Dudo still builds on Latin 

narratives concerning barbaric gentes and Carolingian tropes to construct his 

version of Normanitas. William’s presentation exists as an attenuated version of 

                                            
 

72 GND, I. pp. 14-15, 24-25. 
73 Jordanes, vii.49. 
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Dudo’s, perhaps due to the continuing acculturation of the Norman nobility. As 

such, Normanitas is not identical between these two sources nor is it wholly 

unique, though an element of Norman ethnic identity does stand out as 

different, by and large thanks to the work of Dudo and William’s use of the HN 

as a source. 

 

Dudo’s legacy dismissed: disunity in the gens Normannorum tradition 
Evidently, Dudo’s influence on William of Jumièges was significant, despite the 

heavy editing his HN underwent at William’s hands. However, these two texts 

represent a core element of Norman historical writing of the eleventh century 

that was not adhered to by all sources of the period. When we consider other 

source material, it is striking the extent to which Dudo’s legacy is ignored and 

dismissed. These more peripheral texts demonstrate that Dudo’s ideas 

concerning Norman identity were not as persuasive as has been suggested. 

The most prominent Norman source that ignores this legacy and, as such, is 

discernibly divergent from the rest of the gens Normannorum tradition is the 

Gesta Guillelmi of William of Poitiers (c.1020 – perhaps c.1090). William 

employs terms that had significance in the works of William of Jumièges and 

Dudo in a markedly different manner, employing them in a context more in 

keeping with classical Latin sources and histories concerning barbaric peoples. 

William also uses these terms in a far less exclusive manner than his fellow 

Norman authors; many of the traits employed to describe the Normans in 

Dudo’s HN and William of Jumièges’ GND are used by William to describe the 

Normans’ enemies. He is not the only author of the eleventh century to do so. 

The author of the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, a poem concerning the Battle 

of Hastings, focuses predominantly on the Frankish nature of the expedition 

rather than the Norman and, much like William of Poitiers, highlights the Franks’ 

heroism and virtues in stark contrast to the barbaric Anglo-Saxon enemy. 

 

The Gesta Guillelmi of William of Poitiers 
The Gesta Guillelmi (hereafter GG) is a biography of William the Conqueror, 

whom William of Poitiers had served as chaplain. William’s work only survives 

in an incomplete edition from 1619 by André Duchesne, which he entitled Gesta 

Guillelmi ducis Normannorum et regis Anglorum; as such, the textual tradition of 

the GG is difficult to ascertain. Only occasional references in other medieval 
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manuscripts and the correspondence of seventeenth-century scholars, who had 

access to a fragmentary version of the work, give us any clues. Likewise the 

majority of bibliographical information about William comes from Orderic Vitalis. 

Orderic tells us that William was a Norman from Préaux, likely from a family of 

some note, who trained and fought as a knight in his early years.74 At some 

point, however, he turned to the Church gaining an education in the Aquitainian 

schools of Poitiers, where he evidently studied a wide range of classical 

authors, after which he became one of Duke William’s chaplains in Normandy.75 

He employed numerous works of antiquity in creating his Gesta including the 

historical and rhetorical works of Caesar, Virgil, Sallust, Cicero, Suetonius, 

Plutarch, Tacitus and Augustine of Hippo, writing in both the panegyric and 

historical rhetorical styles.76 The majority of the GG was likely composed 

between the years 1071 and 1077, after William of Jumièges’ GND and, 

possibly, the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio.77 As such, William may have used 

these other sources for information, as well as Dudo’s HN.78 However, the GG 

is markedly different from the rest of the eleventh century gens Normannorum 

literary tradition, taking a noticeably more classical stance in portraying the 

Conqueror and the people of England. 

Duchesne’s surviving copy was based on a fragment in a manuscript from 

the library of Sir Robert Cotton, which lacks a beginning and an end. William 

Camden had borrowed the manuscript from Cotton’s library on Duchesne’s 

behalf and also loaned it to Nicholas Fabri Peiresc. Assuming that Peiresc 

returned the fragment, it was likely consumed in the Cottonian fire in 1731. In 

their correspondence these scholars discussed the existence of another 

manuscript in the possession of Pierre Pithou, which was supposed to contain 

                                            
 

74 HE, II. iv. 258-261; GG, p. xv.; R.H.C. Davis, ‘William of Poitiers and his History of William the 
Conqueror’, in The Writing of History in the Middle Ages: Essays Presented to Richard William 
Southern, eds. R.H.C. Davis & J.M. Wallace-Hadrill, (Oxford, 1981), pp. 71-100, 84-93. 
75 He also served as archdeacon of Lisieux for a time: GG, pp. xv-xvi. 
76 GG, pp. xviii, xxi-xxii; Davis, ‘William of Poitiers’, pp. 71-73, 81-82; Jeannette Beer, Narrative 
Conventions of Truth in the Middle Ages, (Geneva, 1981) pp. 13-22; Winkler, ‘The Norman 
Conquest of the classical past’, 456-478. 
77 GG, p. xx. 
78 Davis discusses the similarities and differences between the GND and the GG yet, as shall 
be discussed here, the language of identity used by William is notably distinct from that within 
the HN and GND: Davis, ‘William of Poitiers’, pp. 74-80; see also M.K. Lawson, The Battle of 
Hastings 1066, (3rd pdf edition, 2016) https://archive.org/details/LawsonBattleofHastings3rdedn 
(last accessed on 09/08/17). 
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the entire text of the GG. However, they were unable to get hold of it.79 Since 

the only copy lacks a beginning it is impossible to determine exactly whom the 

work was dedicated to, though Orderic claims it was dedicated to William the 

Conqueror, which seems likely.80 This lack of information means it is difficult to 

ascertain whether it found its way to the Norman court. However, the text was 

fairly well known to authors of the twelfth century including, in Normandy, 

Orderic Vitalis, Robert of Torigni and possibly Wace; in England, William of 

Malmesbury, Ralph Diceto and the author of the Liber Eliensis; and Benoît of 

Sainte-Maure in France. This suggests that there were available copies in 

England and Normandy at least, though it is possible that all of these authors 

may have had access to the same well-travelled manuscript.81 However, the 

GG was never finished. We have little information on William’s later life and the 

date of his death is unknown but Orderic implies that he secluded himself in a 

monastery in silence and prayer due to ‘unfavourable circumstances’, ceasing 

work on his GG.82 Disfavour in the Anglo-Norman court could be a potential 

reason for William abandoning the work. Regardless, the aim of the work as a 

panegyric biography of King William is plain, legitimising his position as the 

rightful and capable ruler of Normandy and England. What makes the GG 

useful for our purposes is the fact that is presents a strikingly divergent view of 

William the Conqueror’s character and the nature of Normanitas in comparison 

to other authors in the gens Normannorum literary tradition, though it was 

decidedly less popular than the HN and GND. 

  

Identity in the Gesta Guillelmi: an alternative Norman perspective 
In the GG William of Poitiers declines to engage with the rhetoric of wild 

barbaric ancestry, focusing on more traditionally positive traits. His Normans are 

energetic and bold, much like the military commanders of Livy, Orosius and 

Ammianus Marcellinus or the barbarian warrior-leaders of Jordanes, Gregory of 

                                            
 

79 GG, pp. xliii-xlv; Elisabeth van Houts, ‘Camden, Cotton and the chronicles of the Norman 
Conquest of England’, The British Library Journal 18, (1992), 148-162, 153-155; Davis, ‘William 
of Poitiers’, pp. 93-98. 
80 HE, II. iii. pp. 78-79. 
81 Chibnall suggests that there were at least two, one circulating in Normandy: GG, pp. xliii-xlv. 
82 HE, II. pp. 184-5, 258-61; Orderic’s testimony carries some weight since he went to Saint-
Évroult in 1085, which was in the diocese of Lisieux in which William had served as 
archdeacon; Orderic may well have met people who had known William during his lifetime, if not 
William himself: GG, p. xvi; Davis suggests, however, that the text originally extended to 1071-
1072: Davis, ‘Wiliam of Poitiers’, p. 71. 
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Tours and Paul the Deacon.83 In the GG the Norman knights Humphrey of 

Tilleul, Roger of Montgomery and William fitzOsbern are all described as 

strenuus.84 At the Battle of Hastings the Normans boldly (audacia) took the 

initiative and Robert, son of Roger of Beaumont, killed the enemy with great 

boldness (audacia).85 Unsurprisingly, this rhetoric is focused on William’s 

account of the battle. William lists the primary characters in the Conqueror’s 

army and states that their names deserve to be remembered amongst the very 

greatest warriors (bellicosissimus).86 However there is a notable absence of 

‘fierce’ violence in the GG. William calls the Normans an invincible nation but 

this is tonally distinct from Dudo’s gens belligera et effera or William of 

Jumièges’ gens ferocissimus.87 In like manner, cunning is rare in the GG and 

only paired with luck at the battle of Hastings or in the case of rebellious 

Normans who realise neither cunning (astutia) nor wealth can prevail over the 

Conqueror.88  

Graham Loud suggested that William’s description of the feigned flight at 

Hastings is a classic example of Norman cunning overcoming military 

difficulties, but William clearly points out that the first flight was genuine, only 

halted by William the Conqueror’s intervention, and the resulting tactic born out 

of a lucky realisation.89 It is unconvincing to suggest that a fortuitous moment in 

battle can equal an inherent ethnic trait, nor can any intent in this regard be 

read in William’s description. The focus of the passage is on the Conqueror’s 

influence over his troops and how the original flight should not be lamented 

(dolendus) as retreat and ‘helped them greatly (cum plurimum iuuerit)’; William 

adds that even the great Roman Empire fled on occasion.90 William’s tone is 

one of justification for a deed that could be seen in a negative light as cowardly 

rather than a celebration of a Norman attribute. 

                                            
 

83 Livy, 3.47.2; 21.4.4; 25.38.18, 23; Orosius, III. 12.1, 15.10; Ammianus Marcellinus, I. 
16.12.24, 17.13.26; II. 24.6.11, 28.3.2; Jordanes, vii. 49; xxvii. 140; lvii. 293; Greg. Hist. II. 12; 
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85 GG, pp. 128-129, 130-131. 
86 aliique quamplures militaris praestantiae fama celebratissimi et quorum nomina historiarum 
uoluminibus inter bellicosissimos commendari deceat: GG, pp.132-135. 
87 Normannorum inuictissimae nationis: GG, pp. 128-129. 
88 GG, pp. 42-43. 
89 GG, pp. 128-133; Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, p. 111. 
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 The Conqueror, unsurprisingly, receives the lion’s share of attention in 

the GG as an exemplar of rulership, piety and martial prowess; William even 

claims that the Conqueror, being so vigorous and good (strenuus et bonus), 

challenged Harold to single combat to prevent the death of Harold’s men.91 

Furthermore, we are told that Duke William was equally vigorous (strenuus) in 

his commitment to both the secular and the divine.92 Throughout the work he 

demonstrates astounding physical properties and excellent leadership qualities. 

William of Poitiers writes that Gaul had no other man reputed to be such a 

knight at arms (eques et armatus).93 Leading from the front at the Battle of 

Hastings, the Conqueror’s courage (virtus) gives his followers boldness 

(audacia) and, in spite of having three horses killed under him, he returns to the 

heart of the battle to avenge each one. William of Poitiers adds that the 

Conqueror surpassed all of the warlike Normans in bravery (fortitudo) and 

wisdom (prudentia) to such a degree that William places him amongst and 

above famous generals from antiquity, including Achilles, Aeneas, Tydeus and 

Julius Caesar.94 This is a common theme in the GG; when attacked by the 

combined forces of Francia, the Conqueror was not shaken by fear whilst 

Caesar, the author assures us, would have been terrified.95  

Only one passage comes close to the violence associated with the 

Normans in our other works when the Conqueror’s savagery (saevitia) spared 

no one at Hastings and only his victory could stop his strength (fortitudo).96 The 

term saevus is commonly used in the works of patristic authors to describe 

those from a barbaric background, in a similar manner to the way in which ferus 

and ferox are employed.97 However, the term could be used to demonstrate 

great martial ability in classical texts such as in the Aeneid where Virgil 

describes Aeneas as saevus in armis.98 William of Poitiers employs the term in 

a similar sense to demonstrate the martial savagery and determination of the 

Conqueror, fighting for his righteous cause rather than for any perceived ethnic 

trait. William of Poitiers’ narrative entirely ignores the trait of Norman wild 

                                            
 

91 He was also confident that he was stronger and his cause more just: GG, pp. 122-123. 
92 GG, pp. 152-153. 
93 GG, pp. 6-9. 
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ferocity, so manifestly apparent in the HN and the GND, using other terms to 

demonstrate Norman superiority, one of the most common of these being 

fortis.99 William the Conqueror, again, is the exemplar here, eclipsing most 

famous leaders and generals of antiquity. His ethnic background is meaningless 

to William of Poitiers; there is no attempt to trace or determine his true ancestry 

and even Rollo is only mentioned once in the work.100 In the GG, William the 

Conqueror is presented in the mould of a heroic classical figure and compared 

directly to Caesar, Aeneas, Achilles and Tydeus, but with heavy Christian 

overtones. William claims that the authors of the Thebaid or the Aeneid could 

make a superior work by describing the deeds of the Conqueror, while his own 

account, he claims, humbly highlights the Conqueror’s piety.101 Evidently, 

William of Poitiers intended such rhetoric to demonstrate how the deeds of his 

hero stood apart from his heritage. 

While William of Poitiers does not describe the Normans as fierce or wild 

the same cannot be said for other peoples. William’s rhetoric is more in keeping 

with the binary narrative of authors discerning the civilized from the barbaric, or 

the Christian from the heathen. In the GG it is the Normans’ enemies who are 

fierce and wild, including the Franks, who are described by Dudo and William of 

Jumièges as having at least once been virtuous. William has a tendency to 

imply barbarity amongst the Conqueror’s enemies. When Count Guy of 

Ponthieu captures Harold, William relates how some Gallic peoples have 

adopted a barbaric, un-Christian, cunning (calliditas) and avaricious practice of 

capturing prisoners, torturing them, and ransoming them off.102 This description 

emphasises how Duke William rescued Harold Godwinson from a dreadful fate 

but also demonstrates a Frankish barbarity. In the passage above William 

claims the English, accustomed to wickedness (malus) and perfidy (perfidus), 

were often tempted to revolt and needed a strong authority figure to keep them 

                                            
 

99 The term is used throughout the Gesta, predominantly in praising William: GG, pp. 8, 38, 54, 
58, 60, 66, 112, 120, 122, 136, 144; sometimes to praise other Normans: pp. 48, 116, 130, 178; 
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100 GG, pp. 72-73. 
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in check.103 The figure in this instance is Harold, yet his actions and 

experiences in Francia are William’s way of showing that his hero, the 

Conqueror, is far more suited to such a task than Harold. Duke William cuts his 

teeth by fighting the barbaric Franks, setting Normandy up as a beacon of 

civilisation and justice, and proves his great abilities by conquering the 

rebellious English. 

William considers the Angli to be the more formidable of the Normans’ 

enemies as well as the most wild and fierce. William states that they were, by 

nature, always ready to fight due to their Saxon ancestry, the Saxons being the 

fiercest (ferocissimus) of men.104 This passage would not look out of place 

describing the Normans in the HN and it is not the only one of its kind. For 

example, after Hastings the Conqueror punished the wild people (fera gens) of 

Romney because they had slaughtered his men who had landed there.105 

Similarly, at London, the advance guard of 500 Norman knights slaughtered the 

inhabitants to subdue the fierce pride (superba ferocia) of their enemies, and 

King William’s chief lieutenants, Odo of Bayeux and William fitzOsbern, dutifully 

respected his law in order that wild men (homines efferus) might be 

corrected.106 This is notably similar to Julius Caesar, who recognizes the 

wildness of barbarous men in his Gallic Wars.107 William of Poitiers adds that 

Caesar defeated warlike peoples (bellicosus gentes) with speed and 

success.108 The Conqueror is thus comparable to Caesar because he conquers 

and subdues wild and warlike peoples. While William of Poitiers drew from the 

works of Dudo and William of Jumièges it is the classics that shaped his style 

the most.109 As Chibnall has stated, the GG stands apart from contemporary 

works as a book of memoirs, composed by a man of letters instructed in his 

youth in the classics but detached from the ecclesiastical influence inherent in 

his contemporaries’ works.110 Nevertheless, concerning the correction of the 

homines efferus, Odo and fitzOsbern consider justice and William’s effective 
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rulership to be the effective forces in ironing out wildness and opposition. 

Evidently, for William of Poitiers, contemporary ideals of rulership were also 

very important. William’s understanding of these elements is not as nuanced as 

that of Dudo or William of Jumièges, who can be more critical of certain aspects 

of their characters, but the influence of ideals of rulership is apparent, even if in 

a less nuanced understanding of imitatio imperii. 

William of Poitiers’ use of audacia is also markedly familiar as he employs 

the term both positively and negatively. It delineates the rash presumption of 

those Franks who attempt to best William the Conqueror in the first part of the 

work, such as William of Arques, Geoffrey of Mayenne and Conan Fitz Alan.111 

It also highlights Norman superiority when the Conqueror shows off his prowess 

by immediately attacking the boldest (audacissimus) knight among his enemies 

with his lance and Norman defenders break the bold (audax) attack of Geoffrey 

Martel on Ambrières.112 We are also told that William fitzOsbern was left in 

charge of Winchester due to his outstanding courage (fortitudo) because the 

citizens were untrustworthy and bold (audax). In these cases Norman qualities 

defeat the boldness of their enemies.113 William of Poitiers also uses the 

boldness of others to mock the English, describing the Britons fighting Caesar 

most boldly (audicissimus) on level ground while the English trembled with fear 

waiting for William on a hill.114 Only one example of strenuitas is directly used to 

describe any non-Norman when Henry I of France retreats from the Normans, 

in spite of his vigour and renown in the art of war (strenuus et nominatus in 

rebus bellicis), because it would be madness to attack Normandy further.115 

Again, the Normans are presented as superior to their enemies, even when 

those enemies display significant virtues, a method also employed by Jordanes 

to elevate the importance of the Goths.116 The English and the Franks are 

barbarous and fierce but the Normans are superior because they are bolder and 

                                            
 

111 William of Arques came to regret his audacious (audax) rebellion against William; Geoffrey of 
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more vigorous, traditionally superior qualities according to Roman and early 

medieval authors. However, William does give an account of how William the 

Conqueror assigned vigorous (strenuus) men he had brought from Gaul (Galli) 

as custodians of his castles, and that the officials he had placed in these castles 

were as vigorous (strenuus) as his chief lieutenants, Odo of Bayeux and William 

fitzOsbern.117 This might imply that some of these men were Franks, Bretons or 

similar members of the mercenary forces who had joined the expedition, though 

it could also be a bid by William Poitiers to associate the Normans with the 

Gauls, and the illustrious and recognised ancient heritage that implied.  

William’s GG is a markedly different type of Norman source. It would be 

easy to explain away his work as anomalous due to its poor transmission and 

stylistic detachment, yet I am not inclined to do so. If William’s work is an 

example of an early Norman writer not following the example set by Dudo of St 

Quentin concerning Norman identity then it tells us something about how the 

gens Normannorum tradition formed and developed concepts of Norman 

identity. If we can hold Dudo responsible for the genesis of Normanitas then we 

have William of Jumièges to thank, or blame, for its continuation and evolution, 

albeit in an altered form. William of Poitiers, however, stands apart as a writer 

who, for various reasons including his perspective, aims and influences, made a 

conscious decision to disregard the issue of Norman identity in order to further 

his glorification of William the Conqueror as the ideal exemplar of rulership, one 

that transcends boundaries of ethnicity. 

 

The Carmen de Hastingae Proelio 

Offering another perspective distinct from the legacy of the HN, the Carmen de 

Hastingae Proelio is a Latin poem concerning the Battle of Hastings and the 

deeds of William the Conqueror. Discussions concerning the author of the poem 

have a long and complex history but the most convincing candidate is Guy, 

Bishop of Amiens (c. 1014 – 1075); Orderic Vitalis notes on two occasions the 

existence of a poem describing a battle at Senlac written by Guy and the 

suggestion that the abbreviated salutation (L. W. salutat) in the second line of 

the prologue stands for ‘Lanfrancum Wido (Guy) salutat’ has yet to be 
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convincingly challenged.118 Regardless, the author was certainly a Frank as the 

poem emphasizes the role the Franks played in the Battle of Hastings, using 

both Franci and Galli to describe them alongside their ancient heritage, often 

above and beyond the Normans; the author also emphasises Ponthieu and 

Saint-Valery-sur-Somme.119 As Guy was the second son of Enguerrand I, count 

of Ponthieu, this further fuels the supposition that he was the author. Due to this 

emphasis it is clear that the Carmen offers us a rare Frankish perspective of a 

supposedly Norman expedition. 

Guy had risen through the ranks of the secular clergy until his accession to 

bishop in 1058, when he was around 44. His education under Abbot 

Enguerrand at Saint Riquier was evidently comprehensive as Guy’s 

competence in versification is notable. Guy’s influences were predominantly 

classical, likely including Ovid, Virgil and Statius, and the Carmen was evidently 

shaped by such classical epics in its descriptions of great deeds and the battle 

itself.120 This may explain why he employed both Franci and Galli to describe 

the French, in an attempt to refer back to their illustrious heritage as a great 

antique nation just as Richer had done before. 1067 seems perhaps the most 

likely date for the inception of the work when prominent members of the 

expedition returned to France. According to Orderic the poem was completed 

by May 1068, though as Barlow points out, Lanfranc’s elevation to Canterbury 

in the summer of 1070 provides an alternative if Orderic is incorrect.121 

Certainly, the poem was intended to honour William the Conqueror’s success 

and William is presented as the principal hero of the work. Guy clearly intended 

his audience to include the recently victorious Normans, especially if the work 

had been sent to Lanfranc. However, the author also focuses on other heroes, 

namely the count of Boulogne and the Franks in general, and includes clear 

bias towards Ponthieu. Guy’s aim is rather transparent: to celebrate the 

expedition to England as a victory of the inhabitants of Francia, which was 

successful because of important Frankish figures as well as the Normans. The 

poem survives in two anthologies, untitled and unattributed, made in Trier at the 

                                            
 

118 HE, II. pp. 184-7, 214; The Carmen de Hastingae Proelio of Guy Bishop of Amiens, ed. & 
trans. Frank Barlow, (Oxford, 1999) pp. xiii-xix. 
119 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, p. xxv. 
120 The library at the abbey of Saint-Riquier had been scattered in the ninth century due to 
Viking raids so exactly what Guy may have read is uncertain: ibid. pp. xlii-xlvii. 
121 HE, II. p. 214; Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, p. xl. 
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abbey of St Eucharius-Matthias. It has been argued beyond any reasonable 

doubt that one is a direct copy of the other, the oldest dating from the twelfth 

century, sometime between c.1125-1135.122 Due to the Frankish emphasis of 

the work it must have been aimed at a larger general audience in Northern 

Francia. Attempting to trace the dissemination of the work Morton and Muntz 

have suggested that Guy may have given his literary works to his old school, 

Saint-Riquier. From there a copy could have made its way to Saint-Jacques at 

Liège and then Trier.123 William of Poitiers and Orderic Vitalis knew the poem, 

perhaps at Lisieux and Saint-Évroult respectively, though these authors may 

have come across it at Caen, if a copy had been sent to Lanfranc there.124 

Thus, the work seems to have been available in Normandy and at least around 

Flanders and Lotharingia. The Carmen serves as a reminder to all involved, and 

no doubt specifically William himself, of the assistance provided by the French 

and specifically Guy’s relatives.125 Thus, it provides us with an account of the 

Norman Conquest from a decidedly different perspective than that of William of 

Jumièges or even William of Poitiers. 

 

Identity in the Carmen: a Frankish perspective 
In stark contrast to William of Jumièges and William of Poitiers, the Carmen de 

Hastingae Proelio, focuses on the role that the Franks played in the expedition 

and particularly the Battle of Hastings. Nevertheless, it shares a classical pool 

of influence with William of Poiters’ GG, most obvious when considering their 

treatment of the English. In the Carmen it is the uncivilised English who are a 

wild people, following traditional classically Roman ideals that barbaric peoples 

are wild and uncultivated and need to be controlled.126 For example, Guy claims 

that William the Conqueror repeated Julius Caesar’s triumph of compelling an 

unbridled people (effrenus gens) to love the yoke.127 This characteristic is 

implied throughout the work. Harold’s messenger advises William to abandon 

                                            
 

122 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. xix-xxi. 
123 The Carmen de Hastingae Proelio of Guy Bishop of Amiens, ed. Catherine Morton and Hope 
Muntz (Oxford, 1972) pp. lxii. 
124 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. xix-xxi. 
125 Ibid. p. xlii. 
126 Cicero, for example, distinguishes between those who are civilised and those who are 
beasts: Cicero, De inventione, De optimo genere oratorum, Topica, trans. H.M. Hubbell, ed. 
Jeffrey Henderson, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 1949), De inventione, i. 2.2 
127 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 4-5, ll. 30-34. 
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his expedition, confiding that Harold himself can barely hold his people back, for 

they are from a race which does not know how to restrain itself.128 Guy also 

denigrates the Anglo-Saxons by calling them a perfidious and accursed race 

(perfidus gens, maledictum gens) and criticising their ability in warfare; Harold’s 

troops, we are told, are feminine boys (femineus iuvenis) and sluggish in Mars’ 

craft (Martis in arte pigri), a people who, unskilled in war (nescius gens bellum), 

spurn horses, preferring to fight on foot.129 Guy’s characterisation of the English 

largely follows tropes concerned with their lack of civility that strengthens their 

status as a backward Other yet also emphasises their weakness and femininity, 

which are not regularly barbaric traits. While the perfidy and evil of the English 

is redolent of criticisms levelled at Hannibal by Livy and inferior soldiers by 

Tacitus, their lack of military ability is not.130 Rather than describe the English as 

savage and dangerous, as most classical Roman authors would, Guy points out 

their inability, femininity and weakness; authors in southern Italy such as 

Amatus of Montecassino and Geoffrey Malaterra would treat the Lombards and 

the Greeks in a similar manner later in the same century. The English’s inability 

to fight properly serves to strengthen the boasts the author makes about the 

Franks’ abilities. 

 Frankish identity receives the most attention in the Carmen, to a larger 

degree even than the Normans, and the whole expedition focuses on distinctly 

Frankish virtues. Even William’s initial movements on the expedition are used to 

praise a different gens. The inhabitants of Vimeu, in Ponthieu, from where 

William’s fleet departed, are described as a people instructed in war beyond 

measure (docta nimis bello gens) and who regularly provided hospitality to 

seafarers.131 The order in which William addresses his men at the battle of 

Hastings also accentuates this Frankish emphasis. Starting with the Franks, 

literally those begat by Francia, William calls them warlike men (belliger viri), 

famed youth (famosus iuuentus) whose invincibility (invictus) in war is known 

                                            
 

128 Ibid. pp. 14-15, ll. 221-222. 
129 Ibid. pp. 10-11, ll. 149-155; 20-21, 325-328; 22-23, 369-373; 26-27, 438. 
130 Livy, 21.4.9; Tacitus, Histories, 1.52. 
131 Given that Guy was from the line of the counts of Ponthieu, this passage adds credence to 
the Carmen being his work: Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 4-5, ll. 48-51; elsewhere the 
juggler who took the first kill at Hastings is described as being ennobled by his bold (audax) 
heart. The juggler is called Incisor-ferri within the Latin text, a translation of the French Taillefer, 
which suggests that he was ethnically a Frank, as does the fact that he does not appear in the 
GND, GG, the Bayeux Tapestry or HE: pp. 24-25, ll. 389-394. 
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throughout the world. Next he addresses the Bretons who excel in arms 

(Gensque Britannorum, quorum decus extat in armis) and never retreat, then 

the men of Maine who glory in battle with the help of their valour (Viribus 

illustres Cenomanni, Gloria quorum / Bello monstratur per probitatis opem); and 

finally the Normans, who are merely ‘accustomed to heroic deeds’ (Normanni 

faciles actibus egregiis) and masters of the Apulians, Calabrians and 

Sicilians.132 Furthermore, it is the Franks who come across as the most capable 

group at the battle of Hastings. Guy writes that the Franks, skilled in stratagems 

and experts in waging war (artibus instructi, Franci, bellare periti), deceptively 

pretended to flee as though they had been defeated and are pursued by the 

‘rustic folk’ (rusticus gens) on the flank.133 In contrast to other accounts such as 

the GG, Guy claims the winning strategy was not only an intentional move, but 

was due to the strategic and warlike Franks. The Carmen implies that the 

Normans rather ruined this plan by joining in but fleeing when the English fought 

back. When William manages to halt their retreat he gives his Norman troops a 

furious rebuke yet pleads with the fleeing Franks, appealing to their nobility.134 It 

is the Franks who possess significant virtues, standing in contrast to the 

ineffectual English, rather than the Normans who are secondary players in the 

poem. 

 William the Conqueror is not a secondary character but the heroic and 

capable leader of the expedition. The Carmen praises William for his virtues; 

when Ansgar attempted to trick William at the siege of London the poem 

recounts how, as one cannot trap a fox with a wide snare, William deceived the 

man who had thought to trick him.135 William, as a capable and intelligent 

leader, is ‘fox-like’ enough to outwit the English and scupper their deceitful plan 

in an incident not unlike the one described by Tacitus where the Roman general 

Corbulo sees through the cunning (astutia) of the barbarian Tiridates. Tacitus 

emphasises the poorly executed ruse to denigrate the intelligence of the 

barbarian; the Carmen emphasises Ansgard’s snare as open (patulus), as in 

                                            
 

132 Ibid. pp. 16-17, ll. 250-260. 
133 The term rusticus could imply the fyrd but is more likely to be a further criticism in the same 
manner as nescius gens bellum: ibid. pp. 26-27, ll. 423-425. 
134 The term used here is Galli but the Normanni are single out. The Carmen suggests that the 
French were not simply hired mercenaries, with whom William could be angry, but allied soldiers 
he admired and needed to maintain a good relationship with: ibid. ll. 425-449. 
135 Ibid. pp. 40-43, ll. 681-740. 
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obvious, to demonstrate Ansgard’s lack of cunning in comparison to William’s 

intelligence.136 Both passages emphasise an Othering of the dull enemy in 

comparison to the sharp Roman or Norman. Nevertheless, while Loud has 

suggested that this celebration of Norman cunning is connected to the 

mainstream Norman textual tradition and representative of Normanitas, the 

Carmen also exults the French for their cunning.137 Guy certainly makes an 

effort to Other the English as less intelligent than the French, but one cannot 

definitively say that the Normans are the prime exemplar of cunning above the 

English and their Frankish allies, particularly as it is the Conqueror who is 

cunning rather than the Normans as a whole. 

Elsewhere the Conqueror is described as a humble and God-fearing man, 

who had better control of his men than Harold over the English when boldly 

(audacter) leading them up the hill at Hastings.138 William’s military prowess is 

often central to the narrative. For instance, after hearing Harold’s messenger 

reproach his expedition, the fearless (intrepidus) and resolute (uirtus) William 

spurns the message.139 During the battle itself the Carmen describes William’s 

enemies deliberately avoiding him, for good reason considering his reaction to 

Harold’s brother Gyrth killing his horse. William, like a gnashing lion (ueluti leo 

frendens), tore the young Gyrth limb from limb (membratim perimens), shouting, 

“Since my steed has perished, as a footman I give you this trophy back”. 

Orlandi argues this statement mocks Gyrth by awarding him the palms of victory 

that he would have deserved had he actually managed to kill the duke.140 

William’s violent prowess has its uses in the context of the poem but, as 

Barlow points out, although William’s violence is excused as necessary, it is not 

openly endorsed.141 His violent and short-tempered character is a source of 

discomfort for the author who skirts between criticising William’s belligerent 

behaviour and softening his brutality with laudatory rhetoric. After the loss of his 

first horse, the Carmen describes how a knight of Maine refused to go to 

                                            
 

136 Tacitus, Germania, 22. 4. 
137 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 112. 
138 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 22-23, ll. 379-380. 
139 Ibid. pp. 14-15, ll. 225-228. 
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William’s aid for fear of death at which point the ‘mindful’ (memor) duke turned 

suddenly towards the knight and, seizing the nasal-guard of his helm, 

impetuously pulled him to the ground and mounted his horse.142 By comparison 

with the cowardly knight, William is an intelligently capable warrior who does 

what is necessary, if somewhat brutally. However, his violence and anger go 

further. After his second horse is killed, William avenges the loss of the beast by 

piercing the groin of the perpetrator with his sword and spilling his entrails on 

the ground. William is praised for his courage (virtus) just prior to this and it 

could be suggested that this mutilation is a typical act of punishment as Guy 

calls the perpetrator a criminal (scelus), though this violent castration is perhaps 

excessive for the loss of a horse.143  

However, William’s brutality is sometimes unequivocally cruel. When 

asked by Harold’s grieving mother for the return of Harold’s body, even with an 

offer of payment, William, enraged (iratus), refused, burying him under a heap 

of stones on a cliff instead. While William laments over the burial spot and 

distributes alms to the poor afterwards, his treatment of a king, and the grieving 

mother, is surely a point of contention for the author. Even the burial place and 

reason, to have Harold guard the shore and sea, carries a somewhat pagan 

tone and van Houts suggests that this story had Scandinavian roots.144 The 

author’s relationship with his main character is clearly a complex one. William is 

presented as a capable and brave military leader but one who is violently brutal 

and whose anger is unreasonable. While his strong desire to punish those who 

have wronged him fits nicely into the ritualistic patterns of noble anger, revealed 

by scholars such as Althoff and White, his unwillingness to forgive once he has 

secured victory, or treat the relations of his enemies well, does not.145 William’s 

violent actions in the Carmen are redolent of those in Dudo’s HN, though Guy 
                                            
 

142 Dux, memor ut miles, subito se uertit ad illum / Per nasum galee concitus accipiens, / Vultum 
telluri, plantas ad sydera uoluit: ibid. pp. 30-31, ll. 485-493. This passage has a further purpose 
when taken with a later incident when William, unhorsed again, is given another mount by 
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predominantly uses different vocabulary to describe his character in comparison 

to Rollo, William Longsword, or any of William’s other ancestors. However, the 

lack of any similar characteristics within the Normans themselves, besides 

being ‘accustomed to heroic deeds,’ would suggest that Guy saw William’s 

brutality as being part of his character, rather than an inherited aspect of his 

gens. 

Thus, the Carmen presents a notably different view from our earlier 

sources, one focused on the Franks’ role in the conquest of England and using 

recognisable characteristics to commend and identify them. It is the Frankish 

gens that is warlike and crafty. By comparison the Normans, aside from William, 

are essentially invisible; even the Conqueror is subtly criticised for his irritable 

nature. Guy’s aim is evidently the reason behind such divergent views but the 

fact that he chooses to adopt familiar traits to describe the Franks and does not 

delineate any recognisable form of Normanitas is significant. 

 

Conclusions 
This chapter has covered a wide range of material and this very diversity 

demonstrates the manifold views and interpretations concerning eleventh-

century Norman identity. In bringing these views together can they provide us 

with consistent traits that stand apart as identifiable and sturdy aspects of a 

significantly distinct Norman identity? As I hope to have shown in this chapter, 

the answer to this question is a rather resounding no, though some quieter 

voices suggest that, while this is practically the case, an impression of 

Normanitas remains, one stripped of nourishment and starved of sustenance, 

but eking out an existence in the centuries of its inception nonetheless. 

As discussed in Chapter One, ferocity and wildness as associated with a 

gens were not new traits in the tenth and eleventh centuries by any measure. 

Predominantly associated with the foreign barbarian in works of antiquity, the 

innovative works of early medieval writers describing once-barbaric gens were 

forced to confront the problem of barbaric reputation. Most could not ignore this 

problem and openly admitted to their subjects’ heritage. However, they ensured 

that their works justified this nature. Whether they decided to highlight the more 

excessive ferocity of other gentes, as Jordanes does with the Huns and Bede 

does with the Picts, or set out to prove how far the gens had evolved from their 

iniquitous past, like Paul the Deacon, Gregory of Tours and Richer, they all 
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shared a distaste for these characteristics. While the GG and the Carmen share 

this distaste, following the method of highlighting the wildness of the English 

enemy, Dudo and William of Jumièges set out to prove how far the leaders of 

the Norman gens had developed, yet present ferocitas and feritas as essential 

aspects of being a Norman. Furthermore, while William of Poitiers and the 

Carmen ignore the Normans’ violent past, William of Jumièges made significant 

attempts to reduce it in adapting Dudo’s narrative, reducing Rollo’s role in the 

GND and removing violent incidents of intimidation. However, he maintained an 

important aspect of this heritage from the HN, that a crucial element of the 

Normans’ character is their ferocity as a gens. William took this even further by 

demonstrating how it crossed boundaries of status and gender. Since William 

adapted the entirety of Dudo’s work into his first four books it follows that he 

would pick up on similar themes. Van Houts has convincingly demonstrated that 

William also had an awareness of Scandinavian legend outside that which he 

could have gleaned from Dudo, but this did not prevent him from heavily editing 

his account of Rollo.146 Furthermore, these legends are unlikely to have been 

emphasising the barbarism of their heroes. Certainly, the Normans in the works 

of Dudo and William of Jumièges (and, to a far lesser degree, in Warner of 

Rouen’s poem Moriuht) are fierce, decidedly fiercer than Jordanes’ Goths, 

Paul’s Lombards, Bede’s English or Gregory’s and Richer’s Franks. Thus, while 

William of Poitiers stands apart, Dudo and William of Jumièges consider the 

Norman gens to be inherently fierce to a degree that is notably distinct from 

earlier texts. 

One distinct element in the HN is Dudo’s inclusion of violent and 

outlandish behaviour, something that other eleventh-century authors of Norman 

history declined to engage with. Such behaviour did not sit well with imperial 

and Carolingian ideals but these had a strong influence on Dudo as well as on 

William of Jumièges. Perhaps this difference is again due to when the author is 

writing; the further away a writer gets from the savage past of his subject’s 

gens, the more easily can the associated violent qualities be shown to have 

dissipated. The piratical and violent stereotype concerning the Normans was 

undoubtedly a powerful one and oral accounts about the Normans’ heritage 
                                            
 

146 William includes the exploits of the Anglo-Scandinavians Björn Ironside and his father King 
Lothbroc, whom William is the first literary authority to mention, which he likely acquired from an 
Anglo-Scandinavian source: van Houts ‘Scandinavian Influence in Norman Literature’, 112-117. 
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were probably still circulating in Dudo’s day, accounts he would have felt a need 

to engage with by turning their negative aspects into positive traits.147 To do this 

he had to present what he and his contemporaries saw as Scandinavian 

behaviour through Frankish filters and, by including this behaviour, Dudo 

humorously inverts customary rituals to emphasize a Norman idiosyncrasy, a 

penchant for violent intimidation of which the Normans could be privately proud. 

Why other Norman authors chose to abandon or ignore this is harder to answer. 

The moralistic tone of patristic influences on William of Jumièges, particularly 

Augustine, may explain his distaste for excessive violence and William the 

Conqueror in the GG fights savagely at Hastings, but in the terms of an 

exemplary hero in the vein of ancient legend. The answer may simply be that 

the HN, among other tools of ‘Francification’, had done their job well enough to 

convince later authors that this aspect of Normanitas was a thing of the past. 

Given the way in which he presents the Conqueror, the author of the Carmen 

was apparently not as convinced, but this is unsurprising if we consider that this 

account had a more Frankish audience than the Norman works. Certainly, the 

closest source to Dudo, the early eleventh-century poem Moriuht by Warner of 

Rouen, lends some support to the violent Norman stereotype persisting in 

Normandy when it calls the Normans feros in bloody slaughter.148 Regardless, 

we have not seen the last of this issue; in the following chapters other sources 

include similarly unusual behaviour (as much as something unusual can be 

similar). Yet these ideas appear inconsistently and there is evident distaste for 

them in several texts that followed Dudo’s HN. Albu and Johnson have 

demonstrated how certain elements (often negative) of Norman character were 

difficult to transpose to the political and geographical contexts within which later 

authors were writing their own histories. Faced with a dispersed and fragmented 

Norman identity that sat at odds with the form that existed within the 

historiography, these authors attempted to engage with Norman ethnicity in 

different ways, often either abandoning violent elements or more openly 

critiquing them.149 Exactly how later authors recast Dudo’s work in these terms 

shall be explored below, but for now the matter of violent behaviour within 
                                            
 

147 Written accounts were still reinforcing this stereotype in the 990s, such as Richer’s. 
148 Ille regit Francos armis Marteque superbos; / Vos bene Nortmannos sanguine cede feros: 
Warner of Rouen, Moriuht, pp. 72-73, ll. 9-10. 
149 See Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 62-68, 106-144, 183-213, 221-239; Johnson, 
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Normanitas remains open. However, it may be suggested that these elements 

of violence belonged in a more corporeal sense to the nature of the male 

military nobility, with the aims of writers who associated it with the Normans 

being to praise or admonish a specific group for such behaviour. 

Another conspicuous aspect of traditional Normanitas is cunning, whether 

astutia or calliditas. While William of Jumièges largely ignores cunning, focusing 

on its negative aspects, in the vein of Augustine, Dudo unequivocally defines 

the Normans as more cunning than other gentes. This implementation of 

positive cunning is unusual since the vast majority of early Christian and 

medieval texts condemn the trait as being diabolic. However, the Vulgate 

provides some justification for Dudo’s use of the term astutia, discussing its 

uses in warding off evil. Neither is Dudo alone in praising cunning. Richer of 

Saint-Rémi notes several astuti Franks; while he is not as explicit about the trait 

in relation to a gens, he states that the Belgians were adept at strategy. 

Furthermore, the Carmen highlights the ars of the Franks in battle, above and 

beyond that of the Normans. In trying to remind its audience of the role the 

Franks had played in the Battle of Hastings, the Carmen may be trying to adopt 

Dudo’s Normans’ cunning but it is just as likely that the author came to the his 

conclusion separately. Dudo is the only writer to have a fully realized idea of 

Norman cunning in his work, one that is quite distinct, though while it is explicit 

this does not automatically make it completely unique. It is manifestly not 

paralleled across the gens Normannorum tradition in the eleventh century. 

When we turn to the remaining traits that have been associated with 

Normanitas the evidence is clearer. Whether concerned with martial ability or 

one’s capability as a ruler, having warlike ability, vigour and boldness are not 

unique traits. Norman characters demonstrate these values in the planctus for 

William Longsword, the HN, the GND and the GG but they are not alone in 

using them. The Vulgate and Paul the Deacon use the term bellicosus, often 

associated with barbarians in Roman works, to describe warlike heroes. The 

authority of God, emperors or kings serves to justify the warlike actions of these 

characters, which is also true of audacia, which, throughout Classical, early 

Christian and Carolingian works, has a dual meaning based in the context of 

authority. The term strenuus also has a long tradition of use in these texts, 

which employ vigour in the same manner, as do our Norman authors, as a 

positive virtue associated with both secular and religious leaders. These traits 
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are universally implemented for various individuals and peoples. While they are 

largely employed in our Norman sources in the same manner, this only serves 

to further demonstrate that they are not distinctly Norman but follow a traditional 

pattern of use throughout classical and medieval sources. Even more 

contemporaneously and internally, the fact that both Dudo and William of 

Jumièges state that the Franks once possessed these virtues, and that the 

Carmen and Warner both state that they still do, suggests their universal 

admiration. 

 Already we have some tentative answers for our primary questions. In its 

formative years, Normanitas is not discussed or delineated with abundant 

consistency; it does exist in some form, but exactly what form is not agreed 

upon. Within the main works of the gens Normannorum tradition it essentially 

exists purely in relation to the Normans as a gens ferocissimus. In the work of 

Dudo we also see an emphasis on cunning and violence that stands apart from 

most textual traditions, but even with these clearer traits the ground upon which 

Normanitas rests is precarious. Neither, is Normanitas entirely distinct. Many 

traits the Norman authors utilise to discuss the Normans emanate from the rich 

traditions of antiquity, the work of the early church fathers or the Carolingian 

renaissance. Even the Normans’ cunning finds parallels. There are aspects of 

Normanitas that stand out as striking, if not well-defined, predominantly in the 

most popular works of the gens Normannorum tradition and mostly associated 

with their heritage. However, as demonstrated above, most of the traits here 

discussed are not distinct to any significant degree. Though an impression of 

Norman identity persists among the medieval literature of the gens 

Normannorum, it is markedly faint; the genesis and development of Normanitas 

in the eleventh century was indeed uncertain. 
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Chapter Three, an Evolving Legacy: Diverging Concepts of 
Normanitas in Twelfth-Century Normandy 

 

This chapter explores Norman sources from the early and mid-twelfth century 

that use, adapt and build upon eleventh-century Norman texts and, in this 

sense, represent the continuation of the gens Normannorum tradition. These 

sources include the GND and Historia Ecclesiastica (hereafter HE) of Orderic 

Vitalis (1075-1142) and the GND and Chronica of Robert of Torigni (1106-

1186). The GND in particular was instrumental in forging the views of these 

twelfth-century authors as they both produced redactions of William of 

Jumièges’ original text. As demonstrated by van Houts, the anonymous 

redactions A, B and D contain relatively minor changes from C. However, the 

redactions of Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Torigni contain comprehensive 

revisions and demonstrate clear changes and developments in tone by both 

redactors. As such they are useful in exploring the transfer of ideas from the 

original GND as well as from Dudo of St Quentin’s HN, of which they were both 

aware.1 Furthermore, Orderic and Robert both produced other texts that were 

far more independent even of their own redactions of the GND and thus 

presented Norman identity in markedly different ways. 

Orderic’s understanding of Norman identity was not static but evolved 

through his career. In the GND, Orderic does not stray very far from the typical 

treatment of Norman identity by Norman authors of the gens Normannorum, 

largely accepting the authority of William’s original text, and thus his 

understanding of Normanitas. However, the seeds for a stylistic and tonal 

difference that he was to develop in his HE are evident in the GND, particularly 

when Orderic provides details about the nobility of southern Normandy. In these 

cases, Orderic’s concerns and allegiances led him to depart from William of 

Jumièges’ conception of Norman identity and begin to illustrate his own, more 

nuanced, interpretation. This sparked his interest and, when asked to write a 

history of his monastery, he took the opportunity to create his own 

comprehensive history. In this history he states that another task was laid upon 

him, namely to record the deeds of the Normans, ‘who issuing from Denmark 
                                            
 

1 For redaction C see above, Chapter Two, and GND, I. pp. xxiv, xcix-ci, cxxi-cxxii; for 
redactions α, through D see GND, pp. lx-lxvi; Orderic and Robert’s redactions will be discussed 
in more detail below. 
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were more addicted to the pursuit of arms than of learning, and up to the time of 

William the Bastard devoted themselves to war rather than to reading or writing 

books’.2 Though the HE contains many subjects and themes, it is essentially 

structured around the Normans and Orderic covered their deeds in numerous 

arenas. Here his understanding of Norman ethnic character was fully realized 

and he openly expressed admiration and concern for their fierce violence and 

wildness. Influenced by his knowledge of local Norman figures and English 

heritage, the English being the second most important gens in the HE, he 

crafted a story of conquest, rebellion, heroism, greed and cruelty. Sometimes 

the Normans of the HE have more in common with Dudo’s early descriptions of 

wild and violent Danes than his later pious and princely Normans, sometimes 

they are exemplary rulers in the true fashion of imitatio imperii. Furthermore, 

Orderic presents many of the terms he associates with the Normans as 

characteristic of other gentes, particularly the English. Finally, Orderic’s text, in 

including a significant amount of information about local affairs, offers, more 

than most texts from the period, some insight into how other members of 

society fit, or as is the case do not fit, into ethnic discourse, namely those who 

are not members of the male military elite. Orderic’s understanding of Norman 

identity is more complicated than that of his predecessors, but also heavily 

inspired by it, creating a somewhat dichotomous account of Normanitas, which 

demonstrates a marked independence from much of the gens Normannorum 

tradition. 

 Robert of Torigni, by comparison, was to proffer two very different texts 

with almost unrecognisably alternative perceptions of Normanitas. In redacting 

the GND, Robert reintroduced numerous passages from the HN that reinforced 

key concepts of Norman identity originally set out by Dudo. Furthermore, he 

added an eighth book to the end of the text continuing the GND’s style. In his 

redaction, then, Robert’s perception of Norman identity was strongly in line with 

the HN and GND. However, his Chronica, a continuation of a chronicle by 

Sigebert of Gembloux, abandoned these ideas almost entirely. While his GND 

belonged to the gens Normannorum tradition, Robert’s Chronica was notably 

independent, taking its cues from Sigebert of Gembloux’s style. Thus, the way 
                                            
 

2 Nunc autem a magistris aliud michi opus iniungitur, et de Normannicis euentibus materia 
porrigitur, quoniam ipsi de Dacia prodeuntes non litteris sed armis studuerunt, et usque ad 
Guillelmi nothi, tempora magi bellare quam legere vel dictare laborauerunt: HE, II. iii. pp. 2-3. 
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in which Robert presents the identity of Norman rulers and the gens itself is 

often noticeably inconsistent. Taking Robert’s GND alone would allow us only a 

one-sided view of his understanding of, and perhaps apathy towards, Norman 

identity. As such, in spite of the text being of a later date than the period this 

thesis seeks to cover, I have included an analysis of the text to demonstrate 

how the Chronica was markedly more independent than Robert’s GND and the 

gens Normannorum as a whole.  

 Thus, in this chapter I seek to demonstrate that sources in Normandy 

from the twelfth century presented the concept of Norman identity in more 

independent ways. The influence of the contradictory Norman source material 

of the eleventh century, their widened scopes of influence and the 

contemporary contexts and concerns of writers like Orderic and Robert, led to 

the creation of broad and unique texts. These factors created new and 

divergent perceptions of Norman identity, which further highlight how our 

significant terms were employed. Rather than delineating the concept of 

Normanitas, these terms were used to describe the virtues and vices of the 

male military aristocratic class of medieval Europe, constructing a masculine 

military identity as opposed to a purely ethnic one. 

 

Orderic Vitalis, the GND and Historia Ecclesiastica 
Orderic Vitalis (1075-1142), born in England to mixed parents, was a monk at 

the monastery of Saint-Évroult after being sent there aged 10 by his father, the 

priest Odelerius of Orléans who is usually taken to be a Norman, but may have 

been French. There he studied under John of Reims who, Orderic tells us, was 

skilled in poetry, Latin classics and Biblical exegesis.3 Orderic was increasingly 

trusted with copying historical works at the monastery including the annals of 

Saint-Évroult, a revised version of William of Jumièges’ GND, written between 

c.1095 and c.1113, and his magnum opus, the HE, written over the period 

1114-1141.4  

                                            
 

3 HE, I. pp. 1-6, 20; II. p. xiii; III. v. pp. 168-71; Roach and Rozier, ‘Interpreting Orderic Vitalis’, p. 
7. 
4 Orderic’s handwriting can be recognized in the annals of Saint-Évroult from the record for 
1095: GND, I. pp. lxvii-lxix; HE, I. pp. 29, 46-47 ; II. pp. xiii-xi; VI. xiii. pp. 554–5; Roach and 
Rozier, ‘Interpreting Orderic Vitalis’, p. 7. 
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Orderic based his redaction of the GND on William’s original but adapted 

the text and added information at certain points.5 Orderic does not mention why 

he redacted the GND nor did he include a prologue or refer to the text in later 

work but, given the focus on Orderic’s home institution, it was likely an early 

effort to record the history of their abbey alongside the well-known canon of 

Norman history, which bore riper fruit in the HE. In his interpolations, Orderic 

provided new information about the history of Saint-Évroult and the noble 

families associated with the institution, including the Montgomery-Bellêmes, the 

Giroies, the Sors, the Tosnys, and the Beaumonts.6 He also included 

information about the Norman dukes and the Normans in southern Italy.7 Close 

ties between the monasteries of Saint-Évroult and Santa Eufemia in Calabria, 

founded by the former abbot of Saint-Évroult, Robert Grandmesnil, and Robert 

Guiscard, allowed for the transmission of information from Italy to Normandy, 

and Orderic’s knowledge of Santa Eufemia is at least fairly reliable.8 Finally, 

Orderic also added details about England, taking material from William of 

Poitiers’ GG concerning the dispute between William and Harold and, as van 

Houts suggests, adapting information on Tostig and Gyrth from English 

sources.9 These more personal elements allude to an independence he was to 

express more fully in his HE.  

 The dissemination of Orderic’s GND was limited to southern Normandy 

and northern France. Out of ten extant manuscripts, five or six are known to 

survive from the twelfth century, though only Orderic’s autograph copy was 

made in Normandy at Saint-Évroult, c.1113. Two were made at Saint-Denis in 

Paris, one c.1120-1129 the other around the mid-twelfth century. The 

provenance of two of the witnesses, both likely copied towards the end of the 

twelfth century, is unknown to any certain degree save that they were made 

                                            
 

5 The GND was one of the texts copied by monks of Jumièges after the re-foundation of Saint-
Évroult in 1050: GND, I. p. lxix; Nortier, Les Bibliothèques médiévales, pp. 99-103. 
6 Van Houts demonstrates that his interpolations mostly occurred in books six and seven: GND, 
I. pp. lxix-lxxii. 
7 Ibid. pp. lxx, lxxii-lxxiii. 
8 Ibid. pp. lxxii-lxxiii. His knowledge of other affairs in southern Italy has been widely debated. 
Certainly he provides much more information in the HE. This will be discussed in detail below 
but Daniel Roach has recently provided an invaluable part of the discussion: Daniel Roach, 
‘Saint-Évroul and Southern Italy in Orderic’s Historia ecclesiastica’, in Orderic Vitalis: Life, 
Works and Interpretations, eds. Charles Rozier, et al., (Woodbridge, 2016) pp. 78-99. 
9 GND, I. pp. lxxii-lxxiv; Chibnall adds that his knowledge of affairs in England was coloured by 
his self-identification as Vitalis angligena and perhaps informed by stories remembered from 
childhood: Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 176. 
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somewhere in Northern France.10 Finally, one was copied at Saint-Yves at 

Braine-sur-Vesle in Picardy around the turn of the century. Orderic’s focus on 

events local to southern Normandy, which by necessity included Northern 

France, is perhaps why it found its highest popularity there. By contrast, there is 

no evidence of a copy finding its way to England, in spite of Orderic visiting the 

land of his birth. Evidently, Orderic’s audience was more Franco-centric then 

the original GND or other gens Normannorum texts. Nevertheless, aside from 

the monastic audience at Saint-Évroult, his audience perhaps included both 

religious and secular figures from local Norman and French families who were 

interested in the history of their ancestors. 

The HE began as a history of the church of Saint-Évroult but became an 

extensive history of the church and the Normans, covering the local history of 

families connected to the monastery, the Norman ducal family, the conquest of 

England, the deeds of the Normans in southern Italy, and the First Crusade. 

Thus, Orderic expanded upon many of the themes he had introduced into his 

redaction of the GND. However, the scope of the HE went even further to 

include a Life of Christ, a general historical chronicle, as well as events in Spain 

and the Holy Land.11 

The extant witnesses of the HE from the twelfth century demonstrate that 

the dissemination of the text was limited to Normandy alone. It survives in an 

incomplete copy in the monk’s own hand from Saint-Évroult, though, as Chibnall 

has demonstrated, the lost volume can be reconstructed from a copy made at 

St Stephen’s, Caen, in the mid-twelfth century.12 However, other twelfth-century 

writers of Norman history knew of the HE. Chibnall argues that Robert of 

Torigni, who began his GND by copying Orderic’s redaction, was also aware of 

the HE, perhaps reading the text on a visit to Saint-Évroult.13 Van Houts and 

Rosalind Love have also suggested that the author of the Warenne Chronicle 

had direct access to the HE at Saint-Évroult and Wace appears to have known 

                                            
 

10 Two survive from the thirteenth century, one Norman and one French, with one from the 
sixteenth and one from the seventeenth centuries: GND, I. pp. ciii-cviii. 
11 For a full breakdown of each topic according to its place in the HE see: HE, I. pp. 46-47; II. p. 
xv; III. p. xiv; IV. pp. xix-xxxiv; V. pp. xi-xix; VI. pp. xvii-xxvii; L. Delisle, ‘Notice sur Orderic Vital’, 
in Orderici Vitalis ecclesiasticae historiae libri tredecim, ed. and trans. A Le Prévost, 5 vols. 
(Paris, 1838-5), V, p. xlviii; Hans Wolter, Orderic Vitalis: Ein Beitrang zur kluniazensischen 
Geshichtsschreibung, (Wiesbaden, 1955), pp. 69-70. 
12 HE, I. pp. 118-121; for the other extant witnesses, from the thirteenth century onwards and 
focused around Normandy, see pp. 121-123. 
13 Ibid. p. 114; Roach and Rozier, ‘Interpreting Orderic Vitalis’, p. 12. 
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the work, possibly through the copy made at St Stephen’s where he was 

educated.14 Other scholars have argued that at least parts of the HE influenced 

scholars in England and southern Italy, predominantly in academic and 

monastic circles, suggesting a wider dissemination than evidenced by the 

extant manuscripts.15 Orderic’s HE seems to have appealed to other writers of 

history in the twelfth century, as a source of information if nothing else. 

Nevertheless, the scope, detail and style of the HE suggest that Orderic 

wrote for a wide-ranging audience throughout religious and secular circles. 

Orderic tells us that his abbot, Roger of Le Sap (1091-1123), asked him to write 

a history of Saint-Évroult and his subject, undoubtedly of interest to his 

monastic community, also included information about the patrons of the 

abbey.16 Chibnall has argued that Orderic directed the HE towards both a 

religious and lay audience, since it was written to be read aloud and often 

echoed the popular chansons de geste, though she acknowledges that these 

two spheres were not autonomous of one another.17 The patrons of Saint-

Évroult could easily have been interested in reading or hearing pieces of the HE 

concerning their families on visits to the monastery. However, while the HE’s 

audience likely included a fairly broad array of monks and laymen in southern 

Normandy (and possibly Caen), if it did travel further it was likely only for 

academic interest. Considering the detailed accounts of the history of Saint-

Évroult and its patrons, various noble families on the southern border of 

Normandy, the local interest is unsurprising. In portraying Norman ethnic 

identity to this audience Orderic perhaps best reflected the experiences of many 

on the border, a palpable ambivalence concerning the behaviour of a nobility 

variously belonging to, or at odds with, the Norman polity. 

                                            
 

14 The Warenne (Hyde) Chronicle, ed. and trans. Elisabeth van Houts and Rosalind C. Love, 
(Oxford, 2013), pp. xix–xxvi, xliii-xlvi; HE, IV, pp. xxi–xxii; Roach and Rozier, ‘Interpreting 
Orderic Vitalis’, pp. 11-12. 
15 Carl Watkins has suggested that the history of Crowland in the HE influenced the Vita et 
Passio Waldeui Comitis and by extension the cult of Earl Waltheof at Crowland abbey: Carl 
Watkins, ‘The Cult of Earl Waltheof at Crowland’, Hagiographica 3, (1996), 95-111, 96–7; 
Edoardo D’Angelo suggests that the scholar known erroneously as Hugh Falcundus was 
influenced by Orderic’s text: Edoardo D’Angelo, ‘The Pseudo-Hugh Falcandus in his own Texts’, 
Anglo-Norman Studies 35, (2013), 141-162, 152; Roach and Rozier, ‘Interpreting Orderic 
Vitalis’, p. 12. 
16 HE, I. Prologue, pp. 130-131. 
17 She suggests, for instance, that Orderic may have been aiming to entertain monks who had 
once served as knights as well as secular knights whose service he hoped to direct towards 
God: ibid. I. pp. 36-39. 
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Orderic was an exceptionally well-read author and had numerous 

influences, predominantly biblical, patristic and historical, which shaped his 

work and ideas concerning Norman ethnicity. Foremost among them was the 

Bible and Chibnall suggests that, alongside the Gospels, the Acts, and the 

Psalms, the Old Testament histories in particular shaped his mentality.18 His 

knowledge of scripture, and the framework of his history, was enhanced through 

biblical commentaries by Augustine, Jerome, Rabanus Maurus, Gregory the 

Great and Bede.19 Aside from these, Orderic was also influenced by the 

histories of Eusebius, Jerome, Orosius, Isidore of Seville, Bede and Paul the 

Deacon.20 Many of these texts had been copied at Saint-Évroult under the 

abbacy of Thierry of Mathonville (1050-1057), giving Orderic direct access to 

them.21 He had himself copied Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica and Chibnall notes 

how he adopted Bede’s form in numerous places and saw something of Bede in 

himself.22 Orderic also often extracted historical information directly from 

Eusebius, Paul the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum, and the Liber 

Pontificalis, and etymological information from Isidore of Seville’s 

Etymologiae.23 These works influenced the way in which Orderic conceived the 

history and character of different gentes and informed his presentation of the 

concepts. 

Orderic regularly referenced and cited classical texts but often indirectly. 

Chibnall demonstrates that, through exempla, florilegia, earlier schooling and 

quotation, he evidently knew of works by figures such as Virgil, Ovid, Boethius, 

Lucan, Sallust and Cicero.24 Furthermore, Orderic’s knowledge of Frankish 

history was rather minimal. Rosamond McKitterick has recently demonstrated 

that Carolingian histories enjoyed little transmission in Norman manuscripts, 

providing Norman authors with few opportunities to engage with this material.25 

Nevertheless, Chibnall demonstrates that he gleaned some information from the 

                                            
 

18 HE, I. pp. 48-49. 
19 Ibid; Nortier, Les Bibliothèques médiévales, pp. 198, 200-201, 219, 226. 
20 He based his chronicle in Book I on many of these histories: HE, I. pp. 45, 62, 130-131, 150. 
21 Ibid. p. 16. 
22 Ibid. pp. 56-57. 
23 Chibnall provides some useful examples: HE, I. pp. 49, 57; Roach and Rozier, ‘Interpreting 
Orderic’, p. 11. 
24 Chibnall also suggests that the missing section of the GG may have provided some of 
Orderic’s classical quotes: HE, I. pp. 52-53, 63; Beryl Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, 
(London, 1974), pp. 19-20. 
25 McKitterick, ‘Postérité et transmission’, pp. 25-39. 
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Historia Francorum senonensis and unidentified Frankish annals.26 He was also 

aware of more recent Frankish texts such as the Historia Ierosolimitana of 

Baudri of Bourgueil, which he used extensively in Book IX for the crusades.27 

Along with Bede, he used the work of Nennius for early British history and he 

likely had the opportunity to look at the works of William of Malmesbury and 

John of Worcester during his visit to England.28 Chibnall also notes that Orderic 

was the earliest known historian to copy the Prophetia Merlini, which were 

contained in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Britanniae. As Chibnall 

notes, this must have come into his hands almost immediately after it was 

finished, c. 1135-1139.29  

Orderic’s knowledge of eleventh-century Norman texts was 

comprehensive. His experience redacting the GND provided ample instruction 

in Norman historiography and Chibnall argues that he considered himself to 

have succeeded Dudo and William of Jumièges in writing Norman history. He 

was evidently aware that William of Jumièges had abbreviated Dudo’s text and, 

since he included a handful of passages from Dudo’s HN in his GND that 

contained significant details, he likely had a copy of the HN to hand.30 Orderic 

was also aware of the peripheral gens Normannorum texts. He likely had 

access to a copy of the GG, since he incorporated passages from the text into 

the HE and knew so much about the author.31 Furthermore, he describes a 

poem about the Battle of Hastings composed by Guy bishop of Amiens, namely 

the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio.32 Orderic brought together the core and 

                                            
 

26 HE, I. pp. 60-61. 
27 He also mentions the Historia Hierosolymitana of Fulcher of Chartres, though there is no 
evidence he had read it: HE, I. pp. 60, 62; V. pp. xiii-xix; ix. pp. 6-7. n. 1; Daniel Roach, ‘Orderic 
Vitalis and the First Crusade’, Journal of Medieval History 42, (2016), 1-25, 2-4. 
28 Chibnall shows that he confused Nennius for Gildas: HE, I. p. 61; GRA, II. p. 255; R.M. 
Thomson, William of Malmesbury, rev. edition, (2003), pp. 38, 75. 
29 HE, I. pp. 61-62; VI. xii. pp. 380-382. n. 5. Michael Reeve suggests a wider date range of 
1123-1139 for the Historia Regum Britanniae. The text must have been finished before Robert 
of Torigni showed it to Henry of Huntingdon in 1139: Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the 
Kings of Briton: An Edition and Translation of De gestis Britonum [Historia Regum Britanniae], 
ed. Michael D. Reeve, trans. Neil Wright, (Woodbridge, 2007), p. vii; Prophetiae, pp. 143-159. 
Hereafter HRB. 
30 GND, pp. lxix-lxx; HE, I. p. 34; II. iii. pp. 2-5; Orderic seems to be more in awe of William than 
Dudo as a writer, seeing the latter as a panegyrist rather than a historian according to Chibnall. 
Pohl demonstrates that Orderic was at least less critical of Dudo’s work than William of 
Jumièges: Majorie Chibnall, ‘Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Torigni’, in Millénaire monastique du 
Mont Saint Michel, ed. R. Foreville et al., 6 vols. (Paris, 1965-6) II. pp. 133-139, 134; Pohl, 
Dudo, p. 231. 
31 HE, I. pp. 58-59; II. iii. pp. 184-187; iv. pp. 258-261 
32 HE, I. p. 62; II. iii. pp. 184-187. 
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disparate eleventh-century Norman texts, yet he often deviated from their 

attitudes. Van Houts has shown that Orderic made a conscious effort to digress 

from William of Jumièges’ pro-Norman sentiments by highlighting several 

alterations and omissions made by Orderic in the chapter describing William the 

Conqueror’s coronation.33 The same can also be said in comparison to the 

sycophantic GG. These stylistic differences are significant and Orderic’s less 

pro-Norman attitude is indicative of his text as an independent example of 

Norman historical writing, with an alternative perception of Norman identity. 

Orderic also mentions the work of Geoffrey Malaterra in his HE and 

scholars, such as Davis, Albu and Evelyn Jamison, have taken this to mean that 

he had read Geoffrey’s text.34 However, Chibnall, Loud and Daniel Roach doubt 

this suggestion since there are no evident borrowings from Geoffrey and 

Orderic is often misinformed on events in southern Italy.35 While Malaterra’s 

most recent editor, Pontieri, claimed that Geoffrey began his career at Saint-

Évroult, he asserted this on little evidence.36 Roach has shown that the 

movement of material objects along the established lines between Saint-Évroult 

and Santa Eufemia brought with it information from southern Italy.37 While it is 

possible that Malaterra’s text was among such objects, its appearance in the 

HE may merely have been inspired by reports from a monk who had come 

across it while travelling these networks.38 Another southern Italian source, the 

Gesta Roberti Wiscardi of William of Apulia, was known to Robert of Torigni but 

Orderic does not express any awareness of it suggesting that Orderic’s 

                                            
 

33 Ibid. 
34 Evelyn Jamison, ‘The Sicilian Norman Kingdom in the Mind of Anglo-Norman 
Contemporaries’, Proceedings of the British Academy 24, (1938), 237-285, 245; Davis, 
Normans and their Myth, p. 92; Albu, Normans in Their Histories, p. 108. 
35 HE, II. pp. xxii-xxiii; Graham A. Loud, ‘The Kingdom of Sicily and the Kingdom of England, 
1066–1266’, History 88, (2003), 540-567, 546-548, 546. n. 24; Roach, ‘Saint-Évroul and 
Southern Italy’, p. 89. 
36 Malaterra, pp. iv-vi; this has been repeated by other scholars but only with Pontieri in mind: 
L.T. White, Latin Monasticism in Norman Sicily, (Cambridge, Mass., 1938), p. 109; HE, II. p. xxii; 
for more on the dissemination of Geoffrey Malaterra’s text see Chapter Five, pp. 244-248; 
Marie-Agnès Lucas-Avenel makes a more considered suggestion that Geoffrey may have 
originally been from the region of Châteaudun or the county of Perche, meaning he was 
perhaps not a Norman at all: Marie-Agnès Lucas-Avenel, ‘Le Récit De Geoffroi Malaterra Ou La 
Légitimation De Roger, Grand Comte De Sicile’, Anglo-Norman Studies 34 (2012), 169-192, 
172-173. 
37 Roach, ‘Saint-Évroul and Southern Italy’, pp. 78-99. 
38 Based on the manuscript dissemination of Malaterra’s work we cannot be certain that it even 
left Sicily: Malaterra, pp. liii-lvii. 
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knowledge of events in southern Italy was unlikely to be based on much textual 

evidence.39 

Orderic’s work brought together a wealth of textual influences and 

Orderic’s own independent attitudes, which were to create a unique approach to 

the subject of the Normans and their identity. As such, he has long been a key 

element of the debate over Normanitas. In his critique of Davis’ conclusion that 

Orderic had, in essence, created the Norman Myth, Loud argued that Orderic’s 

work was decidedly less popular than others from the gens Normannorum 

tradition, and thus of less value.40 The audience and popularity of his works are 

undoubtedly important but Orderic remains significant because of his local focus 

and independent, ambivalent tone. From being a redactor of a core gens 

Normannorum text to writing his own distinct history, Orderic developed his 

ideas concerning Norman identity through his career, which illuminates further 

disparities among the understanding of Norman identity. 

 

Glimpses of independence: Orderic Vitalis’ GND 
Orderic’s redaction of the GND followed William of Jumièges’ original relatively 

closely in his use of significant terms and presentation of Norman identity. 

However, we can begin to glimpse his personal interests, aims and an 

independent tone that would find fruition in the HE. Orderic’s accounts 

concerning the history of families local to his home institution at Saint-Évroult 

are evident examples of his more singular style. Many of these families owned 

land in southern Normandy as well as Brittany, Maine and France and acted 

somewhat autonomously from the Norman dukes, such as the Bellême family. 

Orderic, in describing the conflicts between various members of these local 

noble families, reflected this autonomy and, as such, presents these figures 

within the sphere of contemporary concepts of masculine military identity. 
                                            
 

39 Albu has suggested that Orderic incorporated the stories of Geoffrey Malaterra, William of 
Apulia and Amatus of Montecassino into his HE but it is difficult to see on what evidence she 
makes this assertion. The dissemination of Amatus of Montecassino’s work is famously 
problematic and the dates do not wholly fit for William of Apulia’s Gesta Roberti Wiscardi, which 
survives in one late-twelfth-century manuscript from Normandy. Though an earlier witness was 
available to Robert, who included information from it in his GND (c.1138-1139), there is no 
evidence it was known to Orderic. By 1137 Orderic was largely putting the finishing touches to 
his HE and describing contemporary events year by year up until 1141 in Book XIII. Any 
information William of Apulia could have provided for the previous century would have been 
useless to Orderic here: GND, I. pp. lxxix-lxxx, cix; HE, I. pp. 47-48; VI. p. xviii; GRW, pp. 70-74; 
Albu, Normans in Their Histories, p. 108. 
40 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, pp. 107-108; Davis, The Normans and Their Myth. 
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The Giroie family, vassals of the Bellêmes, generous patrons of Saint-

Évroult, and landowners in Normandy, were somewhat typical among the 

border nobility of southern Normandy mentioned in Orderic’s GND. When 

expanding on his reports concerning the founder of the family in the HE, Orderic 

mentions that Giroie was descended from Abbo the Breton, belonged to one of 

the best families in France and Brittany, noticeably not mentioning Normandy, 

and led a life of distinction (probitas) and boldness (audacia).41 Orderic does not 

include this information about the family in the GND but the seeds of this 

interest, and his use of terms like audacia, can be found in his additions to 

William of Jumièges’ text concerning members of this family. For example, after 

William son of Giroie was brutally mutilated by William Talvas, his relations, 

Robert and Ralph, boldly (audacter) challenged Talvas to fight.42 Orderic also 

describes William son of Giroie as being extremely vigorous (strenuitas).43 In 

Orderic’s additions to the GND the Giroies are presented as quite typical among 

the male military aristocracy and Orderic uses terms that William of Jumièges’ 

employed to describe the Norman dukes in his original.44 

Orderic’s interpolations often focus on the political maneuverings and 

violent squabbles of these local nobles, who demonstrate boldness in deeds 

that are built around structures of vengeance and punishment, like Robert and 

Ralph Giroie. Orderic suggests that adventurous Normans who set out for Italy 

followed the example of the bold (audax) Osmond Drengot who fled to Apulia 

after having killed a man named William Repostel for seducing his daughter.45 

While not explicitly defending the murder, Orderic does provide some 

justification for why the admirably bold Osmond committed the act. Richard 

Barton has demonstrated that Orderic represents anger as needing to be 

satisfied by physical action, using an example from the GND where the sons of 

Walter Sor avenged their father’s death by hacking Robert of Bellême to death 

with axes.46 While none of our terms are utilised in this passage, Barton’s 

                                            
 

41 HE, II. iii. pp. 22-23. 
42 Similarly, when Duke William is convinced by jealous men to expel a number of his magnates 
including Abbot Robert, a member of the Giroie family, Orderic reminds us that this family was 
decidedly audax: GND, II. pp. 110-111, 152-155. 
43 GND, II. pp. 108-109. 
44 William Longsword, for example, is described as both audax and strenuus: GND, I. pp. 76-77, 
84-85, 90-91. 
45 GND, II. pp. 154-157. 
46 GND, II. pp. 56-57; Barton, ‘Emotions and Power in Orderic Vitalis’, 52. 
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argument is useful in understanding how Orderic presents and justifies the 

violent deeds of his favoured characters as a means of achieving satisfaction 

through physical action. The bold action of Robert, Ralph and Osmond 

functions in much the same way but these additions to the GND differed from 

William of Jumièges’ original style. They were concerned with a local nobility 

engaged in political squabbles and rituals of displaying and exercising power, 

often associated with rebellion, rashness and violence, regardless of whether 

that violence was acceptable or excessive.47 

Orderic’s additions were not only concerned with local affairs. Given his 

evident pride in his English heritage, it is unsurprising that two of the figures 

Orderic expands upon are English. King Harold is described as bold and noble 

(audax et probus) and Harold’s brother Gyrth, after advising Harold not to battle 

William because of the oaths he has sworn, states that he is ready to boldly 

(audacter) join battle with William himself.48 Orderic also gives details about the 

audacious (audax) Conan, count of the Bretons, who threatened Duke William 

with war unless the duchy of Normandy was conceded to him.49 These 

descriptions of some of William the Conqueror’s key enemies demonstrate that, 

along with the violent examples above, Orderic was already introducing a 

greater level of ambivalence into the GND than that in the original text, which 

would continue in his HE.50 This theme was often centered on the language of 

audacia in his interpolations and the context and intent of violent action, which 

manifested itself in what Albu calls periods of vengeance and counter-

vengeance.51 It is a notably more complicated term for him than for William of 

Jumièges, who used it far less in his GND. Unlike classical authors, who often 

associated audacia with immorality, Orderic’s understanding of the term is 

                                            
 

47 More straightforward negative examples of audacia include the audacious (audax) Robert of 
Giroie’s murder of his brother and the sons of William Sor who audaciously (audacter) resisted a 
siege by Bishop Ivo after they turned the monastery of St Gervais in Séez into a home for 
thieves and prostitutes: GND, II. pp. 94-95, 114-115. 
48 GND, II. pp. 168-169. 
49 GND, II. pp. 162-165. 
50 See Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 182-196. 
51 Albu refers to Norman on Norman violence, but the traits described functioned much the 
same way in the wider conflicts that Orderic reports: ibid. p. 193. 
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closer to its biblical use but with notable nuances surrounding the character of 

individuals whose families had close connections with his monastery.52 

 Orderic alludes to another of his interests in his GND that he was to 

expand upon in the HE: the Normans in southern Italy. Aside from Osmond, he 

also includes an account of the deeds of the Norman adventurer’s first leader, 

Thurstan Scitel. Orderic demonstrates Thurstan’s skill and courage by 

describing how, when coming across a lion attacking a goat in the Duke of 

Salerno’s palace grounds, Thurstan wrestled the goat out of the lion’s mouth 

and threw the enraged beast over the palace walls, ‘as if it were only some little 

dog’.53 The demonstration of physical prowess through the besting of beasts 

harks back to ancient stories, such as Hercules’ defeat of the Nymean Lion and 

Entellus’ execution of a bull with his bare fist in the Aeneid; the Bible too 

includes stories of heroic Jews defeating great beasts.54 Through defeating 

these powerful beasts Thurstan’s strength and bravery is memorably expressed 

and Orderic’s account doubtless appealed to an audience that enjoyed stories 

in this epic vein. Orderic’s epic tale also has elements in common with romance 

since Thurstan meets a tragic end when, spurred by envious Lombards to slay 

a dragon, he is mortally poisoned.55 Albu notes of this episode that Orderic, who 

was fond of having his heroes fall from glory and reporting on their untimely 

deaths, was likely to have been influenced by both scripture (such as Isaiah 

40:6-8, which highlights the transience of life) and the emerging romances of 

the twelfth century, a point which Chibnall also makes about the epic flashes of 

narrative in the HE.56  

Orderic’s unique interests and developing skills as a historian, evident in 

his redaction of the GND, informed the version of Normanitas he would present 

in his HE. His work included a greater focus on both local and global affairs and 

                                            
 

52 Tacitus and Suetonius express concerns about audacia while in the Vulgate audacia is a 
virtue when legitimised by God and a vice when illegitimate: Suetonius, Vespasian, 8.2; Tacitus, 
Annals, 11.26; Biblia sacra, 1 Maccabees 6:45; Job, 12:6. 
53 GND, II. pp. 156-157. 
54 Vergil, Aeneid, V. 461-484; Biblia sacra, 1 Maccabees 6:45. 
Geoffrey Malaterra tells a similar story about a Norman striking a horse senseless with his bare 
fist during the siege of Melfi and throwing it from the battlements, which is analysed in Chapter 
Five: Malaterra, I. ix. pp. 12-13. 
55 GND, II. pp. 156-157; the envious Lombard is a common trope in southern Italian texts and 
provided authors with a useful villain, much as it did for Orderic. The stereotype could certainly 
have been transferred orally rather than textually.  
56 HE, I. pp. 36-39, 61-62; VI. xii. pp. 380-382. n. 5; Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 200-
201, 210-211. 
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various significant male military leaders and nobles from various ethnic 

backgrounds, particularly Norman and English. While the language and tone of 

Orderic’s GND was dictated by the original text, and earlier Norman texts 

continued to exert influence over him, when constructing his own historical text 

Orderic had the freedom to effusively expand upon these ideas and interests. 

As such, his work, along with his conception and presentation of Norman 

identity, was to become noticeably independent of much of the gens 

Normannorum tradition. Nevertheless, his use of the terms audacia and 

strenuitas in his redaction of the GND described nobles with various 

backgrounds and loyalties whose qualities represent typical elements of a 

military aristocracy, rather than ethnically distinct Norman figures. 

 

The HE as an independent text: Norman identity and the male military elite 
Norman identity in Orderic’s HE exhibits common themes concerning male elite 

military behaviour, with long-standing roots in older texts. In bringing together a 

wealth of influences, Orderic cast his HE within familiar frameworks of medieval 

historical writing, describing both gentes as well as exceptional and villainous 

members of the aristocracy. His HE is not an origo gentium; rather than tracking 

the evolution of the Norman gens from their barbaric past, he presents a picture 

of the Normans as he perceived them to be at the point of writing, in a frank and 

unvarnished manner. Orderic’s use of older frameworks is most evident when 

he describes the characteristics of male military aristocrats, in many cases 

using significant terms to portray certain nobles as capable warriors and rulers.  

In the HE the greatest of these men is William the Conqueror, who stands 

apart as the exemplar of the virtues of military ability, boldness, vigour and 

cunning. Orderic claims that William surpassed the most warlike 

(bellicosissimus) men at the Battle of Hastings in strength (fortitudo) and 

wisdom (prudentia), a passage adapted from the GG.57 Orderic’s account 

emulates those of William of Poitiers and Guy of Amiens in describing William in 

battle, leading the charge, undaunted by the loss of three horses, and shattering 

shields, helmets and hauberks with his angry blade (iratus mucro).58 Orderic 

also includes the account of William lifting his helmet to prove to his men that he 
                                            
 

57 HE, I. pp. 174-177; GG, pp. 132-135. 
58 HE, II. iii. pp. 174-177; GG, pp. 132-135; Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. xxxiii, 32-33, ll. 
520-523. 
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still lived and restore their courage with bold (audacia) words.59 Aside from his 

warlike abilities, William is presented as ruling the duchy of Normandy and the 

kingdom of England vigorously (strenue).60 He is also notably cunning, 

charming away William Giroie’s rebellion with his callidus; cunningly (calliditas) 

endearing himself to English bishops and lay lords; and employing a friendly 

cunning (benignus calliditas) by taking English hostages to Normandy to 

discourage rebellion in England.61 Orderic presents William as a powerful and 

capable ruler in the fashion of imperial and Carolingian rulers. Though less 

familiar with classical and Carolingian texts than other writers of Norman 

history, the concept of the warlike and vigorous ruler as an exemplar would 

have reached him through the works of Orosius, Paul the Deacon, Dudo and 

William of Jumièges.62 His understanding that cunning could be a useful trait 

likely stemmed from the Bible, though its emphasis perhaps came from 

eleventh-century Norman source material such as the HN and the Carmen.63 

Perhaps most influential in describing William was the GG, which, utilising 

classical frameworks, includes similar accounts of his deeds and uses many of 

the same terms to praise William. 

Orderic had the opportunity to include more details about the history of the 

various families of southern Normandy in the HE.64 Once again, he turned much 

of his attention to the Giroie family providing more details about Giroie’s 

vigorous (strenuus) and cunning (callidus) sons defeating Gilbert count of 

Brionne with their boldness and strength (audacia et uis).65 Orderic’s interest in 

                                            
 

59 HE, II. iii. pp. 174-175; Orderic also includes an expanded account of the gift of a banner by 
Pope Alexander to William which includes the pope’s advice to the duke to ‘take up arms boldly 
(audacter) against the perjurer:’ HE, II. iii. pp. 142-143. Though William of Poitiers does not 
include this papal endorsement of audacia the Conqueror acts boldly in both the GG and the 
Carmen: GG, pp. 132-135; Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 22-23, ll. 379-380. 
60 He also states that William of Poitiers eloquently described William’s virtue, character, 
successes and praiseworthy deeds of vigour (strenuus): HE, II. iii. pp. 10-11, 184-185. 
61 HE, II. iii. pp. 80-81, iv. pp. 196-197, 210-211. 
62 Orosius, III. 15.10; VII. 15.3, 25.12, 28.5, 29.15, 42.10; Historia Langobardorum, I. 12, 27; II. 
3; IV. 46, 51; V. 16; VI. 26; see Chapter One, pp. 75-76, 79-81; Chapter Two, pp. 105-107. 
63 Biblia sacra, Proverbs 13:16; 14:15; 15:5; 27:12; these are mostly astutia but callidus is used 
in the same way in Proverbs 22:3; see Chapter One, pp. 83-84; Chapter Two, pp. 129-130. 
64 Orderic describes numerous members of the Norman nobility in these familiar terms including 
the audax Hugh of Grandmesnil, several strenuus Anglo-Norman nobles, and the audacia et 
probitas of William Rufus: HE, II. iii. pp. 130-133; iv. pp. 194-195, 208-209; IV. viii. pp. 278-279. 
65 HE, II. iii. pp. 22-25. Other loyal vassals of William the Conqueror are described in the same 
manner including the great and vigorous Norman baron (Normannorum maximum strenuitate 
baronem) William fitzOsbern and Ralph of Tosny, a man of great renown and military valour 
(Hic insignis militiae probitate claruit), who fought vigorously (strenue) for around sixty years in 
the service of King William and Duke Robert: III. iv. pp. 282-283; IV. v. pp. 126-129. 
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Southern Italy is also apparent in this rhetoric. He notes that Geoffrey Malaterra 

recorded the vigorous (strenui) deeds of the Normans in Italy and singles out 

the cunning (callidus) Robert Guiscard.66 These descriptions of capable, 

military-minded rulers echoed the histories of the Bible as well as Carolingian 

and Norman histories that engaged in imitatio imperii to demonstrate the virtues 

of their leaders.67 Orderic’s understanding of these traits was bound up in the 

praise of aristocratic military men associated with the affairs of the Normans. 

Orderic also made an effort to justify the audacious and violent acts 

undertaken by these nobles in the HE. For example, Orderic provides an 

account of the murder of Mabel, the wife of Roger Montgomery, who deprived 

many patrons of Saint-Évroult of their lands including one Hugh Bunel. Armed 

with impetuous audacity (uehementer audacia) Hugh and his three brothers, 

renowned for their courage in warfare (militari probitate), crept into the 

countess’ castle of Bures where, finding Mabel relaxing in her chamber after a 

bath, Hugh beheaded her.68 Orderic does not explicitly endorse the murder but, 

through his use of these praiseworthy qualities, implies that Hugh’s actions, 

much like Osmond Drengot’s, were just. As Kathleen Thompson and Roach 

have pointed out, Orderic presented the Bellême family, to which Mabel 

belonged, as enemies of the monks of Saint-Évroult and their patrons, and 

Mabel as being decidedly cruel.69 By comparison, Hugh was a heroic protector 

who rightly avenged the loss of his patrimony and defended Orderic’s 

monastery from the wicked Mabel in the process.70 This bold act is thus 

                                            
 

66 HE, II. iii. pp. 100-101; IV. vii. pp. 28-39; other descriptions of Robert include strenuissimus 
dux and bellicosus miles: IV. vii. pp. 20-23. Orderic also considers Guiscard’s son Bohemond to 
be comparable in war to Achilles and Roland and great in vigour (strenuitas) and recounts how 
the strenuus Norman knight William Pantulf travelled to Apulia, also describing here the Norman 
Erembert, who had been a vigorous knight (miles strenuus) before taking monastic vows: IV. vii. 
pp. 36-37, pp. 72-73. 
67 Biblia sacra, 1 Maccabees, 3:3; 6:45; 13:18; Jordanes, v. 37; vii. 49; xxvii. 140; xxix. 146; 
xxxii. 166; xxxix. 204; xlii. 222; lvii. 293; lx. 312; Historia langobardorum, I. 15, 24, 27; II. 28; III. 
35; IV. 51; V. 16, 33, 40; VI. 17, 26; Richer, I. i. 5, 47; II. iii. 22, 25, 44; iv. 1; HN, pp. 187, 201, 
210, 214, 220, 236-237, 248, 264, 268, 290, 291; GND, I. pp. 6-7, 76-77, 84-85, 90-91; II. pp. 
50-51.; GG, pp. 16-17, 52-53, 128-129, 130-131; Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 22-23, ll. 
379-380. 
68 Fleeing from the retribution of Mabel’s son, Hugh of Montgomery, the murderers cunningly 
(calliditas) destroyed the bridges they crossed to prevent their capture: HE, II. iii. pp. 134-137. 
69 Kathleen Thompson, ‘Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Bellême’, Journal of Medieval History 20, 
(1994), 133-141; Roach, ‘Orderic Vitalis and the First Crusade’, 14-16. 
70 Roach, ‘Orderic Vitalis and the First Crusade’, 17.  
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justified, again, through vengeance and punishment, an element that echoes 

Biblical accounts of the Jews punishing blasphemy and God punishing sin.71 

Orderic also expanded on his uneasiness with the behaviour of the 

Norman nobility, particularly in England. For example, while Orderic states that 

William fitzOsbern was warlike (bellicosus) and bold (audax), he also claims he 

was the greatest oppressor of the English and justly died, as he had lived, by 

the sword.72 In an account of Robert Rhuddlan’s slaughter of the Welsh, Orderic 

notes how Robert was both warlike (bellicosus) and bold like a lion (audax ut 

leo) but also inspired by pride and greed (superbia et cupiditas).73 Orderic’s 

uneasiness at such behaviour emanated from his faith and his English heritage; 

his criticisms of the Normans often concerned their greed and acquisition of 

wealth to the detriment of the English who are either killed or forced into exile.74 

Orderic laments the subjugation of his own English people, a people greater 

(maior) than the Normans, with a longer history and more illustrious kings, 

saints and wise men, and reminds the Normans that they had conquered only 

by the will of God.75 Orderic’s understanding of Norman identity was 

fundamentally more critical than the eleventh-century Norman material. 

 Again, William the Conqueror provides a useful model for understanding 

the dichotomy between praise and vituperation in Orderic’s narrative because 

Orderic both admired and criticised William, often for his violent temper. Orderic 

blames William’s ferocitas for the exile of Abbot Robert of Saint-Évroult, which 

is notably similar to the account of Duke Robert, William’s father, fiercely 

(effero) banishing his uncle Robert, archbishop of Rouen, in William of 

Jumièges’ original GND.76 Both evidently saw the discord between important 

church figures and the dukes as a significant problem. Yet, while William 

blamed the hostilities on the advice of wicked counsellors alongside Robert’s 

ferocity, Orderic lays the largest portion of blame on William’s temper.77 

                                            
 

71 2 Maccabees 10:35, 12:15; 1 Samuel 15:18;  
72 Orderic says this divine punishment extended for five years after fitzOsbern’s death when, for 
the crime of rebelling against the king, his progeny were entirely removed from England so 
thoroughly that not one of them still possessed a foot of English soil: HE, II. iv. pp. 318-321. 
73 HE, IV. viii. pp. 138-141. 
74 HE, II. iv. pp. 266-267. 
75 Ibid. pp. 268-269. 
76 HE, II. iii. pp. 112-113; GND, II. pp. 48-49. 
77 William’s anger is also directed at Matilda’s messenger, Samson the Breton, who he 
attempted to have blinded. Samson managed to find refuge as a monk in Saint-Évroult, where 
Orderic likely heard the story: HE, III. v. pp. 104-105. 
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William’s anger is misplaced because it is mistaken; rather than seeking 

revenge on those who deserve it, it focuses on those who do not. 

 However, Orderic’s presentation of the Conqueror’s ferocity and anger 

goes beyond that of a perturbed monk judging from afar. He describes how, 

thanks to the discord between her husband and son, Queen Matilda asked a 

hermit to predict her family’s future. The hermit described a vision of a beautiful 

meadow full of flowers and protected from a herd of cattle by the fiercest 

(ferocissimus) horse. However, when the brave (fortis) horse died, the meadow 

was taken over by a wanton cow and the whole herd fearlessly devoured its 

former beauty.78 The lesson is clear: with William, the fierce horse, no longer 

able to defend it, Normandy, the meadow, flowering with the flourishing church, 

is destined to be destroyed by interlopers since Robert, the wanton cow, is 

incapable of defending it. This is born out in Book XI when the warlike 

(bellicosus) Robert of Bellême ravishes Normandy, boldly (audacter) defeating 

Robert Curthose. Orderic tells us that Robert of Bellême grew fiercer (ferocior) 

than ever after this victory and emphasises Curthose’s unsuitability by stating 

that without a capable leader resistance achieved nothing.79 Orderic evidently 

both admires and has concerns about ferocity and William the Conqueror’s 

temper. When used by a capable leader to defend the land and the church it is 

a necessary and excellent quality – those who lack it are next-to useless. 

However, when turned away from this duty it can be violent and dangerous. 

This and other passages demonstrate one of Orderic’s key themes: the 

Normans need to be ruled by an effective leader because they are naturally and 

dangerously fierce and ambitious.80 

Orderic is equally persistent in this theme when discussing the heritage of 

the Norman gens. For example, when outlining the Normans as his subject 

                                            
 

78 HE, III. v. pp. 104-107. 
79 HE, VI. xi. pp. 32-35; Orderic saw in Robert none of the discipline and nobility with which he 
endows descriptions of his father. Though he describes Robert as very virtuous in battle (in 
armis probissimus) he also considered him to be extravagant and reckless (audax): II. iii. pp. 
356-357. For more on this episode and Orderic’s attitude to Robert see William M. Aird, Robert 
Curthose: Duke of Normandy (c.1050–1134) (Woodbridge, 2008), pp. 74, 76-80, 103-104, 201, 
204, 219-222, 283. 
80 Two other competing examples can be seen in the positive military ferocity of various wise 
and powerful Norman nobles, who are likened to the Romans, in comparison to the pride and 
terrible ferocity of Robert Curthose’s sycophants: II. iii. pp. 140-141; III. v. pp. 100-103; though 
Orderic may not have read them directly, the Romans demonstrate ferocity against their 
enemies in several classical sources: Livy, 3.47.2; 9.6.13; Sallust, The War with Jugurtha, 
106.3; Tacitus, Histories, 2.43. 
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matter at the beginning of Book III, Orderic notes how Dudo had eloquently 

described the warlike (bellicus) deeds of the first three dukes of Normandy.81 

However, Orderic did not stick to this predetermined framework of perception 

that presented the Normans as a predominantly positive force for correction, 

characterised by military might but led by capable and vigorous rulers. Orderic 

was aware of the peripheral gens Normannorum texts of the eleventh century, 

including the GG and the Carmen; it is likely that the irregularities outlined in 

Chapter Two between these texts and the more canonical HN and GND were 

apparent to him. Furthermore, Orderic’s experiences, and the wider context of 

more recent history, meant that his opinions on the Normans and their deeds 

were significantly different. As such, he introduces a level of doubt about the 

turbulent character of the Normans that permeates much of his history. In the 

passage in Book III he also notes that the Normans were addicted to pursuing 

arms over learning.82 The element of Norman behaviour which Dudo was at 

such pains to justify, namely their violent addiction to warfare, evidently did not 

sit so well with Orderic and his freedom as an author of a local church history, 

rather than one designed for the court (plus his distance temporally from many 

events he described), afforded him the freedom to say so, which he evidently 

felt he did not have in redacting the GND. 

 Orderic repeats this important theme concerning the Normans and their 

character on numerous occasions. On his deathbed William the Conqueror 

describes the Normans as men of great vigour (strenuissimus) and military 

bravery and strength if disciplined under a just and firm rule; without it they are 

self-destructive and seek rebellion and treachery.83 In Book IX Orderic calls the 

Normans an untamed people (indomita gens Normannorum) who commit 

wrongdoings if not held in check, striving to rule in all communities through 

ambition rather than loyalty or truth.84 He goes on to relate the Normans’ origins 

from the fierce (ferox) Scythians, the Trojans and the cruel and warlike 

(bellicosus) Danes; the bold harshness (audax austeritas) of Rollo; and how the 

                                            
 

81 HE, II. iii. pp. 2-3. 
82 Ibid; Loud compared this theme in Orderic’s work to similar descriptions in the works of 
Geoffrey Malaterra and William of Malmesbury: Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 104. 
83 HE, IV. vii. pp. 82-83. 
84 This, he adds, has been experienced frequently by the Franks, Bretons and Flemings and 
suffered to the point of destruction by the Italians, Lombards and Anglo-Saxons: HE, V. ix. pp. 
24-25. 
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natural ferocity (naturalis feritas) of the Normans does not allow them to suffer 

the peaceful to live quietly.85 The HN and the GND doubtless inspired much of 

this but it is evident that, in bringing together these accounts, Orderic ignored 

many of the positive themes from Dudo and William’s texts in favour of 

emphasising the Normans and their leaders as being contradicting in nature. 

The emphasis in both eleventh-century texts on Norman ferocity was evidently 

apparent to Orderic but he stresses that it was both an admirable and 

problematic trait.86 Orderic’s attitude concerning the fierce unpredictability of the 

Normans and their need for strong rule, while based on the works of Dudo and 

William of Jumièges, stands apart because for these earlier authors the 

Normans’ ferocity is not a significant problem. The dukes of Normandy in the 

HN and the GND texts are strong enough as rulers to control their fierce gens; 

Orderic is not prepared to take the matter for granted. 

Evidently, Orderic considered the Normans to be capable and vigorous 

men of action but wild and difficult to control and we have seen the effects 

Orderic felt that their wild and greedy nature had, especially on the English.87 As 

such, Orderic often employs our significant terms in an ambivalent sense. We 

have seen how many of the Normans possess a certain recklessness or 

audacity in their actions, such as Hugh Bunel in his murder of Mabel, or 

excessive warlike ferocity, such as William the Conqueror’s short temper. In 

some cases these traits are positive, used by just Norman lords to right wrongs, 

punish wickedness and rule effectively. In other cases, they are abused, loosed 

upon the world unbridled and unchecked causing havoc and bringing 

destruction for churchman and layman alike. It is significant that the Normans 

function in groups of kin which is an essential element to their identity alongside 

their class; both their honourable and violent deeds are enacted through family 

                                            
 

85 Ibid. pp. 24-27; Orderic’s account of the First Crusade in Book IX was largely taken from 
Baudri of Bourgueil’s Historia Ierosolimitana but Daniel Roach has demonstrated that these 
passages briefly covering Norman history were inserted by Orderic. However, other insertions 
were less concerned with the Normans and more interested, as Roach argues, in highlighting 
the role played by figures associated with Saint-Évroult, garnering Orderic’s institution some of 
the glory: Roach, ‘Orderic Vitalis and the First Crusade’, 8, 14-18. Otherwise Orderic seems 
happy not to renegotiate the difference between the Normans and Baudri’s cover-all 
identification of the crusaders as Franks. For instance, Orderic describes the ferocitas of the 
Franks as terrifying: HE, V. ix. pp. 146-147. 
86 The warlike Danes and Norman ferocity and violence is apparent in both, but Dudo is more 
supportive of Rollo’s audacia than Orderic and William merely labels him as a pagan: HN, pp. 
129, 141, 148; GND, Epistola, pp. 6-7. 
87 HN, II. iii. pp. 268-269. 
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interests, vengeance and punishment. Thus, it is only by the intervention and 

action of a vigorous, warlike, bold, fierce and intelligent leader, an inherently 

noble member of the lay warrior elite, that this wild race can be restrained. For 

Orderic, the fundamental element of Norman ethnicity is that they need to be 

controlled yet his solution is paradoxical. The very traits that make the Normans 

so dangerous are also those that, when used correctly, keep them in check. 

This idea is not so different from other authors of Norman history; both Dudo 

and William of Jumièges express similar sentiments. However, their focus is on 

the Normans as the epitome of that control, with the indolent Franks and other 

gentes playing the part of those that need a firm hand to guide them. For 

Orderic, the stability brought by the Normans that these authors advocated had 

ceased, if it had ever existed. Thus, the Normans became the problem – they 

are in charge and it is the failure of their leaders that allows for their reputation 

as rebellious and restless fighters to develop. The context of Norman rule that 

Orderic had experienced, along with the HN and GND, told him that the 

Normans were fierce and this heavily influenced his rhetoric. While he followed 

their emphasis on the importance of effective rulership, Orderic was more 

concerned with accurately documenting the negative aspects of Norman identity 

than either Dudo or William of Jumièges. Orderic’s GND followed the ideas of 

these key contributors to the gens Normannorum literary tradition, with some 

added quirks of his own, but his HE was far more independent, shaped by his 

aims, concerns, style and detachment from courtly circles. Though a less 

popular text, it remains significant in that his use of our significant terms allude 

more to general characteristics of the male military nobility, involved in both 

external and internal quarrels, heroism, wickedness and acts of retribution, 

regardless of their ethnicity. 

 

Questioning ethnicity: Orderic and less visible Normans 
An ethnic group comprises various individuals with different markers of identity, 

such as their status, role and gender. However, in medieval historical texts the 

male military elite were predominantly the primary characters, while those of 

lower status are often entirely missing and women, even of high status, are far 

rarer than their male counterparts. Religious figures are more common but it is 

rare to find the terms associated with Normanitas being used to describe them. 

Terms denoting warlike abilities, for example, were considered particularly 
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incompatible with those inhabiting religious roles. However, since he was writing 

a history of the Church and the abbey of Saint-Évroult, Orderic describes a 

number of different religious men using our significant terms. They are usually 

concerned with bold, vigorous or intelligent ecclesiastical individuals, who are 

unsurprisingly often associated with the abbey. For example, Orderic tells us 

that Robert of Grandmesnil was elected abbot of Saint-Évroult for his strenuitas 

and later boldly (audacter) bore papal letters to William the Conqueror’s court to 

settle a dispute with him which, considering the Conqueror’s temper, was 

decidedly brave.88 Other vigorous monks in Orderic’s narrative include one 

Anselm who vigorously (strenue) illuminated the more obscure scriptures and 

Goisbert the doctor, who kept his monastic vows vigorously (strenue) until his 

death.89 As Jennifer Thibodeaux has demonstrated, Orderic, influenced by 

wider contemporary monastic reforms, deliberately set out to demonstrate the 

superiority of the monastic life, over that of the lay elite and the secular clergy, 

by associating it with a particular form of monastic masculinity. Mental fortitude, 

the taking of vows, especially of chastity, and successfully keeping them were 

considered significant achievements and demonstrated the masculinity of the 

monastic individual.90 Orderic also describes the monk of Saint-Évroult Samson 

the Breton as cunning (callidus) and Prior Warin of Séez as a cunning and 

capable man (uir callidus et bene).91 Evidently, these terms were not merely the 

province of military figures in the mind of Orderic. The description of Moses 

choosing vigorous (strenuus) men as leaders, and the Proverbs concerning the 

uses of cunning in defence against evil and foolishness, demonstrate the 

religious tones these virtues could have.92 

 Orderic also includes more curious examples of religious men behaving 

in a manner more fitting for knights than churchmen. He includes an account of 

Geoffrey, bishop of Coutances, who was more devoted to knightly than clerical 
                                            
 

88 HE, II. iii. pp. 74-75, 94-95; though there are no other textual similarities, the bold approach to 
a dangerous ruler is somewhat reminiscent of Joseph of Arimathea boldly (audacter) visiting 
Pontius Pilate to ask for the body of Jesus Christ in the Gospel of Mark: Biblia sacra, Mark 
15:43. 
89 HE, II. iv. pp. 294-295; III. v. pp. 126-127. 
90 The competition between the secular clergy and the monastic orders fuelled this rhetoric of an 
idealised monastic masculinity that was superior to the uncontrolled, effeminate and sexualised 
secular clergy: Jennifer Thibodeaux, The Manly Priest: Clerical Celibacy, Masculinity and 
Reform in England and Normandy 1066-1300 (Philadelphia, 2015) pp. 10, 15-26, passim. For 
more see Hugh M. Thomas, The Secular Clergy in England, 1066-1216, (Oxford, 2015). 
91 HN, III. v. pp. 104-105, 206-207. 
92 Biblia sacra, Exodus, 18.25; Proverbs, 13:16; 14:15; 15:5; 27:12. 
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activities and better at instructing knights in hauberks than clerics in their 

vestments, which calls into question his ability in such a position.93 Similarly, he 

describes Tancard, prior of Fécamp who succeeded Gontard to the position of 

abbot of Jumièges, as a man as fierce as a lion (ferus ut leo).94 Chibnall notes 

that Tancard’s appointment caused considerable controversy and, though we 

know little about the cause, this may have been Orderic’s way of implying that 

Tancard’s attitude was to blame, making him unsuitable for the role.95 Another 

less-than-peaceful monk Orderic names is Ralph ‘ill-tonsured (Mala-corona)’ 

who, while being a learned and widely-read scholar, was exceptionally fond of 

the battlefield and often proved himself as capable in arms (bellico).96 Orderic 

was expressing his doubts about questionable behaviour in these examples. 

His audience included many knights who had taken religious vows and Orderic 

doubtless aimed to demonstrate that, as ‘new men’, the military activities they 

had engaged in as worldly laymen, alongside the form of masculinity they had 

cultivated, were no longer suitable.97 Religious men who were too fierce or fond 

of military activity could hardly effectively conduct themselves in their offices as 

members of the church. 

 When describing women Orderic is often more scornful. He describes 

how after the conquest of England several Norman women threatened to marry 

other men if their husbands did not return to Normandy immediately. While 

these loyal and vigorous fighting men (strenuique pugiles) feared that 

abandoning their king during a time of rebellion would brand them as 

treacherous cowards, some of the barons acceded to the ultimatum. As such, 

Orderic notes disapprovingly how these men lost all of their land in England 

thanks to the lust of their wives.98 As Pauline Stafford has pointed out, Orderic 

blames these women in order to excuse the ignobility of those who abandon 

their king.99 The parallels with Eve’s seduction of Adam into sin are obvious and 

in this passage the Norman nobility are divided across gender lines rather than 

                                            
 

93 HE, VI. viii. pp. 278-279. 
94 HN, II. iv. pp. 294-295. 
95 Ibid. p. 294. n. 2. 
96 HN, II. iii. pp. 74-77. 
97 For more on the monastic ‘New Man’ model, ascetic manliness (as opposed to lay manliness) 
and Orderic see Thibodeaux, The Manly Priest, pp. 21-26. 
98 HN, II. iv. pp. 220-221. 
99 Pauline Stafford, ‘Women and the Norman Conquest’, Transactions of the Royal Historical 
Society 4, (1994), 248. 
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grouped by their shared ethnicity. The barons are noble and vigorous because 

they are members of a male warrior elite who wish to function according to their 

duty to their king, rather than their wives, who are sinfully lustful.  

There are several other sinful women in Orderic’s work. He describes 

Mabel of Montgomery as cunning, garrulous and excessively cruel (callida et 

loquax nimiumque crudelis) in the HE and as excessively cruel and audacious 

(nimiumque crudelis et audax) in the GND, in a manner quite similar to Dudo’s 

description of Hasting and Orosius’ description of the murderous Olympias.100 

Along with her husband Roger, Mabel also cunningly (callidus) flatters Duke 

William, inciting him to angrily accuse and punish several patrons of Saint-

Évroult, including the abbot Robert.101 As shown by Thompson and Roach, 

Orderic casts Mabel and the Bellêmes as enemies of the patrons of Saint-

Évroult and felt that being murdered after taking a bath was a fitting end for 

such an evil woman.102 Stafford notes how Mabel’s active role in protecting her 

families’ inheritance disturbed the gendered expectations of monks like Orderic 

and their accounts of such women are laced with their anxieties about asserting 

clear gender boundaries.103 Similarly, Orderic blames Robert Guiscard’s death 

on his wife, Sichelgaita, who apparently poisoned her stepson Bohemond out of 

jealousy. When the shrewd (callidus) Robert threatened her with death should 

                                            
 

100 HE, II. iii. pp. 48-49; GND, II. pp. 118-119; Dudo describes Hasting as ferox nimium crudelis 
et atrox, and audax, which in turn is taken from the Carmen de Sancto Cassiano and is similar 
to Jordanes’ description of Atilla the Hun: HN, p. 130; Carmen de sancto Cassiano, p. 183, line 
81; Jordanes, xxxvi. 186. Orosius says that Olympias engineered the deaths of many leading 
men with ‘a woman’s audacity (audacia)’: Orosius, III. 23.31. 
101 HE, II. iii. pp. 90-91. 
102 Thompson, ‘Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Bellême’, 133-141; Roach, ‘Orderic Vitalis and the 
First Crusade’, 14-16. The bath-related murder is similar to Agamemnon’s murder by 
Clytemnestra in the Oresteia. Though the gender roles are reversed Clytemnestra is also 
presented as a violent woman who is later punished by her son Orestes with death. Amelia R. 
Brown has suggested that the Oresteia was possibly known to Augustine and Neil Strevett 
suggests that William of Malmesbury knew sections of Euripides’ Phoenician Women through 
Suetonius and Cicero and was familiar with the oedipal myth. Certainly, Trojan history and the 
figure of Agamemnon were well known to medieval authors and it is possible that the Oresteia 
story was also transmitted piecemeal: Amelia R. Brown, ‘Performance and Reception of Greek 
Tragedy in the Early Medieval Mediterranean’, in Intercultural Transmission in the Medieval 
Mediterranean, eds. Stephanie L. Hathaway ad David W. Kim, (London, 2012), pp. 146-162, 
152; Neil Strevett, The Anglo-Norman aristocracy under divided Lordship, 1087-1106: a social 
and political study, PhD thesis, University of Glasgow, (2005), pp. 24-26. 
103 Stafford, ‘Women and the Norman Conquest’, 230, 246-248; with this in mind Orderic’s 
description of Mabel’s daughters as pious and good and her sons as cunning, warlike and 
perfidious (callidi uel militares seu perfidi) suggests that he felt her daughters adopted more 
suitable gender roles while her sons were worse for having a mother who did not: GND, II. pp. 
118-119. Conversely, Chibnall argued that Orderic’s stereotypical references to certain women 
are anomalous: Chibnall, ‘Women in Orderic Vitalis’, 108-111, 116. 
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Bohemond die, the changeable and clever (uersipellis et ingeniosus) 

Sichelgaita cruelly administered poison to her husband and fled. Thus, Orderic 

laments, the great and most vigorous (maximus ac strenuissimus) Norman 

leader was brought low by a woman’s treachery (dolus). Orderic also evokes 

Genesis by saying that Guiscard was struck down, not by military might, but by 

the envy of a woman, as Adam was also driven from Paradise.104 Orderic uses 

this story to support the rights of Bohemond, the eldest of Robert’s sons from 

another marriage, over those of Sichelgaita’s son, Roger Borsa.105 

However, Orderic does not treat all women with such vitriol; some who 

occupy notably masculine roles are praised for their military virtues. When 

Robert Bordet of Cullei, who had recently acquired Tarragona, travelled to 

Rome and Normandy to find soldiers, his wife, Sibyl, daughter of William la 

Chèvre, took charge of the city. Orderic describes how, at night, she donned a 

hauberk like a soldier and sleeplessly patrolled the walls, keeping the garrison 

alert for enemy plots. Orderic further praises her loyalty, love and duty in 

watching over God’s people with such sleepless care.106 As Leonie Hicks points 

out, Sibyl behaved like any military commander counselling their troops and 

operated in a virtuous manner that Orderic deemed to be entirely appropriate 

for a woman of her position.107 Malaterra similarly describes how Count Roger 

of Sicily’s wife, Judith d'Évreux, took charge of the defense of Troina with vigour 

(strenuitas).108 Both Sibyl and Judith were taking on traditionally masculine roles 

in defending their city and as such their masculine bravery and vigour in these 

circumstances are considered appropriate but they also operated as agents of 

their social class working for the good of their family and position.109 

                                            
 

104 HE, IV. vii. pp. 28-39; this account of poisoning is repeated by William of Malmesbury (GRA, 
iii. pp. 484-485) but was most likely a rumour. It takes a decidedly different tone to William of 
Apulia’s account of Robert’s death, where Sichelgaita mourned the loss of Robert as both her 
husband and the leader of the Normans: GRW, V. pp. 252-254. ll. 301-322, particularly 314-
315. 
105 Orderic admired Bohemond as figure of great strenuitas and like Achilles and Roland: HE, 
IV. vii. pp. 36-37. 
106 HN, VI. xiii. pp. 402-405. 
107 Leonie V. Hicks, A Short History of the Normans, (London, 2016) p. 187; ‘Magnificent 
Entrances and Undignified Exits’, 60. See also Searle, 'Emma the Conqueror’, pp. 281-8. 
108 Malaterra, II. xxxi. p. 41. 
109 For more on noble women as active members of their family unit and engagement with the 
male military ethos that surrounded their class see: Searle, 'Emma the Conqueror’, pp. 281-8; 
Chibnall, ‘Women in Orderic Vitalis’, 105-121; Skinner, ‘Sikelgaita of Salerno’, 622-641; Hicks, 
‘Magnificent Entrances and Undignified Exits’, 52-69. 
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Orderic’s somewhat paradoxical delight and discomfort about women who 

contravene their usual social position is also evident in his description of the 

enmity between Countess Helwise, wife to William count of Évreux, and Isabel 

de Conches, the wife of Ralph of Tosny. Orderic states how the rivalry and pride 

of these two women caused a civil war to break out between their husbands. 

Orderic describes them as being notably different in character: Helwise was 

clever and persuasive, yet savage (atrox) and grasping; Isabel was generous, 

bold (audax) and light-hearted. Orderic claims that Isabel, armed as a knight 

and riding among them, showed no less boldness (audacia) than Camilla 

among the troops of King Turnus in Virgil’s Aeneid. He also compares her to 

various warlike (bellatrices) Amazon queens such as Lampeto and Hippolyta.110 

However, while he praises her character individually, Orderic blames the conflict 

on both of the women stating that, being persuasive, high-spirited and beautiful, 

they dominated their husbands and oppressed their vassals.111 While Orderic 

admires Isabel’s spirit, he admonishes both women for their role in the conflict 

and their husbands for allowing themselves to be dominated. However, Isabel’s 

involvement in military practice is not the aspect that causes Orderic discomfort. 

Donning armour symbolises both Sybil and Isabel’s adoption of traditionally 

male military roles but is considered perfectly acceptable due to Sybil’s role as 

defender of God’s people and Isabel’s likeness to mythic warrior women; 

certainly, the Amazon is a stereotype in its own right that numerous medieval 

writers engaged with.112 Orderic’s prejudices against numerous women as 

reckless ‘new Eves’ are apparent, but he evidently both accepted that noble 

women could act outside of their gendered roles and praised some of them for 

doing so. However, it was their gendered identity that brought these women 

under scrutiny, not their ethnic identity. Women in the Middle Ages involving 

themselves in military matters by donning armour were naturally perceived as 

having taken on masculine traits.113 In fact, of the women discussed here, those 

who most noticeably become masculine are the least criticised by Orderic. 

While the women who are clever and cunning are presented as evil and Eve-

like, the women who are brave and warlike are presented as noble protectors 
                                            
 

110 HE, IV. viii. pp. 212-215; Camilla appears regularly within Book XI of Virgil’s Aeneid. 
111 Ibid. 
112 For example, Jordanes, vii. 49. 
113 As Natasha Hodgson notes, in a sence they had to transcend their gender to maintain a 
position of authority: ‘Normans and Competing Masculinities on Crusade’, p. 199. 
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and Amazons. The differences between them are not dictated by their ethnicity 

but by their femininity and their abilities wielding authority and influence as 

members of the social elite.114 

Medieval gendered, social and ethnic identities were relational and 

constructed alongside established narrative topoi familiar to authors like 

Orderic. That is not to say that women and members of the clergy did not have 

a sense of their own ethnic identity nor that Orderic did not recognise these 

identities.115 On the contrary, Orderic’s understanding of social, gendered and 

ethnic identities (and the understanding of medieval society as a whole) were all 

bound up together, constructed alongside one another and based on a myriad 

of textual and cultural influences. These could be, and often were, inconsistent, 

mutable and conflicting, intersecting with numerous factors such as authority, 

social position, association with an institution, marriage and family. As such, 

one should not presume that a single element of identity, and the language that 

informed and reinforced it, was automatically given precedence.116 Thus, it is 

difficult to associate fierce clergymen and warlike women with the descriptions 

of the Norman gens as a warlike and fierce one, because there are other 

concerns that muddy the waters. If clergymen who are fierce are being critiqued 

for their unsuitability and women criticised for reckless dominance, or praised 

for manfully going above and beyond their normal social role, Orderic is not 

implying, consciously or otherwise, that their character is such because of their 

ethnicity. There is very little in these accounts to suggest that Orderic felt their 

Norman attitude was shining through, rather they were notable figures with 

                                            
 

114 The topic of women and status is a broader one than can adequately be addressed here. For 
more see: Searle, 'Emma the Conqueror’, pp. 281-288; Chibnall, ‘Women in Orderic Vitalis’, 
105-121; Elisabeth van Houts, Memory and Gender in Medieval Europe, (Basingstoke, 1999); 
van Houts, ‘Countess Gunnor of Normandy’, 7-24; van Houts, ‘Intermarriage in Eleventh-
Century England’ in Normandy and its Neighbours, 900–1250: Essays for David Bates, ed. by 
D. Crouch and K. Thompson (Turnhout, 2011), pp. 237-270; Skinner, ‘Sikelgaita of Salerno’, 
622-641; Hicks, ‘Magnificent Entrances and Undignified Exits’, 52-69. 
115 Orderic’s use of the term angligena to describe himself demonstrates that he had a clear 
sense of his ethnic identity: Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 176. 
116 The work of Catherine Heygate on marriages between individuals of different ethnicities in 
southern Italy demonstrates that the relationship between gendered and ethnic identities, and 
the function of intermarriage, was more malleable than previously thought: ‘Marriage Strategies 
among the Normans of Southern Italy in the Eleventh Century’, in Norman Expansion: 
Connections, Continuities and Contrasts, ed. by K.J. Stringer and A. Jotischky (Farnham: 
Ashgate, 2013), pp. 165–186. This opens up interesting avenues in understanding the 
presentation of medieval ethnicities in gendered terms, though the situation in England appears 
to have been quite different: van Houts, ‘Intermarriage in Eleventh-Century England’, pp. 237-
270. 
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enough of a connection to Orderic and his monastery and of a significant 

enough interest to have a place in his history. That interest is born out of their 

unusual behaviour regarding their social roles and not out of a shared and 

inescapable ethnic nature. The lack of a clear ethnic dimension shows that 

Normanitas in the HE did not successfully permeate gender or occupation; 

without these two large sections of society it is difficult to argue that Normanitas 

can really be considered representative of a Norman ethnic identity. 

 

Other peoples 
As we have seen in previous chapters, authors of Norman history did not 

exclusively use the terms associated with Normanitas in modern scholarship to 

describe the Normans. Orderic was no exception to this but was more willing 

than many to describe the enemies of the Normans in positive terms than 

earlier Norman authors like Dudo. Much like in his GND, Orderic singled out 

King Harold with this rhetoric, lauding his boldness (audacia) on a couple of 

occasions, though admitting that he lacked honour.117 He expands upon his 

account of Harold’s relatives attempting to dissuade him from fighting against 

William, claiming that his mother Gytha and brother Gyrth warned him of the 

danger of perjury. For Orderic, Harold’s actions in breaking his oath were justly 

punished by his death at Hastings; he repeats again how Gyrth, who had taken 

no oath, could, therefore, boldly (audacter) resist William.118 However, this does 

not disqualify Harold as a virtuous king, rather he is a figure with excellent 

leadership qualities as well as flaws. 

 Orderic uses the traits of boldness, vigour and cunning to describe 

various other English, Lombard and Greek leaders. He relates how the cunning 

(callidus) Tostig acquired the king of Norway’s help in avenging his exile by 

Harold and Earl Waltheof, whom Orderic says was exceptional for his 

generosity and courage (audacia).119 He further describes two Lombards in 

terms also used by Paul the Deacon of his Lombard subjects: the vigorous 

                                            
 

117 HE, II. iii. pp. 136-137, 170-173; Harold’s flaws may also be linked to his father’s. In the GND 
Orderic adds to William of Jumièges’ description of earl Godwin as being like Judas by calling 
him fierce (ferox), violent and corrupt. Godwin’s betrayal of King Edward and blinding of Alfred 
Ætheling doubtless inspired these pejorative accounts and Orderic perhaps felt this dishonour 
had passed to Harold: GND, II. pp. 106-109.  
118 HE, II. iii. pp. 170-173. 
119 Ibid. iii. pp. 144-145, iv. pp. 320-321. 
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(strenuus) Duke Grimwald of Benevento and the bold (audax) King Luitprand.120 

Emperor Alexius of Constantinople, an enemy of the Normans in southern Italy, 

is described as a brave and illustrious warrior (bellator fortis et magnanimous) 

who ruled vigorously (strenue) for thirty years.121 The animosity between 

Norman rulers and English or Greek rulers did not automatically encourage 

Orderic to present these other figures in a negative way. Dudo, by comparison, 

made a concerted effort to demonise many of the Franks to emphasise Norman 

virtue. We have seen how Orderic recognised an ambivalence in Norman 

nature and the importance of capable rulership, which he perceived in these 

other leaders as well.  

 Orderic also employs recognisable rhetoric concerning boldness, military 

ability and ferocity, often associated with barbaric gentes in classical and early 

medieval texts, for other gentes. It is unsurprising that the English hold a 

position of some importance in Orderic’s work, due to his dual ethnicity. Orderic 

details how, after the Norman Conquest, a number of the exiled English bravely 

(audacter) offered their military service to Emperor Alexius.122 Orderic includes 

several accounts concerning various rebellions against Norman rule in Britain 

where the English, often along with the Welsh, are described using familiar 

terms. For example, in spite of the bold (audax) and warlike (bellicosus) Angli, 

the Normans’ use of castles ensures the end of a rebellion of the English and 

Welsh.123 Another rebellion began when the Welsh and the men of Chester 

besieged Shrewsbury, assisted by the warlike (bellicosus) Edric the Wild and 

other fierce (ferox) Angli.124 Orderic tells us that, while King William made for 

Shrewsbury to retaliate, his army feared the terrible ferocity (ferocia) of the 

enemy.125 William of Poitiers, building on classical Roman ideas concerning 

barbaric peoples, had described the ancestors of the English, the Saxons, as 

the fiercest (ferocissimus) of men.126 Orderic, though he had far less pejorative 

views on the English, similarly demonstrates their ferocity alongside their 

                                            
 

120 HN, III. v. pp. 64-65, 74-75. 
121 HN, IV. vii. pp. 14-15; compare this and above to Historia langobardorum, I. 24, 27; IV. 51; V. 
16, 33; VI. 17, 26. 
122 Orderic turns this around to note the strength of the Normans by stating Alexius welcomed 
their help because the Normans were too powerful for the Greeks to fight alone: HE, II. iv. pp. 
202-203. 
123 HE, II. iv. pp. 215-219. 
124 Ibid. pp. 228-229. 
125 Ibid. pp. 234-237. 
126 GG, pp. 138-139. 
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boldness and warlike ability, likely building on similar classical models indirectly, 

though also echoing descriptions of the Maccabees in the Vulgate.127 

Orderic also describes how in the marches of William’s new kingdom the 

unbridled (effrenis) inhabitants were still fierce (ferox) and proud, only obeying 

the English kings when it suited their needs, a statement which includes the 

Welsh and the Scottish.128 This is not dissimilar to Bede’s descriptions of the 

Britons, the Irish and the Picts, whom he calls saevus and ferox.129 The Welsh 

are often cast as rebels in the HE and regularly join forces with others who rebel 

against the Anglo-Norman kings.130 Orderic also presents them as militarily 

capable. At the battle of Lincoln the Bretons, Flemings and several 

distinguished Norman and English knights flee from the frenzied (vesanus) mob 

of Welshmen, though King Stephen fought on.131 As R.R. Davies has shown, 

the Welsh had a strong sense of identity as Britons and Hugh Pryce has 

demonstrated that the twelfth century saw the ethnonyms used to describe the 

Welsh developing from Britones to Guali; authors like Orderic in the middle of 

this change expressed an awareness of this by using both.132 Orderic also 

describes them on occasion as extraneus and exheredatus, further cementing 

his perception of an ethnically separate Welsh gens but also likening them to 

barbarian peoples as physically and conceptually external.133 Bede had 

presented the Britons as a sinful people whose subjugation by the English was 

akin to the Jews being overtaken by Christianity.134 As such, having copied 

Bede’s historical text and also concerned with the punishment of sin, Orderic 

presented the Britons of his own time as external and wild. 

 The English as well as the Welsh are evidently made out to be distinct 

from the Normans in the HE, often playing the part of either noble or wild rebels. 

However, they demonstrate ferocity, warlike ability and boldness in the same 
                                            
 

127 Biblia sacra, 1 Maccabees, 4:35. 
128 HE, II. iv. pp. 210-211. 
129 Bede, I. 12; III. 2; it also follows familiar patterns set down by Isidore of the wildness of 
people in remote areas: Etymologiae, IX. 2. 97, 105. 
130 For example they join forces with the Scots and the English in a plot against King Stephen in 
1137: HE, VI. xiii. pp. 494-495. 
131 Ibid. pp. 542-543; the flight of the Bretons and Flemish is similar to the Breton auxiliaries 
causing a large retreat at Hastings according to William of Poitiers: GG, pp. 128-129. 
132 R.R. Davies, The Age of Conquest, 1063-1415, (Oxford, 2000) pp. 15-20; HE, II. iv. pp. 260-
263; H. Pryce, ‘British or Welsh? National Identity in Twelfth-Century Wales’, English Historical 
Review 116, (2001), 775-801, particularly 793-794. 
133 HE, VI. xi. pp. 20-21, 540-541. 
134 R.W. Hanning, The Vision of History in Early Britain, (New York, 1966), pp. 70-83; W. Trent 
Foley & Nicholas J. Higham, ‘Bede on the Britons’, Early Medieval Europe 17, (2009), 155-185. 
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manner as the Normans in the HN and the GND. These qualities had been 

associated with various gentes with barbaric backgrounds by classical authors, 

early medieval authors and some authors of Norman history. Historical texts by 

Bede, Paul the Deacon and William of Poitiers, along with the Biblical histories, 

had a marked influence on Orderic and each of them described barbaric 

peoples like the Lombards and the English in the same terms. However, 

Orderic’s HE did not follow the model of improvement from the origines 

gentium, to which Bede and Paul’s texts belonged, but described these peoples 

as he perceived them to be in his own time. For Orderic, the various conflicts in 

Britain that he reports were hotbeds for the excesses of war and these traits 

were naturally demonstrated by the various gentes that were involved because 

of their wild and warlike heritages and roles as conquerors, rebels and military 

male aristocrats. 

Orderic also places certain non-Norman individuals, such as Alexius and 

Harold, within the heroic space populated by capable military warrior elites and 

using the same terms employed to describe Norman figures. We have seen 

how Orderic’s understanding of terms like audacia, strenuitas and calliditas was 

based on biblical, early medieval and classical frameworks of praising heroic 

figures and evidently these figures could have various ethnic backgrounds. In 

writing Norman history Orderic’s subject, like his predecessors, was of course 

the male military nobility and the terms he used were employed to describe a 

male military identity. As such, these terms were applicable to both Norman and 

non-Norman figures. When it came to describing other members of society, 

however, these terms were employed within certain contexts informed by other 

identities, whether religious or gendered. Thus, the terms that have been 

considered the building blocks of Normanitas describe numerous identities that 

overlap and clash in medieval historical writing. They can be and are used for 

describing the general nature of gentes, but they are also employed to describe 

military leaders, both excellent and poor religious figures, and women who 

assume masculine roles both negatively and positively. If we accept the use of 

these terms regarding religious men and women as being informed by various 

contexts of other identities, religious and gendered, then perhaps we should 

also accept that their use for male military nobles was bound up in their role and 

identity as aristocratic warriors, not as specifically ethnic traits. Orderic presents 

a notably different stance on the concept of Norman ethnic identity 
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demonstrating that the ingredients of Normanitas continued to be used 

inconsistently, were based on and adapted from older models, and primarily 

concerned with masculine warrior behaviour. While his GND followed patterns 

laid out in the eleventh century, with some quirkier additions, Orderic’s HE was 

an independent and relatively isolated text, though by no means insignificant. 

As we shall see, Robert of Torigni’s work, namely his Chronica, enjoyed more 

widespread fame and provides an alternative perspective on identities in 

twelfth-century Normandy.  

 

Robert of Torigni, the GND and Chronica 
Robert (c.1100-1186) was a Norman from the town of Torigni-sur-Vire who 

entered the monastic life at Le Bec-Hellouin in 1128, during the abbacy of Boso 

(1124-1136).135 When Prior Roger of Bailleul became abbot of Bec in 1149, 

Robert was promoted to the position of prior and, on the 27 May 1154, he was 

elected abbot of Mont-Saint-Michel. Throughout his career he was involved in 

writing history, including redacting the GND and writing his Chronica, a 

continuation of Sigebert of Gembloux’s Chronicon sive Chronographia; he was 

also responsible for the annals of Mont-Saint-Michel for the years 1135-1173, 

and probably for those of Bec previously. In conducting his duties as abbot of 

Mont-Saint-Michel, Robert visited various properties owned by the monastery in 

Jersey, Guernsey and the South West of England; he also travelled throughout 

Normandy and likely into France. His involvement in the world outside the 

cloister for both monasteries brought him into contact with royal figures and the 

court on several occasions, particularly at Mont-Saint-Michel, which had long 

been favoured by the dukes of Normandy.136  

Precisely what inspired Robert’s writing career is unknown, though he 

voices a familiar reason for writing history, the imitation of good deeds and the 

avoidance of wicked deeds done by those of the past.137 Robert, having 

                                            
 

135 Chronica, p. x; A.A. Porée, Histoire de l’Abbaye du Bec, (Évreux, 1901), i. p. 633; Margaret 
Gibson, ‘History at Bec in the twelfth century’, in The Writing of History in the Middle Ages: 
Essays Presented to Richard William Southern, eds. R.H.C. Davis & J.M. Wallace-Hadrill, 
(Oxford, 1981), pp. 167-186, 176. 
136 For more detail on Robert see: L. Delisle, Chronique de Robert de Torigni, 2 Vols., (Rouen, 
1872-3), II. pp. i-xix; Chronica, pp. vii-xix; GND, pp. lxxvii-lxxix. 
137 Chronica, Prologus, p. 61; this sentiment is also expressed by Bede: Bede, Preface, pp. 2-3 
as Jean Dunbabin points out Old Testament history was also understood as didactic: Dunbabin, 
‘Maccabees as Exemplars’, p. 36. 
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become involved in the writing of the annals of Bec, may have decided to redact 

the GND and continue Sigebert’s chronicle due to an interest in history and a 

desire to record contemporary events. Margaret Gibson argues that Robert was 

most interested in continuing the work of the successive histories by Eusebius, 

Jerome, Prosper of Aquitaine and Sigebert, what he referred to as 

‘chronography (chronographia)’.138 Van Houts suggests that the initiative for the 

GND came from Empress Matilda, since Robert makes such a concerted effort 

to emphasise her legitimacy.139 Monks interested in history at the institutions of 

Bec, Mont-Saint-Michel and beyond surely made up the core of Robert’s 

audience but the importance of both Bec and Mont-Saint-Michel as centres of 

religious and political life also allowed for the opportunity for the Norman nobility 

to encounter his work. 

Robert’s redaction of the GND (F) was to become the most widely 

disseminated but it was not necessarily the most well known in the twelfth 

century. Only five witnesses survive from the period, distributed in Normandy 

and England, in comparison to twenty-three in total that survive today. Robert’s 

autograph survives, written during the period 1139-1159 by several scribes 

under Robert’s orders.140 Of the other twelfth-century witnesses, one was 

copied at Jumièges, one possibly at Fécamp, and another likely somewhere in 

Normandy, with the last being mentioned in the late twelfth-century library 

catalogue of Reading Abbey. Another was made in England around the turn of 

the century.141 By contrast, five or six copies of Orderic’s version (E), two of the 

original version (C), and seven witnesses from the various anonymous 

redactions (A, B and D) survive from the twelfth century. Orderic’s and Robert’s, 

apparently the most popular but only by a slim margin, appear to have appealed 

to different audiences since Orderic’s found popularity in France while Robert’s 

made its way to England. 

 Robert based his text on Orderic’s version, rather than William of 

Jumièges’, commissioning a group of scribes to copy Orderic’s final corrected 

text. During the copying process these scribes, no doubt under instruction, left 

blank spaces where Robert intended to add to Orderic’s account and Robert 
                                            
 

138 Gibson, ‘History at Bec in the twelfth century’, p. 175. 
139 Van Houts also puts forward the possibility that Abbot Boso of Le Bec could have suggested 
Robert embark on the work: GND, I. pp. lxxxiii-lxxxiv, lxxxvii-lxxxviii. 
140 It is unfortunately incomplete: GND, I. cix-cx, cxxvii. 
141 Ibid. I. pp. cx-cxiii, cxiv; for the remaining witnesses see pp. cxi-cxii, cxiv-cxix.  
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also included an eighth book on the reign of Henry I.142 Unlike Orderic, he 

greatly altered the early books of the GND by inserting passages from the HN 

that had been edited out by William of Jumièges, likely because, as van Houts 

suggests, he simply wanted to provide a comprehensive historical account.143 

At rarer intervals Robert also took information from William of Poitiers’ GG and 

mentions the work alongside that of Guy bishop of Amiens, namely the Carmen, 

in a chapter inserted into book seven.144 While Robert adapted Orderic’s GND, 

his redaction was more in keeping with the gens Normannorum literary tradition 

and he was quite willing to let this material inform his presentation of Norman 

identity. However, his outlook in his Chronica was rather different. 

 The Chronica was widely disseminated in the twelfth century, 

predominantly in Normandy but also in England. Eighteen witnesses survive 

today, six or seven of which date from the second half of the twelfth century. 

Four of these were Norman and originated in Fécamp, Jumièges, Mont-Saint-

Michel and Savigny. Two were English in origin, one from Reading Abbey and 

the other possibly from Shropshire.145 One witness dates from either the late 

twelfth or early thirteenth century and, as Pohl has recently demonstrated, was 

also copied at Mont-Saint-Michel.146 Robert appears to have worked on the 

years 1100-1150 of the Chronica at Bec and, after his transfer to Mont-Saint-

Michel in 1154, continued with the work until soon before his death in 1186. It is 

likely that Robert borrowed his autograph from Bec when he moved to Mont-

Saint-Michel as another copy from the monastery there contains sections that 

appear to have been written by Robert himself up until his death.147 

Robert used a sizeable number of sources for information and their 

influence is apparent in both his redaction of the GND and the Chronica. In the 

late nineteenth century, Delisle and Howlett identified a number of Robert’s key 

sources including several vitae, such as Eadmer’s Vita Anselmi, annals, 

                                            
 

142 While modern historians refer to the GND as having eight books, Robert himself considered 
book eight to be book seven after combining the first and second books: ibid. pp. lxxx, lxxxiii-xc, 
cxxvi.  
143 Ibid. pp. lxxx-lxxxi. 
144 GND, II. pp. 192-193; I. p. lxxxviii. 
145 For a survey of the manuscripts see: Delisle, Chronique I. pp. iii-liv, 96; Chronica, pp. xliii-lxv. 
146 Benjamin Pohl, ‘The Date and Context of Robert of Torigni’s Chronica in London, British 
Library, Cotton MS. Domitian A. VIII, ff. 71r-94v’, The Electronic British Library Journal 2016.1, 
(2016), 1-18.  
147 A continuation known as the Continuatio Beccensis was made by a monk at Bec who added 
to the chronicle after Robert had departed: Chronica, pp. xliii-lxv. 
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including the Annales Rothomagensis and the Annales Beccenses, and 

histories such as that by Bede.148 Furthermore, Robert evidently had a greater 

awareness of the various texts from the gens Normannorum historic tradition 

than many of his contemporaries. As van Houts points out, Robert evidently had 

access to both the HN and an early version of the GND, which he used for 

comparison when putting together his GND, because he reinserted passages 

from both into his own redaction, sometimes replacing Orderic’s additions.149 

She also argues that borrowings from William of Poitiers about the links 

between the monks of Bec and the royal family were similar enough to confirm 

that he had read the GG.150 Robert also added information from William of 

Apulia’s Gesta Roberti Wiscardi about Robert Guiscard to the seventh book of 

the GND, a passage also included in his Chronica. Of the two known 

manuscripts of the Gesta Roberti Wiscardi one was made at Mont-Saint-Michel 

while the other, now lost, was found in Bec; Robert, who copied many 

manuscripts belonging to Bec for Mont-Saint-Michel, may have had a hand in 

the transfer.151 Robert was of course very familiar with Orderic’s GND and 

possibly knew his HE, though no direct borrowings have been identified.152 He 

also made use of a short history of Normandy and England written c.1114-1120 

by an anonymous monk from Battle Abbey known as the Brevis Relatio de 

Guillelmo nobilissimo comite Normannorum.153 These varied strands of Norman 

historiography inspired a GND that emphasized the heritage of the Normans, 

the excellent rulership of Henry I and the rights of the Empress Matilda. 

While some of these influences played a part in the shaping of Robert’s 

Chronica, many of the Norman texts were sidelined in favour of several 

contemporary chronicles and histories from outside of Normandy, in France and 

                                            
 

148 For a list see Chronica, pp. xxiv-xxv. 
149 GND, I. pp. lxxx-lxxxi. 
150 GND, I. p. lxxxviii. 
151 GRW, p. 74; II. pp. 154-6, ll.416-44; IV. pp. 205-235, ll.416-44; GND, I. pp. lxxxii-lxxxiii, II. pp. 
190-191; Chronica, pp. xxviii-xxix, 116. n. 2. 
152 HE, I. pp. 113-115; van Houts suggests that he may have had an opportunity to consult the 
HE but took notes rather than transcribing the text: GND, p. lxxxvi. 
153 Van Houts has demonstrated that the author was almost certainly a Norman concerned with 
affairs in Normandy far above those in England, making the text notably separate from English 
literary tradition. The Brevis Relatio is very brief and contains few useful examples; hence it 
does not recieve significant attention here. However, I have made some comparisons with the 
text in this chapter where appropriate: ‘The Brevis Relatio de Guillelmo nobilissimo comite 
Normannorum, Written by a monk of Battle Abbey, edited with an historical commentary’, ed. & 
trans. Elisabeth van Houts, Royal Historical Society Camden Fifth Series 10, (1997), 5-48, 5-24, 
the text can be found on pages 25-48. 
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England. Robert relied heavily on Sigebert of Gembloux’s Chronicon sive 

Chronographia as the basis for his Chronica, but also used Fulcher of Chartres’ 

Historia Hierosolymitana and Baudri of Bourgueil’s Historia Ierosolimitana.154 

Robert also had a debt to Henry of Huntingdon, which he highlighted himself by 

stating that his Chronica was based on his own history of King Henry I (the final 

book in Robert’s GND) and Henry’s Historia Anglorum.155 Henry had visited 

Robert in Bec in 1139 and furnished him with a version of his Historia Anglorum, 

which Robert used extensively, copying many passages verbatim in his 

Chronica: Monique Peyrafort-Huin suggests Robert owed much of his 

knowledge about the reign of Henry I to Henry.156 Robert, in putting together a 

rather more sober chronicle, based on these more diverse historical texts, was 

to abandon the majority of the Norman-centric identity rhetoric of the GND, 

focusing instead on inserting basic information about the Norman dukes into 

Sigebert’s account and expanding upon the reigns of Stephen and Henry II. As 

such, Robert’s two historical works present very different attitudes to the writing 

of Norman history that suggest that, for Robert at least, Norman ethnic identity 

was purely a textual phenomenon. 

 

Robert of Torigni’s GND: reviving Dudo for a superior history 
Robert of Torigni expanded the GND significantly, bringing the events described 

within up to date in an eighth book and inserting excerpts from Dudo’s HN. 

These excerpts are essentially identical to the HN and it is worthwhile taking 

note of Robert’s quotations of Dudo to better understand how Robert himself 

understood the terms and what he deemed significant.157 The majority of 

excerpts from the HN added to the GND by Robert were in the first two books 

and Robert copied the opening of the first book of the HN almost verbatim. In 

this large excerpt, Robert repeated Dudo’s description of the warlike 

(bellicosus), fierce and barbaric (fere gentes et barbare) peoples near the 

Danube, including the Normans.158 Where William of Jumièges had greatly 

                                            
 

154 Chronica, pp. xxiv-xxv; GND, pp. lxxxiv-lxxxv. 
155 Chronica, Prologus, pp. 64-65. 
156 HA, pp. liv-lv; Monique Peyrafort-Huin, ‘Les Inventaires de Bibliothèques Normandes: un 
Dossier de Sources à Reprende’, L’Historiographie médiévale normande, pp. 41-66, 54. The 
Historia Anglorum was less influential on Robert’s GND, however, as it was mostly completed 
by 1138. 
157 For Dudo’s use of the terms see Chapter One. 
158 GND, I. pp. 12-13; HN, p. 129. 
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summarized Dudo’s text, Robert inserted eight passages from the HE’s second 

book which included Dudo’s account of how the fierce (effera) young men of 

Denmark drove Rollo and his brother Gurim out of the land, with only minor 

changes.159 The descriptions of Rollo and Gurim as vigorous in arms (armis 

strenuus) and informed in war (bellis edoctus); of Rollo’s audacia in resisting the 

English and boldly meeting King Æthelstan; and Æthelstan’s claim that the 

Danes were the most vigorously (strenue) trained in arms, were also part of this 

sizeable quotation.160  

The size of these quotations on Robert’s part suggest that he did not 

select these passages because of these particular terms, rather he lifted large 

portions of Dudo’s text to include more detailed information that William of 

Jumièges had cut or summarised. In one case, Robert inserted a smaller 

section of Dudo’s text where Rollo fiercely and cruelly (ferociter et crudeliter) 

devastated Francia, which William of Jumièges had reduced to a few lines 

about Rollo’s fury (rabies).161 However, again this passage included more 

information about exactly where Rollo had attacked, while William had only 

stated that he sent his armies ‘hither and thither’.162 Rather than attempting to 

reinforce the concept of Norman identity, it seems far more likely that Robert felt 

there were large lacunas in William’s narrative that required filling. This is 

supported by Robert’s use of these terms in his own words in the GND and his 

Chronica, where he is more concerned with the virtues and vices of particular 

individuals than Norman ethnic identity. For example, Robert described the 

most vigorous (strenuissimus) Richard of Brionne (c.1035 – 1090), also known 

as Fitz Gilbert, the grandson of Godfrey the illegitimate son of Duke Richard 

I.163 This was not a direct quote from the HN as Dudo only mentions Richard I’s 

four illegitimate children, not their progeny, and was dead by the time Richard 

de Brionne was active.164 Robert’s description of Richard is his own yet the 

common use of the term to describe capable members of the nobility is hardly 

surprising. 

                                            
 

159 GND, I. pp. 36-37; HN, p. 142. 
160 GND, I. pp. 34-35, 42-45; HN, pp. 141, 147 
161 GND, I. pp. 60-61; HN, pp. 160-161. 
162 GND, I. pp. 60-61. 
163 Ibid. pp. 130-131. 
164 HN, pp. 288-289; Andrew Wareham, Lords and Communities in Early Medieval East Anglia, 
(Woodbridge, 2005) p. 99; Christiansen, p.xii. 
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In one of the chapter headings Robert added to the first book, referring to 

the first passage of William’s work, he writes: ‘How the strength of the Franks, 

which had long been vigorous, changed, so that they were not capable of 

resisting the ferocity (feritas) of the heathens’165 William’s original passage does 

not here refer to the heathens as ferus, though it does refer to the Franks 

having previously shaken off Roman feritas and bowing their ‘brutal necks’ 

(ferinaque colla) to the lordship of kings.166 This is the closest Robert gets to 

describing the Normans as fierce but he here refers to them as pagani. As such, 

his meaning was likely more closely associated with the general concept of how 

the barbaric and pagan Other were wild and fierce, rather than reinforcing Dudo 

and William of Jumièges’ suggestions that they continued to be so. 

 The remaining examples, which can be found in Robert’s Book Eight, 

chronicle the positive aspects of particular heroic and exemplary individuals 

from among the Norman nobility. King Henry I is described as having ‘a fitting 

fierceness (feritas)’ and admirably dealing with both sufferers and evildoers, 

which is notably reminiscent of Dudo’s treatment of William Longsword and, 

albeit without the ferocity, Richard I.167 The same sentiment is expressed in the 

Brevis Relatio about Duke Robert I ‘the Magnificent’ of Normandy, who is ferus 

towards the proud but generous and merciful to the poor and the pious.168 

Comparing Henry to his brothers, Robert tells us that William Rufus was 

generous, but contemptuous of the Church, while Robert Curthose had a great 

reputation in warfare (bellicis), but was an ineffective ruler.169 It is evident that 

Robert was in agreement with Dudo about the virtues necessary for an effective 

leader and with Orderic that William and Robert had notable flaws. By 

comparison Henry is presented as wise, pious, just, generous and fierce. 

Robert evidently felt that ferocity and military ability were worthy attributes for 

the nobility to possess; his description of Ranulf, vicomte of Bayeux, as ‘in 

                                            
 

165 Quomodo fortitudo Francorum que diu uiguerat inmutata sit, unde et ipsi feritati paganorum 
minus resistere ualuerunt: GND, I, pp. 8-9. 
166 The feritas of the heathens is certainly implied by William, a fact made more apparent by his 
treatment of them elsewhere in the GND: ibid. pp. 10-11. 
167 GND, II. pp. 258-259; HN, pp. 184, 214; Duke Robert in William of Jumièges’ GND also 
shows useful ferocity when dealing with rebels: GND, II. pp. 46-49. 
168 Brevis Relatio, p. 25. 
169 GND, pp. 202-203. 
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rebus bellicis strenuus’ is another example of this.170 Since Robert does not 

himself directly associate these characteristics with the Norman gens, we 

cannot assume that he felt these individuals had these traits because they were 

Norman. Rather, they were fierce, warlike and vigorous because they were 

excellent military leaders and rulers. 

 Robert also includes elements of epic tradition that can be found in many 

of the gens Normannorum texts. In Book Seven he narrates how Richard I’s 

half-brother Rodulf came across a bear whilst hunting. Though his fellow 

hunters fled, the young Rodulf, seeing an opportunity to prove his probitas and 

fearing the shame of flight more than the beast’s ferocitas, valiantly slew the 

bear thanks to his inborn bravery (ingenitus fortis).171 Here we have another 

example of a Norman heroically defeating a terrible beast. Though it is perhaps 

not as incredible as throwing a lion over a wall, it retains a notably heroic style 

familiar to historical texts that imitated epic narrative styles. 

 To some degree Robert maintains the style of the eleventh-century 

Norman texts, particularly in describing the qualities of Norman leaders and 

rulers as being positively fierce, warlike and vigorous. However, when it comes 

to descriptions of the Norman gens, Robert’s language is only familiar when he 

is directly quoting from Dudo’s HN, or copying William of Jumièges’ original text. 

Otherwise, he is not inclined to discuss the character of the Norman people with 

any specificity. As we shall see in his Chronica, Robert did not place as much 

importance as Dudo, William of Jumièges, or even Orderic, on Norman identity, 

beyond repeating their language. His identification of the Normans as feritas in 

the heading he inserted into the work, when they are not described this way in 

the original passage, suggests that he was aware that William of Jumièges’ 

considered the Normans to be a wild people. However, this is not something 

that he repeats in his own words in the GND or in the Chronica. Rather, his use 

of the terms reflects an understanding of them as useful virtues or questionable 

vices characterising excellent or flawed aristocratic figures. 

 

                                            
 

170 Ibid. pp. 276-277; there is one example of negative ferocity in Robert’s description of Robert 
of Bellême, as a ‘fierce and inhuman man (homo ferox et mentis inhumane)’. Robert, as a 
staunch royalist, casts the rebellious Bellêmes in a negative light in the same manner that 
Orderic often had: pp. 206-207. 
171 Ibid. pp. 174-175; Geoffrey Malaterra includes a similar account about Tancred de Hauteville 
slaying a wild boar whilst partaking in a hunt: Malaterra, I. xl. p. 25. 
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Robert of Torigni’s Chronica: constructing a chronicle 
In the Chronica Robert often singles out the Anglo-Norman and Angevin Kings 

of England with praiseworthy rhetoric that employs significant terms of 

description. In his epitaph on the death of King Henry I in 1135, Robert repeats 

the sentiment that he was fierce when appropriate (feritas decens) against 

criminals and, in his prologue, he states that Henry was an especially vigorous 

(strenuissimus) king of the English and duke of the Normans.172 Henry II 

displays strenuitas and audacia, particularly in his crossing to England to secure 

the throne.173 Robert also says that the controversial but most vigorous 

(strenuissimus) King Stephen marched to battle in defiance of several bad 

omens predicting his downfall; in spite of superstition, he also wore his crown 

on Christmas day in Lincoln because of his boldness (audacia).174 Stephen is 

also characterised as crossing to England and audaciously (audacia) taking the 

crown from Matilda because he was a man of great vigour and boldness 

(magnae strenuitatis et audaciae).175 Robert closely follows the account by 

Henry of Huntingdon who also states that Stephen had great vigour and 

boldness (magne strenuitatis et audacie), though rather than saying he took the 

crown because of his audacia Henry relates how he trusted in his uigore et 

impudentia when breaking his oath to Matilda.176 Stephen is an impressive 

character but also ruled by a streak of audacity or impudence, a familiar 

stereotype often presented by authors of history to both instruct and warn their 

audience. Robert and Henry were both demonstrating that Stephen had certain 

qualities as a royal candidate along with their uneasiness about the political 

situation, though Robert expresses some doubts about Stephen’s suitability in 

the infringement of his oath. 

Other prominent members of the European nobility painted in these 

colours include Baldwin VII, count of Flanders, who is described as strenuus 

armis and strenuissimus; Baldwin I of Jerusalem, a most bold soldier (miles 

audacissimus); and the worthiest and boldest (validissimus et audacissimus) 

                                            
 

172 Chronica, pp. 64-65, 126; he expresses the same sentiment about Henry’s ferocity in the 
GND: II. pp. 258-259. 
173 Chronica, pp. 166, 171, 211. 
174 Ibid. pp. 140, 153. 
175 Ibid. p. 127. 
176 HA, pp. 700-701. 
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Ranulf earl of Chester.177 Both descriptions of Baldwin VII are taken verbatim 

from Henry of Huntingdon’s Historia Anglorum.178 Robert’s account of the Battle 

of Lincoln, where he describes Ranulf, also owes much to Henry, though he 

describes him as a vir bellicosus.179 Ranulf was an important figure in Anglo-

Norman history and these descriptions of his character demonstrate that the 

application of these traits to significant players in political events was 

commonplace, used by writers of history to describe capable nobles from 

various ethnic backgrounds. 

Robert introduced a significant number of our terms into the Chronica by 

directly copying Henry of Huntingdon. We have already seen how Robert 

adopted the practice of direct quotation of large swathes of text from Dudo’s HN 

in his GND, suggesting a willingness to accept the authority of his historical 

sources.180 At times, however, Robert made subtle changes to the large 

passages he copied from Henry’s HA, perhaps because he wanted to more 

closely align his work with the views of his more Norman-centric audience. One 

such example is the shared account of the Battle of Dorylaeum. In Henry’s 

version he describes Robert Curthose rallying the crusaders with an uplifting 

speech before attacking the enemy and dealing them great blows with his 

lance.181 To this Robert adds the line ‘O vir magnae et admirandae probitatis!’ 

as a means of celebrating Robert’s achievements further.182 Otherwise Robert’s 

language is almost identical to Henry’s. Since he had a copy of the HA, it was 

most likely to be Robert’s source though, as Diana Greenway points out, the 

speech appears to originate from Ralph of Caen’s account.183 Robert also 

expands on Henry’s description of Robert Curthose’s ill-fated charge when 

outnumbered at Tinchebrai. Both state that he attacked most boldly 

                                            
 

177 Chronica, pp. 92, 101, 102, 139. 
178 HA, pp. 458-459, 462-463. 
179 Ibid. pp. 726-727; Orderic also described Ranulf as audacissimus: HE, VI. xiii. pp. 540-541. 
180 Another example of Robert copying Henry’s account along with one of our terms can be 
found in the account of the Battle of Hastings were twenty of the most vigorous (strenuissimus) 
Norman knights broke through the English line and captured their banner. Most of the account 
is similar but the sentence containing the term is almost identical: Chronica, p. 37; HA, pp. 394-
395. 
181 HA, pp. 426-429. 
182 Both then describe other nobles at the battle including the tireless (impiger) Tancred, the 
warlike (belliger) Bohemond and the fortissimus Robert of Anzi: Chronica, pp. 54-55; HA, pp. 
426-429. 
183 HA, p. 428. n. 53. Other earlier crusade sources are largely quiet on Robert Curthose, for 
instance, the Gesta Francorum only provides snippets about him: Aird, Robert Curthose, pp. 
174-176, 181, 187. 
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(audacissimus) and that he repulsed the royal line strongly and dreadfully 

(fortiter et horridus), but Robert alludes to his expedition to the Holy Land by 

adding that he had long since proven his probitas and that he also repulsed the 

enemy boldly (audacter).184 Evidently, though he knew he was not beyond 

reproach, Robert wanted to emphasise Curthose’s virtues beyond that already 

described by Henry, possibly to further honour him as a crusader and appeal to 

his Norman audience.185 

 Robert also felt that the traits of vigour and cunning could be exhibited by 

religious figures to their benefit. Along similar lines to Orderic, he describes 

several religious men as being astutus, callidus, or strenuus. For instance, 

Robert describes Arnulf, archdeacon of Séez, as a cunning, eloquent and 

literate man (callidus, eloquens, litteratus).186 In recording the death of Philip, 

bishop of Bayeux, in 1163, Robert notes how he was cunning and prudent 

(prudens et astutus) in recovering the property of the church, but demonstrates 

his concern with this ability by reminding his audience that earthly wisdom is 

foolish to God.187 Of William, the third abbot of Bec who died in 1124, Robert 

states that he vigorously (strenue) held his office at the monastery for thirty 

years.188 Similarly his record of the death of Letard, the sixth abbot of Bec, in 

1149 includes a brief description of the abbot living vigorously (strenue) within 

the monastery.189 The traits of cunning and vigour were evidently useful and to 

be celebrated within religious life according to Robert, though it is suggested 

that their focus should be spiritual rather than earthly. 

Robert is not especially interested in ethnicity in his Chronica and rarely 

characterises gentes as a whole; on the occasions that he does, the sentiment 

is taken from elsewhere. He repeats the common trope that the Roman 

Emperor Valentinian named the Franks Franci because of their ferocitas.190 

                                            
 

184 Chronica, p. 85, HA, pp. 454-455. 
185 Robert claims that Robert’s subsequent failures in Normandy and his imprisonment were 
punishment for his refusing the throne of Jerusalem. He also mentions a prophecy of William 
the Conqueror’s that Henry would surpass his brothers eventually: Chronica, pp. 85-86. 
186 Ibid. p. 142. 
187 Ibid. p. 217. 
188 Ibid. p. 109. 
189 Ibid. p. 157. 
190 Howlett recognises the trope but suggests Robert took it from Sigebert: Chronica, p. 232, n. 
3; the story about Valentinian naming the Franks appears to originate in the Liber Historiae 
Francorum, written in 727, and Ian Wood suggests the author believed the term Franci was Attic 
for fierce: Liber Historiae Francorum, 1-4; Ian Wood, The Merovingian Kingdoms, 450-751, 
(London, 2014) p. 34; however, the association of feritas and the Franks goes further back to 
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Dudo’s suggestion that the Normans’ ferocity had surpassed that of the 

weakened Franks, which Robert had repeated in his redaction of the GND, 

evidently did not make its way into his Chronica. Rather, the authority of this 

renowned story, probably transferred through Sigebert of Gembloux, eclipsed 

Dudo’s revision of the narrative. However, Robert did highlight one 

characteristic of the Norman gens in copying Henry of Huntingdon’s prophetic 

structure of the Normans as a punishing plague, at least in part. He copies 

Henry verbatim when he says that God delivered the English up for destruction 

through the violent and cunning (asper et callidus) Norman gens.191 It is 

significant that Robert works against the ideas expressed in his redaction of the 

GND through his reinsertion of Dudo’s language. In copying Henry, Robert 

conveys his concern over the violent and deceitful nature of the Normans and 

their questionable deeds in England. Aside from Henry, William of Malmesbury 

and Orderic Vitalis also expressed this concern but Robert is far less ardent in 

this regard. Yet Robert, perhaps the most pro-Norman among these authors, 

still copied information from Henry’s account that expressed these doubts. Yet 

these doubts, and the violent language associated with them, are reflected in 

most of the Norman historical texts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries through 

an ambivalent concern over Norman hostility.192 While he may have simply 

copied this passage to ensure his Chronica was comprehensive, relying on 

Henry’s authority as a historian, using Henry’s less flattering account gave him 

an opportunity to moralise, an excuse for criticising his own people, and the 

freedom to express concerns over elite violence that were common to authors 

of Norman histories. 

Robert expresses some concerns over certain figures. For example, he 

chastises the forced removal of monks from the church of Coventry by the 

warlike (bellicosus) Anglo-Norman baron Robert Marmion.193 Of William Rufus 

                                                                                                                                
 

Isidore of Seville who noted that the Franks were named either after a chieftan of theirs or, as 
some believe, because of their feritas: Etymologiae, IX. ii. 101. 
191 Chronica, p. 35; compare with HA, pp. 384-385. 
192 Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 46, 77, 126, 174, 224. 
193 Chronica, p. 147; the expulsion of the monks of Coventry is also covered by William of 
Newburgh who describes Robert as homo bellicosus, ferocia, astutia and audacia: William of 
Newburgh in Chronicles of the reigns of Stephen, Henry II and Richard I, Howlett, i. p. 47. 
Earlier, when including an account of the death of William Longsword in his additions to 
Sigebert’s chronicle, Robert describes the instigator Arnulf as efferatus and that he organised 
the assassination through fraudulent conversation (fraudulentum colloquium): Chronica, p. 14; 
this is most similar to the version of events within the earliest source for the assassination, the 
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he again directly quotes Henry of Huntingdon’s account of the fierce (ferus) king 

attacking the castle of Bures.194 Robert also copies a large section from Henry 

which serves as an obituary of William the Conqueror, and had in turn been 

adapted from the one found in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (hereafter ASC).195 

While much of the language is essentially identical, where Henry writes that 

William ‘Amauit autem feras tanquam pater esset earum’ Robert writes ‘Amavit 

autem feras, ipse ferus, tanquam pater esset ferarum’.196 Here, then, Robert 

doubly emphasises the ferocity of William himself above that expressed by 

Henry, almost likening him to the wild and beastly barbarians as conceived by 

earlier authors like Cicero and Isidore of Seville.197 However, Robert then 

removed a negative passage from Henry’s account criticising the king’s cruelty 

and haughtiness, and proceeded straight to copying the list of places William 

had conquered, though he adds that he was a terror to all his neighbours.198 

The obituary from the ASC provided Henry with his model and both attempt to 

present positive and negative aspects of William’s character and rule.199 Robert, 

however, emphasises William’s ferocity and familiarity with beasts while 

removing some of the heaviest criticism that stemmed from the ASC. It could be 

construed that he felt William retained the ferocity of his ancestors, as described 

by Dudo, but this raises questions concerning why he would consider a figure 

that contemporary authors largely praised as being an ideal ruler, as being 

more akin to his wilder ancestors. Orderic does the same, emphasising William 

the Conqueror’s ferocity and violent temper far beyond that described in 

sources from the eleventh century. While William of Jumièges expresses 

concerns over William’s father Robert’s ferocity, and the Carmen de Hastingae 

Proelio could be said to shun some of William’s more violent acts, the GG 

presents William as a paragon of virtue who is only savage during the Battle of 
                                                                                                                                
 

planctus for Longsword, which describes Arnulf as savage (atrox) and full of trickery (fraus): 
Florence Libri, fol. 21v-22v. 8, 9; Clermont-Ferrand, fol. 45. 6, 7. 
194 Rex ferus ea negligens et iracunde discedens, castellum Bures invasit et cepit: Chronica, p. 
53; compare to Rex uero ferus, ea negligens et iracunde discedens, castellum Bures inuasit et 
cepit: HA, p. 418; the account in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle does not mention that Rufus was 
fierce. 
195 That Robert certainly copied from Henry rather than the ASC, which he probably did not 
have access to, is further demonstrated by Greenway’s identification of several sentences in 
Henry’s version that have no parallel in the ASC yet also appear verbatim in Robert’s version: 
HA, p. 406. nn. 216, 217. 
196 Chronica, p. 45; HA, pp. 404-406. 
197 Etymologiae, X. F. 105; Cicero, De inventione, i. 2.2. 
198 Chronica, p. 45. 
199 ASC, E, pp. 95-98; HA, pp. 404-406. 
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Hastings.200 In the eleventh-century material, William the Conqueror is 

predominantly cast as the hero, yet in sources from the twelfth century his flaws 

are far more prominent. Unlike the eleventh-century authors, the authors of the 

twelfth century penned their works after William’s rule had ended and his 

questionable deeds in the north of England, and their consequences, were 

infamous. The only exception to this is the Brevis relatio, written about the 

Conqueror towards the beginning of the twelfth century at the site of William’s 

great victory, Battle Abbey, which describes William as strenuus and sapiens.201 

While the William of the GND, the GG and the Carmen was a conquering hero 

who had only recently faced insurmountable odds and won, the William of the 

HE and the Chronica was a capable yet sometimes tyrannical ruler who used 

force and fear to conquer and control.  

In Robert’s work, and as we shall see in historical texts from England, 

figures like William the Conqueror and William Rufus are more fierce and violent 

than more contemporary figures. The usually controversial Stephen is 

considered fairly positively and Robert Curthose is excused of his faults due to 

his role in the First Crusade. For Robert relating the problematic aspects of the 

military nobility through figures of the more distant past, rather than those of his 

time, was evidently preferable. Thus, the nobility of Robert’s time demonstrate 

again an improvement from fairly violent conquerors to nobles vying over their 

rights. Robert was evidently quite susceptible to the attitudes of his source 

material, or at least was not of a strong enough alternative opinion to desire to 

significantly alter their language. The repetition of the views of others, which 

were often at odds with one another, demonstrates that characterising and 

explaining Norman identity was not one of Robert’s concerns in writing history. 

Influenced by Dudo, William of Jumièges, Sigebert of Gembloux and Henry of 

Huntingdon in particular, Robert deferred to the authority of these texts and their 

conceptions of Norman identity, making his own works rather inconsistent in 

their delineation of Normanitas. 

 

                                            
 

200 GND, II. pp. 48-49; Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 28-29, ll. 467-484; pp. 30-31, ll. 510-
518; GG, pp. 136-137. 
201 Brevis relatio, pp. 25, 27-28. 
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Conclusions 
Fundamentally, then, the Normanitas of the twelfth century is not considered to 

be the same as that expounded by the core eleventh-century texts of the gens 

Normannorum tradition.202 Neither is it consistent within the twelfth-century texts 

themselves. In reintroducing passages from Dudo’s HN to the GND, Robert of 

Torigni emphasised many of the same qualities as the eleventh-century texts. 

However, it appears that this was unintentional as his Chronica ignores the 

concept in its entirety. In his redaction of the GND and his HE Orderic Vitalis 

does present a clear version of Norman identity, but one that had evolved into a 

more comprehensive understanding tinged with key concerns rather than purely 

celebrating the successful attributes of Norman character. Of course, the 

evolution of group identities is natural; to borrow a phrase from Clifford Geertz, 

the cultural artifacts that constituted Normanitas were bound to develop over 

time.203 Nevertheless, we are still faced with two key issues. Firstly, Norman 

identity is not inclusive even within its own community. For both women and 

members of the clergy other identities take precedence in the motives for using 

significant terms rather than demonstrating an ethnic unity. If Normanitas 

ignores two such conspicuous sections of society then it does not demonstrate 

an ethnic identity. Secondly, it is not truly distinct from other sources. This 

chapter has shown that the twelfth-century material was heavily influenced by 

the Norman material of the previous century, encouraging their understanding 

to be disseminated even if it was diluted and changed. However, throughout 

Part One we have seen earlier and other contemporary influences on the 

language used to describe the Normans. Dudo realigned the Normans 

alongside Latin tropes that described their excessive unsuitability and, followed 

by William of Jumièges, adopted imperial and Carolingian ideals and models of 

rulership to demonstrate the enhancement of the Norman leadership. William of 

Poitiers and the author of the Carmen built their works on classical foundations 

of hero exultation, one ignoring ethnic concerns the other altering them to 

favour his own gens. Finally, Orderic Vitalis and Robert of Torigni took their lead 

from the Norman source material but also incorporated information and 

                                            
 

202 This has been demonstrated in different ways by Albu and Johnson: Albu, Normans in Their 
Histories, pp. 238-239, passim; Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 40-41, 
78, 159-166, 243-248 passim. 
203 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, (New York, 1973) p. 51. 
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language from various other sources from France, Belgium and England, 

fragmenting the concept even further through their divergent accounts. 

Fundamentally, however, each author engages with these terms as 

conceptually associated with military heroism, capable rulership and virtuous 

noble figures. What we call Normanitas, then, is only truly consistent in being 

completely congruent with the accepted, or criticised, nature of male elite 

military behaviour; in essence, they consistently construct a masculine military 

identity rather than an ethnic one. 

 In many regards this is unsurprising. The primary focus of the narrative 

histories to which these texts belong were the deeds of the aristocratic elite, 

more specifically, the political and military actions of noble men. In discussing 

early medieval gentes, Walter Pohl has shown that ethnic practices were largely 

confined to the small section of society that could engage in them.204 However, 

scholars have not thoroughly articulated the significance of masculine military 

and political identity in these texts as endemic of the writing of history and a 

stronger thematic element in identity than that of ethnicity. This is especially true 

in regard to Normanitas, which has often been understood to take precedence 

over other forms of identity discourse. If we recognise that medieval authors of 

histories placed women first and foremost within the context of their gendered 

role than we should consider that the gendered roles of men in the Middle Ages, 

military, religious, political and so on, also took notable precedent in the way in 

which their identity was conceived. They certainly informed the way their ethnic 

identity was shaped.  

Furthermore, Robert of Torigni in particular serves as an example that 

these ideas of what constituted the good and the bad of male aristocratic 

behaviour were the dominant factor in defining identity. In spite of working on a 

version of the GND, a text concerned with ethnic identity, Robert entirely 

ignored the question of Norman ethnicity in his Chronica, which demonstrates 

Normanitas could even fail to find consistency in two historical texts written by 

the same author. The aims of these two twelfth-century writers were 

fundamentally different: Robert wanted to show the excellence of the Anglo-

Norman court above all else; Orderic wanted to highlight the problems and 

controversies that plagued England thanks to the new Anglo-Norman rulers. As 

                                            
 

204 Walter Pohl, ‘Telling the difference’, p. 67. 
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such, in their own independent texts they took markedly different routes than 

one might expect given that they had both redacted the GND. In fulfilling his 

aims, Orderic landed upon the recognised fierce background of the Normans, 

which was a strong element of the gens Normannorum tradition, while ignoring 

much of the work done by his predecessors to justify this element of Norman 

heritage. Robert, by contrast, ignored it, perhaps suggesting that, for him, it was 

no longer relevant. However, in spite of these differences and their alternative 

approaches to Normanitas, both construct male military aristocratic identity in 

terms that are markedly familiar to general Latin historical writing of the Middle 

Ages. 
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Part Two: Exporting Normanitas to England 
 

Chapter Four, Normanitas Abroad: Norman Identity in Twelfth-
Century England and Wales 

 

England has had a long-standing position of significance in modern scholarship 

concerning Norman history and identity. William the Conqueror’s conquest of 

England in 1066 had significant political and cultural repercussions that were 

still being felt long into the twelfth century. Concerns about the Norman rulers, 

mingled with themes about God’s divine will, were expressed in numerous texts 

from England. Two of these in particular, focused on ideas about the Normans’ 

character and background, the Gesta Regum Anglorum of William of 

Malmesbury and the Historia Anglorum by Henry of Huntingdon. Both texts are 

impressively broad in scope, well versed in various textual traditions, and 

notably popular. This chapter will explore how these two authors, who were of 

mixed parentage but largely identified contemporarily as English, present ideas 

of ‘Normanness’ in their texts. 

We have shown that the terms traditionally associated with Normanitas in 

modern scholarship are not indicative of a shared concept of Norman identity 

based on perceptions of specifically ‘Norman’ behaviour. Like the Norman 

source material, these twelfth-century English texts are equally more concerned 

with questions of rulership and ideal behaviour than ethnic behavioural 

characteristics. They present an ideal of masculine military identity over 

adherence to a certain ethnic type. Both authors likely felt the instability of 

Anglo-Norman and English politics after the White Ship disaster of 1120, and 

the succession crisis and subsequent hostilities were doubtless a hotbed for the 

discussion of the qualities of exemplary rulership; Henry in particular was to 

express a continuing anxiety by highlighting the qualities and flaws of the major 

political players, especially Stephen and Henry II. These texts had different 

purposes to many of those we have examined previously; they were exemplary 

histories aimed at presenting good deeds to live by rather than solely ethnic 

histories to justify and glorify a particular gens. To some extent this difference 

accounts for the inconsistencies when comparing them to earlier Norman texts. 

These two texts belonged to a burgeoning textual tradition in England 

during the twelfth-century, though the extent to which this was exceptional from 
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or linked to the continent has been widely debated. Nevertheless, scholars have 

shown that the range, availability and production of texts, especially classical 

works, greatly increased thanks to the efforts of various twelfth-century copyists 

and authors; Thomson puts the active elements of book productivity in twelfth-

century England down to the ‘lavish patronage of English houses’.1 William of 

Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon were both very well educated and 

learned authors, and their creation of texts of great scope and depth brought 

together a myriad of textual traditions. By contrast the Norman material is based 

on a wide array of material but lacked a long-standing vernacular tradition. 

Furthermore, during the twelfth century English writers also had the gens 

Normannorum tradition to draw from. 

The question, then, is not just whether Normanitas or some sense of 

Norman ethnic identity is present in these texts but also whether it is shaped by 

one, several, or all the textual traditions at play in the works of English authors 

of the twelfth century. This chapter will consider William and Henry’s influences, 

including the distinct textual traditions formed in England and Normandy as well 

as the continental classical, biblical and early medieval traditions explored 

throughout the thesis. While both the English and Norman traditions suggested 

stylistic choices in terms of behaviour and traits of success, the same concerns 

developed in wider and more established textual traditions are key to 

understanding these texts’ construction of Norman identity. It is not the aim of 

this section to completely unravel a series of influences that are intricately 

woven together, but rather to explore the predominant influences on how 

Norman ethnicity is formed and presented in these two texts in order to explore 

their understanding of ethnic discourse. As such, before exploring these 

traditions, the chapter investigates how William and Henry include a sense of 

Norman identity in their texts. The way in which they constructed it is, as we 

shall see, notably different from texts composed in Normandy, but there are 

enough similarities to conclude that classical and biblical models remained the 

most influential. While the coming together of various influences in William and 

Henry’s works was to introduce a significant degree of ambiguity concerning 
                                            
 

1 R.M. Thomson, ‘England and the Twelfth-Century Renaissance’, Past and Present 101, 
(1983), 3-21, 11-17; see also R.M. Thomson, Books and Learning in Twelfth-century England: 
the Ending of ‘Alter Orbis’. The Lyell Lectures 2000-2001, (Walkern, 2006); N.R. Ker, English 
Manuscripts in the Century after the Norman Conquest, (Oxford, 1960), p. 1; R.W. Southern, 
Scholastic Humanism and the Unification of Europe, 2 Vols. (Oxford, 1995, 2001). 
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identity, these authors were reinforcing older traditions and frameworks rather 

than fundamentally changing them.2 Finally, this chapter looks at Wales as a 

case study of a well-defined gens who came into contact with the Normans and 

their presentation of these two ethnic groups. As such, two Welsh sources the, 

Vita Griffini Filii Conani and the Brut y Tywysogyon, will be examined to 

demonstrate how a textual tradition on the periphery of the Anglo-Norman 

sphere could present such a divergent picture whilst using similar models and 

sharing pools of influence.  

 

William of Malmesbury, the Gesta Regum Anglorum and Historia Novella 
William was born somewhere near Malmesbury c. 1085×1090 and it has largely 

been accepted that he was born to parents of mixed heritage, his father 

perhaps being a Norman clerk or knight of some wealth who had arrived in 

England along with the Conquest.3 More recently, however, Thomson has 

suggested that William’s Norman ancestor may not have been a parent but 

rather an older ancestor.4 Certainly William claims that his dual ethnicity 

encouraged him to take a middle path in his narrative, particularly in describing 

the deeds of William the Conqueror.5 Whether this claim was accurate or not, 

his views concerning Norman identity are more complex than the pro-Norman 

or pro-Conqueror eleventh-century Norman texts. 

William was a prolific author but he claims that he desired to write history 

from an early age. His two historical works, the Gesta Regum Anglorum 

(hereafter GRA), mostly written c.1125-1126 and revised up until 1135 in two 

redactions, and the Historia Novella (c.1140-1143), were among the most 

                                            
 

2 Bates notes the ambiguity inherent within both texts: Bates, William the Conqueror, p. 491; 
Eric Christiansen, ‘The Difficulty of Composing Patriotic History in the Twelfth Century: An 
Essay on Essays’, in Of Chronicles and Kings: National Saints and the Emergence of Nation 
States in the High Middle Ages, (Copenhagen, 2015), pp. 11-21. 
3 GRA, iii. preface, pp. 424-425, see also p. xxxvii-xxxviii. n. 44; Thomson, William of 
Malmesbury, pp. 4, 199-201; for more see: The History of the Kings of England and the Modern 
History of William of Malmesbury, trans. Revd. J. Sharpe, (London, 1815); William of 
Malmesbury, Gesta Regum Anglorum, W. Stubbs (RS, 1887-1889) I, pp. xiii-xvii; D.H. Farmer, 
‘William of Malmesbury’s Life and Works’, Journal of Ecclesiastical History 13, (1962), 39-54, 
39.  
4 R.M. Thomson, ‘William of Malmesbury’s Diatribe against the Normans’, in The Long Twelfth-
Century View of the Anglo-Saxon Past, ed. Martin Brett and David A. Woodman, (London, 
2016) pp. 113-121, 114. n. 2. 
5 GRA, iii. preface, pp. 424-425; ii. 228. 12. pp. 422-423. 
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popular of his pieces, and likely appealed to a wider audience.6 Queen Matilda 

of England had commissioned the GRA, though the original was later dedicated 

to her daughter, Empress Matilda, with the two later redactions being dedicated 

to the queen’s stepson, Robert Earl of Gloucester.7 Robert also commissioned 

the Historia Novella, a contemporary history focusing upon the Angevins and 

seen by William as a continuation of sorts of the GRA, though to us it appears 

more chronologically linked than thematically as the tone is significantly 

different.8 The fact that the Historia Novella appears only within manuscripts 

that contain the GRA suggests that this feeling was conveyed strongly enough 

by William for later copyists to include them together. 

As Thomson points out, William’s education went beyond that of an 

elementary, grammar school or monastic education, and was possibly 

undertaken in Glastonbury or Canterbury as well as Malmesbury.9 William 

himself emphasised his voracious self-instruction thanks to his parents’ help, his 

buying of books from his own pocket (unusual behaviour for a monk), or 

involvement in helping the abbot Godfrey of Jumièges (1084×1091 – before 

1106) rejuvenate Malmesbury’s library.10 William read and cited a phenomenal 

range of biblical, classical, patristic and medieval sources, including literature, 

laws, liturgy, letters, genealogies and charters.11 They included classical 

authors such as Cicero, Lucan, Ovid, Sallust, Suetonius and Virgil, patristic 

authors such as Jerome, Augustine and Isidore, and medieval histories, such as 

those by Jordanes and Paul the Deacon as well as the ASC, Asser’s Vita Alfredi 

regis, and Eadmer’s Historia novorum and lives of Anselm, Dunstan and 

Oswald. William owed much to Bede and was aware of several of his works, 

though he deliberately modelled his own text upon Bede’s Historia 

ecclesiastica.12 Nevertheless, Thomson demonstrates that William developed 

                                            
 

6 GRA, ii. prologue, pp. 150-151; II, pp. xxii, xxiv; Thomson, William of Malmesbury, p. 7; for a 
useful breakdown of his numerous other works see p. 38. 
7 GRA, epistola II, pp. 6-9; for a discussion of Matilda as patron and William as the best man for 
the job see Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 18, 36-37. 
8 GRA, epistola III, pp.10-13; William of Malmesbury, Historia Novella: The Contemporary 
History, ed. Edmund King, trans. K.R. Potter, (Oxford, 1998) pp. xiii, xxix-xxxiii; prologue, pp. 2-
3. 
9 For more discussion on William’s education see: Gesta Regum Anglorum, W. Stubbs, pp. xxii-
xxix; Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 4-5; Farmer, ‘William of Malmesbury’ 39. 
10 GRA, ii. prologue, pp. 150-151; Thomson, William of Malmesbury, p. 5. 
11 See the Index of Sources in GRA pp. 457-468. 
12 William begins the prologue of the first book of the GRA by noting the history of Bede, ‘uir 
maxime doctus et minime superbus’, and placing his work alongside it as an account of English 
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his own intellectual interests and biases within the political and religious culture 

of his ideological environment.13 This environment, and William’s great appetite 

for learning, brought together numerous literary traditions that formed the basis 

for the great scope and distinctive attitude to ethnicity expressed in the GRA.  

William’s work sits among other texts from twelfth-century England where 

the strong historical vernacular tradition of England had been combined with the 

classical, Christian Latinate and patristic traditions that were flourishing through 

large-scale book production. Thomson suggests that signs of a particularly 

unique culture in the southwest can already be read before c.1100, one which 

emphasised biblical studies, history, hagiography, classical reading and 

scientific research.14 The classics are well represented by regular references 

and similarities in the GRA and William has been credited with reviving Greco-

Roman modes of perception concerning the division between ‘us’ and the 

barbarian.15 As Thomson has demonstrated, William also had a considerable 

interest in, and subsequently read, numerous Carolingian texts, which to some 

extent repeated the ideas present in the gens Normannorum tradition due to 

their role in influencing its construction and evolution in the HN and GND.16 

Björn Weiler has also placed William’s GRA within the context of European 

trends in historical writing of the early twelfth century.17 But William’s greatest 

debt was perhaps to sources in England from which he acquired most of his 

information, the most pronounced influences being the works of Bede, Asser 

and the ASC, which are regularly quoted, paraphrased or referenced in his 

text.18 The essence of the gens Normannorum, developed by and predominant 

within the works of several eleventh-century Norman writers, was to get rather 

lost amongst the wealth of other works influencing William. 

                                                                                                                                
 

history in Latin: GRA, i. prologue, pp. 14-15; Fenton, Gender, Nation and Conquest, pp. 14, 16-
17. 
13 Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 26, 39; see also Björn Weiler, ‘William of Malmesbury, 
King Henry I, and the Gesta Regum Anglorum,’ Anglo-Norman Studies 31 (2009), 157-176, 
157-158. 
14 Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 4, 40; Thomson, ‘England and the Twelfth-Century 
Renaissance’, 11-17; Thomson, Books and Learning; Ker, English Manuscripts. 
15 John Gillingham, ‘Civilising the English? The English histories of William of Malmesbury and 
David Hume’, Historical Research 74, (2001), 17-43, 19; for more detail see Thomson, William 
of Malmesbury, chs. 1-2, pp. 3-39. 
16 R.M. Thomson, ‘William of Malmesbury’s Carolingian Sources’, Journal of Medieval History 7, 
(1981), 321-337; Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 137-153. 
17 Weiler, ‘William of Malmesbury, King Henry I’, 159-160. 
18 Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 17, 21-22, 25-6, 39, 40, 69-70.  
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Nevertheless, William was aware of the work of William of Jumièges and 

William of Poitiers, and may even have seen the Bayeux Tapestry.19 Any 

similarities to Dudo of St Quentin’s HN seem predominantly to have come 

through William of Jumièges’ GND, save perhaps one instance where William 

inserts the story of King Charles the Simple being thrown on to his back during 

his meeting with the Normans at Saint-Clair-sur-Epte, though in William’s 

account it is Rollo who does this rather than a subordinate. The version 

included in Robert of Torigni’s redaction of the GND is likely too late to have 

been the source for William, since it was largely completed in 1138 or 1139, and 

also ascribes the deed itself to one of Rollo’s men.20 Given the difference 

between William and Dudo’s accounts it is hard to see this as particularly strong 

evidence that William was aware of or had read the HN. It seems more likely 

that William had learnt of the story elsewhere but perhaps he had seen the copy 

of the HN when visiting Canterbury. He appears to have had first hand access 

to the GND and the GG.21 Furthermore, similarities between William and 

Orderic’s works have led Thomson to suggest that they had met and exchanged 

notes, probably during Orderic’s visit to Worcester.22 These works were to have 

an impact but it was not as great as the impact they continued to have in 

Normandy itself in the works of those like Robert of Torigni. As Gillingham has 

argued, William was more concerned with portraying his conviction that the new 

society emerging from the conquest was a great improvement on English 

society, but still an identifiably English one. For him, the renewed Christian 

fervour the Normans had brought with them was a civilising influence and part 

of a long historical process.23 He has even been criticised for both his ‘smug 

                                            
 

19 William’s accounts of the death of Harold and of the ditch filled with Norman bodies are most 
similar to the Bayeux Tapestry: GRA, p. 232; several scholars consider this connection likely 
including N.P. Brooks and H.E. Walker, ‘The authority of interpretation of the Bayeux tapestry’, 
Anglo-Norman Studies 1, (1978), 1-34, 27-8; R. Allen Brown, ‘The Battle of Hastings’, Anglo-
Norman Studies 3, (1980), 1-21, 18, 20. 
20 GND, ii. pp. 66-67; GRA, ii. p. 111; the other passages that bear a resemblance to Dudo are 
more likely to have come to William via the GND: GRA, ii. pp. 86, 110, 323. 
21 Thomson, William of Malmesbury, pp. 69, 214. 
22 Orderic mentions this visit in his HE alongside describing the work of John of Worcester, 
whom he may have met: GRA, II. p. 255; Orderic, HE, II. iii. pp.186-189; Thomson, William of 
Malmesbury, pp. 38, 75; Thomson has also argued that William likely visited Normandy at some 
point, though others have been more doubtful: GRA, I. ii. 180.11. pp. 320-321; II. pp. 170, 232, 
291; Thomson, William of Malmesbury, p. 38; Farmer, ‘William of Malmesbury’, 39. 
23 Gillingham, ‘Civilising the English’, 21-22; he also argues that William could write eloquently 
about the disastrous consequences of the conquest for ‘our sweet country’ but also consider it 
as a ‘Good Thing’, being part of the course of English history: Gillingham, ‘Civilising the 
English’, 29. 
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Anglocentricity’ and his ‘fawning Francophilia’ by R.R. Davies.24 However, for 

William the Normans had not turned England into a ‘new Normandy’, nor were 

the English to become Norman or Frankish beyond recognition.25  

 The GRA was widely disseminated in the twelfth century in England, 

Wales, Normandy, France and Flanders. It is transmitted in four versions 

descended from four non-extant exemplars, T, A, C and B.26 The surviving 

examples of the T version from the twelfth century include one full version from 

Clairvaux in the late twelfth century and five manuscripts containing extracts of 

the work survive from late twelfth-century France or Flanders, one from Braine-

sur-vesle, one from Hautmont in the Hainaut region of France, two from the 

abbeys of Bonne-Espérance and Aulne and one from St Martins in Tournai.27 

The full witness from Clairvaux is prefaced with a letter to the Empress Matilda 

and it has been suggested that T was the copy presented to her in Normandy.28 

As such it is unsurprising that none of the T manuscripts contain William’s 

Historia Novella, which was written for the Earl of Gloucester. The main witness 

to the A version was created at Winchester during the second quarter of the 

twelfth century and is likely the source for three more twelfth-century English 

texts, two of which contain the Historia Novella.29 There are three witnesses of 

the C version from England from the late twelfth century, one from Buildwas in 

Shropshire. Two other witnesses belonging to the C version were copied in the 

late twelfth century, one from Margam in Glamorgan, which also contains the 

Historia Novella, and another from France.30 There are two late twelfth-century 

witnesses to the B version, both of which are English.31 

 Evidently, the GRA was known throughout England and in Wales by the 

late twelfth century and was fairly well known in the south of England during 

William’s lifetime. The transmission of version T demonstrates that William’s 

audience included Normans, French and Flemish in the late twelfth century; A 
                                            
 

24 R. R. Davies, The Matter of Britain and the Matter of England, (Oxford, 1996), p. 10; R. R. 
Davies, ‘The peoples of Britain and Ireland, 1100-1400, iv: language and historical mythology’, 
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 7, (1997), 1-24, 18-20.  
25 Gillingham, ‘Civilising the English’, 21-22. 
26 For a full description see GRA, I. pp. xiii-xxi; for more information on their interrelationships 
see: II. p. xvii-xxxv. 
27 GRA, I. pp.xiii-xv. 
28 Ibid. p. xv. 
29 Ibid. pp. xv-xvii; Historia Novella, pp. lxix-lxxi. 
30 GRA, pp. xvii-xx; Gesta Regum Anglorum, W. Stubbs, pp. lxxx-lxxxiii; Historia Novella, pp. 
lxxii-lxxvi. 
31 GRA, pp. xx-xxi. 
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shows us the work was transmitted shortly after, if not during, his lifetime in 

England; and C and B show that it continued to be popular in the late twelfth 

century, crossing into Wales and even into France separately from version T. 

The Historia Novella was less popular, seemingly never being transmitted to the 

continent, but clearly was in use by the late twelfth century in England and 

always accompanying the GRA.32 William’s audience, then, was predominantly 

based in England but his work clearly interested those in Normandy, Flanders 

and Northern France as well. Proof that he was concerned with what his 

Norman audience might make of his work can be found in his claim that he 

would ‘keep a middle path’ between English and Norman in his narrative due to 

his mixed parentage and his assurances of loyalty to the Normans ‘both for my 

own origins and what I owe them,’33  

These two texts seem to be predominately circulated in a monastic 

context, much like the majority of William’s works; William set out to provide 

texts for his monastic brethren that included ethical and moral instruction that 

would have appealed to such an audience.34 However, there is evidence to 

suggest a secular noble audience existed, and was intended, for these texts as 

well. As Gillingham points out the GRA’s tone was characterised by entertaining 

and even scandalous anecdotes from various places in Europe, included for 

variety and to interest his readers, and these elements would likely have been 

of interest to noble audiences as well as to those monks from such a 

background.35 Furthermore, both texts were written for important members of 

the Anglo-Norman aristocracy including Queen Matilda, her daughter the 

Empress Matilda, and Robert Earl of Gloucester. Furthermore, William operated 

within the established tradition of writing secular history to instruct his readers, 

especially in terms of authority, legitimacy and royal power; with such illustrious 

patrons it seems logical to imagine the didactic nature of William’s work was 

                                            
 

32 Thomson suggests that references in library catalogues also show that both were known in 
Southern England during William’s lifetime: Thomson, William of Malmesbury, p. 39; other 
witnesses for the Historia Novella exist from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries: Historia 
Novella, pp. lxxi-lxxiii. 
33 GRA, ii. 228. 12. pp. 422-423; iii. preface. 1. pp. 424-425. 
34 See Sigbjørn Sønnesyn, William of Malmesbury and the Ethics of History (Woodbridge, 
2012), p. 5, passim. 
35 Gillingham, ‘Civilising the English?’, 18-19. 
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partially aimed at them.36 It seems sensible to conclude that William at least 

attempted to make his work appeal to noble audiences. Though there is no 

evidence to prove that William’s two texts were used in court there is enough to 

suggest that, since three chief Anglo-Norman aristocrats were involved, there 

was perhaps a limited noble audience, one that William hoped to please and 

entertain. Whatever the case the audience was widespread, through Normandy, 

England, France and Flanders. 

 

Henry of Huntingdon and the Historia Anglorum 
Henry the archdeacon of Huntingdon was born c.1088 in England to Nicholas, 

archdeacon of Huntingdon (c.1092-1110), who was likely Norman since Henry 

states that William de Glanville was his kinsman (consanguineus), and an 

unknown mother.37 Considering Henry’s familiarity with the English language, it 

is possible that she was English, though he may have had an English 

nursemaid. Henry was a canon of Lincoln Cathedral, having begun his 

education there sometime before c.1100, succeeded his father as archdeacon 

in 1110, married, having at least one son called Adam, and lived on his estate 

of Little Stukely, northeast of Huntingdon.38 As Greenway puts it, Henry took 

considerable pride in his homeland, his enthusiasm often breaking ‘out of the 

strait-jacket of his historical narrative.’39 This attitude greatly colours his Historia 

Anglorum (hereafter HA) as being notably English in focus and Gillingham 

argues that Henry identified himself as English rather than Norman.40  

Henry was actively involved in Anglo-Norman politics and had a significant 

influence on Norman textual culture. Henry served in the household of Bishop 

Robert Bloet, William Rufus’ chancellor, where he learned much about courtly 

matters. His position allowed him to engage with important noble figures and 

                                            
 

36 Björn Weiler, ‘William of Malmesbury on Kingship’, History 90 (2005), 3-22, 4-5; Fenton, 
Gender, Nation and Conquest, pp. 7, 23. 
37 Greenway suggests that William was possibly a cousin of Henry’s and the Glanvilles likely 
originated from the village of Glanville in the arrondissement of Pont l’Evêque in Calvados, 
Normandy: HA, pp. xxiii-xxv.  
38 HA, pp.xxvii-xxviii, xxix-xxxi; Kathleen Edwards, The English Secular Cathedrals in the Middle 
Ages, 2nd edn. (Manchester, 1967), p. 181. 
39 HA, p. xl. 
40 John Gillingham, ‘Henry of Huntingdon: In His Time (1135) and Place (Between Lincoln and 
the Royal Court)’, in Gallus Anonymous and His Chronicle in the Context of Twelfth-Century 
Historiography from the Perspective of the Latest Research, ed. K. Stopka, (Krakow, 2010), pp. 
158-172, 162; Gillingham, ‘Henry of Huntingdon and the Twelfth-Century Revival of the English 
Nation’, in The English in the Twelfth Century, (Woodbridge, 2000) pp. 123-144. 
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messengers from far afield, from whom he likely gleaned information about 

distant events.41 He was also well travelled, often accompanying the king’s 

court on its tours around England and perhaps to Normandy.42 When 

accompanying Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury, to the Lateran Council in 

Rome, April 1139, Henry visited the abbey of Bec where he met Robert of 

Torigni.43 Since the fourth version of the HA, which ends in 1146, survives only 

in manuscripts from Bec it is possible that Henry made a second trip there.44 

Henry’s career took him across the Anglo-Norman world and further afield and 

there must have been many opportunities to engage with various local 

intellectual scenes. As such, he produced a text that, while strongly English in 

outlook, was also concerned with Normandy and notably influential there. 

 Henry began his HA shortly after Alexander’s appointment in 1123. It 

was completed in its first form after October 1131, though Henry continued to 

revise the work producing a total of six versions up until 1154.45 Henry claimed 

that the style of his HA was written ‘so that it may be clear to the many (I mean 

to the less educated)’, though medieval authors often included this sort of 

statement in defence of their texts.46 According to Henry, Bishop Alexander of 

Lincoln (1123-48) had instructed him to narrate the history of the English people 

and kingdom. Henry also notes that the discipline of history, in recording the 

virtuous and wicked deeds of all peoples, allowed for the instruction of those in 

the present and the judgement of the future; his text was aimed at providing his 

audience with examples of good behaviour to live by.47 Alexander’s instructions 

also suggest that he wanted an abbreviated handbook of existing English 

                                            
 

41 He describes the pageantry of Bloet’s household in rather awed terms and, over a period of 
more than forty years living at the centre of Anglo-Norman politics, witnessed various court 
intrigues. Henry himself may even have lost favour at court and Gillingham points out that the 
disillusioned tone within the De contemptu mundi suggests that Henry had grown more cynical 
about courtly life by 1122-1123: HA, viii, De contempt mundi, 1. pp. xxix-xxx, lii-liv, 586-587; 
John Gillingham, ‘Henry of Huntingdon: In His Time’, p. 165. 
42 HA, pp. lii-liv. 
43 HA, pp. liv-lv; Peyrafort-Huin states that Robert also owed much of his knowledge about the 
reign of Henry I to Henry: ‘Les Inventaires de Bibliothèques Normandes: un Dossier de Sources 
à Reprende’, p. 54. 
44 Though it may have reached Bec via Bishop Alexander who visited Pope Eugenius III in 
Auxerre in August of 1147: HA, pp. lv-lvi. 
45 Greenway suggests that versions 1 and 2 were finished by October 1131, the third c.1140, 
the fourth in 1146 or 1147, the fifth likely 1149 and the sixth by 1154. Although Henry survived 
until at least 1156 if he had continued working on the HA nothing further survives: HA, pp. lxvi-
lxxvii 
46 Ibid. viii. De contempt mundi, preface, pp. 584-585. 
47 HA, Prologue, pp. 4-7. 
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histories in the manner of the origines gentium genre that furthered the narrative 

to contemporary events; the focus was unmistakeably intended to be English.48  

Henry’s history relied on English history above all else. Greenway 

suggests that about 75% of the history was derived from the work of others 

through quotation, summary and translation, which she divides into 40% from 

the ASC, 25% from Bede and about 10% from other sources.49 Henry’s sources 

were thus predominantly English in tone and outlook. He was clearly aware of 

the ASC, his quotations and translations mostly agreeing with the E version, but 

also included information which probably stemmed from lost sources similar to 

those used by John of Worcester.50 His use of Bede is substantial enough to 

suggest he had copies of his works to hand and Henry states that he used 

Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica as a starting point.51 His influences and sources 

extended beyond the British Isles, however. Sometime after 1133 he acquired a 

copy of Paul the Deacon’s Historia Romana which he used to expand upon the 

first book of the HA.52 During his journey to Le Bec in 1139 he came upon the 

Historia regum Britannie, though he was not to employ much of this information 

in later versions of the HA.53  

Henry’s education had also provided him with a good knowledge of 

classical, biblical and patristic texts. Lincoln had a relatively small selection of 

titles, including Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae and Virgil, but Greenway argues 

that Henry and his contemporaries owned numerous texts themselves.54 

Though he was not as widely read as William Malmesbury, his education, which 

focused on grammar and rhetoric, was evidently substantial.55 As Greenway 

has shown, much of the HA’s style is derived from classical poets including 

Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Lucan, Juvenal, Statius and Martial. Along with his 

rhetorical studies, this allowed him to refer to heroic figures of antiquity and 

                                            
 

48 HA, p. lvii; Reynolds, ‘Medieval Origines Gentium’, pp. 375-380. 
49 HA, p. lxxxv. 
50 Ibid. pp. xci-xcviii. 
51 Ibid. pp. lxxxvi-lxxxix, xc-xci; Prologue, pp. 6-7. 
52 Ibid. pp. lxxxix-xc. 
53 Ibid. pp. ci-cii. 
54 She notes that the number of donations by members of the chapter to the library at Lincoln 
suggests that their private book collections were substantial. This included Henry’s father, 
Nicholas’ Great Bible, Vegetius’ De re militari, and Eutropius, the latter two given by Master 
Gerard to the chapter after he lost the cathedral’s copy of Boethius’ De consolation 
Philosophiae: HA, p. xxxii. 
55 Greenway speculates that Henry may have received some tutelage under Ivo, bishop of 
Chartres (1090-1116) and Herbert Losinga, Bishop of Norwich (1091-1119): ibid. pp. xxxix-xl. 
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employ classical character tropes surrounding virtues and vices, perhaps also 

derived from a commentary on Cicero’s De inventione or the Pseudo-

Ciceronian Ad Herennium. Rhetoric also inspired the laudes, obituaries and 

battle speeches in the HA, Sallust’s Bellum Catilinae having particular influence 

over the latter.56 The HA also contains a vast array of biblical allusions and 

quotations, predominantly from the Psalms as well as Old Testament books 

such as Genesis, Exodus and Kings.57 Henry played on the biblical theme of 

punishments or plagues as inflicted by God as a form of punishment for a sinful 

people by casting the history of England in five stages, the invasions of the 

Romans, the Picts and Scots, the Angles and Saxons, the Danes and the 

Normans.58 Gillingham credits the popularity of the HA to this straightforward 

narrative structure.59 

 Henry’s knowledge of Norman and French sources is more obscure. 

Unlike William of Malmesbury there is little to suggest that he acquired much 

information from the works of Dudo of St Quentin, William of Jumièges or 

William of Poitiers. It is possible he had seen a copy of the HN or the GND. 

Dudo’s HN had found its way to England, one surviving copy being produced in 

Canterbury around c.1100.60 Several surviving manuscripts containing the GND 

were produced in England in the early twelfth century, at least one from 

Durham, which Henry likely visited with the king’s court, and the oldest surviving 

copy of the work may have been sent to England, or even produced there.61 On 

his visit to Bec in 1139, Henry came across information about the Battle of 

Hastings and the history of the Norman dukes that was added to the third 

version of the HA, c.1140. Greenway is of the opinion that Henry used a French 

vernacular source, one possibly based on the HN or GND, for this information 

as well as that about Taillefer and the Battle of the Standard, particularly as 

                                            
 

56 HA, pp. xxxvi-xxxviii. 
57 Ibid. pp. xxxiii-xxxiv. 
58 HA, i.4. pp. 14-15; Greenway points out the similarities to the plagues of Egypt (Biblia sacra, 
Genesis 12:17; Leviticus 26, 26:21, 26:28) and the idea of God’s judgement on chosen people 
(Deuteronomy 8; Leviticus 26, Jeremiah 14:17, and 2 Samuel 17): HA, p. lix; see also Nancy 
Partner, Serious Entertainments: the Writing of History in Twelfth-Century England, (Chicago, 
1977) pp. 11-48, particularly 22-25. 
59 Gillingham ‘Henry of Huntingdon’, p. 159. 
60 Huisman, ‘Notes’, 123; Christiansen, p. xxxv; Pohl, Dudo, pp. 24-26, n. 89. Henry did have 
some ties with Canterbury as evidenced by his accompanying Theobald, archbishop of 
Canterbury, to the Lateran Council in Rome, April 1139: HA, pp. liv-lv. 
61 GND, I. pp. xcv-cxix. 
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Rollo is named Rou by Henry.62 However, the date of the addition and Henry’s 

visit to Bec coincides with Robert of Torigni having largely completed his 

redaction of the GND in c.1138-1139.63 It is possible that Robert showed his 

work to Henry alongside introducing him to the work of Geoffrey of Monmouth, 

suggesting a slightly closer connection with the Norman historiographical 

tradition.64 Henry may have garnered the information concerning the early 

Norman dukes (namely Rollo and Richard II) that he inserted into William the 

Conqueror’s battle speech from Robert, by either reading his work or in their 

discussions.65 Unlike Geoffrey’s work, Henry does not mention these texts but 

he refers to his discovery of the Historia regum Brittaniae at Bec in a letter to 

Warin the Breton explaining why he began his history with Julius Caesar.66 In 

this context, Henry was referring to a specific text that supported his decision, 

not to everything he may have seen or read at Bec, which could easily have 

included Norman historical material. Henry also appears to have gained other 

information about events on the continent from Norman annals, some of which 

had travelled to England and been incorporated into English annals and the E 

and F versions of the ASC.67 Nevertheless, these textual connections between 

Henry and Norman historiography are admittedly either speculative or represent 

minor influences. The HA belongs predominantly within the English historical 

traditions of Bede and the ASC and wider textual traditions from antiquity and 

the early Middle Ages. 

 The audience for Henry’s text was also predominantly English. As 

Gillingham points out, Henry identified with the English rather than the Normans 

and his English concerns are reflected in the text’s reception, though the text 

was known in both England and Normandy.68 The HA survives in numerous 

                                            
 

62 HA, pp. lxx, cvi-cvii, 390. n. 165, 392. n. 172. 
63 GND, I. p. lxxix. 
64 Robert also likely had Orderic’s redaction of the GND and, given his knowledge of Dudo’s 
writing, the HN to hand, which Henry could possibly have seen during his visit: GND, I. pp. 
lxxviii-xci; Geoffrey of Monmouth was also aware of both William and Henry’s efforts: HRB, p. 
281. 
65 For the additions made in the third version see: HA, pp. lxxi; for the additions and their 
similarity to the HN and the GND see: pp. 388-391, particularly nn. 164-168. 
66 HA, Letter to Warin, pp. 558-559, 582-583. 
67 HA, p. xcviii; see also The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: a Collaborative Edition, Vol. 17: The 
Annals of St Neots with Vita Prima Sancti Neoti, ed. D. Dumville and M. Lapidge, (Cambridge, 
1985) pp. xliii-xlvii. 
68 Gillingham, ‘Henry of Huntingdon: In His Time’, p. 162; J. Gillingham, ‘Henry of Huntingdon 
and the Twelfth-Century Revival’, pp. 123-144. 
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manuscripts, forty-five of which contain, for the most part, the whole text.69 Of 

those nine date from the middle to the late twelfth century and originate in 

England, one from Abingdon, one which first appears in Durham, and one which 

was given to the Augustinian priory of Merton in Surrey, now part of London; 

three more from England date from the late twelfth or the early thirteenth 

century. Three twelfth-century manuscripts originate from Normandy, one from 

Mont-Saint-Michel, likely taken there by Robert of Torigni from Bec; one listed 

among Philip d’Harcourt’s gifts to Bec before 1163; and the third, first listed in 

the ex libris of Jumièges by the end of the thirteenth century but containing 

Robert of Torigni’s 1147-57 continuation and the continuation by a monk of Bec 

from 1157 to 1160. Two further twelfth-century copies exist though their 

provenance is unknown. Henry’s HA evidently reached a wide audience in 

England and enjoyed some popularity in Normandy, though largely stemming, it 

appears, from the version supposedly sent to Bec in or around 1147. Greenway 

points out that an early manuscript containing the HA has dimensions that 

suggest its use as a handbook along with signs of study, correction and cross-

collation.70 This would coincide with Henry’s claim that the work was supposed 

to be accessible to a wide audience and, as Greenway states, he produced an 

entertaining and straightforward text that could be read book by book.71 

Certainly, the HA was disseminated in England and Normandy in the twelfth 

century and, thanks to Robert of Torigni’s use of the text, had a notable impact 

in the latter, though Henry’s focus and audience were predominantly English. 

 

Norman identity and Norman nature 
William and Henry both present a version of Norman identity, yet their 

understanding is notably different from previous, and even contemporary, 

Norman incarnations. The fundamental significance of the titles and aims of 

both the GRA and the HA demanded that the focus be inherently English; 

though there are many Norman figures in these works, there are also many 

non-Normans. A cogent and pervasive Norman-themed narrative, in the style of 

typical contributors to the gens Normannorum tradition, was thus simply not 
                                            
 

69 HA, p. cxvii; the following information is taken from Greenway’s detailed description on: pp. 
cxvii-cxliv; Greenway lists a few manuscripts containing fragments in an appendix (pp. 839-
842), but this is not exhaustive. 
70 The manuscript in question being BL Egerton MS 3688: HA, p. lviii. 
71 Ibid. pp. lviii-lix. 
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possible. Nor were these particularly important sources for these texts. 

Furthermore, William made use of both William of Jumièges’ GND and William 

of Poitiers’ GG, which, as we have seen, were distinctly different in tone. As 

such, the Normans are far from the primary focus in these texts. The Historia 

Novella, for instance, lacks any reference to the Normans as a gens, which 

suggests that William felt it was not always necessary to remind an audience in 

England of the Normans’ past.72 While both authors’ pools of information spoke 

with a strongly English accent, there is enough within their works to unearth a 

semblance of Norman character; at least, one more suited to the first half of the 

twelfth century than the eleventh. This section will consider how William and 

Henry present issues of Norman identity generally to get an idea of what their 

version(s) of Norman ethnicity look like in comparison to that of the eleventh-

century Norman authors and their contemporaries in Normandy.  

William includes a familiar theme by describing the evils of the English 

before the coming of the Normans; the need for their correction and that God’s 

instrument for that purpose was the Norman invasion. The long list of sins 

William describes include: monks abusing their Rule; gluttonous, lecherous and 

impious nobles; and the abuse of the common people. In his comparison with 

the habits of those on the continent we can see several markers of ethnic 

distinction: 
 
In small, mean houses they [the Angli] wasted their entire substance, unlike the 
French and the Normans (Franci et Normanni), who in proud great buildings live a 
life of moderate expense. There followed the vices that keep company with 
drunkenness, and sap the virility of a man’s spirit. As a result there was more 
rashness and headlong fury than military skill in their conflict with William, so that in 
one battle – and a very easy one – they abandoned themselves and their country 
to servitude. … In brief, the English (Angli) of those days wore garments half way 
to the knee, which left them unimpeded; hair short, chin shaven, arms loaded with 
gold bracelets, skin tattooed with coloured patterns, eating till they were sick and 
drinking till they spewed. These last two habits they have passed on to their 
conquerors, whose ways in other things they have adopted. But I should not wish 
these strictures to be understood as aimed at the English (Angli) in general. ... But 
as in tranquil times God’s serene kindness often fosters bad and good men 
equally, so in the hour of captivity His stern judgement sometimes grips good as 
well as bad.73 
 
Several points can be taken from this passage. Firstly, that William sees a 

distinction in dress and living habits between the English and the French and 

                                            
 

72 He does, however, describe the Frankish gens when he states how Louis VII was a worthy 
heir of the ancient valour (fortitudo) of the Franks: Historia Novella, i.8. pp. 20-21. 
73 GRA, iii. 245. 3-6. pp. 458-459. 
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Normans, criticising the English for their lavish lifestyles in comparison to their 

frugal neighbours across the channel. Second, he determines that this 

extravagant decadence was directly related to their being beaten in battle by 

William the Conqueror and the Normans. This moralistic theme is common in 

medieval writing; writers in Normandy and southern Italy also denounce the 

immoral behaviour of the Franks, Lombards and Byzantines in much the same 

way.74 One of William’s key themes throughout his work, as pointed out by 

Davies, was the improvement of cultural manners through improved learning 

and governance and here he sets up the need for improvements brought by 

superior rulership.75 Thirdly, he notes that the Normans have since adopted the 

bad habits of the English, evidently a disappointment to him given his theme of 

cultural refinement and disapproval of excess. Here William is reporting on the 

acculturation of the Normans and the English, though steeped in his moral 

discourse. Finally, William notes that, while there are many in England who 

lived good lives, the judgement of God was still a necessity to correct the 

rampant immorality at work. This sort of assertion points towards William’s 

belief in the positive impacts of the conquest as a form of corrective and cultural 

improvement. 

 William follows this passage by providing a more detailed comparison 

with the Normans whom he describes as well dressed, frugal, hospitable and 

pious. In particular he notes their construction of great buildings and how they 

reinvigorating the standards of religion in England through constructing 

monasteries and their great generosity. He adds that the whole gens is familiar 

with war (gens militia assueta), barely knowing how to live without fighting, and, 

should force fail, are equally able to defeat their enemies with craft (dolus) and 

coin.76 Here we see the familiar combination of force and intelligence that is 

often attributed to the Normans. However, the description is not entirely 

positive. William notes their mistreatment of those they protect and their distrust 

of their equals and their desire to overtake their superiors, being both loyal and 

easily offended or bought into disloyalty: for the Normans, ‘coin changes hands, 

                                            
 

74 For instance: HN, pp. 135-136; Malaterra, I. VI. p. 10; see also IV. XXIV; Amatus, III. xxxviii. 
p. 151; Bk. 3. 38. p. 99; Erchempert, Historia Langobardorum Beneventorum, ed. G. Waitz, 
MGH SrL, (Hannover 1878) 81, p. 264. 
75 Davies, The Matter of Britain, p. 15. 
76 GRA, iii. 246. 1-2. pp. 460-461. 
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conviction changes with it’.77 There is an evident uneasiness with the nature of 

the Normans in William’s writing, which is not unlike Orderic Vitalis’ concerns 

with their nature as unruly and the concerns expressed by southern Italian 

authors on Norman greed.78 William states that recording the turmoil caused by 

the daring (audatia) deeds of Rollo and his Normans would be too long a story, 

suggesting that the lesson he had taken away from histories on this subject was 

that the Normans were bold but also disruptive and difficult to control.79 

Similarly, he has King William Rufus complain to Roger of Montgomery that he 

cannot understand why the Norman nobility in England are so ungovernable 

(effrenus).80 Some familiar aspects are apparent including the brave and warlike 

nature of the Normans, their role as a tool of correction and their fickle and 

uncontrollable temperament. Nevertheless, he also viewed the situation as a 

troubled relationship between two lands as shown by his description of a portent 

involving Siamese twins.81 One, representing England was happy and ate well, 

while the other, Normandy, was miserable and fasted and soon died, forcing her 

partner to carry her around. William blames ‘the greed of princes (principum 

avaritia)’ and ‘the ferocity of neighbouring nations (gentium ferotia)’ for the fact 

that England’s finances are taxed to support Normandy, notably classical 

language.82 William aimed to present the Norman Conquest as an important 

part of the civilising process for England yet, as Gillingham points out, he could 

still present England as a victim and, as Paul Hayward demonstrates, William 

achieved this through an inherent ambiguity in his works.83 His use of language 

is typical of classical concerns with tyrannical greed and fierce barbarians, 

                                            
 

77 Ibid. 
78 Recently Paul Hayward has explored the inherent ambiguity of William’s historical works that 
allows the author to praise the subjects of his work whilst simultaneously undercutting this 
praise, distancing himself from committing to either side. William’s attitude to Norman identity 
operates in much the same way: ‘The Importance of Being Ambiguous: Innuendo and 
Legerdemain in William of Malmesbury’s Gesta Regum and Gesta Pontificum Anglorum’, Anglo-
Norman Studies 33 (2011), 75–102 
79 GRA, ii.126.3. pp. 200-201. 
80 GRA, iv. 306. 5-6. pp. 546-547. 
81 GRA, ii. 208. 207. 1-2. pp. 386-387; David Bates has recently suggested that William saw this 
union as an offence against nature: William the Conqueror, p. 527. 
82 GRA, ii. 208. 207. 1-2. pp. 386-387. Pliny the Younger admonishes principum avaritia in his 
Panegyricus and in the Aeneid Aeneas is destined to wage war against fierce (ferox) 
neighboring nations: Pliny the Younger, Letters and Panegyricus: Letters, Books VIII-X, and 
Panegyricus, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 1969), Panegyricus, 34; Virgil, Aeneid, 
I. 263. 
83 Davies, The Matter of Britain, p. 15; Gillingham, ‘Civilising the English’, 21-22, 29; Hayward, 
‘The Importance of Being Ambiguous’, 75-102. 
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combined with a contextual knowledge of the consequences of heavy taxation 

of the English by the Anglo-Norman kings. This provided William with suitable 

models to express his concerns about rulership and the Normans as a people 

within his framework of a long-term civilising process. 

 Henry of Huntingdon’s attitude concerning the Norman gens as a whole 

follows a recognisable pattern surrounding their role as a tool of punishment. 

Henry states that God delivered the English to the harsh and cunning (asper et 

callidus) Norman people for their destruction.84 The method for this deliverance, 

Henry explains, was the marriage between King Æthelred of England and the 

daughter of Richard duke of Normandy, an extremely powerful (fortissimus) 

man who was feared throughout France. Æthelred, however, recognised the 

weakness of the English and, by God’s command, organised the match allowing 

for the Normans to justify their claim to the kingdom of England.85 Casting the 

Normans as God’s tool allows Henry to move beyond justification to a modicum 

of praise of the Norman gens. At one point he states that the Normans are a 

people most excellent (Normannorum gentis excellentissime).86 During William 

the Conqueror’s battle-speech at Hastings he describes the Normans as the 

bravest of peoples (Normanni gentium fortissimo), comparing them 

unfavourably to the unwarlike English who are devoid of military knowledge.87 

 Another battle speech, given by Ralph the bishop of the Orkneys at the 

Battle of the Standard, demonstrates that, while Henry did not emphasise 

acculturation to the same degree as William of Malmesbury, he demonstrates 

similar sentiments. Henry uses the theme identified by John Bliese of recalling 

the past victories of a people during a battle speech by having Ralph remind the 

‘noblemen of England, renowned sons of Normandy (proceres Anglie, clarissimi 

Normannigene)’ to recall their reputation in various peoples.88 However, after 

the speech Henry writes: ‘Respondit omnis populus Anglorum’.89 Here Henry 

directs the speech towards the Norman nobility of England yet suggests that the 

army was comprised of English people. Considering Henry’s emphasis on the 

                                            
 

84 HA, vi.27. pp. 386-387. 
85 Ibid. vi. preface, pp. 338-339. 
86 Ibid. viii.1. pp. 494-495. 
87 Ibid. vi.29. pp. 388-395; within this speech are several references to information about the 
early Norman dukes that may come from the GND. 
88 Ibid. x.8. pp. 714-715; John R. Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans: A Contemporary Study 
of Battle Rhetoric’, Nottingham Medieval Studies 35, (1991) 1-26, 10. 
89 HA, x.9. pp. 716-717. 
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plagues of England as punishment, perhaps he felt recalling purely English 

victories of the past would undermine his structure. Nevertheless, the distinction 

between the use of proceres and populus also implies that Henry felt the sons 

of Normandy, as nobles of England, now belonged to the English populus. As 

Reynold’s notes, Isidore of Seville considered populus to imply the population of 

a civitas and Henry may have simply been noting how the Normans and English 

were all living in England.90 Nevertheless, he also implies that the Norman 

nobles’ heritage remained crucial in their identity but whilst demonstrating that 

the Normans and the English were part of the same community, one that could 

perhaps share in one another’s glorious heritage. 

 However, Henry is more concerned with explaining two things: firstly, the 

reason why the Normans were a useful tool for God’s punishment; secondly, 

how the character that made them such a useful tool for punishment also made 

them a target for punishment themselves. The idea of divine punishment for a 

group who refused to accept peace occurs when the Britons are destroyed in 

Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica, which undoubtedly shaped these themes in Henry 

and William’s works, though in characterising the instrument they went further, 

much like Dudo of St Quentin and Amatus of Montecassino.91 Henry writes the 

following: 
 
For God had chosen the Normans to wipe out the English nation, because He had 
seen that the Normans surpassed all other people in their unparalleled savagery 
(quia prerogatiua seuicie singularis omnibus populis uiderat eos preminere). 
Indeed their character is such that when they have brought their enemies so low 
that they can cast them down no further, they bring themselves down, and reduce 
their own lands to poverty and waste. Always the lords of the Normans, when they 
have crushed their enemies, since they cannot avoid acting brutally, crush their 
own men also in wars. This is increasingly apparent in the best lands that God has 
made subject to them that is in Normandy and England, Apulia, Calabria, Sicily and 
Antioch. And so in England they increased in those times unjust tolls and very evil 
customs. All the leaders had been so blinded by desire gold and silver that it might 
truly have been said of them, ‘Whence it may be had, no one enquires, but have it 
they must’.92 
 
Here Henry touches upon a number of aspects of Norman character that 

we have seen in the work of other authors such as Orderic Vitalis: the Normans 

are so savage and used to war that, if they have no enemy to fight, they will 

                                            
 

90 Etymologiae, IX. ii. 1, iv. 4-6; XV. ii. l; Reynolds, ‘Medieval Origines Gentium’, 383. 
91 Bede, II. 2; for Dudo’s and Amatus’ use of this theme see Chapter One, pp. 65-66, 88-90; 
Chapter Five, pp. 260-261. 
92 HA, vi. 38. pp. 402-403; the quote at the end is from Juvenal: Juvenal and Persius, ed. and 
trans. Susanna Morton Braund, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 2004), 14.207. 
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fight amongst themselves. However, Henry goes further than Orderic in 

suggesting that the Norman lords always crush the men they have conquered, 

as they cannot avoid acting brutally. Orderic, by comparison, suggests that the 

Normans can be effectively ruled by a capable leader but his distaste of 

William’s actions in the north of England alone demonstrate that he would likely 

be sympathetic with Henry’s assertion. The final point that Henry makes is that 

the Normans are driven by greed, an element of Norman character we have 

seen in other sources. 

 Henry takes his pattern of punishment further by explaining his aim in 

showing how God began to afflict the Normans with internal strife, which he 

considers to be the rebellions against William Rufus.93 The ‘Anarchy’ is also 

presented as symptomatic of the Normans’ inability to be peaceful; conflict is 

cast as conducive of Norman character and Henry echoes Lucan by blaming 

the calamities on the ‘mad treacheries of the Normans (Normannorum rabiosas 

prodiciones)’ and the ‘madness of the Normans (rabies predicate 

Normannorum)’.94 Evidently, much like William’s version of Norman identity, the 

Normans are brave, capable and intelligent in conflict and are used by God as 

tools for the punishment of the sinful English yet they struggle to live in peace, 

naturally vying against one another for power and gain. One can see in both 

sources similar ideas to those demarcated in the HN and the GND concerning 

the Normans’ origins as being part of a gens that ritually fights itself to the point 

where many depart to attack other lands. However, the development in these 

eleventh-century works of the Normans from pagan pirates to pious princes 

does not appear in the works of William or Henry. For them, the continuing 

conflicts in England thanks to the belligerent Norman rulers demonstrate that 

the Norman character is still one of instability and conflict. 

Evidently, both William and Henry were aware of some form of Norman 

identity that had shared characteristics between their texts and some similarities 

with texts from Normandy. The HA and the GRA brought together numerous 

influences including many of the same classical, biblical and early medieval 

                                            
 

93 He lists the main perpetrators, including Bishop Odo of Bayeux, Roger count of Mortain, 
Bishop Geoffrey, Roger Bigod, Hugh of Grandmesnil and, more generally, the chief men of 
Herefordshire and Shropshire along with the Welsh: HA, vii. I. pp. 412-413. 
94HA, x.1. pp. 700-701; x.4. pp. 706-707. Henry also describes the madness of the traitors later 
on but on this occasion does not explicitly associate it with the Norman gens: x.7. pp. 712-713. 
The echoes with Lucan can be seen at ii. 544 
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texts that had provided the framework for the gens Normannorum literary 

tradition as well as English and Norman historiographical models. By taking 

these different textual influences into consideration we can uncover William and 

Henry’s influences in constructing their versions of Norman identity. Through 

this exploration it will be demonstrated that both William and Henry diverged 

from the gens Normannorum texts quite substantially and, while William and 

Henry were heavily influenced by English texts, their ideas about the character 

and behaviour of ethnic groups found their roots in other textual traditions.  

 

Norman textual traditions: influences and modifications 
William of Malmesbury used a number of texts that derived from Normandy in 

the eleventh century as sources for his GRA but he also deviated from the 

established narrative. In some instances, he emphasised the wild barbarity of 

the early dukes of Normandy. For instance, William’s account of the treaty of 

Saint-Clair-sur-Epte alters Dudo’s original story by having Rollo throw King 

Charles the Simple onto his back, rather than one of his subordinates, 

demonstrating Rollo’s innate and uncontrollable barbarity (ingenita et effrenis 

barbaries uiri).95 The Normans’ violent reputation outlined in the gens 

Normannorum texts clearly impacted upon William’s narrative but he evidently 

felt he needed to add further emphasis. 

 In another example, William alters the established narrative in his 

alternative account of William Longsword’s assassination, where he claims 

Longsword organised the death of a loyal knight called Anscytel, the son of the 

rebellious Riulf, by sending him to the duke of Italy with his own death warrant. 

The only survivor of the subsequent massacre, named Balzo, returned to 

Normandy and killed the perfidious Longsword in revenge. For William, Balzo 

was an example of what a bold (audacis) hero can achieve in difficult 

circumstances and Longsword was a far more perfidious ruler.96 It is unusual, 

then, that William follows this account by saying that ‘more trustworthy sources’ 

describe how, thanks to the treachery of Arnulf, William was killed at a 

diplomatic meeting by Balzo.97 William includes Longsword’s desire to become 

a monk and his locked chest containing a monk’s habit, which is far more in 
                                            
 

95 GRA, ii. 127.4. pp. 202-203. 
96 Ibid. ii.145. pp. 232-235. 
97 Ibid. 
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keeping with the GND’s sympathetic account, which was likely the trustworthier 

source.98 Why, then, does William include a story that he admits is less reliable 

in far more detail?99 While William saw positive elements in the Norman 

Conquest of England, his primary theme of civilising influences also applied to 

Normandy.100 Thus, he emphasises the negative qualities of the first two dukes 

of Normandy to highlight his own doubts about the Normans. Longsword’s 

behaviour in the first account of his death represents what Rebecca Slitt calls 

William’s ‘larger pattern of ambivalence’, which both praised certain Norman 

leaders, their actions and behaviour, and expressed doubts regarding other 

aspects of their character.101 William exacerbates the barbarity of Rollo and 

highlights his suspicions over Longsword’s nature from the Norman accounts by 

placing the less favourable account first and including more detail, putting his 

concerns in the forefront of his audiences mind. 

However, William does not treat every early Norman duke with disdain, 

presenting Richard II as notably pious and humble. He includes an account of 

how Richard, who often furtively joined the monks at Fécamp for matins in 

disguise, once woke the sacrist by opening the door quite loudly. The sacrist, 

leaping up to find the one responsible for the audacious (audax) deed, 

discovered what he thought to be a countryman in common clothes and, in a 

rage, seized his distinguished visitor’s hair and beat him soundly. Surprisingly, 

the duke endured this patiently and silently and, on the following day, 

complaining to the chapter with a great show of anger, demanding the monk 

submit to him in order that he might enact his revenge. With the terrified monk 

in his presence, Robert recounted an exaggerated version of the wicked deed 

to his nobles, interrupting the monk’s attempts to answer with cunning (callidis) 

objections. However, after the nobles had passed judgement, Richard, 

                                            
 

98 GND I. pp. 90-95.] 
99 Where the story came from is another interesting question. The only other author to mention 
the tale with any comparable detail is Wace, who was writing after William and likely acquired 
the tale from him. Rebecca Slitt has dismissed suggestions of an existing anti-Longsword oral 
tradition due to no traces being discernible in earlier source material such as Richer’s work or 
the Planctus for Longsword. She argues that it is more likely William adapted a ‘kill the 
messenger’ trope from other works for his narrative and didactic purposes. Other examples of 
this trope include the story of Bellepherophon in the Iliad; the story of David, Bathsheba, and 
Uriah in the Bible; King Cnut and Earl Godwin in Walter Map’s work; and Orderic Vitalis’ account 
of King Louis VI of France journeying to England: Rebecca L. Slitt, ‘The Two Deaths of William 
Longsword’, Anglo-Norman Studies 34, (2011), 193-223, 196-198. 
100 See above and Gillingham ‘Civilising the English?’. 
101 Slitt, ‘Two Deaths of William Longsword’, 198. 
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revealing the good humour he had had all along, mercifully pardoned the monk 

and gave his office gifts of land for his stalwart defence of that entrusted to 

him.102 Robert’s humility is such that his vengeance is cast only as a jest; it 

simply is not that important to him, whereas his intelligence in crafting the joke 

is. This is notably different from other early Norman leaders’ characters in the 

GRA and it is difficult to determine where William may have heard it. While an 

earlier part of the same chapter bears some similarities to the GND this story 

does not appear in William of Jumièges account. However, in the Additamenta 

added by Robert of Torigni there appear other examples of Richard II’s humility 

and piety in Fécamp and Jumièges, though not this exact account.103 Certainly, 

then, Richard II had a reputation for humble piety outside the GRA. 

Nevertheless, the inclusion of this positive portrayal of Richard by William, when 

he often expressed doubts about the Norman dukes, even to the point of 

favouring less reliable source material, demonstrates that William stands 

notably apart from the views on Norman identity and character developed in 

certain Norman texts of the eleventh century. 

When describing his aim in the preface to his chapter on the Normans 

William criticises the Normans in general for their enthusiasm in overpraising 

William the Conqueror; his comments were undoubtedly levelled at his two main 

sources for Norman history and their authors, William of Jumièges and William 

of Poitiers.104 William was not wrong in pointing out that these sources were 

sycophantic and instead presents a more balanced view of King William, which 

no doubt owed much to both his knowledge of the context of William’s rule of 

England and the critique of his reign in English historical tradition, as shall be 

discussed in due course. Nevertheless, his rebalancing attempts are not all 

weighted in favour of the English. He states that William’s often-harsh policies 

can be justified by the fact that he found so few of the English to be trustworthy, 

which made him fierce (ferox) and led him to take their money, lands and even 

lives.105 Furthermore, in spite of his criticism, William of Malmesbury often 

sounds remarkably like William of Jumièges and William of Poitiers when 

                                            
 

102 GRA, ii. 178.2-3. pp. 306-307. 
103 GND, Additimenta, pp. 288-289. 
104 GRA, iii. preface.1. pp. 424-425 
105 William adds that the English must have had an ingrained prejudice against the king, 
especially considering the fact that the Normans are naturally kind to foreigners, which he had 
mentioned earlier: GRA, iii. 254. 1. pp. 470-471; 246.2; 254.3. 
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describing the Conqueror. In the GRA King William is praised for his courage 

(fortitudo) and self-confidence in Normandy, acting honourably by never 

attacking by surprise (something that the author notes goes against normal 

Norman practice) and defeating the Franks in such a slaughter that France 

feared nothing as much as rousing the ferocity of the Normans (quam 

Normannorum ferotiam irritare).106 Much of this was summarised from the GG, 

wherein William of Poitiers regularly describes the fear felt by William the 

Conqueror’s enemies, though William of Jumièges also covers these events 

and mentions that the king of Francia never dared invade Normandy again.107 

William of Malmesbury notes how Henry I defeated Louis, son of King 

Philip, by a similar fierce (ferox) stroke of victory later in the work.108 However, it 

is striking that William attributes the ferocity to abstract victory rather than Henry 

himself. Unlike his treatment of William the Conqueror and William Rufus, 

William’s descriptions of Henry I are more positive, removing the fierce and 

unbridled elements. For instance, William notes that Henry lacked unbound 

(effrenus) lust suggesting that he is fierce in battle but noble and controlled 

when he needs to be.109 Considering his association with the royal family and 

breadth of knowledge, William must have known that Henry I had fathered 

numerous illegitimate children. This significant level of wilful ignorance on 

William’s part was no doubt designed to defend and commend Henry as an 

ideal ruler. William, in advocating and describing the improvement of civilisation 

in England from the barbaric to the Christian and civilised, shows his audience 

that the Normans were once barbaric much like the English. His treatment of 

William the Conqueror, and as we shall see William Rufus, are examples of the 

continuing problem of excessive wild behaviour in William’s worldview but 

tempered by certain positive traits as well. By contrast, Henry I is an ideal ruler 

who has shaken off the questionable aspects of his Norman heritage, being 

involved with fierce action when it is necessary but not being fierce in himself. 

William takes this a step further than Robert of Torigni’s description of Henry’s 

‘fitting feritas’ in his redaction of the GND.110 William may have perceived Henry 

as being less ‘Norman’ than his ancestors. When Norman rebels attacked 
                                            
 

106 GRA, iii. 234. pp. 434-437. 
107 GG, pp. 46-57; GND, I. pp.142-145, 150-153. 
108 GRA, v. 406.2. pp. 734-735. 
109 Ibid. v. 412.2. pp. 744-745. 
110 GND. II. pp. 258-259. 
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Henry I, he showed his gratitude to his loyal English subjects by teaching them 

how to counter fierce (ferocia) cavalry attacks, at which point they lost all fear of 

the Normans, placing Henry firmly among his subjects rather than his 

heritage.111 William, like the Norman source material, demonstrates an 

evolution of the Norman rulers from the barbaric past, through the ambivalent, 

to the exceptional, updating the timetable to make more sense in the context of 

his own time, but also demonstrating how Henry I had become more king of the 

English than a Norman king of England. 

 It is evident that William had read more texts from the gens 

Normannorum tradition than Henry yet he alters the narrative on several 

occasions by emphasising the Norman’s wild barbarity, a trait that Norman 

authors had ignored or deliberately tried to demonstrate had disappeared. 

William’s GRA did reach Normandy but was not disseminated very widely; 

perhaps Norman monks noticed his clashes with Norman historiography and 

they avoided the text accordingly. The only immediate member of Henry’s 

Norman audience was Robert of Torigni but his use of the HA brought portions 

of Henry’s text, and thus a more English attitude, to a Norman audience. It is 

also surprising that William had clearly read more Norman sources than Henry 

since Henry had travelled to Normandy but this demonstrates an important 

point. Henry’s work has less sense of Norman identity according to the gens 

Normannorum texts than William’s because he did not engage with the Norman 

textual culture as much, which strongly suggests that the ideas surrounding 

Normanitas are only present in textual culture. For Henry to have travelled to 

Normandy and met Robert of Torigni but not have picked up on Norman ideas 

of their identity demonstrates that the only way to do so was through reading 

and regurgitating the ideas from the gens Normannorum texts. 

 

English textual traditions: the Normans in alternative contexts 
Numerous studies have explored the construction of medieval English and 

Anglo-Saxon ethnic identities. Of particular importance in the analysis of English 

textual traditions is the ASC, due to its scope and legacy.112 We are faced with 

                                            
 

111 GRA, v. 395.2. pp. 716-717. 
112 A full examination of the various extant manuscripts versions of the ASC is beyond the scope 
of this chapter. As such I have focused on the Peterborough Manuscript (known as E) in making 
comparisons with the two main texts of this chapter for several reasons: firstly, it continues until 
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the methodological problem of comparing the use of Old English terms with our 

significant Latin ones but various Old English words are used in a similar 

context.113 Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica is also of immense importance and he 

is often credited with the creation of the concept of the gens Anglorum as one 

people, unified by their Christianity and Alfred the Great with the consolidation 

of the English political community as Angelcynn.114 However, these 

constructions are not often associated with descriptions of specific character. 

Bede mentions the ferocity of a handful of barbaric nations but only in 

demonstrating how far the English gens have come from their heathen 

background; no doubt due to its annalistic nature, the ASC rarely includes 

ethnic rhetoric surrounding the character of peoples. Even in the more verbose 

Peterborough Manuscript, descriptions of the character of particular gens are 

rare and Norman character is never discussed. The author describes the Danes 

as once the most trustworthy (getreowast) of all peoples, who turned to 

disloyalty and treachery when they killed King Cnut inside a church, but these 

Danes were known by the author to be separate from the Normans, who are 
                                                                                                                                
 

1154, the longest of the core ASC texts, and as M.J. Swanton points out, the style of the later 
parts of the ASC become increasingly personal and colloquial, including rhetorical stylistic 
characterisation of the behaviour of certain individuals, such as William the Conqueror; 
secondly, E belongs to the northern recension of the chronicle and was very close to the version 
used by Henry of Huntingdon; finally, E includes material gleaned from Norman annals 
compiled at Rouen in the late eleventh century, of which William of Malmesbury and Henry of 
Huntingdon were also aware, making the dissemination of this information complex. It is 
generally believed that E was written by two anonymous scribes, one covering the years up to 
1131 the other the period 1132 to 1154 sometime between 1155 and 1160: The Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle, trans. and ed. M.J. Swanton, (London, 1996) pp. xvii-xviii, xxi-xxxv; The Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle: A Revised Translation, ed. Dorothy Whitelock, David C. Douglas & Susie I. Tucker 
(London, 1961), pp.xi-xxiv; David L. Shores, ‘The Peterborough Chronicle: Continuity and 
Change in the English Language’, South Atlantic Bulletin 35, (1970), 19; C. Clark, ‘The narrative 
mode of The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle before the Conquest’, in England before the Conquest: 
Studies presented to Dorothy Whitelock, ed. P. Clemoes and K. Hughes, (Cambridge, 1971), 
pp. 215-235; the most recent edition of E belongs to an excellent collaborative edition that treats 
each MS separately: The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: A Collaborative Edition, Vol. 7: MS E, ed. 
Susan Irvine, (Cambridge, 2004); The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: A Collaborative Edition, general 
editors David Dumville & Simon Keynes, Vols. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 17, (1983–). 
113 I have predominantly used the Boswoth-Toller Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, which provides 
helpful etymological connections with Latin, and the Dictionary of Old English when translating 
the terms: An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary: Based on the Manuscript Collections of the Late Joseph 
Bosworth, ed. & enlarged by T. Northcote Toller, (Oxford, 1898). A digital edition can be found 
here: http://bosworth.ff.cuni.cz/ (last accessed on 12/07/17); Dictionary of Old English, ed. 
Antonette diPaolo Healey et al., (Toronto, 1991-2009). 
114 Patrick Wormald, ‘The Venerable Bede and the “Church of the English”’, in The English 
Religious Tradition and the Genius of Anglicanism, ed. G. Rowell, (1992), pp. 13-32, 21, 24; 
Wormald, ‘Bede, the Bretwaldus and the Origins of the gens Anglorum’, in Ideal and Reality in 
Frankish and Anglo-Saxon Society, ed. P. Wormald et al. (Oxford, 1983), pp. 99-129; N. Howe, 
Migration and Mythmaking in Anglo-Saxon England, (London, 1989), pp. 49-71; Sarah Foot, 
‘The Making of Angelcynn: English Identity Before the Norman Conquest’, Transactions of the 
Royal Historical Society 6, (1996), 25-49; Thomas, English and the Normans, pp. 20-30. 
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often referred to as Frencisc.115 As several scholars have noted, the Normans’ 

language being French influenced these alternative labels, though the terms are 

employed in a synonymous manner. Nevertheless, Thomas has argued that 

medieval authors were perfectly willing to view people as having more than one 

ethnic identity.116 In a late tenth-century Latin translation of a lost version of the 

ASC, known as Æthelweard’s chronicle, there are some notable examples, 

such as the cunning (astutia) of the Scots and the Saxons and the very savage 

(saevissimus) Romans who mutilated Pope Leo III.117 However, these are not 

reflected in the ASC and may have been Æthelweard’s own interpolations.118 

As Swanton notes, other methods of describing the English are often used 

inconsistently in the ASC, with Angelcynn often used in a context where later 

writers use the term England, though with a marked shift to demonstrate the 

association of the people with a territory or land.119 Swanton also makes an 

especially important point regarding rulership, noting that, in the ASC, there is a 

stark difference between being the king of a land and the king of a people. 

William the Conqueror, he says, ‘is decidedly not king of the English, but king of 

England’.120 The chronicle has far more to say in terms of the positive and 

negative character traits of individual leaders of various ethnicities than it does 

about the character of ethnicities in general. 

 Thus, while we know the influence of Bede and the ASC on William of 

Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon to be pronounced, it appears that their 

ideas concerning ethnic identity likely originated from different texts. Texts in 

England that stemmed from the ASC do not provide much help. William of 

Malmesbury knew of Æthelweard’s chronicle but famously stated that he hated 

                                            
 

115 ASC, E, p. 98; Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Whitelock, p. 165; for examples of the use of the term 
Frencisc, see ASC, E, pp. 89, 92, 99. Francan is also used, for instance when the author 
describes how it was the forty-first year since the Francan took control of England: p. 115; 
Geffrei Gaimar also sometimes, and inconsistently, calls the Normans Franceis in his history. 
For example: Geffrei Gaimar, Estoire des Engleis, ed. & trans. Ian Short, (Oxford, 2009) pp. 
284, 288. 
116 D.J.A. Matthew, ‘The English Cultivation of Norman History’, in England and Normandy in 
the Middle Ages, eds. David Bates and Ann Curry, (London, 1994), pp. 1-18, 2; Ian Short, ‘Tam 
Angli quam Franci: Self-Definition in Anglo-Norman England’, Anglo-Norman Studies 18, 
(1996), 153-175, 159; Webber, Norman Identity, p. 132; Thomas, English and the Normans, p. 
73. 
117 Chronicon Æthelweard, The Chronicle of Æthelweard, ed. A. Campbell, Medieval Texts, 
(London, 1962) pp. 6, 8, 27. 
118 For example, the Peterborough Chronicle describes the Romans attack on Pope Leo III but 
does not describe them as savage: ASC, E, p. 43; Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Whitelock, p. 37. 
119 Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Swanton, p. xxxii. 
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the language and ignored the text and he had finished his GRA a year or two 

before the French translation of a version of the ASC, the Estoire des Engleis, 

was written by Geffrei Gaimar, c.1136-1137.121 There is little to suggest Henry 

knew of Æthelweard’s chronicle either as most similarities between their texts 

are also found in the ASC. Ian Short notes that similarities between Henry and 

Gaimar’s texts can also be attributed to the use of a similar version of the ASC 

and that contact between them was unlikely in spite of them being neighbours in 

Lincolnshire.122 We must, then, look further afield for the origin of these 

concepts in the works of William and Henry. 

Nevertheless, there are echoes of concepts surrounding the behaviour of 

military elites and rulers that evidently stems from the ASC. The chronicle 

expressed numerous concerns about the Norman kings of England, which are 

repeated and expanded upon in William and Henry’s texts. For example, 

William Rufus is described as being exceedingly strong and fierce (swiðe strang 

and reðe) when dealing with his country, his subjects and his neighbours.123 

Both William and Henry also criticise Rufus for his fierce behaviour. Henry of 

Huntingdon describes William Rufus as particularly ferus when fighting his 

brother Robert.124 In the GRA, William, bishop of Durham, justifies a rebellion 

against Rufus, along with Odo of Bayeux, by describing the fierce (ferotia) 

arrogance visible in Rufus’ expression, which ‘would ride roughshod over law 

and justice.’125 Elsewhere William of Malmesbury describes the descent of 

William Rufus’ character from high principles to harshness by noting how he 

would glare at those before him and dominate them with a fierce (ferox) 

voice.126 William the Conqueror acts similarly when his son Robert asked for his 

inheritance early, ‘driving the young man away with jeers in that terrific voice of 

his’ and growing fierce (effera) with anger when Robert subsequently rebelled 

against him.127 The chronicler for the Peterborough Manuscript also describes 

William the Conqueror as a very stern and violent man (swiðe stearc man and 

                                            
 

121 GRA, prologus; Gaimar, Estoire des Engleis. 
122 Though Short suggests that the title of Gaimar’s Estoire des Engleis may have been 
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ræðe), so that no one dared (dorste) do anything against his will.128 The attitude 

in the ASC concerning these two kings was coloured by their political context. 

Taxation and retributive punishment of dissension had characterised William the 

Conqueror’s reign, in the author’s eyes, and his successor had followed in much 

the same manner. These characterisations reflected a continuing sense of 

resentment and find their way into both the GRA and the HA as authoritative 

statements on the character of these two kings.129 Henry even makes some 

elusive parallels with Julius Caesar whom he criticises for being too wild (ferus), 

proud and cruel.130 

William the Conqueror’s obituary in the Peterborough Manuscript of the 

ASC lays out William’s character and presents him as both an effective and 

successful king but also a violent and stern ruler. It states that William was a 

very wise man (swiðe wis man), very powerful (swiðe rice), and stronger 

(strengere) than his predecessors. He was kind to those who loved God and 

stern (stearc) beyond all measure to those who opposed his will, though as 

Swanton notes it is unclear whether this was meant to mean God’s or William’s 

will.131 It is also unclear whether the author meant that William was stronger 

than his Norman predecessors or his predecessors to the English throne but, 

either way, the emphasis is not upon his Norman heritage or identity. The 

author of the chronicle highlights a number of aspects of William’s successful 

rule including how, through his cunning (geapscipe), William learnt the worth of 

every hide of his land; his subjugation of the Welsh and the Scottish through his 

strengþe; and that, had he lived just two more years, he would have conquered 

Ireland by his cunning (werscipe).132 William’s characteristics here are 

integrated with his successes and based on the context of his rule. The author, 

like most medieval writers, presents an inherent idea of William’s character as 

causing his successes but he is clever and powerful because of what he 
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achieved not because of his ethnic identity. However, the author also expands 

upon his more negative qualities in the obituary saying, as noted above, that he 

was also very stern and violent (swiðe stearc man and ræðe).133 Furthermore, 

in a poetical section of the obituary, they add that he was so very stern (swiðe 

stearc) that he fell into avarice (gitsung), amassing great wealth through 

taxation and creating game-preserves with cruel punishments for those who 

poached on them.134 William is presented as effective, powerful and clever but 

his actions as king, including taxation and the introduction of harsh hunting 

laws, demonstrate his negative qualities of greed and violence. 

Henry of Huntingdon copied the ASC’s obituary to present an almost 

identical message, with some further clarification. For example, Henry clears up 

the issue of which predecessors William surpassed by saying that he was 

stronger and more powerful than both the counts of Normandy and the kings of 

the English.135 Nevertheless, many of the character traits are much the same: 

William is wise yet cunning (sapiens sed astutus); wealthy but avaricious; 

humble towards God’s servants but unyielding toward his opponents; took great 

amounts of money from his subjects through taxation; and was obsessed with 

hunting.136 Taking his cue from the ASC, Henry also urges his reader to regard 

William’s virtues and vices, to imitate the good and dismiss the evil.137 

Evidently, this passage had a significant impact on Henry’s text and his 

perception of William the Conqueror’s character. 

However, violence, wildness and ferocity are not the sole province of the 

Norman kings. Both William and Henry in setting out to chronicle the history of 

the English relate how several rulers of the past were notably fierce and wild, in 

keeping with the way the barbaric peoples of the past were traditionally viewed. 

Many of these figures are English but both also relate how Swein, the leader of 

the Danes, acted aggressively in conflicts in England. William notes how he and 

his men attacked London fiercely (ferotius) and Henry describes Swein as a 

very audacious man (Suein uir audacissimus) who attacked and plundered 

Sandwich in 1006.138 Swein’s deeds are recounted in the ASC yet his ferocity 
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and audacity are not mentioned.139 While both authors used the ASC for 

information they embellished their texts with terms that belonged to a Latin 

historical tradition rather than the Old English ASC, ideas gleaned from Latin 

and early medieval histories about fierce peoples. 

When describing English historical figures Henry is especially fond of 

exaggerating their violent behaviour through the use of the terms ferox and 

ferus, though his sources do not employ such terms themselves. For instance, 

when recounting the deeds of Æthelfrith, the king of Northumbria, Henry 

repeatedly gives him the cognomen ferus, which does not appear in either the 

ASC’s or Bede’s account of the king, the latter describing him as fortissimus 

and comparing him to Saul.140 Henry’s account of the fierce (ferox) Kings 

Beornwulf and Cædwalla and the wild (ferus) King Ine is also taken from Bede 

though, again, Bede does not use either term in his narrative.141 Similarly, 

several English kings in the GRA demonstrate an unbridled nature including 

King Penda of Mercia’s unbounded greed (effrenis cupiditas) and the unbridled 

(effrenus) Harold, who refuses to listen to William the Conqueror’s envoys.142 

By contrast Harold is presented quite differently in the ASC, courageously 

(ahtlice) overcoming the enemy at the Battle of Stamford Bridge.143 The 

decision by both authors to elaborate on the fierce past of the English kings 

through the use of these terms evidently drew influence from elsewhere. 

Ferocity could be justified by circumstance, as in the case of Hector who is 

described as ferox in defence of his wife and children in Horace’s Odes, whose 

work Henry emulated.144 

Nevertheless, there is some suggestion that Bede’s text was influencing 

these concepts in more general terms, that is, with regard to the violent past of 

the English gens as a whole. In describing the conflicts between the Mercian 

and Northumbria kingdoms Bede describes their nations as notably ferox and 
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his descriptions of the violence of the time coloured the opinions of twelfth-

century authors like Henry and William.145 Henry also expresses an awareness 

of the barbaric history of the English whom he says were once a wild people 

(ferus gentes) when missionaries first arrived on the island in 582.146 

Furthermore, in the HA the Picts (one of Henry’s five plagues for England’s 

punishment) are described as fierce (ferox) when attacking the Britons, in a 

similar vein to Bede’s account where the Picts and the Irish are described as 

uehementer saeuis.147 William of Malmesbury also demonstrates disdain for the 

English people’s barbaric appearance and bearing, warlike (bellicus) 

tendencies, and heathen religion habits when they arrived in Briton; he adds 

that they learned bad habits from foreigners, including uncouth ferocity 

(inconditus ferocitas) from the Saxons.148 Evidently, regarding the barbaric past 

of the English, Bede provided an example of a well-known model that both 

William and Henry built upon.  

Bede and the ASC evidently influenced both William and Henry to a 

significant degree but, when it comes to Norman identity, these English texts 

had very little to provide in terms of familiar ethnic models outside describing 

the English. Further exploration of wider antique, biblical and continental 

traditions is necessary to understand where these concepts came from and how 

these two authors employed them. Though they both had predominantly English 

audiences, their wide education and desire to write comprehensive Latin 

histories, based on these long-established literary traditions, led William and 

Henry to move significantly beyond English textual traditions. 

 

Authority and convention: Classical, Biblical and early medieval textual 
traditions 
The concept of varying gentes having a character based on their background 

and geography was a familiar one to medieval authors thanks to the ancient 

distinction between the civilised and the barbarian and the work of figures such 

as Isidore of Seville. These ideas were to be recycled in early medieval 

sources, including Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica, and continue to be evident in 
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the histories being created in twelfth-century England. In the GRA the Germans 

and the Franks are both considered to have native or habitual wildness (feritate 

morum).149 As Thomson points out with the Franks, the term morum suggests 

that William was thinking of Isidore of Seville, who also describes the habitual 

wildness (feritate morum) of the Franks in his Etymologiae.150 Furthermore, 

such descriptions are reminiscent of those by early medieval authors, who were 

also building on Isidore’s work. These include the various feritas peoples in 

Gregory of Tours’ Decem Libri Historiarum, the ferox Germanic nations in Paul 

the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum and the Gauls in Richer’s Histories, who 

have a natura ferox.151 While Bede doubtless influenced the idea of the English 

barbaric and fierce past, as discussed above, the model of a fierce barbaric 

heritage was very common and inspired an emphasis on these ideas in Henry 

and William’s texts. 

In the GRA the term audacia is often included within these models to 

describe the boldness of particular gentes.152 However, in a passage discussing 

the differences between the peoples of the West and people of the East, 

William demonstrates his understanding of the term as being relatively 

universal. After describing how Sansadoles, son of the emir of Antioch, reported 

to Soldan the emperor about the Franks’ audacity (audatia) in attacking the city, 

William notes how the Persian empire owes its longevity to the unwarlike nature 

of the Persians who are used to servitude and do not understand that ‘the 

sword’s purpose is, as Lucan has it, that none need be a slave’.153 By 

comparison, William writes, the peoples of the west are bold and fierce (audax 

et effera), rejecting the lordship of any one people so that rule has passed from 

Roman, to Frank to Teuton, while the Persian Empire goes on forever.154 

William was pulling together a well-established series of origin myths, based on 

classical texts by Lucan and Virgil, which claimed various peoples were 

descended from the Trojans, including the Romans, the Franks and the 
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Germans. Building on ideas from Virgil, Eusebius had set out in his chronicle 

the events after the fall of Troy, including the flight of certain Trojans to Italy 

where they became the Romans.155 This was an easy myth for medieval 

authors to appropriate, made even more appealing by its similarities to the 

exodus of the Jews; many varying gentes are associated with a Trojan heritage, 

including the Franks in the Liber historiae francorum.156 Through his reception 

of these myths, William presents the peoples of the west with a common ethnic 

homogeneity. They are all bold and fierce, though, in spite of his evident 

awareness of the importance of the Norman Conquest in England, the Normans 

are not included in this rhetoric. Rather the Teutons are considered the ruling 

ethnicity in the West in his time, meaning, as Thomson notes, the Germans of 

William’s day as, according to Matthew Innes, Teutonicus had come to mean 

‘German’ by the tenth century.157 William’s view of eastern and western peoples 

stems from a long tradition of classical and early medieval models and 

demonstrates that the traits of boldness and ferocity were considered 

ubiquitous. 

Henry also utilises the term audacia for a number of gentes with little 

suggestion that it is particularly exclusive to any group. Both the Britons and 

Saxons are described as boldly (audacter) fighting one another, much like the 

Lombards or Goths in Paul the Deacon and Jordanes’ works.158 Later, during 

the battle of Lincoln between King Stephen and Robert of Gloucester, he notes 

how Robert’s army contained a contingent of Welshmen who possessed more 

daring (audatia) than military skill.159 Elsewhere Caesar, speaking to his army 

before they fought the Britons, reminds them that their strength could not be 

beaten by the boldness (audacia) of the Gauls nor the bravery (fortitudo) of the 

Germans, a theme repeated in the speech given by Ralph, bishop of the 

Orkneys, at the Battle of the Standard where he recounts how the Normans 
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defeated bold (audax) Francia.160 It is evident that, in the coming together of 

these various strands of mythic origins of peoples, the repetitive nature of these 

tropes influenced both William and Henry into an understanding that all of these 

gentes had at some point demonstrated similar traits. 

The influence of wider textual traditions is also noticeably clear when we 

turn to individual treatments of various leaders, both Norman and otherwise. In 

the GRA, William demonstrates a familiar understanding of the dual nature of 

audacia by using it to demonstrate the boldness of key individuals but also as a 

mark of rash presumption. In a similar manner to his ferocity, the Conqueror 

makes an excellent case study. At the siege of Exeter we are told that the 

Conqueror, aided by Heaven, assaulted the walls with particular boldness 

(audatius), reasoning that these irreverent men (one of whom had ‘made the 

welkin re-echo with the noise of his nether parts’ to insult the Normans) cannot 

have had divine support.161 However, after being insulted by King Philip of 

France for his lethargy, William, with his characteristic roar, rashly (audatia) 

urged his troops to set fire to the city of Mantes, burning the church of St Mary. 

This irreverent act was to prove costly as William describes how the heat of the 

blaze brought on an illness, which led to the Conqueror’s death.162 William also 

notes his ambivalent views on Rufus stating that it is difficult to determine 

whether he was fortunate or unsuccessful through caution or audacity (audatior) 

in his campaigns.163 Henry I, conversely, is considered the better king since 

none dared to oppose him through respect for his daring (audatia) and 

prudence (prudentia).164 As Hayward has demonstrated, William employed 

Roman rhetorical techniques in his writing of history that sought balance and 

impartiality while also being deliberately allusive to emphasise hidden meanings 

behind their texts to be actively sought by the reader; William’s ambiguity in 

describing figures like Rufus stem from these influences.165 One is also 
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reminded of the way in which audacia works in the Latin Vulgate, as a positive 

when backed by authority yet a negative when employed in excess.166  

William also employs the term in both of these contexts, bold and rash, for 

non-Norman individuals. Several English kings demonstrate their boldness 

including Alfred the Great growing bolder (audatior) after retreat; the very bold 

(audacissimus) Anlaf, son of Sihtric; and King Æthelstan, who was bolder 

(audatior) and more successful than any others.167 The use of the comparative 

form of audax is reminiscent of Jordanes’ descriptions of the Goths.168 By 

contrast, William notes the audacity (audatia) of Geoffrey Martel, Baldwin of 

Flanders (of whom William appears to have had a different opinion than Henry) 

and Cnut the Younger in daring to attack William Rufus, Henry I and England 

respectively.169 For William audacia in this sense relates to great risk; the 

foolish attack on the capable kings William and Henry, both known for ferocity in 

battle, and the strong nation of England, with its Anglo-Norman protectors, is in 

each case an audacious prospect. Similarly, he notes how wisdom and daring 

(sapienta et audatia) are rarely to be found in the same man, citing the death of 

the headstrong Walter sans-Avoir at the siege of Nicaea who rode around the 

walls without taking precautions.170 Nor are these applicable only to noble 

warriors. William records an unusual account of a monk at Malmesbury named 

Æthelmær, whom he knew personally, taking a terrible risk (immanis audatia) in 

fashioning himself a pair of wings and attempting to fly like Daedalus, an act 

which left him crippled.171 Again, William’s use of the term follows a very biblical 

pattern. 

Henry of Huntingdon does not demonstrate quite as nuanced an 

understanding of audacia as William, predominantly using the term to describe 

the bold military deeds of various Norman nobles. For instance, Robert 

Curthose and Earl Ranulf of Chester demonstrate boldness in a military context, 
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the former charging his brother, Henry I’s, forces very boldly (audacissimus) 

despite inferior numbers and the latter traversing a perilous marsh with great 

boldness (audacissimus) in order to reach the battlefield of Lincoln.172 Henry 

also notes how Henry II, then duke of Normandy, crossed from Normandy to 

England on stormy seas to fight Stephen, which was thought to be a very rash 

(audatia) deed.173 Henry’s use of the term follows that of Paul the Deacon, who 

employs audacia more positively than most, but in the sense of a significant 

quality of male military elites.174 Furthermore, Henry doubtless wanted to 

convey the anxieties of his day over the conflicts between Stephen and Henry 

II. 

Returning to the GRA, William also associates audacia with deeds that are 

simultaneously reminiscent of epic tradition whilst also foreshadowing chivalric 

elements.  When Roger of Montgomery and William fitzOsbern deliver a 

message to Geoffrey Martel, the count of Anjou, concerning William Rufus’s 

bold (audatia) counter attack on Domfront, Geoffrey threatened that he would 

show how an Angevin was more than a match for any Norman in a fight and 

arrogantly described the colour of his horse and the bearings displayed on his 

armour. The messengers subsequently shared the same information for the 

king.175 Not only is William bold in defending his land, we can also see in this 

passage early signs of chivalric behaviour in the exchange of proto-heraldic 

information: signs of developing military culture and custom, one that involves 

aspects of behaviour like boldness as martial endeavours rather than ethnic 

parameters. Another story from the work demonstrates this again where William 

Rufus rewards the daring (audax) deed of one knight who had unhorsed him, 

not knowing he was the King of England. William of Malmesbury praises Rufus 

for rewarding his noble foe, comparing him to Alexander the Great who 

rewarded a Persian for his courage (fortitudo) in trying to cut him down.176 

Evidently, William was being influenced by classical history in using Alexander 

the Great as a comparative but we can also note similarities with Geoffrey of 
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Monmouth’s description of Frollo, who fights King Arthur to the death, as a man 

of boldness and strength (audatia et fortitudo).177 

Another notable example in the GRA similar to stories of amazing physical 

feats from epic myth concerns the King of Norway, Harold Fairhair. After 

seducing a lady from a distinguished family while in the service of the emperor 

of Constantinople, Harold was thrown to a lion but strangled the beast with his 

bare hands.178 This incident is similar to examples of Normans defeating 

various beasts in Norman texts, including Orderic’s account of Thurstan 

throwing a lion over a wall and Robert of Torigni’s account of Rodulf, Duke 

Richard I’s half-brother, killing a bear.179 However, while William may have been 

aware of these stories, the inspiration for such feats of strength had an older 

tradition and the strangulation of a lion is notably similar to the defeat of the 

Nemean lion by the ancient hero Hercules. While there is little to suggest that 

William had in fact read the Hercules Furens, or any earlier Greek versions of 

the myth of Hercules, he was at least aware of the author of the tragedy, 

Seneca the Younger, and some of his other works.180 While he may not have 

read the play himself he perhaps knew that Seneca had composed one about 

Hercules. Similar feats of strength are evident in chivalric literature, particularly 

the Historia regum Brittaniae, within which Arthur’s story contains notable 

parallels with the myth of Hercules.181 Examples from Romance make for 

interesting parallels but historical texts, like the GRA, and chivalric literature 

were both adapting classical descriptions of heroic feats rather than simply 

relying on one another. 

William and Henry highlight the qualities of various heroic noble individuals 

from various gentes in terms of their warlike abilities and vigour. William calls 

the famous King Arthur bellicosus and describes Emperor Henry III as a man 

more warlike (bellicosissimus) than his predecessors.182 Henry, quoting directly 

from Paul the Deacon’s Historia Romana, does the same for the Roman 

emperors Claudius, a bellicosus figure, and the most warlike (bellicosissimus) 
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Titus; separately he describes Bohemond as belliger.183 Henry also uses the 

term strenuus to describe various Norman, Roman and English figures including 

King Stephen, Henry II, the emperors Nero and Probus and the English kings 

Aldfrith of Northumbria and Penda of Mercia, who is given the label ‘the 

vigorous (strenuus)’.184 While he does not describe any Normans as strenuus in 

his GRA, William notes the strenuitas of King Stephen and Robert earl of 

Gloucester in the Historia Novella.185 Otherwise several kings of England, Henry 

I of France and Hugh Falconberg of Saint-Omer are described as admirably 

strenuus.186 William also described one religious figure, Æthelheard archbishop 

of Canterbury, as a strenuus and holy man in the GRA.187 Evidently, both 

William and Henry understood the traits of being warlike and vigorous as 

associated with great rulers and leaders of the past who embodied power and 

authority thanks to their wide reading of various literary traditions. Parallels can 

be seen with the figures Virginius and Hannibal in Livy; Constantine, Julian and 

Heraclian in Orosius; King Clovis and King Childebert in Gregory of Tours; and 

Tiberius Constantine as well as the Lombards Grimuald, Transemund, King 

Albion and the sons of Pemmo in Paul the Deacon.188 Notably, the author of the 

ASC and Bede do not employ this sort of language in any regularity meaning 

that William and Henry assumed this language largely from Roman, patristic 

and continental early medieval sources. 

While Henry does not often include the trait of cunning in his narrative, 

William employs it for individuals from various gentes but with a focus on their 

personal character rather than an ethnic character; as such they show similarity 

to the understanding of cunning as exhibited by Cicero and in the Latin 

                                            
 

183 HA, i.19. pp. 40-41; i.22. pp. 42-43; vii.7. pp. 428-429; Historia Romana, vii. 13, 21. 
184 HA, i.20. pp. 40-41; i.35. pp. 56-57; iv.33. pp. 268-269; ii.31. pp. 116-117; iii.33. pp. 184-185; 
iii.41. pp. 196-197; Penda is not given a label or cognomen in the ASC; Baldwin I of Jerusalem 
and Count Baldwin of Flanders are also both described as strenuissimus and Baldwin of 
Flanders is called strenuus armis: vi.18. pp. 442-443; vii. 28. pp. 458-459; vii.30. pp. 462-463. 
185 Historia Novella, i.15. pp. 28-29; ii.37. pp. 72-73. 
186 The English kings include Cynegils and Cwichelm, kings of the West Saxons, the king of the 
Mercians Peada, son of Penda and King Æthelbert of Kent: GRA, i.18.1. pp. 40-41; i.75. pp. 
110-111; for Henry I and Hugh Falconberg, the prince of Galilee see: ii.225.6. pp. 412-413; 
iv.384.6. pp. 686-687. 
187 Ibid. i.94.2. pp. 138-139. 
188 Livy, 3.47.2; 21.4.4; Orosius, VII. 15.3, 25.12, 28.5, 29.15, 42.10; Greg. Hist. II. 12; VIII. 4; 
Historia langobardorum, III.11, I.27, IV. 46, 51, V.16, VI.26. 
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Vulgate.189 Numerous figures from various gentes are included in this rhetoric 

including Henry I, whose cunning (calliditas) serves him well in diplomacy; the 

Earl of Gloucester, who cunningly (callide) concealed his intentions to head for 

Lincoln; and the English figures Alfred the Great and Anlaf son of Sihtric who 

employ a similar cunning (astutia) trick of disguising themselves as entertainers 

to spy on their enemies.190 At the Battle of Hastings, William claims that Harold 

was outwitted by William’s cunning (astutia), and Cnut and Swein Hardhand 

demonstrate capable astutia and calliditas respectively.191 In more pejorative 

terms William criticises the cunning of the Count of Arques and Odo of 

Bayeux.192 It comes as some surprise that William also notes how Robert 

Guiscard, a Norman named for his cunning, is deceived by the Emperor 

Alexius’ astutia, who he claims was known for cunning and fraud (astutia et 

fraus) over honesty.193 Certainly, he saw Alexius in a very different light to 

William of Apulia who praised him for his intelligence.194 Elsewhere William of 

Malmesbury describes Robert Guiscard as showing a practised intelligence 

(ingenium) in conquest, holding him up as a model for inspiring William the 

Conqueror’s deeds; the Conqueror, so William claims, was known to say that he 

would be disgraced if his own enterprise did not surpass that of Robert’s, whom 

he surpassed in status.195 This suggests that William felt that competition was a 

natural element of the identity of male military elites but that it was important 

that William the Conqueror, as the nobler of the two, surpassed his lower-

ranking rival. He clearly recognised that for William the Conqueror, as duke of 

Normandy, to be surpassed by his own subject would present a problem for the 

Conqueror’s reputation. Furthermore, William paraphrases Horace in describing 

the middling status of Guiscard’s heritage, emphasising the achievements of 

                                            
 

189 Cicero, Pro Lege Manilia. Pro Caecina. Pro Cluentio. Pro Rabirio Perduellionis Reo, ed. G.P. 
Goold, trans. H. Grose Hodge, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 1979), Pro Cluentio, 
65.183; Biblia Sacra, Ephesians 4:14. 
190 GRA, ii.121.5. pp. 182-183; ii.131.4. pp. 206-207; v.397.3. pp. 720-721; Historia Novella, 
iii.43. pp. 84-85. 
191 GRA, ii. 228. 11. pp. 422-423; 180.3. pp. 314-315; iii.260.1. pp. 478-479. 
192 The Count of Arques rebels against Duke William with his usual cunning (astu) and Odo of 
Bayeux is described as a man of more cunning (callidior) who showed great cunning (astutia) in 
double dealing and accumulating wealth: GRA, iii.232.1. pp. 432-433; iii. 277. 2. pp. 506-507. 
Again the emphasis is individual rather than ethnic. 
193 King Henry I of France is also described as cunning: GRA, ii. 187.1-2. pp. 334-335; ii.225.4. 
pp. 412-413; iv.387.6. pp. 692-693. 
194 GRW, IV. p. 212. ll. 142-144, 150-159, p. 210. ll. 120-121; 
195 There is little to suggest that William the Conqueror actually compared his own deeds to 
Roberts’: GRA, iii. 262.1-2. pp. 482-483. 
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both conquerors through typically classical language.196 Henry includes fewer 

examples of cunning but along similar lines and with similar influences. He 

notes how the Danish leader Hunguar showed fox-like cunning (uulpiculari 

astutia) in battle against the English and describes the cunning of the Roman 

emperors Diocletian and Valentinian.197 Henry is here imitating typically 

classical language, particularly Horace who describes the cunning fox (astutus 

vulpes), a trope likely originating from Aesop.198  

 These classical, biblical and early medieval influences are the most 

pronounced in both William and Henry’s works, especially for the ideas and 

terms being examined. While there are clearly differences in focus and style 

between the two authors, both had a strong knowledge of the classics, Biblical 

narrative structures and early medieval origines gentium and historical texts. 

Their use of a large shared pool of sources demonstrates the importance of 

these traditions in twelfth-century writing in England and their authority above 

that of other, more recent, historiographical traditions. No doubt Henry’s and 

William’s work, in particular, appealed to religious audiences thanks to the 

familiarity of these models among the educated ecclesiastical and monastic 

worlds. However, if both authors were also trying to appeal to secular 

audiences, as seems likely due to their patrons, the combination of local, 

dynastic history with well-known classical and biblical models would likely have 

been accessible to courtly audiences to some degree. Whatever the case, the 

terms and characteristics that these two authors employ for Roman emperors, 

English kings, rulers from France and Flanders, as well as Norman and Anglo-

Norman rulers, are not being used here as examples of Norman character but 

as descriptions of particularly capable rulers. In this sense Henry and William 

are following a long tradition of utilising these terms to describe noteworthy 

leaders that stems from antique, biblical and early medieval tropes.  

 

                                            
 

196 GRA, iii. 262.1-2. pp. 482-483; Horace, Satires, Epistles, and and Ars Poetica, trans. H. 
Rushton Fairclough, Loeb Classical Library, (Cambridge, Mass., 1929), Epistles, ii. 1.251. 
197 HA, v.5. pp. 282-283; callidus and astutus are used respectively for the emperors: i.36. pp. 
58-59; i.41. pp. 64-65. 
198 Horace, Satires, ii. 3.186; Again, one can see similar uses adapted from classical models in 
romantic texts, in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Brittaniae, for example, Brutus also 
often acts with calliditas: HRB, pp. 13, 27. 
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Conclusions 
Both William and Henry intended to relate the history of the Normans in 

England to the best of their ability, but Norman history was not a linchpin of their 

works. Nor was defining Norman identity crucial to William and Henry achieving 

their aims. William sought to demonstrate the cultural improvements brought to 

England by the Norman Conquest and Henry set out to show they were one of 

many plagues sent to punish the English. Even the fairly clear statement of 

Norman identity made in Bishop Ralph’s speech before the Battle of the 

Standard is addressed to both the Normans and the English as part of a 

strategy that sought to adopt and recast the Normans’ conquests (especially of 

England) as another element of an English, rather than Norman, past. Neither 

sought to defend or justify Norman behaviour any further when they were in 

England. In this sense their works were rather different from those by Dudo and 

William of Jumièges, who were attempting to justify the actions of the Normans 

through demonstrating the qualities of their identity. While a Norman identity is 

apparent in the GRA and HA it is invariably ambivalent; the Normans and their 

leaders are fierce, warlike, bold and cunning, but these characteristics are not 

always presented in a positive fashion and nor are they unique. The pejorative 

cases of William the Conqueror’s boldness, William Rufus’ wildness and the 

mad violence of various rebellious Anglo-Norman nobles show that these two 

authors’ are often highly critical of Norman behaviour. This behaviour, like many 

medieval writers before them, they often see as endemic of a Norman 

character, but also of the character of warriors. However, this Norman character 

is not the same as the Normanitas developed and defined by eleventh-century 

Norman sources; it is markedly more concerned with the negatives thanks to 

the controversies surrounding Norman rule, such as taxation and the Harrying 

of the North, and the perpetuation of these negative perceptions in English 

historiography. Furthermore, other peoples and individuals display our 

significant traits in these texts, often more so than the Normans themselves. For 

instance, William does not perceive the Normans as being particularly strenuus 

and Henry focuses on English kings and crusaders more than Norman rulers in 

England or Normandy. For both, their focus is both expansive, covering 

numerous peoples and individuals, and predominantly English. 

 In employing our key Latin terms Henry and William drew from various 

pools of influence. There is some evidence to suggest that William was gleaning 
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something of this type from the Norman historiographical tradition, particularly 

from the GND and the GG (the latter giving him a markedly different picture that 

is more classical in tone), as well as perhaps from conversation with Orderic 

Vitalis. Henry, on the other hand, appears to have little to do with the gens 

Normannorum literary tradition aside from perhaps a few pieces of information 

gleaned from the GND or more likely through meeting Robert of Torigni.199 This 

detachment from Norman historiography suggests that the concept of Norman 

identity in the gens Normannorum tradition only existed within a textual tradition 

and not outside, or one would expect Henry to have demonstrated a greater 

awareness of it. While some similar themes are apparent, the pro-Norman 

advocacy of the eleventh-century material failed to convince our authors in 

England, as it did Orderic Vitalis, that the Norman gens has developed from 

pagan pirates to pious princes. Continuing strife and conflict in England 

involving the bickering Anglo-Norman nobility led Henry and William to the 

inescapable conclusion that the Normans, while having positive virtues, had not 

changed much from their self-destructive barbaric past. As such, their histories 

were full of examples for their audiences to imitate rather than a narrative of 

progress with a clear trajectory. 

Both Henry and William took much of their information from English 

histories and chronicles. This included themes regarding the past wildness and 

violence of the English peoples and their neighbours, taken from Bede, and 

more recent concerns about certain Norman kings of England and their violent 

and greedy behaviour as expressed in the ASC. However, these sources do not 

account for everything. Bede, for instance, rarely uses terms like audax, 

bellicosus, astutus or strenuitas, if at all and the ASC avoids the subject of 

Norman ethnic character altogether. When examining the use of terms in the 

GRA and HA from a broader standpoint it becomes evident that the influences 

of the English and Norman traditions were relatively minor. William and Henry’s 

understanding of these terms evidently came from elsewhere. Classical 

sources, patristic sources from late antiquity and early medieval origines 

gentium contained concepts of various behaviours and their association with 

peoples; the boldness, bellicosity and cunning of gentes, often barbaric, can be 
                                            
 

199 Greenway suggests Henry had an awareness of Norman annals and French vernacular 
sources but these texts are unlikely to have transmitted ideas concerning Norman identity and 
the use of significant terms to him: HA, pp. lxx, xcviii, cvi-cvii. 
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found in the works of Tacitus, Sallust, Isidore of Seville, Jordanes, Paul the 

Deacon, Richer of Saint-Rémi and others. In terms of individual qualities, the 

Biblical use of the terms audacia and astutia were instrumental in the 

development of understanding in twelfth-century England and, again, classical 

and early medieval texts informed William and Henry’s descriptions of fierce, 

warlike, bold, vigorous and exceptional kings and generals. These tropes had 

notable longevity and their inclusion and importance in the GRA and HA reflect 

the proliferation of these types of text along with the galvanisation of libraries in 

England during the early twelfth-century. 

Both William and Henry combined traditional concepts with more recent 

historiographical traditions from England and Normandy, with William including 

interesting and unusual anecdotes and Henry intentionally writing in accessible 

language. These elements arguably opened up their texts to wide audiences 

and they are full of information about peoples and rulers from all over Europe 

and the Holy Land. They included gentes and noble figures who exhibited the 

various traits that have traditionally been associated with the idea of Normanitas 

in modern scholarship, which were used to demonstrate qualities of excellent or 

faulty rulership as well as illustrious and questionable heritages. Both authors 

demonstrate some level of acculturation regarding the English and the 

Normans, and William’s assertion that the peoples of the west are bolder and 

fiercer than those of the east demonstrates that he perceived these ethnic 

characteristics in decidedly broad terms. The specificity of eleventh-century 

‘Normanitas’ did not work for authors in twelfth-century England, and was 

nonetheless somewhat inconsistent in of itself.200 Thus, it was abandoned in 

favour of a nuanced and ambivalent view that subscribed to frameworks of 

history writing that were far more established. One such theme was the role of 

history as an exemplary genre and in this aim William and Henry were less 

concerned with justifying supposedly ethnic behaviour and expounding ethnic 

concepts. It was in the coming together of numerous literary traditions that 

William and Henry’s concepts of Norman identity were forged, constructed 

within the contemporary context of Anglo-Norman political and cultural deeds. 

Their texts substantiate the idea that Norman ethnic identity was created 
                                            
 

200 See Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and Italy’, pp. 71-78, 167-172, 243-248; Albu, 
Normans in Their Histories, pp. 218-219. It was particularly opposed to the ambiguity of William 
of Malmesbury’s works: Hayward, ‘The Importance of Being Ambiguous’, 75-102. 
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alongside various textual structures and configured through historiographical 

and narrative models altered and influenced by aim, audience, context and 

authorship, rather than a shared understanding of who the Normans really 

were. 

 

Crossing the border to Wales: a case study in alternative identities 
In discussing how Norman identity was presented and understood in early 

twelfth-century Britain, Welsh source material makes for an especially useful 

case study for several reasons: it demonstrates a concern with familiar 

behavioural traits, here associated with the Welsh rather than with the 

Normans; the Normans are present in the material as the villainous enemy 

Other, though they are not styled as a tool of punishment; and, as discussed by 

Davies, the Welsh had a notably strong ethnic identity based on several factors 

including their literary tradition.201 The Welsh already considered the English 

invasion as a punishment for their correction, allowing for a far more bitter 

perception of the Normans that indicates rather different ideas surrounding their 

identity, isolated from the gens Normannorum tradition yet connected to more 

important and traditional textual models. The Welsh were a people who had 

already experienced disaster at the hands of the Anglo-Saxons by being driven 

from the entirety of Britain into Wales. Rather than cast the Normans as the 

bringers of divine retribution for past sins, most Welsh sources considered this 

to have already happened – the Normans were merely another obstacle to 

overcome, another form of oppression to resist.202 

The Vita Griffini Filii Conani is an account of the life of the Welsh king of 

Gwynedd, Gruffudd ap Cynan (d. 1137), which predominantly survives as a 

Middle Welsh text long believed to have been based on a now lost Latin 

original. Paul Russell has demonstrated that the base text for a later Latin 

manuscript could not have been a translation from the Welsh text but was 

copied from the lost original twelfth-century Latin Vita.203 Russell suggests that 

the original text was composed sometime between 1137 and 1148, possibly at 

                                            
 

201 Davies, Age of Conquest, pp. 14-20. 
202 One early Welsh Latin poem by Rhigyfarch follows this trope but few others do. See W.J. 
McCann, ‘The Welsh View of the Normans in the 11th and 12th Centuries’, Transactions of the 
Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion, (1991), 42. 
203 Vita Griffini Filii Conani: The medieval Latin Life of Gruffudd ap Cynan, ed. & trans. Paul 
Russel, (Cardiff, 2005) pp. 15-17. 
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St David’s, though certainly in Wales.204 Though renewed interest in the text 

during the sixteenth century in north Wales led to many copies being made 

during the period, that only one medieval witness survives may suggest a rather 

poor contemporary reception.205 Our lack of knowledge about the author does 

not help discern the aim or intended audience of the text, besides praising 

Gruffudd, which might suggest that the author had a noble patron. Whoever the 

author was they certainly knew the Bible well, citing scripture on numerous 

occasions alongside numerous references to classical heroes, which may 

indicate they had read certain classical texts.206  

The Welsh text of the Brut y Tywysogyon survives in three versions 

generally thought to be translations of slightly different texts of a Latin chronicle 

often attributed to Caradoc of Llancarfan and dated c.1150; though the 

authorship is sometimes disputed it is generally agreed that the text was from 

the twelfth century.207 The Welsh texts were compiled by an anonymous 

individual around the end of the thirteenth century, possibly at Strata Florida 

Abbey in mid-Wales.208 Numerous manuscripts survive but only seven of them 

are medieval, dating from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.209 Little more 

can be said without speculation but, if the chronicle was translated at the abbey 

of Strata Florida or similar, a purpose and audience must have been behind the 

compilation of the texts. Regardless, the text is useful in providing points of 

comparison to the Vita, which will be the focus of this case study.210 

The Vita Griffini Filii Conani follows a number of familiar models in 

describing the life and history of its main subject, Gruffudd. The author devotes 

the early sections of the Vita to detailing Gruffudd’s ancestry, tracing his lineage 

back to the Danes, namely King Alan the Dane, Harold Haarfagr and their 

brother Rodulphus. Rodulphus, who is evidently supposed to be Rollo, sailed to 

                                            
 

204 Ibid. pp. 43-47; see also Nerys Ann Jones, ‘Historia Gruffudd vap Kenan: the first audience’, 
in Gruffudd ap Cynan: A Collaborative Biography, (Woodbridge, 1996), pp. 149-156. 
205 Vita Griffini, p. 1. 
206 Russel includes an index of biblical references in his edition. 
207 For more on the text including debates abouts its authorship see: Historical Texts from 
Medieval Wales, ed. Patricia Williams, (London, 2012), pp. xxv-xxxii. 
208 The three versions are considered to be fairly complementary. I will focus on the ‘Red Book 
of Hergest Version’: Brut y Tywysogyon or The Chronicle of the Princes, Red Book of Hergest 
Version, ed. & trans. Thomas Jones, (Cardiff, 1955) pp. xi-xiii. 
209 Ibid. pp. xx-xxi. 
210 When translating the Welsh differently from Thomas Jones I have used Geiriadur Prifysgol 
Cymru: A dictionary of the Welsh language, (Cardiff, 1950), which can be accessed online 
http://www.welsh-dictionary.ac.uk/ (last accessed 31/08/2017). 
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Gaul and conducted himself bravely (fortiter), subduing the part of the country 

known as Normandy and becoming king (rex) of the Normans. The author 

further notes how Rollo's progeny became kings of England, just as their 

contemporary was a king in Wales, a comparison that portrays these kings as 

equals.211 The author’s knowledge about Rollo and his progeny is basic but 

could have stemmed from either Norman or English sources. Undoubtedly this 

was an attempt to associate Gruffudd with the royalty and nobility of the Anglo-

Norman sphere, which implies some level of appreciation for the Norman and 

Anglo-Norman rulers. Nevertheless, the contact between Welsh kings like 

Gruffudd and the Anglo-Norman nobility was regular and pronounced and it was 

common practice to associate one’s main character’s heritage with one 

associated with illustrious deeds and success. It is an intriguing idea to suppose 

that the Normans, thanks to their successes in conquest, became the new gens 

to be associated with, at the very least locally, much like the Trojans.212 

The author also claims that one of Merlin’s prophecies was actually about 

Gruffudd, which greatly commended him and the nobility of his race (generis 

nobilitate). The author, including the prophecy in the text, writes: ‘A wild 

(ferinus) attacker is prophesied who will come from over the sea / intent on 

onslaught; his name is despoiler (corruptor) and he will despoil many.’213 

Victoria Flood demonstrates that prophecies like this one belonged to a Welsh 

prophetic culture that predated and influenced Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 

Prophetiae Merlini, exerting an influence over twelfth-century writing through 

such texts.214 As we have seen, this wild background of peoples and successful 

conquerors had a long history that can be traced back to Virgilian exploits of 

sea-faring heroes and origines gentium. Nevertheless, it is notable that the 

author of the Vita appropriates a Danish or Norman reputation for Gruffudd 

through associating him with their heritage whilst also using Welsh prophetic 

and Latin epic tropes to describe him. The wild influx of a violent yet righteous 

figure is strikingly similar to Dudo’s description of Rollo but it is unlikely that the 

author of the Vita knew the HN directly. However, William of Malmesbury’s GRA 

                                            
 

211 Vita Griffini, §5, pp. 56-57; for Gruffudd's noble parentage see §2-4, pp. 52-55; for King Alan 
see §5, pp.54-55; for Harold Haarfagr see §5 pp.54-55. 
212 See also: Bouet, ‘Les Normands: le nouveau peuple élu’, pp. 239-252. 
213 Vita Griffini, §8, pp. 58-59. 
214 Victoria Flood, Prophecy, Politics and Place in Medieval England: From Geoffrey of 
Monmouth to Thomas of Erceldoune (Woodbridge, 2016) pp. 18-21, 33-34. 
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was copied in Wales at Margam in the late twelfth century.215 While the author 

of the Vita likely composed their text before this, it could indicate that similar 

Norman or Anglo-Norman texts were at least known in Wales. 

The construction of Gruffudd’s character in the Vita owes far more to 

common classical and biblical models and he is compared to classical and 

biblical heroes in several instances. For example, Gruffudd’s victory at the battle 

of Gwaed Erw and liberation of Gwynedd from cruel pagan lords is likened to 

Judas Maccabeus’ liberation of Israel from pagan kings.216 During a particularly 

savage battle, Gruffudd, is described as ‘harvesting traitors and enemies with 

his death-dealing sword, just like Agamemnon.’217 The author also compares 

Gruffudd’s twelve-year imprisonment by the Normans, after being betrayed, to 

the betrayal of Julius Caesar by the senate and his twelve wars against the 

Saxons and Picts. They also note how the unfaithful people of Israel betrayed 

Judas Maccabeus and the Vita’s description of how Judas, who was like a giant 

or a lion, avenged himself on his enemies foreshadows Gruffudd’s later actions 

in reclaiming his land.218 After his exile in Ireland, Gruffudd rushes into battle, 

‘like a giant or a lion laying low enemies with every blow of his sword’.219 These 

descriptions are reminiscent of biblical and epic classical literature and also 

reflect heroic deeds from chansons de geste. For instance, in the Chanson de 

Roland (c.1100), Roland cuts a Saracen named Chernuble in half with his 

sword Durendal, even driving the blade into his enemies’ horse’s spine.220 

Other Welsh leaders in both the Vita and the Brut are described in other 

familiar ways. In the Brut the sons of Gruffudd ap Cynan, Owain and 

Cadwaladr, are described as fearless, brave lions (lew dewron), and wise 

                                            
 

215 GRA, pp. xvii-xx. 
216 Vita Griffini, §12, pp. 62-63. 
217 Ibid. §14, pp. 64-65. 
218 Ibid. pp. 64-67. 
219 Ibid. 
220 The Song of Roland: An Analytical Edition. ed. Gerard J. Brault, (Pennsylvania, 1978), 
Volume II: Oxford Text and English Translation, ll. 1324-1325; the Chanson de Roland is a 
problematic text in terms of its date and use, though its importance is rarely understated. As 
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the text before or after c.1100. Furthermore, he notes that there is no incontrovertible proof that 
the Chanson de Roland was ever performed in the form preserved in the manuscripts: The 
Song of Roland: An Analytical Edition. Vol. I. Introduction and Commentary, pp. 5-6. However, 
the legend of Roland was very familiar and the descriptions of epic deeds, such as the one 
noted here, make useful points of comparison with descriptions of heroic characteris from our 
historical texts. Nevertheless, the question of its date must be kept in mind. 
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(doeth).221 Also Rythmarch the Wise (Doeth) is described as the wisest of the 

wise amongst the Britons (y doethaf o doethon y Brytanyeit).222 In the Vita we 

are also told about one of Gruffudd's two uterine brothers, Ranaldus mac 

Mathgamna, who so excelled in bravery (fortitudo) that he subjugated Ireland in 

fourteen days. The writer describes the seafaring Viking as a ‘great sea-

monster, the like of which in speed of foot or skill at jumping Ireland did not 

possess.’223 These Welsh texts highlight the qualities of lion-like bravery and 

wisdom as possessed by various Welsh figures, which is not dissimilar to some 

descriptions of the Normans we have seen. 

 In a handful of instances some significant terms are used to describe the 

character of Gruffudd’s soldiers and men of Gwynedd. Gruffudd ap Cynan is 

accompanied by vigorous (strenuus) youths when fighting at Aber Lliennog in 

Anglesey and, after attacked by the Normans, the natives of Gwynedd and 

Powys resist them bravely (fortius).224 When Gruffudd fights against the Welsh 

allies of the Normans, we are told that the fierce (ferox) forces of Gruffudd, 

including Danish and Irish mercenaries singled out for their distinct weapons, 

terrified the other Welsh kings.225 Here we see one of Pohl’s strategies of 

distinction, fighting equipment, but the use of the term ferox appears to describe 

all of these soldiers, Welsh, Danish and Irish. Gruffudd is similarly described as 

using his biblical mercy to restrain the ferocity (faerocia) of his men, ‘just as 

David had once behaved towards Saul’.226 Gruffudd’s merciful actions are set 

out as another example of his being an excellent leader in knowing when it is 

suitable to reign in the violence of his fierce soldiers. However, their ferocity 

appears to be tied to their military role rather than their ethnic identity. 

Nevertheless, it demonstrates that these terms could be employed in various 

contexts and do not automatically delineate a perceived ethnic character. 

                                            
 

221 Brut y Tywysogyon, pp. 112-113. 
222 Ibid. pp. 38-39. 
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 Norman identity, however, is a minor and confused element in these 

texts. The Vita and the Brut often use ethnonyms interchangeably when 

describing the French or the Normans. In the Brut, the Normans are largely 

referred to as French (Freinc) except from a handful of occasions where they 

are called Normanyeit. King William I is called the prince of the Normans 

(Normanyeit), yet both he and his son William Rufus are also called kings of the 

Saxons (Saeson) and Freinc is the most often used for both the rulers and the 

gens.227 In the Vita the Normans are referred to as both Normanni and 

Franci.228 The Welsh authors, much like the English compilers of the ASC, no 

doubt perceived the Normans as predominantly French because they had come 

from France and spoke French. It is significant that these texts outside the 

Norman sphere are not as interested in the distinction as the Normans were.  

Nevertheless, the Normans’ identity in the Brut and the Vita is invariably 

centred upon their villainous nature. The Brut calls the Vikings involved in raids 

in 890 the ‘black Normans (Normanyeit duon)’ and this attitude colours the 

Welsh accounts.229 Elsewhere the Normans treacherously kill Hywel ap 

Goronwy and the author warns his readers that it is the way of the French 

(Freinc) to deceive with promises, as King Henry did when he promised 

Gruffudd ap Cynan a reward if he captured Gruffudd ap Rhys.230 In the Vita, the 

Normans cause ‘countless evils (mala innumera)’ in Gwynedd and, after their 

arrival in England, the Normans (Normannis) are blamed for turning Gwynedd 

into a corpse-strewn desert for eight years.231 The author, in comparing 

Gruffudd with King David, also compares the Franci garrison of Anglesey to the 

barbaric biblical villains, the Philistines.232 They also use deception and trickery 

(dolis, fallacia) to bribe Gruffudd’s Danish allies to switch sides, after which he is 

                                            
 

227 Brut y Tywysogyon, pp. 30-33. 
228 Vita Griffini, §16, pp. 66-67; §25, pp. 78-79.  
229 Brut y Tywysogyon, pp. 16-17. 
230 Ibid. pp. 48-49, 84-85. An example of the Welsh distrusting the Normans can be found on pp. 
142-145. 
231 Vita Griffini, §16, pp. 66-67. 
232 It is unusual that the French are described as having two-headed axes here, much like the 
Danes earlier in the work. Perhaps this is meant to evoke the Normans’ Danish ancestry but the 
castle garrison are specifically called Franci. The author may be making a distinction about how 
the Welsh fight in comparison to the French, who are a mixture of Germanic and Danish 
descent, but they seem to confuse any distinction within the French themselves, moving back 
and forth between terms such as Franci and Normanni as well as describing weapons which the 
Normans and French were unlikely to be using at this point: ibid. §23, pp. 74-75. 
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forced to flee to Ireland.233 These descriptions have more in common with 

Dudo’s descriptions of the villainous Franks than the Normans in our Norman 

texts and demonstrate a rather different attitude to Norman identity. The Anglo-

Norman kings are also included in this negative rhetoric. We are told that King 

William Rufus invaded Gwynedd to destroy the natives ‘so that he might not 

leave even a dog pissing against a wall’ and destroying the forests so that no 

‘shadow might be left by which the weaker might protect themselves.’234 As 

Russel points out, the dog reference is adapted from a common biblical 

passage in Samuel and Kings to not leave anyone pissing against a wall, a 

phrase often used to imply the extermination of all the males of an area. 

According to Russel, to go as far as to exterminate all the dogs, presumably 

after having previously exterminated the human males, suggests a particularly 

brutal massacre; cutting down the trees to remove any hiding places further 

emphasises William’s brutal intentions.235 The author of the Vita describes the 

Normans and their rulers in a similar manner to Orderic, William of Malmesbury 

and Henry of Huntingdon, but in starkly more negative terms, no doubt thanks 

to the direct conflicts between the Normans and the Welsh during the period. 

 This case study shows that the Welsh source material adopts many of 

the same terms that have been traditionally associated with Normanitas but to 

describe Welsh military forces and particularly their hero Gruffudd. While the 

ferocity of the military forces of Gwynedd are not presented as a marker of 

ethnicity, it is often employed in a positive military context in the Vita, not unlike 

the ferocity of the Normans in battle in the HN, though in the context of the 

Welsh defending their land. This suggests that we must be cautious when 

reading ethnic identity in such descriptions when they largely centre upon the 

military actions of warriors. Furthermore, the Normans are presented as purely 

villainous in these texts. Their violence and cunning are used to present them 

as evil invaders, though we have seen writers of Norman history describe other 

gentes in similar terms, including the Franks, the English and the Welsh. 

Orderic’s descriptions of the Welsh, for example, present them as bellicose 

barbarians who are naturally rebellious. These Welsh sources differ 

                                            
 

233 Ibid. §26, pp. 80-81. 
234 Ibid. §25, pp. 78-79. 
235 Vita Griffini, ‘Notes’, p. 155; Biblia sacra, 1 Kings 14.10, 16.11, 21.21; 2 Kings 9.8; 1 Samuel 
25.22, 25.34. 
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substantially from Norman and English ones but they are similar in their 

presentation of heroic male military leaders, namely Gruffudd and other key 

Welsh kings and their relatives. These similarities stem from classical and 

biblical modes of perception and the Vita in particular makes overt comparisons 

between ancient heroes and Gruffudd. In essence, the Welsh material 

demonstrates that the textual influences that shaped the identity of the Normans 

had an exceptionally wide-ranging influence, determining the nature of 

presenting key figures and their deeds in medieval historical writing. 
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Part Three: Can Normanitas be exported? Norman Identity in 
Southern Italy and Sicily 

 

Chapter Five, Independent Histories: Norman Identity in Southern 
Italy and Sicily 

 

Several histories concerning the deeds of the Normans in southern Italy and 

Sicily were composed there towards the end of the eleventh century, namely 

the works of Amatus of Montecassino (c.1080), Geoffrey Malaterra (c.1098) and 

William of Apulia (c.1090-1099). As Ovidio Capitani argued in the 1970s, these 

sources were part of the culture of medieval Christendom as a whole and 

expressed contemporary cultural and political concerns. However, his 

definitions of south Italian Norman Kultur derived from his conceptualisation of a 

broader unitary Norman mentality.1 More recent scholarship has pointed out 

that these works were situated in their eleventh-century Italian context, in that, 

they belonged to a more Italian textual tradition than any other. As such, they 

were more separate from the historical tradition in Normandy than was 

suggested by advocates of Norman Empire and unity. Rather than explicitly 

referring to the work of Norman authors such as Dudo of St Quentin or William 

of Jumièges, they made use of local sources for pertinent information. Massimo 

Oldoni argued that Italian, and particularly Cassinese, source material from 

‘fragments of a rapidly aging Lombard tradition’ significantly influenced the Italo-

Norman texts. He based this on a comparison of Amatus and his Lombard 

model, the Historia Langobardorum of Paul the Deacon, with Amatus 

emphasising instead the Lombards’ decline and the Normans being on the 

ascent.2 Aside from Paul the Deacon’s work there are other early medieval 

Italian sources of significance, such as the ninth-century Historia 

Langobardorum Beneventanorum by the Cassinese monk Erchempert; the 

influence of scripture and classical models is also pronounced. 

                                            
 

1 Capitani, ‘Specific Motivations and Continuing Themes’, pp. 64, 65, 78; Canosa, Etnogenesi 
normanne e identità variabili, pp. 14-15; Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, p. 104. 
2 Massimo Oldoni, ‘Mentalità ed evoluzione della storiografia normanna fra l'XI e il XII secolo in 
Italia’, in Ruggero il Gran Conte e l'inizio dello Stato normanno, Atti delle seconde giornate 
normanno-sveve, Bari, 19-21 maggio 1975, (Bari, 1991) pp. 139-174, 149; Canosa, Etnogenesi 
normanne e identità variabili, p. 16. 
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The Italy in which the first Norman adventurers found themselves was not 

a unified or stable area but rather a melting pot of cultures and ethnicities in a 

fragmented political landscape. The Byzantine Empire had been involved 

militarily and politically in Southern Italy for centuries and had a strong hold on 

Apulia and Calabria by 970 that continued into the eleventh century, though 

regular conflicts with the Lombards continued over Apulia, Calabria and the 

Beneventan region.3 The Muslims had had a significant impact, invading Sicily 

in 827, which they effectively controlled by the end of the century, sacking 

Rome in 846, and continuing with their assault and harassment of Campania 

into the early tenth century.4 Finally, those known as the Lombards, the 

descendants of barbarian groups who had invaded Italy in the sixth century and 

who had become integrated with the indigenous peoples, controlled the western 

coastal region of Campania as well as the central mountainous region of Italy. 

This was divided between the principalities of Benevento, Capua and Salerno, 

which were constantly at odds with one another politically.5 The history of the 

on-going conflicts between these various groups is a long and convoluted one 

and had led to an ethnic and cultural mosaic across the area, constructed and 

defined through various methods and means. The Lombards’ cultural memory, 

as demonstrated by Pohl, was embedded in various texts including law codes, 

chronicles and histories, many known to eleventh-century authors; nevertheless 

Paul the Deacon was aware of the ethnic diversity of Italy beyond the Lombards 

themselves.6 The Byzantines and the Muslims were essentially defined in Latin 

texts through their otherness in terms of religion as orthodox, Muslim, or, 

particularly for the latter, infidels and pagans, though they certainly defined 

themselves in far more intricate ways.7  

                                            
 

3 Barbara M. Kreutz, Before the Normans: Southern Italy in the Ninth and Tenth Centuries, 
(Pennsylvania, 1991) pp. 62-66, 150-151; Graham Loud, The Age of Robert Guiscard, (Harlow, 
2000) pp. 12-29. 
4 Kreutz, Before the Normans, pp. 19-20, 26-27, 56, 75-79; Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 
15-16. 
5 There also existed several small independent duchies that had never been subject to Lombard 
dominance as well as some counties ruled, at least officially, by the duke of Spoleto in central 
Italy: Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 12-13. 
6 Walter Pohl, ‘Memory, identity and power in Lombard Italy’, in The Uses of the Past in the 
Early Middle Ages, eds. Yitzhak Hen and Matthew Innes, (Cambirdge, 2000), pp. 9-28. 
7 I shall refer to the Byzantines as ‘Greeks’ when the sources do so (including the various 
ancient tribal names such as Danaans) whilst using ‘Byzantines’ for comments not attached to 
specific source material to differentiate between the medieval people and the ancient Greeks. 
Though they identified themselves as such, I shall not refer to them as Romanus or Romans 
because the Latin Italian texts do not do so: Leonora Neville, Heroes and Romans in Twelfth-
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The arrival of the Normans was only to add to the violence and confusion. 

However, by the end of the eleventh century the Byzantines had been driven 

from the Italian peninsular and the Muslims from Sicily altogether, though Greek 

and Muslim individuals continued to call these regions home. The Normans had 

put their stamp on both Southern Italy and Sicily in the eleventh century, 

evidenced predominantly by the fast succession of histories then written about 

them. Given the violence of the last century and the impact the Normans had it 

is unsurprising that these histories were produced, perhaps as an attempt to 

portray the late eleventh century as a period of relative stability thanks to the 

rule of the works’ key Norman protagonists. Nevertheless, it could also be 

because the courts themselves had evolved to a level of stability that allowed 

for these texts to be commissioned and produced. The Normans’ violent and 

conquest-driven reputation is also evident in these texts, suggesting that the 

authors were aware of the Normans’ important role but also concerned with 

more recent conflicts in the Balkans, Greece and with Naples between the 

Normans and the Byzantines. Nevertheless, what feeling of Norman identity 

there was in southern Italy and Sicily appears to have diminish even more 

rapidly than in England, which most scholars agree happened over the second 

half of the twelfth century.8 Making use of numerous charters, Graham Loud 

argued that, thanks to intermarriage, distinctions made between Normans and 

Lombards became both less frequent and thus less important in the early 

twelfth century.9 Several chroniclers of events in the area during the twelfth 

                                                                                                                                
 

Century Byzantium: The Material for History of Nikephoros Bryennios, (Cambridge, 2012), p. 87; 
Averil Cameron, ‘Byzantium and the Limits of Orthodoxy’, Proceedings of the British Academy 
154, (2007), 129-38; Ioannis Stouraitis, ‘Roman identity in Byzantium: a critical approach’, 
Byzantinische Zeitschrift 107, (2014), 175-220. The sources are inconsistent in describing the 
Muslim peoples whom the Normans fought. I shall use the term ‘Saracen’ as it is the most 
commonly used, though it is a problematic term that only reflects them as an ‘Other’ and 
negates the numerous different ethnicities among them. Nevertheless, this does represent the 
attitude of eleventh-century Latin authors. It should be noted that our authors’ use of ‘Sicilian’ 
was sometimes also meant to suggest Muslim: Timothy Smit, ‘Pagans and Infidels, Saracens 
and Sicilians’, Haskins Society Journal 21, (2009), 67-86, 75; James E. Lindsay, Daily Life in 
the Medieval Islamic World, (London, 2005), p. 12. 
8 Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, 113, 115-116; Murray, ‘Ethnic Identity in the Crusader States’ pp. 59–
73; Thomas, English and the Normans, pp. 40, 43; Webber, Norman Identity, pp. 63, 178. 
9 Loud suggests that when these distinctions were made, which was rarely, they were marks of 
personal identification rather than separate castes of government and subjects: Graham Loud, 
‘How “Norman” was the Norman Conquest of Southern Italy?’, Nottingham Medieval Studies 25, 
(1981), 3-34, 24; Graham Loud, ‘Continuity and Change in Norman Italy: the Campania during 
the Eleventh Century’, Journal of Medieval History 22, (1996), 313-343, 329; others have 
disagreed with aspects of Loud’s analysis, noting divisions between these ethnic groups and 
arguing that these distinctions were important: Errico Cuozzo, ‘À propos de la coexistence entre 
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century had very different opinions on the Normans. For instance, the 

anonymous author of the History of the Tyrants of Sicily saw the rule of the 

Normans kings in Sicily as a revival of classical tyranny.10 The Chronicon by 

Romuald of Salerno is far less damning but, being a universal history largely 

compiled from the works of Orosius, Isidore of Seville, Bede and Paul the 

Deacon, and taking information from eleventh-century chronicles rather than 

from Amatus, William or Geoffrey, his work does not concern itself much with 

Norman identity.11 Romuald does makes some use of notable specific terms, 

but these appear to be used universally for exemplary leaders.12 

Historiographically speaking, scholarship on southern-Italian Normanitas has 

largely focused on the eleventh century. With this and the twelfth-century texts 

in mind, this chapter will focus on the Norman-centric texts from the late 

eleventh century. 

This eleventh-century southern Italian material has been a central facet in 

the Norman myth debate and in the formation of the concept of Normanitas, 

which found new life in the works of scholars such as Capitani and Loud, who 

focused on the shared emphasis on certain qualities exhibited by the Normans 

in both Norman and southern Italian sources. Both highlight Geoffrey 

                                                                                                                                
 

Normands et Lombards dans le Royaume de Sicile (La révolte féodale de 1160–1162)’, 
in Peuples du Moyen Âge, Problèmes d’identification (Aix-en-Provence, 1996), pp. 45–56; J.M. 
Martin, ‘L’Italie méridionale’, in L’Anthroponymie: Document de L’Historie Sociale des Mondes 
Méditerranéens Médiévaux, ed. M. Bourin, (Rome, 1996), pp. 29–39; Joanna H. Drell, ‘Cultural 
syncretism and ethnic identity: The Norman ‘conquest’ of Southern Italy and Sicily’, Journal of 
Medieval History 25, (1999), 187-202, 190-191, 200, and throughout. For more recent 
approaches to the issue, that explore the relationships between Normans and Italians in the 
eleventh century, ethnic discourses behind the application of Norman power, and the interplay 
between gendered and ethnic identities respectively, see: van Houts, ‘Qui étaient les 
Normands?’ pp. 129-146, 142-146; Rosa Canosa, ‘Discours ethniques et pratiques du pouvoir 
des Normands d’Italie: sources narratives et documentaires (XIe-XIIe siècles)’, in 911-1204 
Penser les mondes normands médiévaux, ed. David Bates and Pierre Baudin (Caen, 2016), pp. 
341-356; Heygate, ‘Marriage Strategies among the Normans of Southern Italy in the Eleventh 
Century’, pp. 165–186. 
10 Our lack of definite knowledge about the author and the date of this source (suggestions 
range from the early 1170s to 1195), as well as the meagre manuscript evidence from the 
twelfth century, makes it difficult to glean any information about the audience of the work. 
However, the strong focus on Sicily and the Sicilian royal court may explain why the text was 
less Norman in focus as the kingdom had changed from the dukedom that Geoffrey Malaterra 
knew: The History of the Tyrants of Sicily by ‘Hugo Falcandus’: 1154-69, trans. Graham Loud 
and Thomas Wiedemann, (Manchester, 1988), pp. 1-2, 28, 39-42, 50-51. 
11 Loud and Wiedemann, The History of the Tyrants of Sicily, pp. 51-52; Georgios Theotokis, 
The Norman Campaigns in the Balkans, 1081-1108, (Woodbridge, 2014) pp. 11-12. 
12 For example, he describes the Lombard Ahistulf as astutissimus et ferox, which Garufi 
suggests was gleaned from the Chronicon Salernitanum, and King Roger II as subtilis ingenio 
and in publico ferus: Romualdi Salernitani, Chronicon, ed. C.A. Garufi, Rerum Italicarum 
Scriptores, (1935) pp. 142, 237. 
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Malaterra’s use of strenuitas, with Loud suggesting that Malaterra painted the 

same picture as Dudo of St Quentin.13 However, there are significant 

differences of emphasis between the texts from Normandy and Italy. While the 

leaders of the Normans in Normandy are presented as developing from violent 

and wild pagan pirates to vigorous, capable and pious rulers, the Norman 

nobility of Italy and Sicily are not transformed so clearly. They begin as 

mercenaries but, due to their innate desire for personal gain and glory, they use 

their aggressive abilities and cunning to achieve their own ends. In fact, 

Geoffrey’s understanding of strenuitas is inexorably linked to this sense of 

achievement, whilst Dudo saw vigour as a quality of stable and just rulership. 

The Normans’ role as mercenaries and conquerors and continuing conflicts in 

the central Mediterranean may answer why the local authors’ views tend to lean 

towards emphasising the military aspects of their subjects, but the difference 

suggests that the concept of Norman identity was rather malleable. 

It is widely accepted that Norman identity was a constructed phenomenon 

that did not reflect historical reality. However, the emphasis on the importance 

of Norman works as presenting a Norman ethnicity, known as Normanitas, has 

prevailed.14 Regardless of how often the exportation of Normanitas to Italy or 

England has been acknowledged as frail, the view that it was a deliberate and 

unique element within Norman historical writing, and the use of the term 

Normanitas itself, is almost never questioned by modern scholars.15 Albu and 

Johnson, among others, have demonstrated the plurality of the various Norman 

myths but Albu suggests this plurality constitutes a consistent and relatively 

singular Norman identity.16 Part One of this thesis has called the use of the term 

                                            
 

13 Capitani, ‘Specific Motivations’, pp. 7-8, 30-3; Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, pp. 111-112; Loud, Age 
of Robert Guiscard, pp. 5, 84, 167; 
14 The discussion still largely centres on when the decline of the concept occurred. England has 
usually been the main focus but Loud also discusses the exportation of Normanitas and its lack 
of endurance in Italy: Loud, ‘myth or reality?’, pp. 104-16, 204-9; Graham Loud, ‘Betrachtungen 
über die normannische Eroberung Süditaliens’, in Forschungen zur Reichs-, Papst- und 
Landesgeschichte, eds. Karl Borchardt and Enno Bünz, (Stuttgart, 1998) pp. 115-31; Loud, ‘The 
Kingdom of Sicily and the Kingdom of England’, 558; Webber, Norman Identity, pp. 173-4; 
Thomas, English and the Normans, pp. 40-45.  
15 Though some such as Bates have noted the lack of critical examination of the term: Bates, 
Normans and Empire, p. 7. 
16 Albu, Normans in Their Histories. Johnson’s approach to the contextual reasons behind the 
plurality of Normanness is far more convincing, and not dissimilar from my own. However, his 
examination of key Norman parameters of identity avoids exploring the texts with more literary 
contexts and methodologies in mind that are necessary to understanding their construction as 
histories and the ethnic discourse within them. Johnson, ‘Norman Ethnicity in Normandy and 
Italy’, pp. 243-248, passim. 
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into question in what has traditionally been viewed as its greatest stronghold, 

Normandy itself. Part Two has demonstrated that, in spite of close political and 

textual connections across the channel, Normanitas in twelfth-century England 

was rather more ambivalent from that outlined in the core eleventh-century 

Norman texts. 
 Part Three explores to what extent the concept of Normanitas can be 

recognised outside of the sphere that encompassed Normandy and Britain, 

namely in Italy. This chapter will explore to what extent a distinct Norman 

identity is expressed across the sources written in eleventh-century southern 

Italy and Sicily. Furthermore, it will consider how distinct the ways in which 

these authors classify the Normans are from earlier strategies for ethnic 

distinction and more commonly shared features of male elite behaviour. This 

material suggests several reasons why Norman identity in southern Italy and 

Sicily is neither the same as that in Normandy or England nor particularly 

distinct. Firstly, while there are similarities between descriptions of the Normans 

in Normandy and in Italy, they are not consistent and can be attributed to the 

employment of common models by the Italian authors from non-Norman 

exemplars from antiquity and the early Middle Ages. Secondly, their 

engagement with these models demonstrate that the aim of these authors was 

largely to present exemplary warrior rulers amongst the Norman nobility 

alongside the recognised form of origines gentium. Inconsistencies between the 

descriptions of specific individuals by the three authors show that they agreed 

upon the virtues of Robert Guiscard but not those of all Norman individuals. 

Thirdly, while our significant terms and traits (ferocitas, feritas, bellicosus, 

audacia, strenuitas, astutia and calliditas) are associated predominantly with the 

Normans as a whole and with some exceptional individual Normans, they are 

also used by all southern Italian authors to describe exceptional individuals from 

other gentes, even those in direct opposition to the Normans. If Italo-Norman 

Normanitas is not presented as exclusive to the Normans by any of these 

authors this does not suggest that they considered these traits to define 

Norman identity. Rather, these terms are associated with the description and 

praise of exceptional and successful military elites. 

The inconsistencies between the three sources are no doubt caused by 

their relative isolation. There is no solid evidence that the sources by Geoffrey, 

William and Amatus were at all influenced by, or even aware of, one another. 
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The choice of main protagonist, and area of focus mark two of the significant 

differences between the texts. Amatus concentrates his narrative on 

Montecassino and the region of Campania and Robert Guiscard and Richard of 

Capua; William of Apulia focuses, unsurprisingly, on Apulia and Robert 

Guiscard; and Geoffrey Malaterra focuses on the conquest of Sicily by Count 

Roger.17 For both Geoffrey and Amatus their focus is reflected by their location 

and their texts appear largely to have remained in their intended spheres of 

Sicily and Montecassino respectively. Evidence of William’s readership in Italy 

is very slim but the Gesta did make its way to Normandy.18 Rather than having 

a clear core historiographical tradition, as exemplified in Normandy by the HN 

and the GND, with some outliers, such as the GG and Carmen de Hastingae 

Proelio, these three sources in southern Italy were distinctly independent 

historical works written for local audiences and with varying aims. As we shall 

see, the ways in which they approach their subjects and the inconsistencies of 

their use of our significant terms demonstrate notably distinct attitudes towards 

Norman identity in their histories. As such, the occasional similar themes and 

tone can be attributed to their shared models of influence rather than a common 

textual affiliation. 

Nevertheless, all three have notable overlaps in terms of subject matter 

and outlook in that the Normans’ key role is as mercenaries and conquerors, 

and the Normans are described as capable in war, tough and avid for conquest, 

gain and glory. Furthermore, Robert Guiscard is a main character, presented as 

both a cunning conqueror and bringer of stable rulership. However, as shall be 

argued here, these similar themes have less to do with a unified Norman 

mentality being imported from Normandy by Norman adventurers, or any textual 

connections, than shared interests of military leadership, legitimacy and 

authority expressed in textual culture through an emphasis on characteristics 

associated with the ideal ruler. The works of Geoffrey Malaterra and William of 

Apulia will constitute the main focus of this chapter, with further examples from 

Amatus of Montecassino’s work explored as points of comparison. 

 

                                            
 

17 Canosa, Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, p. 22. 
18 See Chapter Five, pp. 248-249. 
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De rebus gestis Rogerii, Calabriae et Siciliae comitis, et Roberti Guiscardi 

ducis, fratris ejus of Geoffrey Malaterra 
The Latin narrative history De rebus gestis Rogerii, Calabriae et Siciliae comitis, 

et Roberti Guiscardi ducis, fratris ejus (hereafter De rebus gestis)19 of Geoffrey 

Malaterra, was written towards the very end of the eleventh century and likely 

finished c.1098.20 It has been suggested as very likely that Geoffrey was a 

Norman: he regularly refers to the Norman forces as nostri (our men) and 

mentions that he originated in a region on the other side of the Alps, though 

viewed from a southern Italian perspective this offers many other possibilities.21 

Recently, however, Marie-Agnès Lucas-Avenel has cast doubt on the 

established view by suggested that Geoffrey hailed from the region of 

Châteaudun or the county of Perche, rather than Normandy.22 Though Geoffrey 

tells us that Count Roger enlisted many monks to re-establish the Latin Church 

in Sicily, of which Geoffrey may have been one, he is silent on his own 

experience, beyond stating that he had only ‘recently become an Apulian and 

indeed a Sicilian’.23 Wolf has suggested that Geoffrey was relocated to Catania 

                                            
 

19 The most recent critical edition of Malaterra’s work is the De rebus gestis Rogerii Calabriae et 
Siciliae comitis et Roberti Guiscardi ducis fratris eius auctore Gaufredo Malaterra monacho 
Benedictino, ed. Ernesto Pontieri, Rerum Italicarum Scriptores, 2nd ed., vol. 5, pt. 1 (Bologna: 
Nicola Zanichelli, 1925–28); Pontieri has been criticised for not being basing his edition on all 
the surviving manuscripts and choosing an inferior manuscript for the basis of his text and a 
new edition is being produced by Marie-Agnès Avenal of the University of Caen: Georgios 
Theotokis, ‘Geoffrey Malaterra as a military historian for the Norman expansion in Italy and 
Sicily – strengths and weaknesses in his narrative’, Mediterranean Chronicle 2, (2012), 105-
115, 106. Two excellent translations of Pontieri’s edition exist one by Graham Loud, 
unpublished but undertaken in 2005, and the other by Kenneth Baxter Wolf published in 2005. I 
have made use of both for this study with occasional revisions of my own: Geoffrey Malaterra, 
The Deeds of Count Roger of Calabria and Sicily and of his brother Duke Robert Guiscard, ed. 
and trans. Kenneth Baxter Wolf, (Ann Arbor, M.I., 2005); Loud’s translation can be found at 
https://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/info/ 
125040/medieval_studies_research_group/1102/medieval_history_texts_in_translation (last 
accessed on 12/07/17), hereafter Loud, Deeds of Roger. 
20 The work ends with a transcription of Urban II’s papal bull of July 5, 1098 and the absence of 
any further details concerning the First Crusade, despite Geoffrey’s inclusion of Bohemond’s 
departure, which may have been written in 1097, suggests that, even if further work was 
intended, Geoffrey did not get the opportunity: Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 6; Kenneth 
Baxter Wolf, Making history: the Normans and their historians in eleventh-century Italy, 
(Philadelphia, 1995) pp. 146-147; Johnson, ‘Normandy and Norman identity’, 95. 
21 Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, p. 82; Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 6; Canosa points 
out that the use of nostri is largely confined to chapters seven and eight of book one and is used 
ten times: Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, pp. 70-71. 
22 Lucas-Avenel, ‘Le Récit De Geoffroi Malaterra’, 172-173. 
23 Malaterra, Ep., p. 3; Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, pp. 41-42. In his edition Pontieri 
suggested that Geoffrey began his monastic life as a Benedictine at the monastery of Saint-
Evroul-Sur-Ouche in Normandy, where Orderic Vitalis was also based. However, Pontieri does 
not provide any conclusive evidence for this statement, which has been repeated by several 
scholars: Malaterra, pp. iv-v; White, Latin Monasticism in Norman Sicily, p. 109; Chibnall, 

https://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/info/%20125040/medieval_studies_research_group/1102/medieval_history_texts_in_translation
https://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/info/%20125040/medieval_studies_research_group/1102/medieval_history_texts_in_translation
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and was perhaps involved in the foundation of St. Agata there in 1091, which 

could be where he was based when commissioned by Count Roger to write 

about his ‘laborious and perilous victories’.24 This is based on a letter Geoffrey 

penned to Angerius, originally a monk at Santa Eufemia in Calabria, on his 

arrival in Sicily to take up the position of Bishop of Catania. Wolf argues that 

Geoffrey’s knowledge of the event and empathy with the difficulties of such a 

transfer imply that he was also relocated to the same place in the same 

manner.25 Certainly, there is no guarantee that Geoffrey was a Norman, but we 

can be confident that he was from somewhere in Francia. 

Geoffrey tells us that Roger commissioned him to write his account in a 

narrative style resembling the ancient philosophers (antiquus philosophi 

traditio), though it is not clear which ancient philosophers Roger meant.26 Nor 

did Geoffrey obviously emulate many classical authors save Sallust, who is 

identified in the prologue.27 Several scholars have noted Geoffrey’s familiarity 

with Sallust and a number of the Norman attributes Geoffrey describes are 

markedly similar to ones Sallust attributed to the Romans.28 Both Wolf and Albu 

point out that Roger and Geoffrey would have considered the metrical epic 

genre of classical works particularly appropriate for describing valiant men; 

Geoffrey’s decision to render portions of his account in verse would suggest 

that, like Dudo, he was familiar with the great epic poets Virgil and Lucan.29 

Several significant passages in the De rebus gestis explored below 

demonstrate that Geoffrey familiarity with Virgil’s Aeneid was of particular 

importance to his own epic style. 

Wolf also makes another important comparison concerning Geoffrey 

Malaterra’s application of aviditus dominationis as a motivating force in 

comparison with Sallust’s more pejorative libido dominandi. He suggests that 
                                                                                                                                
 

‘Introduction’, HE, p. xxii; Canosa, Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, pp. 23; as Johnson 
states, it is unlikely that, should a connection have existed, the well-informed Orderic would 
have been unaware of or failed to mention it: Johnson, ‘Normandy and Norman identity’, 95. n. 
62. 
24 Malaterra, Ep., p. 4.  
25 Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, pp. 7-8, 43. 
26 Malaterra, Ep., p. 4. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Wolf compares Sallust and Geoffrey’s characterisation of the Roman army and the Normans: 
Sallust, The War with Jugurtha, 3; The War with Catiline, 7-9; Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, 
1.26. 1.3, 2.38, 3.7, pp. 11, 15, 31-32, 69; more recently Marie-Agnès Lucas-Avenel has 
demonstrated that this familiarity extended further than previously suggested: Lucas-Avenel 
‘Les sallustianismes de Geoffroi Malaterra’, pp. 277-306. 
29 Albu, Normans in Their Histories, p. 36; Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 8. 
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Geoffrey and his monastic peers were aware that in De civitate Dei Augustine 

had taken Sallust’s definition of tyranny and applied it to existing political 

structures that were best understood as the manifestation of the principal 

postlapsarian shortcoming of man: his libido dominandi. It was this 

understanding which allowed Geoffrey to describe the problematic aspects of 

Norman nature without making direct comparisons between his patrons and 

Roman tyrants like Catiline and risk offending them. His history is both a 

positive account of Norman aviditus dominationis and a slight critique of the 

misguided commitment to the ‘earthly city’.30 This argument is significant as it 

allows us to understand how a monk like Geoffrey could happily outline and 

praise Norman character traits that did not sit particularly well with religious 

attitudes to please his intended audience. The work was geared towards the 

tastes of his audience, the Siculo-Norman nobility, and included entertaining, 

sometimes humorous, and often violent, anecdotes. However, Geoffrey cleverly 

wove in his discomfort with aspects of Norman behaviour, which were shared 

by his contemporaries in Italy and later writers in twelfth-century England and 

Normandy. Rather than centred solely on an ethnically distinct Norman 

penchant for violence and domination, this discomfort was representative of the 

general distaste of monks and ecclesiastical figures for the negative qualities 

they perceived in the majority of the military aristocracy of the high medieval 

period, perhaps influenced by an awareness of the contemporary Peace and 

Truce of God ‘movements’.31  

There is little concrete evidence for a textual influence from Normandy on 

Geoffrey’s work. Rosa Canosa has noted the importance of models of origo 

gentis in both Dudo’s work and the southern Italian texts concerning the 

Normans’ Scandinavian origins, but she also comments on how fragmented and 

disparate these traces are in the Italian material compared to the HN.32 Ewan 

                                            
 

30 De civitate Dei, I. Prefatio, p. 4; Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, pp. 30-31. 
31 These concepts have a long and complicated history in scholarship but the following 
represent some important milestones: H. E. J. Cowdrey, ‘The Peace and the Truce of God in 
the Eleventh Century’, Past & Present 46, (1970), 42–67; Frederick S. Paxton, ‘The Peace of 
God in Modern Historiography: Perspectives and Trends’, Historical Reflections / Réflexions 
Historiques 14, (1987), 385-404; Thomas F. Head and Richard Allen Landes, The Peace of 
God: Social Violence and Religious Response in France Around the Year 1000, (Ithaca, 1992); 
Janet L. Nelson, ‘Review of The Peace of God: Social Violence and Religious Response in 
France Around the Year 1000 by Thomas F. Head and Richard Allen Landes’, Speculum 69, 
(1994), 163-169. 
32 Canosa, Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, pp. 33-38. 
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Johnson has argued that Geoffrey had read the HN by suggesting that his 

comments on Rollo’s past in Frisia can only have come from Dudo’s text, since 

it was absent from the GND. Johnson acknowledges that Geoffrey wrongly 

stated that the king of the Franks at the time of Rollo’s arrival in Normandy was 

Louis rather than Charles and suggests that this probably means that Geoffrey 

had read the HN in Normandy rather than having direct access.33 This 

suggestion is not wholly convincing considering how minor the comment about 

Frisia is. However, if Geoffrey had come across Dudo’s text, he was evidently 

not enamoured with its tone as his language is considerably different from 

Dudo’s, particularly regarding strenuitas. Their language shares a common pool 

of influence rather than a consistent style or understanding of Norman identity. 

Geoffrey’s main influences were evidently classical and patristic, though he also 

regularly quotes from scripture.34 Vito Sivo has demonstrated that Geoffrey’s 

representations of characters were informed by the contaminato of classical 

elements alongside Christian hagiographical literary models, much like the 

works of Norman authors like Dudo and Orderic Vitalis.35 

 The De rebus gestis was probably written for a Sicilian courtly audience, 

considering Roger’s original commission, the tone of the narrative and the 

surviving manuscript evidence. Geoffrey’s work survives in four manuscripts, all 

of which were likely produced somewhere in Sicily, though significantly later 

than the original composition. Two of these date from the fourteenth century 

and two from the sixteenth century. Pontieri has argued that the oldest two 

witnesses were copied from a now lost manuscript known as the Codice dello 

Zurita, that one of the sixteenth century manuscripts belongs to this same 

Catanian family of manuscripts originating with the Zurita, and that the other 

was copied from one of the fourteenth century witnesses, suggesting that they 

were all produced in Sicily.36 While the surviving witnesses all stem from the 

Zurita, Pontieri suggests that this was not l’Edizione principe, Geoffrey’s original 

work, which we know little about. Nevertheless, he argues that several copies 

appear to have been made from the twelfth century onwards, which were 

                                            
 

33 Johnson, ‘Normandy and Norman identity’, 95. n. 63; Malaterra, I. ii. p. 7. 
34 For example: Malaterra, pp. 4, 9, 31, 41, 43, 53, 66. 
35 Sivo, ‘Éléments classiques et chrétiens dans l’historiographie normande’, pp. 239-274. 
36 One of the later witnesses (D) was originally owned by Pietro Montaperto, magistrate of 
Palermo from 1524 but the exact provenance of the others is unknown: Malaterra, pp. liii-lxvi. 
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disseminated across Sicily.37 Certainly, the surviving copies demonstrate that 

the audience for the work was predominantly Sicilian. As discussed in Chapter 

Three, whilst Orderic Vitalis mentions Geoffrey in his HE, the evidence suggests 

that Orderic had probably heard of the De rebus gestis rather than read it.38 

Saint-Évroult had notable connections in southern Italy and Orderic describes 

how Robert of Grandmesnil, a co-founder of Saint-Évroult, was put in charge of 

the monasteries of Santa Eufemia in Calabria, Holy Trinity in Venosa and St 

Michael the Archangel at Mileto by Robert Guiscard.39 For Orderic to have 

heard about the text someone must have brought word of it from Italy to 

Normandy, perhaps having seen it themselves, and it is probable that this news 

came from one of these institutions. If so, it is possible that a copy of 

Malaterra’s work made its way to one of these houses on the peninsular. 

Regardless, it is evident that the work appealed predominantly to Sicilian 

audiences. The combination of epic style and dramatic tone with subtle 

intellectual criticisms suggest that Geoffrey intended the audience to include 

both the Siculo-Norman nobility as well as more learned intellectuals in the 

monasteries. 

 

The Gesta Roberti Wiscardi of William of Apulia 
Almost nothing is known for certain about William of Apulia who finished his 

poem, the Gesta Roberti Wiscardi (hereafter GRW), c.1099.40 The GRW 

survives in one manuscript originating from the Norman abbey of Mont-Saint-

Michel around the end of the twelfth century.41 Another manuscript, now lost, 

was discovered in 1582 by Jean Tiremois at the monastery of Bec, likely from a 

similar period. Tiremois created an edition from this lost manuscript, known as 

the edito princeps, which Marguerite Mathieu argues was close to the surviving 
                                            
 

37 Pontieri makes the argument that one of the sixteenth century witnesses (C), being derived 
from the oldest fragmentary copy (A), which in turn derives from Zurita, is equivalent in authority 
to the oldest surviving full copy (B), making B and C the fundamental copies when 
reconstructing Malaterra’s work: Malaterra, pp. lvi-lvii. 
38 HE, II, p. xxii; Roach, ‘Saint-Évroul and Southern Italy’, pp. 79, 84-86, 95-99; see above 
Chapter Three. 
39 HE, II, pp. 90, 96, 100-2; Roach, ‘Saint-Évroul and Southern Italy’, pp. 85-86. 
40 The most recent edition of the Gesta by Marguerite Mathieu is based on both versions, the 
original, which she calls A, and the edito princeps, which she calls T: Guillaume de Pouille, La 
Geste de Robert Guiscard, ed. M. Mathieu, (Palermo, 1961); a very useful English translation 
by Graham Loud can be found at http://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/downloads/file/1049/the_deeds 
_of_robert_guiscard_by_william_of_apulia (last accessed 12/07/17), hereafter referred to as 
Loud, Deeds of Robert. 
41 GRW, pp. 70-71. 

http://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/downloads/file/1049/the_deeds%20_of_robert_guiscard_by_william_of_apulia
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/arts/downloads/file/1049/the_deeds%20_of_robert_guiscard_by_william_of_apulia
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witness.42 Only Robert of Torigni demonstrates any knowledge of William’s 

poem, adding new chapters to Book VII of the GND about Robert Guiscard 

based on the GRW; he was also likely involved with the copy at Mont-Saint-

Michel.43 There is little evidence that the GRW was disseminated widely in Italy 

and there are no traces of manuscripts containing the work dating from before 

the edito princeps.44 According to Mathieu, the author of the twelfth-century 

Chronicle of Carpineto seems to have been aware of it, though Romuald, 

archbishop of Salerno, may have been as well, suggesting the text was being 

used in the twelfth century at Salerno in Campania and further north at St 

Bartholomew Abbey, Carpineto in Abruzzo, intriguingly both outside Apulia.45 

William dedicated his work to both Pope Urban II and Roger Borsa, Robert 

Guiscard’s son and heir, and both have been suggested as originally 

commissioning the text.46 Thus it may have been known in Rome, in Borsa’s 

court, or even at both, but the lack of surviving witnesses may suggest that 

neither found William’s work particularly pleasing. We can only be certain that 

William’s work survived in a Norman context, putting it in stark contrast to 

Malaterra’s text, which appears to have survived only in Sicily.  

Scholars once considered William to be a Lombard due to his criticisms of 

Norman avaritia and his various references to the Apulian town Giovinazzo.47 

Mathieu questioned this conclusion, noting that his connection with the French 

pope Urban II suggests that William, too, was French. Nor does Mathieu believe 

there are other strong arguments for his Italian ethnicity, in spite of his epithet; 

she maintains that William was most likely a Norman who lived, and was 

possibly born, in Apulia.48 However, Wolf returned to the suggestion that William 

was a Lombard in the court of Duke Roger.49 More recently Rosa Canosa has 

suggested that William’s forename and his relationship with Urban II suggest a 
                                            
 

42 GRW, pp. 73-74. 
43 GRW, pp. 74; GND, I. pp. lxxxii-lxxxiii, II. pp. 190-191. 
44 There are numerous extant manuscripts in Italy containing the Gesta that derive from the 
edito princeps but none point towards a surviving tradition in Italy itself: GRW, pp. 75-85. 
45 However, Mathieu considers the evidence for the latter to be very weak: GRW, p. 75. 
46 Wolf, Making history, p. 124; Johnson, ‘Normandy and Norman identity’, 87; Paul Brown, ‘The 
Gesta Roberti Wiscardi: A ‘Byzantine’ History?’, Journal of Medieval History 37, (2011) 162-179, 
165; Theotokis, The Norman Campaigns in the Balkans, p. 9.  
47 Guillermi Apuliensis, Gesta Roberti Wiscardi, ed. R. Wilmans, MGH SS 9, (Hannover, 1851), 
p. 239; Ferdinand Chalandon, Histoire de la domination normande en Italie et en Sicile, 2 vols., 
(Paris, 1907), I. p. xxxix; Brown, ‘The Gesta Roberti Wiscardi’, 162. 
48 As Mathieu argues, the epithets of various other Normans in southern Italy prove that names 
did not always imply ethnic origin: GRW, pp. 17-22. 
49 Wolf, Making history, pp. 126–7. 
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Norman or Frankish origin, though his affixation of Apulia injects ambiguity into 

the debate and no decisive argument can confirm or deny William’s origin.50 

Similarly, though he doubts it will ever be possible to determine William’s 

ancestry with any certainty, Paul Brown posits that, given William’s knowledge 

and sympathetic treatment of the Lombards and the Byzantines, he may have 

been ‘the result of a union between two of the three prominent ethnicities in 

Apulia.’51 

William’s own presentation of ethnic groups is also somewhat confusing 

as he often refers to the ‘Normans’ as a whole as Galli and Franci as well as 

Normanni.52 Scholars have largely agreed that the majority of those who came 

to southern Italy in the eleventh century were originally from Normandy, though 

others came from northern Italy, France, Brittany and Maine.53 However, while 

he must have been aware that not every traveller to southern Italy was a 

Norman, William is rather inconsistent when using Galli or Franci rather than 

Normanni and he often switches back and forth between them in the same 

passage. This may suggest that he chose the ethnonym more for poetic rhythm 

than to demonstrate ethnic difference, though this does not dictate the choice 

between Galli and Franci.54 William’s use of Galli associated the Franks with an 

ancient heritage and by associating the Normans with these other ethnonyms 

William may have been attempting to glorify the Normans’ heritage as part of 

this renowned classical gens.55 Webber has suggested that, in his use of the 

                                            
 

50 Canosa, Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, pp. 22-23. 
51 Brown, ‘The Gesta Roberti Wiscardi’, p. 163. 
52 For example: Franci: GRW, I. p. 118. l. 372; gens Gallorum: III. p. 168. l. 101; prudentia 
Gallicus: I. p. 106. l. 160; Galli: I. p. 100. l. 21; p. 102. ll. 55, 61; p. 114. ll. 278, 286, 290; p. 116. 
l. 320. 
53 L.-R. Ménager, basing his calculations on charter evidence, suggests that between two-thirds 
and three-quarters of the immigrants came from Normandy: L.-R. Ménager, ‘Pesanteur et 
étiologie de la colonisation normande de l’Italie’, in Roberto il Guiscardo e il suo tempo: atti delle 
prime giornate normanno-sveve (Bari, 28-29 maggio 1973), (Bari, 1991), pp. 189-214; Ménager, 
‘Inventaire des familles normandes et franques émigrées en Italie méridionale et en Sicile (xi-xii 
siècles)’, in Roberto il Guiscardo e il suo tempo, pp. 259-390; Loud notes that Brittany and 
Maine were increasingly under the influence of Normandy in the eleventh century: Loud, Age of 
Robert Guiscard, pp. 83, 278-289. 
54 For instance in one example William goes from referring to them as Galli to Normanni twice, 
then back to Galli: GRW, II. p. 134. ll. 39, 44, 48, 53. In another William goes from using 
Normanni three times to using Franci then back to Normanni: II. p. 146. ll. 260, 261, 267, 271, 
284. 
55 This association disappears in the fourth book of the GRW when the Normans embark on 
their expedition to Greece. Wolf suggests that William grew bored of his classical framework by 
the fourth book though Johnson disagrees, citing Albu and suggesting that William felt the 
classical epic style was inappropriate when describing an expedition that he disapproved of: 
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term Franci, William was rejecting Norman ‘traditions’, though it is also likely 

that he was unaware of these ‘traditions’, at least in any great detail.56 William 

certainly expends less effort differentiating the Normans from the other 

denizens of Francia than Malaterra. What is significant is that William felt he 

could use these words so interchangeably and not lose his audience. 

Presumably this audience recognised either the synonymous nature of the 

terms, the mixed ethnic nature of the adventurers in southern Italy, or the 

importance of the classical connotations, if not the importance of all these 

factors at once. 

In the introduction to her edition Mathieu noted William’s familiarity with 

Ovid, Virgil, Statius and Lucan stating that he was heavily influenced by a 

classical Latin vocabulary, alongside that of the Vulgate.57 Other scholars have 

repeated her emphasis on the echoes of these authors, particularly Virgil and 

Lucan whose works existed in the libraries of Montecassino and Tremiti in the 

late-eleventh century.58 What continues to be debated is whether William also 

drew from imperial Byzantine source material. While Mathieu was largely 

skeptical of earlier suggestions that William repeated the works of Byzantine 

authors, Brown is more convinced that William drew on a number of Greek 

sources, since his work regularly agrees with their views.59 The possibility that 

William in turn influenced Byzantine sources, in particular Anna Comnena’s 

Alexiad, has also been keenly debated. Albu believed that sections of the 

Alexiad were directly translated from Latin, though Loud, taking cues from 

Mathieu who put the textual similarities down to the use of shared oral sources, 

suggests that Anna had access to other sources that repeated, both accurately 

and inaccurately, oral stories circling in southern Italy.60 Loud likens these 

stories to the epic and legendary tales which flourished after the First Crusade, 

suggesting that they survive today only in the more sober chronicles rather than 
                                                                                                                                
 

Wolf, Making history, pp. 129, 138; Albu, Normans in their Histories, pp. 132–6; Johnson, 
‘Normandy and Norman identity’, 88. 
56 Webber, Norman Identity, p. 73. 
57 GRW, pp. 61, 66-67. 
58 Loud & Wiedemann, History of the Tyrants of Sicily, pp. 48-49; Albu, Normans in their 
Histories, pp. 82, 86. 
59 GRW, pp. 29, 294; Brown, ‘The Gesta Roberti Wiscardi’, 169-179, esp. 170. 
60 Albu, Normans in their Histories, p. 135. n. 55; GRW, p. 47; Graham Loud, ‘Anna Komnena 
and her sources for the Normans of southern Italy’, in Church and chronicle in the middle ages: 
essays presented to John Taylor, ed. G.A. Loud and I.N. Wood, (London, 1991), 41–57; Brown 
does not lean towards either side directly but notes the importance of William’s part in the 
Byzantine world: Brown, ‘The Gesta Roberti Wiscardi’, 169-170.  
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romantic tales.61 Historically the Latin and Greek material had much in common; 

both ancient Greece and Rome lauded heroes in their legends, the latter 

informed by much of the former style of ancient figures such as Homer, and we 

should not assume a barrier between these styles in the eleventh century. Aside 

from his debt to the Roman epics, Brown notes how William’s language is 

reminiscent of Homer in the GRW.62 Fundamentally, William was composing a 

Latin epic, but the shared nature of legendary source material from both sides 

of the Roman/Greek cultural divide peeks through. His prologue opens with the 

statement that while the old poets have sung of the deeds of leaders of old, as a 

‘modern’ poet his aim is to recount the deeds of those leaders of the Norman 

gens of his time: he does not name the ‘old poets’.63 While the suggestions that 

William had some contact with more contemporary imperial source material are 

largely convincing, what William gleaned from them, aside from basic 

information, was similarly ancient in origin: descriptions of Homeric and 

classical heroes that coincided with and developed his conception of writing an 

epic history about the Norman leaders.  

That William was also aware to some extent of the more recent tradition of 

origines gentium is a question rarely raised, though his ideas on ethnicity are 

often considered markedly different from his contemporaries. Many scholars 

have noted how sympathetic he is to the Lombards and the Byzantines in 

comparison to Geoffrey Malaterra and Amatus of Montecassino, which has led 

several to see this as suggestive of his Lombard ethnicity. Even Mathieu, the 

staunchest supporter of William being Norman, notes that he is remarkably 

neutral and impartial.64 As demonstrated by Dudo of St Quentin and, as we 

shall see, Amatus, writers of pro-Norman histories who both blame the sins of 

their own gens for the divine punishment delivered by the Normans, the 

ethnicity of an author was not considered a prerequisite for writing a history of a 

particular gens, as in, one did not need to be part of the ‘right’ gens. William’s 

impartiality, then, is of more importance to this study in determining how he 

defines the various ethnic identities of the central Mediterranean within a less 

antagonistic framework of ‘Othering’: does he define the Normans in the terms 
                                            
 

61 Loud, ‘Anna Komnena and her Sources’, pp. 56-57. 
62 Brown, ‘The Gesta Roberti Wiscardi’, 169. 
63 GRW, Prologus, p. 98. 
64 GRW, p. 22; Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 129-131; Brown, ‘The Gesta Roberti 
Wiscardi’, 163, 169-179, esp. 170. 
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of being superior to other gentes? What makes William particularly distinct for 

the purposes of this study is that he often treats what have been considered by 

modern scholars to be distinctly ‘Norman’ characteristics as more general 

characteristics, while still making distinctions between the ethnicities of various 

gentes. Though scholars have argued that William is either pro-Norman or pro-

Lombard/Byzantine, he in fact occupies both camps, praising and denouncing 

Norman, Lombard and Byzantine individuals throughout the poem.  

 

L'Ystoire de li Normant by Amatus of Montecassino 
The earliest major narrative that concerns itself with the Normans in southern 

Italy during the eleventh century is the Historia Normannorum or L'Ystoire de li 

Normant by the monk Amatus of Montecassino, which was originally a Latin 

history but only survives in a fourteenth-century French translation.65 L'Ystoire 

covered the deeds of the Normans up to 1078 and was likely completed c.1080, 

predating the works of Geoffrey and William.66 Amatus was not particularly 

forthcoming regarding his identity, save that he was a monk of Montecassino 

under Abbot Desiderius, though a short biography from c.1133 by Peter the 

Deacon states that Amatus was a bishop and Cassinese monk active under the 

Byzantine Emperors Michael VII, his son Constantine, and Alexius I as well as 

the Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV.67 While it is not explicitly stated anywhere, 

Amatus was almost certainly a Lombard. Cowdrey notes how, before he took 

monastic vows, Amatus had been the bishop of Pesto-Capaccio from 1047 to 

1058, which is located to the south of Salerno, and, as Loud argues, his 

                                            
 

65 Due to its existence only in a later translation Amatus’ work has been called L'Ystoire de li 
Normant et la Chronique de Robert Viscart, L'Ystoire de li Normant and more recently the 
Historia Normannorum. To avoid confusion with Dudo’s work and to emphasize that the 
surviving text is French I will refer to it hereafter as L'Ystoire de li Normant. The most recent 
edition of the translation is Storia de’Normanni di Amato di Montecassino, ed. Vincenzo de 
Bartholomaeis, (Rome, 1935); an English translation by Prescott N. Dunbar and revised by 
Graham A. Loud exists: Amatus of Montecassino, The History of the Normans, (Woodbridge, 
2004). I have followed both in their suggestions on which parts of the text can be attributed to 
the translator rather than the original. 
66 Loud suggests that the work was probably completed soon after the death of Prince Richard I 
of Capua in 1078, which is the final event recorded, and certainly before the death of Robert 
Guiscard in 1095, the work’s main protagonist, and the election of Abbot Desiderius of 
Montecassino to Pope Victor III in 1096, to whom the work was dedicated, as these events are 
not included: Amatus, History, pp. 1, 19-20; Cowdrey notes that Amatus began to write in 
1072/3 and finished soon before 1080: H.E.J. Cowdrey, The Age of Abbot Desiderius: 
Montecassino, the Papacy, and the Normans in the Eleventh and Early Twelfth Centuries, 
(Oxford, 1983), p. xx. 
67 Liber de viris illustribus cenobii Casinensis, c. 20, Patrologia Latina, 173, col. 1032, quoted in 
Amatus, History, p. 10; Canosa, Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, pp. 23-24. 
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interest, knowledge and emotional concern with events in the principality of 

Salerno suggest that this was his point of origin.68  

 Amatus’ life as a monk was steeped in the eleventh-century intellectual 

culture at Montecassino. Under the stewardship of Desiderius the monks 

produced an abundance of texts that no doubt influenced Amatus’ historical 

writing. The Montecassino chronicle lists over seventy codices that were copied 

under Desiderius which included classical authors like Cicero, Terence, Ovid, 

Seneca, Juvenal, Virgil and Tacitus; the patristic authors Augustine, Ambrose 

and Jerome; various sections of the Bible and liturgical texts; and a great 

number of histories by authors including Gregory of Tours, Jordanes, Paul the 

Deacon and the Cassinese monk Erchempert.69 Few authors of history in the 

eleventh century could boast of such a wealth of material being within their 

reach and, while the survival of the text in French rather than its original Latin 

makes direct comparisons impossible, numerous traditional models in these 

historical texts are evident in L'Ystoire.  

The manuscript containing the translation of Amatus’ work dates from 

around 1305-1310.70 There are very few clues to track the transmission of the 

Latin original. As Loud points out, there is no mention of L'Ystoire in the library 

lists from Montecassino or its dependencies, which mostly date from the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.71 Loud demonstrates that what evidence there 

                                            
 

68 Loud further points out that his late medieval translator was of the same opinion: Amatus, 
History, p. 11; Cowdrey claims he was born in Salerno in the 1020s: Cowdrey, Age of Abbot 
Desiderius, p. xx. 
69 Francis Newton, ‘The Desiderian Scriptorium at Monte Cassino: The "Chronicle" and Some 
Surviving Manuscripts’, Dumbarton Oak Papers 30, (1976), 35-54, 41-49; Cowdrey, Age of 
Abbot Desiderius, p. 20; Amatus, History, pp. 5-6. 
70 Loud suggests that it was created for a Frenchman, possibly one who had recently moved to 
Italy after Charles of Anjou’s conquest of Sicily in 1266: Amatus, History, p. 18; the manuscript 
also contains French translations of Isidore of Seville’s Chronicle, Eutropius’ Historia Romana, 
Paul the Deacon’s Historia Langobardorum, and a copy of the Historia Sicula a Normannis ad 
Petrum Aragonensem by Anonymous Vaticanus (c.1147), largely derived from Malaterra, which 
the translator used to add events missing from Amatus’ account, such as the invasion of Sicily: 
Jakub Kujawiński ‘Alla ricerca del contesto del volgarizzamento della Historia Normannorum di 
Amato di Montecassino: il manoscritto francese 688 della Bibliothèque nationale de France’, 
Bullettino dell’istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo 112, (2010), 91-136, 91-92; Charles D. 
Stanton, ‘Anonymous Vaticanus: Another Source for the Normans in the South?’ The Haskins 
Society Journal 24, (2012) 79-94, 89-90; Amatus, History, pp. 18-19; Joshua C. Birk, Norman 
Kings of Sicily and the Rise of the Anti-Islamic Critique: Baptized Sultans, (London, 2016), pp. 
37-38. 
71 Loud suggests the manuscript may have found its way to France as part of the loot gathered 
by the army of Charles VIII of France when they captured Naples in 1494: Loud ‘Introduction’, p. 
19; Loud also notes a reference to a volume titled ‘The Chronicles of Robert Guiscard’, 
purchased by King Robert of Naples in 1332 which may have included Amatus’ original Latin 
work, though we can never know for certain. 
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is for the use of the L'Ystoire contemporarily shows the text being used in 

Montecassino. Later redactors of Leo of Ostia’s chronicle inserted passages 

from Amatus’ L'Ystoire, which may have been the work of the monk Guido, the 

principal author of the continuation after 1073, who was working in the 1120s.72 

Amatus’ work was clearly being used to reassess the narrative in the early 

twelfth century at Montecassino. 

The fact that Amatus’ work is extant only in an early fourteenth-century 

French translation raises methodological concerns; paraphrased and 

summarised passages will not give us the same nuance of meaning and there 

is little to be done regarding possible omissions. The extent and seriousness of 

these differences are still the cause of debate but there are clear 

inconsistencies, errors and lacunae, particularly in Book V.73 However, while a 

problematic source, it remains useful since, in spite of the impossibility of direct 

textual comparisons, there is room to compare the use of literary topoi. Loud 

points out that extracts of the original Latin were incorporated, often verbatim, in 

later redactions of the Montecassino chronicle, which suggests that the Old 

French translation is, at least in part, a passably accurate rendition.74 The 

general flavour of Amatus’ understanding of Normanitas is more significant, 

which was likely transferred with more ease provided the translator deferred to 

Amatus’ description of character, people and peoples. What is more 

problematic is the translation itself and some attempt to recognise the intended 

meaning behind the translation is necessary through analyzing how similar 

words are used in a recognizable context, even if they might follow a different 

etymology from the original Latin. In comparison to Latin, Old French has a 

significantly smaller vocabulary; therefore, it is likely that many of our Latin 

terms will fall under a single French one. For example, in the L'Ystoire the term 

fort appears around one hundred times and, whilst clearly an etymological 
                                            
 

72 Though Loud notes with surprise that Leo of Ostia did not use Amatus’ work in his chronicle, 
written c. 1100 and covering the years up to 1073, especially since Leo was the abbey’s 
librarian, archivist and supervisor of the scriptorium: Loud ‘Introduction’ pp. 20-21; see also H. 
Hoffmann, ‘Studien zur Chronik von Montecassino’, Deutches Archiv für Erforschung des 
Mittelalters 29, (1973) passim, 59-162, particularly 76-7, 110. 
73 For more on the debate see Amatus, History, pp. 1-2, 18-23; Kujawiński makes the important 
point that the surviving manuscript needs to be studied as a witness to the period and culture in 
which it was produced, noting three levels of transmission: the manuscript as an object, the 
collection of vernacular as an autonomous work, and finally the Ystorie de li Normant translation 
as the only known witness of the original Historia Normannorum text of Amatus. Here, however, 
we will largely be considering the latter: Kujawiński, ‘Alla ricerca del contesto’, p. 95. 
74 Amatus, History, p. 1. 
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descendant of the Latin fortis, often serves the same function as a number of 

our Latin terms. 

The French translation is idiosyncratic and full of Italianisms, which Loud 

takes to mean that the translator was a native Italian translating Latin for a 

French audience.75 The term fortissime, for example, occurs regularly and has 

more in common with the original Latin superlative form than the Old French, 

which more commonly uses phrases like le plus fort. As such, some Latin terms 

appear in slightly altered forms on occasion, albeit briefly. There are a number 

of terms in the French translation that act as useful counterparts to our Norman 

themes.76 Firstly, the term fort appears frequently in the text and can be 

translated as strong, vigorous, brave, bold, fierce, and hard. This covers a 

number of the tropes previously associated with the Norman elite but Amatus’ 

translator largely uses fort in a context that suggests a translation of strong, 

powerful, brave or bold. Another significant term is hardi, which can be 

translated as bold, brave, confident, presumptuous, insolent and daring. In spite 

of its Germanic origins this is remarkably similar to the translation of the term 

audax and in L'Ystoire it largely functions in the same way.77 Vaillant is another 

particularly common term that can be translated as worthy, valuable, strong, 

courageous and violent. There are a number of possibilities used in the text to 

describe in a similar manner the trait of cunning, particularly of the cunning 

Robert Guiscard, but they are etymologically rather distinct from astutus. These 

include sage (wise), subtil (sharp, subtle, clever, misleading or underhand) and 

sapience (wisdom, knowledge). In spite of their divergent etymologies (from the 

Latin subtilis and sapiens) these terms do cover a similar area to astutus; subtil 

in particular is employed to relate how the Devil, ‘armed with subtle malice 

(subtillissime malice)’ brought the downfall of Christian knights in Spain through 

lust, which is remarkably similar to the use of astutus in the Latin Vulgate 

                                            
 

75 Though Loud points out that it managed to find its way to Paris possibly as loot after the 
capture of Naples by Charles VIII of France suggesting the French was good enough for a 
Parisian audience: Amatus, History, pp. 18-19. 
76 Translations are largely taken from http://www.anglo-norman.net (last accessed 12/07/17) 
with some influence from the translation by Prescott N. Dunbar. Another useful dictionary is 
Alan Hindley, Frederick W. Langley and Brian J. Levy’s Old French-English Dictionary, 
(Cambridge, 2000). 
77 The term is used in Amatus’ dedication which reads: Et toutes foiz je non sui si hardi que je 
tochasse d’escrire, se premerement la votre volenté non oïsse et seüsse s’il plaist à vouz, et 
que je oï et sace qu’il non te desplait. This is notably similar to Latin authors who state that they 
do not wish to be audax in writing. Amatus, Dedica, p. 4. 

http://www.anglo-norman.net/
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suggesting it was a viable replacement.78 These considerations are necessary 

in exploring the text. However, because of the problematic nature of the texts, 

this chapter will focus on the De rebus gestis and GRW first and foremost, while 

using L'Ystoire sparingly in cases of direct comparison and significance.  

 

A shared Norman narrative or common models of description? 
Among medieval writers whose works were primarily concerned with a 

particular gens it was common practice to describe the character of their 

subjects towards the beginning of their texts. Isidore of Seville wrote that the 

Goths were known for their strength (fortitudo), Paul the Deacon that many 

fierce (ferox) peoples had come from Germany, such as the Lombards, and 

Richer of Saint-Rémi that the Galli are bold (audatia), fierce (ferox), prudent and 

eloquent.79 This common model rationalised the barbaric and violent 

background of the gens in question but also provided a foundation from which 

the author could demonstrate that they had evolved beyond their barbaric 

nature, often thanks to the exemplary leadership of particular figures.80 

Geoffrey, William and Amatus also set out the nature of the Norman gens at the 

beginning of their texts that similarly characterise the Normans yet, unlike Dudo 

of St Quentin and William of Jumièges, who demonstrate a clear trajectory of 

improvement for the Normans and their rulers in particular, these authors 

present a more static view of positive and negative attributes among the gens 

as a whole and their exemplary leaders who strive to maintain control. 

In his De rebus gestis Geoffrey of Malaterra writes the following about the 

Norman gens:  
 
They are indeed a most astute people (gens astutissima), vengeful of injury, 
looking rather to enrich themselves from others than from their native fields, avid 
for profit and domination, ready to simulate or dissimulate anything, maintaining a 
middle course between largesse and avarice/audacity (avaritia/audacia).81 … They 
are a people who know how to flatter and are so dedicated to the study of 
eloquence that you would do well to give heed to their sons as you would to 
rhetoricians. Unless checked by the yoke of justice, they are a most unbridled 
(effrenatissima) people. They can endure great effort, hunger and cold when 
fortune requires it; they devote themselves to hunting and falconry and delight in 
luxury when it comes to horses and to the rest of the tools and costumes of war.82 
                                            
 

78 Amatus, I. vii. p. 15; Amatus, History, 1. 7. p. 47; Biblia sacra, 2 Corinthians 11:3. 
79 Isidore of Seville, Historia de regibus Gothorum, Vandalorum et Suevorum, ed. T. Mommsen, 
MGH AA 11, (Berlin, 1894) p. 268; Historia langobardorum, I. 1; Richer, I. i. 3. 
80 See the discussion surrounding Richer and Dudo in Chapter One. 
81 Two of the four extant manuscripts use audacia. 
82 Malaterra, I. iii. p. 8; Loud, Deeds of Roger, p. 4; Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 52. 
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In describing them as an unbridled people, avid for conquest as well as 

cunning, Geoffrey’s description is reminiscent of the wildness of the Normans 

described by Dudo as efferus and destined to fight and crush a thousand 

Franks and the Norman gens defeating King Louis of Francia through their 

astus.83 Likewise their penchant for active noble and military pursuits can be 

found throughout numerous sources of the gens Normannorum tradition that 

have already been explored.84 There is also a negative side to Geoffrey’s 

rhetoric that is most similar to Orderic’s concerns about Norman behaviour and 

desire to dominate all communities.85 However, are these reflections of a 

shared perception of who the Normans are or, rather, based on similar modes 

of expression for a gens, and is their behaviour more closely tied to their roles 

as warriors and conquerors? 

 Wolf has noted the similarity between Geoffrey’s description and 

passages in Sallust’s Catilinae Coniuratio, one of which describes Catiline as 

bold (audax), crafty (subdolus), fierce (ferox), having eloquence (eloquentia), 

being able to endure hardships to an unbelievable degree, and ambitious for 

power.86 Another describes the army of the Roman Republic bearing the toils of 

war, taking pleasure in elegant arms and military horses, and being eager for 

praise (laudis avidi).87 Wolf, followed by Emily Albu, highlighted a ‘surreptitious 

commentary on the dark side of Normanness’ in Geoffrey’s work that subtly 

criticised Norman libido dominandi from an Augustinian perspective, whilst 

outwardly refashioning it into a Norman virtue.88 This refashioning was also built 

on traditional models from origines gentium of strong, capable military men who 

easily dominated their enemies. The Goths in Jordanes’ Getica demonstrate 

feritas when fighting in Asia and Thrace and audacia when fighting the Romans; 

in Gregory of Tours’ Decem Libri Historiarum Clovis incessantly subdues 

various peoples; and Paul the Deacon’s Lombards regularly demonstrate their 

warlike ability, and audacia.89 As Wolf points out, Geoffrey also adopts a theme 

                                            
 

83 HN, pp. 136, 244. 
84 HN, pp. 129, 264, 275; GND, II. pp. 6-7, 12-15, 44-45, 120-121; GG, pp. 6-9, 132-135. 
85 HE, V. ix. pp. 24-25. 
86 Sallust, The War with Catiline, 5. 
87 Sallust, The War with Catiline, 7; Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, pp. 30-32. 
88 Albu, Normans in Their Histories, p. 108; Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 33. 
89 Jordanes, xx. 108, xxvii. 140, lvii. 293; Greg. Hist. II. 35; Historia Langobardorum, I. 17, IV, 
37-38, 46. 
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used by other writers of such histories of feminising the lands which the 

Normans conquer; his descriptions of Rollo embracing Normannia with love 

being notably akin to the sexual conquest of the Visigoths in Isidore’s Historia 

de regibus Gothorum, where they take mater Spania from her ineffectual 

Roman husband.90 Geoffrey’s methods of expressing character through these 

terms evidently have roots in earlier classical, patristic and early medieval texts. 

In his GRW, William of Apulia also adopts the familiar model of outlining 

the nature of a gens at the beginning of his work. He describes how God 

ordained that the Norman gens, distinguished by their fierce knights (feritate 

insignis equestri), would enter and rule Italy, forcing out the Greeks, and he 

goes on to relate how their fierce (ferox) arrival and powerful hardness 

(praevalidus rigor) killed many terrified Apulians and alerted the Greek catapan 

Tornikos to their approach.91 Again, William’s account contains both a positive 

and negative message as he highlights the distinguished and powerful Normans 

but he also emphasises the deaths of numerous Apulians thanks to their 

violence. William also criticises these early Normans for their greed by 

describing how they soon turned against those they had chosen to serve 

through their desire for money.92 William’s descriptions evokes those of positive 

Norman ferocity and hardiness in Dudo’s HN but also of the early fierce, wild 

and violent Norman pirates hungry for conquest like Hasting, rather than the 

pious princes the dukes of Normandy would become.93 Amatus’ account is also 

much the same. He describes the Normans at the start of his work as a very 

robust and strong people (molt robuste et forte) who, abandoning the little they 

had in Normandy, took up arms to subjugate all people under their lordship 

rather than place themselves in the service of others.94 Again the key aspects of 

Norman character are their strength and hardiness as well as their need to 

journey from their homes in search of gain and their use of force to achieve it, 

much like the Normans who leave Dacia in the HN.95 

                                            
 

90 Kenneth Baxter Wolf, Conquerors and Chroniclers in Early Medieval Spain, 2nd ed. (Liverpool, 
1999), p. 20; Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 12. 
91 GRW, I. p. 98. ll. 1-5; p. 102. ll. 55-56, 61-62. 
92 GRW, I. p. 116. ll. 318-327. 
93 HN, pp. 129-130, 224; GND, I. pp. 24-25. 
94 Amatus, I. i. p. 9; antique chevalier voilloient avoir toute gent en lor subjettion et en lor 
seignorie: I. ii. p. 11. 
95 HN, pp. 129-130. 
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Nevertheless, texts from much closer to home provided examples of these 

models upon which authors in eleventh-century southern Italy could draw. Luigi 

Andrea Berto has demonstrated that sources from the ninth and tenth centuries 

present the Frankish incursions into Italy under Charlemagne in a similar 

manner. He notes that in the Historia Langobardorum Beneventanorum, written 

at the end of the ninth century by a Cassinese monk named Erchempert, Prince 

Arechis (758-787) of Benevento was forced to parley with Charlemagne as he 

and his Franks were destroying everything like locusts and Arechis’ son, 

Grimoald III (787-806), struggled to tame the efferitas of this barbarous people 

(barbarus gens).96 Erchempert was using a similar language to describe the 

incoming Franks before the arrival of the Normans; Amatus was likely familiar 

with Erchempert’s work as a copy was made in Montecassino during the time of 

abbot Desiderius.97 It would not have been a huge leap to apply this rhetoric to 

another gens arriving in Italy. Amatus is less negative about the Normans but 

he also presents them as aiding the Lombards in forcing the Byzantines out of 

southern Italy, an incursion which had yet to happen when Erchempert was 

writing. William’s connection to such texts is harder to ascertain but he certainly 

appears to have built upon a wider idea that the peoples of the north, whether 

Normans, Franks or, as he sometimes calls them, Gauls, had a history of 

ferocity and barbarity, probably from Roman sources. 

Amatus also set out to justify the arrival of the Normans as a form of 

punishment for the sinful people they conquer, a common concept for many 

medieval writers which had biblical parallels.98 He describes how John, the 

Bishop of Salerno, had a vision of St Matthew who told him that anyone who 

attempted to drive out the Normans would ‘know a great affliction’ and that the 

land had been given to the Normans by God, because of the perversity 

(perversité) of those who currently held it.99 As Loud points out Amatus’ 

predecessor Erchempert had done the same when he criticised the Lombards’ 

                                            
 

96 Erchempert, Historia Langobardorum Beneventorum, 2, p. 235; 5. p. 236; Luigi Andrea Berto, 
‘The Muslims as Others in the Chronicles of Early Medieval Southern Italy’, Viator 45, (2014), 1-
24, 11-12; he argues that Erchempert presented the Franks as a graver danger than the 
Saracens who were satisfied with merely looting and raiding while the Franks attempts at 
conquering the principality of Benevento were far more destructive. 
97 Newton, ‘The Desiderian Scriptorium at Monte Cassino’, 41, 44; Loud ‘Introduction’ History of 
the Normans, pp. 31-32. 
98 For example, in Leviticus God tells Moses that he will drive out other nations before His 
people because of their sinful laws: Biblia sacra, Leviticus, 20:23. 
99 Amatus, III. xxxviii. p. 151; Amatus, History, 3. 38. p. 99. 
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sinful behaviour as the reason that God had allowed the Saracens to raid from 

Sicily.100 We have already seen how Dudo of St Quentin, also not a Norman 

himself, employed this theme to similar effect, though neither Geoffrey nor 

William apply this trope, perhaps confirming some modern scholars’ suspicions 

that, as Normans, they did not feel it necessary to justify their position.101 

Nevertheless, as Albu has suggested, William of Apulia’s account of the 

conquest of Sicily has elements that suggest he conceived of it as a holy war.102 

Amatus too makes a concerted effort to demonstrate the Normans’ role in 

fighting for religious reasons, particularly against the Saracens in Italy as well as 

Spain.103 Amatus also praises the Normans’ piety in contrast to the Lombards 

when the Normans serving Emperor Henry II, who had remained in 

Montecassino to ‘defend the faith and to fight the Saracens’, were ambushed by 

the Lombards, prayed to God for help and, as a result, killed sixty Lombards 

while losing only one of their own.104 The parallels with the Maccabees are 

evident, for instance when the Jews called upon God before slaughtering four 

thousand Greeks.105 These religious rationalizations justify the Normans’ 

behaviour as violent conquerors; that they are also Normans does not 

necessarily mean that the authors’ intentions go beyond justifying violent 

conquerors. 

Another element that each text has in common early in the work is in 

setting out a narrative of conquest. Geoffrey, William and Amatus all describe 

the Normans’ early military successes in southern Italy in the middle of the 

eleventh century, particularly the battles at Olivento and Montepeloso, and the 

Battle of Civitate.106 However, their accounts are rather different with Amatus 

                                            
 

100 Erchempert, Historia Langobardorum Beneventorum, 18, p. 241; Amatus, History, p. 31.  
101 HN, pp. 137, 140-141. 
102 Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 111, 131. 
103 Amatus mentions the bravest Normans (fortissime Normant) led by Robert Crispin 
attempting to destroy the detestable folly of the Saracens (detestable folie de li Sarrazin) in 
Spain: Amatus, I. v. p. 13; Amatus, History, 1. 5. p. 46; he also describes how the first forty 
valiant (vaillant) Norman pilgrims in Italy, horrified by the Saracens’ assault on local Christians, 
defeated them through their valour (vallantise): I. xvii, xviii. pp. 22, 23; Amatus, History, 1. 17, 
18. p. 50. 
104 Amatus, I. xxxii, xxxiii. pp. 42, 44; Amatus, History, 1. 31, 33. pp. 55, 56. 
105 Biblia sacra, 2 Maccabees, 13:18. 
106 The Battle of Olivento occurred on the banks of the River Olivento, only a few miles from the 
Norman stronghold of Melfi, on the 17 March 1041 and was fought between the Normans and 
Lombards on one side and the Byzantines on the other. The Greeks soon rallied and tried once 
more to retake Apulia coming into conflict with the Normans and the Lombards at Montepeloso 
on the 3 September 1041. The Battle of Civitate was fought on 17 June, 1053, between an 
alliance of Lombards and Germans serving Pope Leo IX and the Normans, who were victorious 
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including the most detail about the first two battles, for which William’s accounts 

are quite brief, and Geoffrey’s largely focusing on Norman heroes. 

Nevertheless, there are notable similarities which, while at first glance may 

suggest a common understanding of Norman character, when considered in 

conjunction with classical, biblical and general early medieval frameworks are 

evidently more representative of shared modes of expression. For example, all 

three authors focus on the courage and bravery of the Normans. In their 

accounts of the Battle of Olivento William describes how the Normans pursued 

the defeated Greeks bravely (fortiter) and Geoffrey describes how the Norman 

leaders, William ‘Iron Arm’ and Count Drogo, encouraged the bravest 

(fortissimus) of their knights and fought more bravely (fortiter) than any others, 

forcing the fleeing Greeks to drown in the river.107 Amatus’ account, which is the 

longest, describes the valiant and brave (vaillant et fort) Normans assembling 

with great heart and boldness (grant cuer et hardiesce); eventually the Greeks 

were forced into the river and destroyed by the valiant (vaillant) and bold 

(hardiesce) Normans.108 In his account of the Battle of Montepeloso, Amatus 

uses many of the same terms, detailing the great daring (grant hardiesce) of the 

Normans’ manoeuvres before the battle, their charging the Greeks ‘strong and 

bold as lions (fort, hardi come lyon)’ and the valiant and bold (vaillant et hardi) 

Normans again pursuing the terrified Greeks with great courage and daring 

(grant cuer et hardement).109 Geoffrey’s account contains similar terms, though 

employed to describe William ‘Iron Arm’ de Hauteville who took up arms like a 

frenzied lion (quasi leo furibundus) and attacked bravely (fortiter), in spite of a 

fever, killing Doukeianos (who survives both other accounts).110 Again, these 

authors use similar terms in their accounts of the Battle of Civitate, though there 

are significant differences between their accounts as well. William focuses 

predominantly on the actions of Robert Guiscard, who he says charged boldly 

                                                                                                                                
 

after the Lombards fled; Georgios Theotokis has suggested that this was the most crucial 
victory for the Normans particularly as it forced them to work together: Theotokis, The Norman 
Campaigns in the Balkans, pp. 129-130. 
107 GRW, I. p. 114. ll. 275-296; Malaterra, I. ix. pp. 12-13. 
108 Amatus, II. xxiii. pp. 84-86; Amatus, History, 2. 23. p. 73. In Amatus’ work the term hardi is 
employed by the translator in a manner notably similar to the way in which audax is often used 
and vaillant can be considered similar to both audax and fortis. 
109 Amatus, II. xxvi. pp. 88-90; Amatus, History, 2. 26. p. 74. 
110 Malaterra, I. x. p. 13; William’s account is particularly brief stating only that the Greeks were 
defeated as they had been before and Dokeainos was almost captured: GRW, I. p. 114. ll. 296-
308. 
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(audacter) into the fray and compares to a lion.111 Amatus also employs a 

leonine simile in his description of the battle itself, stating that the Normans, 

bold (hardi) as lions, took up their lances as their enemy advanced.112 Geoffrey 

tells us that Count Humphrey raised an army, marched boldly (audacter) 

against the enemy and led the first charge bravely (fortiter).113  

The rhetoric employed by Amatus, William and Geoffrey is similar and 

employs terminology outlining the Normans’ boldness, bravery, strength and 

lion-like nature. However, the use of this terminology in a military context can be 

traced through numerous earlier sources. The association of the quality of 

audacia and fortis with military affairs goes back to Roman authors such as 

Livy, who describes the audax plans of General Lucius Marcius and notes that 

Hannibal was an obvious choice for military command if bravery (fortis) was 

sought.114 Likewise, Orosius describes bold (audax) and agile Roman soldiers 

tearing the shields from their German enemies’ grasp, Jordanes’ Goths are 

inspired with greater audacia after their victories and Paul the Deacon’s 

Lombards are audax and fortis in various military contexts.115 The biblical 

histories provide us with a model for bravery, strength and the association of 

military power with lions. In the Maccabees the Hebrews demonstrate audacia 

in war and are described as attacking the Seleucids like lions. Judas 

Maccabeus is also described as fortissimus and encourages his men to bravely 

(fortiter) fight Nicanor.116 In the Book of Wisdom God sends bold (audax) lions 

against those who worship beasts to punish their sin, a sentiment expanded 

upon by Amatus in casting the Normans as punishing the sinful Lombards and 

born out in the Prince of Salerno’s warning to the Pope.117 The descriptions of 

                                            
 

111 GRW, II p.144. ll. 216-243; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 21. 
112 Amatus, III. xxxix-xxxx. pp. 152-156; Amatus, History, 3. 39-40. pp. 100-101. 
113 Malaterra, I. xiv. p. 15. 
114 Livy, 21.4.4; 25.38.18, 23. 
115 Orosius, VI. 7.9; Jordanes, vii.49; lvii.293; Historia Langobardorum, I.17; IV.37-38, V.40. 
116 Biblia sacra, 1 Maccabees, 4:35; 2 Maccabees, 8:16, 11:11, 12:42; the association of lions 
with courage can also be found in ancient and Christian Roman sources, though often in the 
context of its lack rather than praise. For example, in Petronius’ Satyricon, Ganymede laments 
that these days people are lions in their own homes and foxes outdoors (domi leones, foris 
vulpes); that Tertullian similarly complains about pastors who are lions in peace and deer in 
combat (in pace leones, in proelio cervi) also shows how these tropes transferred from non-
Christian Roman sources to Christian authors: Petronius Arbiter, Petronius, ed. Michael 
Heseltine, (London, 1913), 44; Tertullian, de Corona militis, 1.  
117 Biblia sacra, Wisdom, 11:18; Moyna McGlynn points out that the use of creatures like lions 
and bears as instruments of judgement is frequent within the Old Testament: Moyna McGlynn, 
Divine Judgement and Divine Benevolence in the Book of Wisdom, (Mohr Siebeck, 2001) p. 34. 
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the Normans in battle in the Italian texts are evidently built on long-standing 

traditions that associate bravery, strength, boldness and lion-like behaviour with 

capable warriors. Furthermore, the Normans described in these battles are 

more like Roman, Hebrew or Germanic peoples than the Normans described in 

conflicts in Normandy by Dudo or William of Jumièges. Ergo these authors 

adopted common models to demonstrate that their subject, the Normans, were 

superior to their enemies. However, the very adoption of these models 

demonstrates that, rather than intentionally and reliably describing Norman 

character, Geoffrey, Amatus and William wanted to put the Normans alongside 

the great peoples of the past. 

There are several points to take away from this examination of how 

Geoffrey, William and Amatus describe the Normans early in their works and in 

their conquering role. First, describing the fierce and powerful character of a 

gens at the beginning of a historical work devoted to that gens is a common 

enough model in histories. This leads us to question whether the descriptions of 

Norman character by these authors are considered to be traits of Normanitas 

when they are also general traits of a once-barbaric gens that has travelled to 

and conquered foreign lands. Second, the traits of ferocity, violence and greed 

for gain and control are used in earlier descriptions in Italian sources for other 

conquering gentes, namely the Franks, suggesting that for Italian sources, at 

the very least, the pattern of describing conquering forces, whether one 

supported them or not, was well established. Third, the context for these 

conquests could be altered to justify or criticise (or both) through the application 

of familiar religious tropes and narratives. Fourth, the eleventh-century southern 

Italian source material concerning Normans follows patterns familiar to sources 

from eleventh-century Normandy but also pre-empts patterns in twelfth-century 

Norman material, namely the concern for the Normans as unbridled and avidly 

seeking domination also found in Orderic’s HE. While not impossible, as 

discussed in Chapter Three it seems unlikely that Orderic had direct access to 

the De rebus gestis, which suggests that he was expressing a common concern 

with the violent actions of the military elite rather than an ethnic concern.118 

Lastly, in their descriptions of the Normans in the context of their military 

successes these authors set out to define their character predominantly using 

                                            
 

118 See Chapter Three, pp. 145-146. 
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classical and biblical rhetoric, with some early medieval models no doubt 

developed from similar sources. Through the use of these well-established 

tropes they highlight the superiority of the Normans as a people rather than 

determining an exact, unique Norman character. These sources share a similar 

preoccupation with outlining the Normans as fierce, warlike, bold, cunning, and 

greedy at the outset of their texts. However, the influences of older models and 

the tropes of describing a once-barbaric gens in the contextual role of 

conquerors, justified by religious narratives, suggests that these descriptions 

were the norm as opposed to deliberately exceptional. They were common 

practice rather than a conscious attempt to show that the Normans were truly 

distinct through defining their identity in concrete terms. 

 

The exemplary leader part I: Robert Guiscard 
Geoffrey, William and Amatus each have an agenda that forms their focus in 

their texts, colouring their descriptions of different individuals. Some Norman 

figures that are key to one work may be consigned to the background of another 

or overlooked entirely. As such it is harder to find common ground when 

comparing their descriptions of Norman leaders than when they describe the 

Normans as a whole. Nevertheless, all three provide us with significant 

information about Robert Hauteville, also known as Guiscard, the sixth son of 

Tancred, a middling Norman lord of the village Hauteville, near Coutances, who 

had fathered twelve adult sons. As Malaterra noted, Robert’s older brothers, 

William, Drogo and Humphrey, journeyed to southern Italy sometime during the 

1030s and Robert and Roger followed suit in c.1046 and 1056 respectively.119 

After his half-brother Drogo refused to endow him with land, Robert was forced 

to act as a bandit mercenary, soon gaining a reputation for aggression and 

trickery that led to him being nicknamed ‘Guiscard’ (the cunning).120 However, 

he was to become one of the most powerful rulers in the central Mediterranean 

as Duke of Apulia and his rise to power, as well as the character behind it, was 

                                            
 

119 Malaterra, I. v. p. 9; Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 2-3. 
120 Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 3, 105 
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to be a source of considerable interest to authors, and by extension audiences, 

of the eleventh century and beyond.121 

All three authors present Robert as an exemplary leader who 

demonstrates the full plethora of qualities that have been associated with 

Normanitas: ferocity, warlike ability, vigour, boldness and cunning. However, if 

we consider the use of descriptive terms for Robert in comparison with other 

key Norman figures more closely, it becomes apparent that Robert is a 

misleading example since no other figure is shown to possess all of our 

significant traits across all three texts.122 Having all of these traits is not 

essential; plenty of key Norman figures praised as exemplary rulers in the 

Norman sources of the eleventh and twelfth centuries lack one or other of the 

traits described, but the point here is that Robert Guiscard demonstrates them 

all and in abundance. We must question to what extent these traits were 

‘Norman’ rather than simply associated with Guiscard thanks to his reputation 

and position as a successful and capable leader. 

 Robert’s qualities are covered in all three texts but none more so than 

William of Apulia’s GRW, which gained its name because of this strong focus on 

Guiscard. Here I will examine William’s rhetoric concerning Guiscard’s 

character and virtues, alongside that used by Geoffrey and Amatus, to indicate 

his preeminent position in the three texts. This will be followed by an 

examination of other key Norman figures in the sources, which demonstrates 

that, aside from when it comes to Robert, there are no solid patterns. This 

suggests that these figures were not seen as examples of an explicit Norman 

ethnic character, but rather as significant members of the military aristocracy 

who are associated with specific virtues in these texts through the aims and 

context within which these authors wrote.  

As the eponymous hero of William of Apulia’s work Robert displays 

notable martial ability in the GRW. His violent capabilities are demonstrated 

when fighting at the battle of Civitate, where he charged boldly (audacter) into 

the enemies’ ranks to help his brother Humphrey. William’s description of 

Guiscard’s role in the battle is worth considering in full: 
                                            
 

121 Robert fathered Bohemond, who took a leading role in the First Crusade and who married 
the daughter of King Philip I of France, Constance, as well as his heir to the dukedom of Apulia, 
Roger Borsa. Both these sons died in 1111: ibid. p. 300. 
122 Count Roger is presented as Robert’s equal in the De rebus gestis though since Roger 
commissioned Geoffrey to write the account this is unsurprising. 
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He speared them [the Swabians] with his lance, beheaded them with his sword, 
dealing out fearful blows with his mighty hands.... He was unhorsed three times, 
thrice he recovered his strength and returned more [violently] (vis) to the fray. His 
fury merely increased, as does that of the lion who roars and furiously attacks 
those animals less strong than himself …. He cut off feet and hands, sliced heads 
from bodies, ripped into breasts and chests … cutting off the heads of these huge 
men he made them the same size as those smaller, proving that the greatest 
bravery is not the prerogative of the tall, but often rests with those of shorter 
stature. After the battle it was known that none, victor or vanquished, had inflicted 
such mighty blows (magnus ictus).123 
 
This has the familiar markings of epic narrative in the description of 

Robert’s mighty blows, such as the blows (ictus) landed on Dares by Entellus 

during their boxing match and Aeneas’ strike (ictus) on Turnus in the Aeneid.124 

William’s use of metaphor in likening Robert to a lion is also similar to 

descriptions of William the Conqueror in the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio who 

cleaves helmets and shields, fighting like a gnashing lion (leo frendens) and 

ripping Gyrth apart.125 It is also significant that Robert is unhorsed a total of 

three times much like William the Conqueror at the battle of Hastings, who, 

according to William of Poitiers, also resolutely returns to the fray each time.126 

The exultation of great martial feats was to find significant traction in chivalric 

literature of the early-twelfth century. In the Chanson de Roland, the hero cries 

out ‘the Emperor loves us for such blows’ after seeing his companion Oliver cut 

a pagan in half and Roland himself cuts through both knight and horse with a 

single blow on three occasions.127 In the Historia Regum Britanniae Arthur is 

described as similarly inflicting powerful blows and acting like a ferox leo.128 

These texts were written decades after the GRW but demonstrate that the 

veneration of the heroic military figure and his martial prowess was both 

widespread, being influenced by Latin epic, and less concerned about the 

ethnicity of the hero than their victory over whatever enemy they face. The only 

arguably ethnic element of this passage is that Robert also negates the 

                                            
 

123 GRW, II p.144. ll. 216-243; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 21. 
124 Virgil, Aeneid, V. 457; XII. 919-927; Albu makes some further interesting comparisons with 
classical material in the rout that followed Robert’s counter-attack: Albu, Normans in Their 
Histories, pp. 118-121. 
125 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 28-29. 
126 GG, p. 135. 
127 The Song of Roland, II. ll. 1324-37, 1377, 1541-1546, 1601-1607. 
128 HRB, pp. 245-247. 
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Swabians intimidating size, since build is often considered by medieval authors 

to be a sign of ethnic distinction.129 

 William further tells us that the bold and cunning (astutus et audax) duke 

overcame a rebellion either through force of arms or his cunning, making the 

stiff-necked bend before him.130 Geoffrey of Malaterra also describes Guiscard’s 

audacia on two occasions alongside his great wisdom (consilium) and vigour 

(strenuitas).131 In Amatus’ work Robert Guiscard is introduced as the valiant 

(vaillant) brother of Count Humphrey and a man with great boldness and heart 

(la grant hardiece et lo grant cuer).132 William and Geoffrey both describe 

Robert’s ferocity during the siege of Durazzo. William describes Robert fighting 

a fierce (ferox) battle not far from the besieged city and Geoffrey claims, when 

facing overwhelming odds, Robert was confident in his innate military ferocity 

(innata militaris ferocitas).133 William also describes how the Calabrians were 

terrified by the arrival of the wild (feritas) Robert, which is relatively similar to the 

Athenians in Tacitus’ Annals who are terrified by the savage (saevus) approach 

of Cneius Piso.134 While it is difficult to determine whether Amatus or his 

translator avoided specific ferocity, Robert is described as powerful (force) in 

warfare and the strongest (fort) and mightiest (poësté) among knights.135 

Robert is also presented in the GRW as vigorous in military encounters, 

for instance, at the siege of Palermo where Guiscard encouraged his retreating 

infantry to attack as a vigorous (strenuus) general should; William also claims 

that Robert was beloved by his men because he was both vigorous in war and 

wise in counsel (quia strenuus armis consilioque sagax).136 One is reminded of 

the treatment of Epaminondas in Orosius’ Historiarum libri septem, a vigorous 

                                            
 

129 For instance Isidore of Seville claims that the Germans are so called because they are 
immense (immanis) in size: Etymologiae, IX. ii. 97. 
130 GRW, III. pp. 194-196, 202. ll. 567-573, 686-687; Loud, Deeds of Robert, pp. 41, 44. 
131 Malaterra, I. iv. p. 9; III. xxiv. p. 71. 
132 Amatus, II. xxxxvi. p. 114; Amatus uses the term cuer to denote courage relatively often, for 
example he notes that Roussel de Bailleul was a man of great heart (cuer) and a strong warrior 
(fort combateor): I. ix, xiv. pp. 16-17, 19. 
133 GRW, IV. p. 226. ll. 409-413; Malaterra, III. xxiv. p. 71. 
134 The citizens of Palermo are also terrified of him: GRW, II. pp. 148-150. ll. 326-331; III. p. 178. 
ll. 267-281; when King Henry of the Germans learnt of the vast army Robert had arrayed 
against him, he also fled, terrified of the duke’s boldness (audacia): GRW, IV. p. 234. l. 549; 
Tacitus, Annals, 2.55. 
135 Amatus, IV. xviii. p. 195; V. i. pp. 222-223; V. xxvii. pp. 248-253. 
136 GRW, II. pp. 150, 154. ll. 358-359, 422-423, III. p. 178. ll. 260-266, V. p. 244. ll. 145-146; 
Loud, Deeds of Robert, pp. 24, 25, 34, 59-60. 
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(strenuus) general and great philosopher (summus philosophus).137 Geoffrey 

describes Robert as vigorous in military matters (militaris strenuitas) as well as 

encouraging his men with gifts and promises of land and plunder, should they 

act vigorously (strenue) with him during his invasion of Greece.138 Again, it is 

difficult to reconcile Amatus’ text so cleanly but in his account of the siege of 

Palermo Robert’s corage is unaffected by his change in fortune; elsewhere the 

most brave duke (li fortissime Duc) attacked the Greek city of Bari in Apulia and 

Robert’s most valiant (valentissime) reputation was enough for Amalfi to ask for 

his support against the cruel rule of Prince Gisulf.139  

 As his epithet would suggest, Robert Guiscard is depicted as particularly 

crafty and cunning in the GRW. When introducing Robert William states that he 

was called Guiscard because his cunning (calliditas) was greater than that of 

Cicero, who had a reputation in classical literature for cunning, or the clever 

(versutus) Ulysses.140 Unable to capture the castrum of Montepeloso by force, 

Robert instead employs a trick (ars). Thus, William tells us that the astute 

(astutus) duke would often conquer by stratagem (ars) what he could not 

overcome with force.141 Similarly, Amatus tells us about a very clever ruse 

(grant soutillesce) which Robert devised to find out the disposition of the 

Saracens in Palermo where he sent a messenger to the emir of the city who 

could speak their language, but pretended that he could not.142 Likewise 

Malaterra claims Robert took cities such as Castrogiovanni through cunning 

(astu).143 Geoffrey also includes an account of Robert’s siege of Gerace where, 

after sneaking into the city to have dinner with a friend named Basil, Robert was 

                                            
 

137 Orosius, III. 12.1. 
138 Malaterra, III. xxiv. p. 71. 
139 Amatus, V. 27. pp. 248-253; 5. 27. pp. 143-145; VII. II. p. 293; VIII. 8. p. 348; 8. 8. p. 191. 
140 GRW, II. p. 138. ll. 126-128; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 19; Sallust writes of the astutia of 
Cicero: Sallust, The War with Catiline,  26.2. 
141 GRW, II. pp. 156-158. ll. 460-477; Loud, Deeds of Robert p. 26; Robert also employs his 
craft (astus) to take Palermo and secures Durazzo through ars: GRW, III. p. 172. ll. 152-153; IV. 
p. 230. l. 503; through various crafts (artes) and his knowledge (prudentia) he captures a giant 
fish: III. p. 172. l. 172. 
142 Amatus, V. xxiv. p. 244; Amatus, History, 5. 24. p. 142; the terms used in the translation of 
Amatus to describe Robert’s intelligence are often etymologically distinct from Latin terms 
denoting cunning. However, a few examples still demonstrate Robert’s reputation for rather 
sneaky behaviour. For instance, Robert wisely (sagement) hides his pleasure at the Greek 
emperor's request for the duke's daughter to marry his son in order to gain as great a financial 
reward as he can. Amatus points out the irony of the emperor, who should have received tribute 
from the entire world, giving tribute to a duke in the form of 1,200 pounds of gold, precious cloth 
and other gifts. The marriage never took place thanks to the deposition of Michael VII in 1078 
but Amatus did not include this: Amatus, VII. xxvi. p. 318; Amatus, History, 7. 26. p. 178. 
143 Malaterra, IV. vi. p. 88. 
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discovered by an angry mob of citizens who brutally murder Basil and his wife. 

Surrounded by his furious enemies, Geoffrey states that Robert’s innate leonine 

ferocity (ferocitas) evaporated yet he demonstrated his cunning (calliditas) by 

talking his way out of the dire situation.144 When Robert’s ferocity cannot be 

relied upon he still has his cunning nature to fall back on.  

One particularly colourful anecdote demonstrating Robert’s cunning 

appears in both Amatus’ and Geoffrey’s accounts. In order to secure himself 

some funds Robert arranged a meeting with the wealthy Peter of Bisignano, 

convincing him to meet in the middle of a plain whilst their entourages waited at 

a distance. Amatus states that when Peter presented his mouth for Robert to 

kiss the Norman grabbed Peter around the neck, whereupon both fell from their 

horses with Robert pinning his victim to the ground; Geoffrey tells us that the 

super-confident and extraordinarily daring (audacissimus) Robert, trusting his 

own strength in spite of Peter’s size and weight, ‘seized Peter round the middle 

and began to carry him over his shoulder towards his men.’ The Normans 

rushed to Robert’s aid whilst Peter’s men fled, terrified of Guiscard’s cunning 

(callidus).145 Amatus’ account includes a show of confession on the part of 

Robert, who claims he had been forced to capture the wealthy Peter because of 

his poverty and that, since Peter was as a father to him, he must help his son. 

Peter then promised to pay Robert 20,000 solidi of gold and was released.146 

Geoffrey’s version of events makes no such attempt to justify Robert’s actions, 

focusing on how this and other deeds demonstrated that he lived up to his 

cunning reputation. However, while Robert appears to apologise to Peter in 

Amatus’ account his show of contrition can be read as exactly that, a show 

designed to give Peter a way out of his predicament that the audience are 

aware is exactly the cunning Robert’s intent.147 This was undoubtedly a popular 

story demonstrating how Robert lived up to his nickname as various versions 

appear in other works. The Chronica Monasterii Casinensis records that Robert 

called for a discussion with Peter and, for twenty thousand pieces of gold, let 

                                            
 

144 Malaterra, II. xxiv-xxvi. pp. 37-38; Malaterra, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 98. 
145 Malaterra, I. xvii. pp. 17-18. Loud, Deeds of Roger, pp. 11-12; Amatus, III. x. pp. 122-124; 
Amatus, History, 3. 10. p. 89. 
146 Amatus, III. x. pp. 122-124; Amatus, History, 3. 10. p. 89. 
147 Malaterra, I. xvii. pp. 17-18. 
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him leave with his sight.148 Both the Strategikon of Kekaumenos and Anna 

Comnena’s Alexiad also include versions of the tale wherein the crafty Robert is 

far more villainous, particularly in Anna’s account.149 However, William’s GRW 

excludes the story. Perhaps he felt the incident reflected too poorly on his hero. 

The narrative of the GRW ends with Robert’s death although William uses 

the opportunity to make further comments in two passages about Roberts’ 

character that speak volumes about his conception of Norman identity. The first 

is a lamentation discourse written for Robert’s wife, Sichelgaita, in which she 

expressed fears for the future of the Norman people. After exhorting Robert’s 

courage as the reason the Norman people were safe and successful she states 

that, when they lose his boldness (audacia), they will also lose their own and 

descend into the cowardice (non audax) of any mob.150 In the second passage, 

William describes how the Normans, accustomed to defeating innumerable 

peoples under Robert’s leadership, became terrified of continuing without him, 

some fleeing to their ships and leaving others stranded, who, forgetting their 

wild and fierce courage (animi pulsa feritate ferocis), timidly began to serve the 

Greeks.151 These passages imply that the Normans are generally bold and 

fierce on the surface but only on the condition that they are led by the bold and 

fierce Robert Guiscard; without his capable leadership and personal virtues 

their qualities are greatly diminished or disappear altogether. Thus these 

Normans are fierce and bold only with his exceptional leadership: it is a 

temporary aspect perhaps related to their bond as comrades of a specific war 

band under a specific leader. 

For William, Geoffrey and Amatus, Robert Guiscard exemplifies the ideal 

ruler. They present him as a comprehensive medieval leader who demonstrates 

his ferocity, boldness, vigour and cunning both to conquer his enemies and 

consolidate his rule. However, while all three authors use similar terms, his 

character is not reflective of a specifically Norman ethnicity. As discussed 

                                            
 

148 It also records that he was given his nickname Viscardi by his relative Gerard de Bono after 
this event: Chronica Monasterii Casinensi, ed. H. Hoffmann, MGH SS 34, (Hanover, 1980) III. 
15. p. 377 
149 Loud, ‘Anna Komnena and her Sources’, pp. 54-56; Amatus History, p. 89. n. 12; Annae 
Comnenae Alexias, ed. Diether R. Reinsch and Athanasios Kambylis, Corpus Fontium Historiae 
Byzantinae 40, (Berlin and New York, 2001) I. XI. pp. 36-39; Anna Comnena, The Alexiad, 
trans. Elizabeth A.S. Dawes (Cambridge, 2000), p. 21. 
150 GRW, V. pp. 252-254. ll. 301-322, particularly 314-315; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 63. 
151 GRW, V. p. 256. ll. 389-390. 
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above, the terms used in general to describe the Normans have strong roots in 

earlier texts and the same can be said for the ideals of leadership and rulership. 

Furthermore, in William of Apulia’s text the Normans’ ferocity and boldness is 

reliant upon Guiscard’s presence; without Guiscard they no longer exhibit these 

qualities but, while the implication is that they become weaker, William does not 

suggest that they become less Norman. 

 

The exemplary leader part II: archetypal heroes or archetypal Normans? 
Guiscard is presented in these texts as an ideal ruler and military leader but the 

authors are less consistent when describing other Norman figures. William and 

Geoffrey focused on the numerous members of the Hauteville family;152 

Amatus, however, also focused on the Drengot family who were to become the 

Norman Counts of Aversa, particularly Richard Prince of Capua.153 

Furthermore, the language they employ is different, suggesting little or no 

awareness of one another’s works. For instance, only Geoffrey employs the 

terms bellicus and bellicosus to describe Norman leaders and warriors, such as 

Count Roger’s ‘warlike countenance (frons bellicus)’ and his warlike (bellicosus) 

supporters.154 While their descriptions include similar themes of military ability, 

ferocity, boldness and vigour, attributed to significant Norman individuals as 

selected by the author in question, far fewer Norman individuals are portrayed 

as cunning.155 This suggests that they viewed these terms as traits of praise 

and success that unified the selected individuals as exemplary heroes rather 
                                            
 

152 Of Tancred’s other sons, Roger Count of Sicily (d. 1101) stands out in Geoffrey’s work, 
written at Roger’s request, as the most notable due to his instrumental role in carrying out the 
conquest of Sicily, which he became count of in 1071. Robert and Roger’s older brothers were 
William ‘Iron Arm’ (d.1045/6); Drogo (d. 1051); Humphrey (d. 1057); Geoffrey, whose son 
Robert (d. c. 1096) and his heirs became the Counts of Loritello; and Serlo, who had a son also 
named Serlo (d.1072). One other brother, William (d. 1080), younger than Robert but older than 
Roger, became the first Norman count of the Principate (the principality of Salerno) in 1056. 
Most of them are mentioned in at least one of the three texts: Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 
300, 304. 
153 According to Amatus a member of the Drengot family named Gilbert Bautère, fearing the 
wrath of Count Robert of Normany after he had murdered a Norman viscount called William, 
fled to Apulia along with his brothers, Rainulf, Asclettin, Osmund and Rodulf: Amatus, History, 
pp. 50-51; Orderic Vitalis claims that it was Osmond who had killed a man named William 
Repostel for boasting that he had seduced his daughter: HE, II. iii. pp. 56-57. Richard Drengot, 
who hailed from the Pays de Caux in Normandy, secured the position of Count of Aversa by 
1050 and became the Prince of Capua in 1058. By the time Richard had died in 1078 he was 
amongst the most powerful Norman lords in Italy, second only perhaps to Robert Guiscard: 
Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 1, 303. 
154 Similarly, he describes the warlike young men (juventus bellicus) who keenly flocked to 
follow Bohemond’s example when he took the cross: Malaterra, III. xi. p. 62; IV. xxiv. p. 102. 
155 See below for examples of the Normans as a whole being negatively cunning. 
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than archetypes of a shared perception of Norman ethnic identity. In briefly 

sketching the similarities between descriptions of other Norman individuals as 

well as the differences, in comparison to Robert Guiscard, the following analysis 

of the evidence suggests that these authors were highlighting common aspects 

of male elite military behaviour and not shaping a shared view of Normanitas. 

 As demonstrated above, William’s account of Robert Guiscard’s martial 

feats at the Battle of Civitate carries notable similarities with the style of epic. 

These extraordinary exhibitions of prowess are also common in the De rebus 

gestis and Geoffrey describes Count Roger of Sicily unhorsing one unnamed 

brave and enormous (fortissimus et enormis) foe and Arcadius of Palermo by 

throwing them down with his lance.156 Again, these physical blows are similar to 

those in classical literature, such as Aeneas and others brandishing spears in 

the Aeneid.157 Further comparisons can be made with chivalric literature where 

the blows of spears or lances became standard imagery.158 In the Chanson de 

Roland a Saracen expresses surprise that, after receiving many blows from 

spears, the white-haired Charlemagne had not grown tired of war and Roland 

discards his broken lance after fifteen strikes.159 In his Estoire des Engleis 

Gaimar describes Taillefer’s skill juggling his lance and spearing an 

Englishman.160 R. Zenker demonstrated the connections between Malaterra’s 

language and romantic literature in 1899, comparing Roger’s mortal blow on 

Arcadius with the deeds of William in the Couronnement de Louis (c.1130s).161 

That these passages have so much in common with later romantic descriptions, 

which are concerned with praising particular heroic military aristocrats and not 

                                            
 

156 hastili robore deiciens and hastili robore dejectum interfecit respectively: Malaterra, I. xxxiv. 
p. 23; II. xxxiii. p. 44; Serlo similarly overthrows a powerful enemy with his strong lance (forti 
hastili prosternitur): I. xxxix. p. 24. 
157 Virgil, Aeneid, IX. 401-402; X. 795; XI. 561; XII. 926. 
158 Edward A. Heinemann and Gerald J. Brault highlight the seven elements that constitute a 
duel, some of which are similar to Geoffrey’s descriptions: 1. spurring one’s horse into attack; 2. 
brandishing the lance; 3. striking; 4. breaking the enemy’s shield; 5. piercing his hauberk; 6. 
piercing or merely scratching the enemy’s body with the lance; 7. knocking him off his horse. 
Edward A. Heinemann, ‘La place de l'élément « brandir la lance» dans la structure du motif de 
l'attaque à la lance’, Romania, 95, (1974), pp. 105-113, esp. 105; The Song Of Roland, I. p. 
190. 
159 The Song of Roland, II. ll. 550-556, 1321-1323. 
160 Gaimar, Estoire des Engleis, pp. 286-287. ll. 5271-5292; Antonia Gransden suggests that 
Gaimar collected legends from local oral traditions and alludes to the appearance of Taillefer in 
the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio: Historical Writing in England: c. 500 to c. 1307, (1996) p. 
179. and n. 231. 
161 R. Zenker, Das historischen Grundlagen der zweiten Branche des Couronnement de Louis, 
(Max Niemeyer, 1899), pp. 45-46. 
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whole gentes, may suggest that Geoffrey was contributing to a burgeoning style 

that concerned itself with traits of success rather than ethnicity.162 These 

romance texts are largely French and Anglo-Norman so direct links are highly 

doubtful, but it is evident that through classical influences Malaterra and the 

romance texts developed similar means of describing the deeds of heroic 

individuals. 

 Nevertheless, it was epic classical literature that inspired Geoffrey’s 

accounts of the Norman leaders’ incredible feats of bravery and martial 

prowess. Though sidelined at the battle of Montepeloso due to fever, William 

‘Iron Arm’, seeing that his men were wavering, forgot his illness through his 

indignation and anger (indignatio et ira). Taking up arms like a frenzied lion 

(quasi leo furibundus) he joined the fight, reviving his men, attacking bravely 

(fortiter), putting the enemy to flight and killing their leader, Doukeianos, ‘like an 

ox’ (quasi bove interfecto).163 Of course the comparison with a lion, considered 

savage and frightening in many classical works, demonstrates strength and 

evokes fear. Virgil describes the lion as savage (saevus) in Georgics and how 

cattle were terrified of huge lions in Eclogues.164 By contrast the ox was well 

known as a servile beast of burden and source of food to ancient and medieval 

writers like Isidore of Seville and Sallust.165 The slaughter of oxen also colours 

narratives about ancient heroes. During the boxing match in the Argonautica, 

which inspired the one in the Aeneid, King Amycus of the Bebrycians tried to 

strike the hero Pollux while standing ‘like one slaughtering an ox’.166 In Virgil’s 

boxing match, after Aeneas prevents Entellus from killing Dares and presents 

him with an ox as a prize, Entellus demonstrates the fate from which Dares was 

spared by striking the ox with his fist so hard that the beast’s skull was 

                                            
 

162 Similarities between the narrative motifs in Geoffrey’s text and within chansons de geste 
have also been noted by Eleni Tounta, ‘The Norman Conquerors between Epos and Chanson 
de Geste: the Perception of Identities in Cultural Flows’, in Norman Tradition and Transcultural 
Heritage, pp. 131-132. 
163 Malaterra, I. X. p. 13. Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, pp. 58-59. 
164 Virgil, Eclogues, IV. 21-22; Georgics, II. 151. These themes became common in popular 
twelfth-century works, for example, several people are described as being fierce like lions in the 
Historiae Regum Britanniae: HRB, pp. 73, 79, 97, 247. 
165 Etymologiae, XII. i. 7; Sallust, The War with Jugurtha, 90.2, 91.1; see also Jonathan Roth, 
The Logistics of the Roman Army at War (264 B.C. – A.D. 235), (Leiden, 1999) pp. 28-29. 
166 Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica, ed. and trans. William H. Race, Loeb Classical Library, 
(Cambridge, Mass., 2008), 2.90-92; Helen Lovatt, Statius and Epic Games: Sport, Politics and 
Poetics in the Thebaid, (Cambridge, 2005) pp. 145-148;  
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crushed.167 Much like Entellus’ blow, the imagery of the Norman lion 

slaughtering the Greek ox is meant as a show of strength, evoking a feeling of 

dominance and William’s mastery in battle in spite of his illness; the prospect of 

defeat galvanizes his frenzied, leonine attack and his anger and indignation is 

that of a typical leader.168 As demonstrated by scholars such as White and 

Althoff, the ira or indignatio of medieval rulers often had a political element, 

employed ritualistically and in written laws and accounts to demonstrate 

legitimacy of action against those who had wronged or opposed them.169 Here 

Geoffrey evokes both classical models and the recognised contemporary 

ritualised behaviour of wronged members of the nobility to demonstrate 

William’s strength and the legitimacy of his notably violent action. 

 Geoffrey also associates the leonine simile with ferocity, for instance the 

brothers Robert and Roger both exhibit lion-like ferocity (leoninus ferocitas).170 

This association is hardly surprising since the Vulgate regularly mentions ferox 

beasts and Psalm 56 in particular refers to lions as being fierce (ferocio).171 

Authors such as Augustine and Isidore, who greatly influenced medieval 

bestiaries, discussed the ferocitas and feritas of beasts like lions, tigers and 

wolves suggesting a largely pejorative association but in the Maccabees the 

Jews fight like lions to their credit.172 We have seen above how Amatus and 

William also compare various Normans to lions but these concepts were not an 

invention of these texts. Rather, they were based on a well-established tradition 

of employing lions as similes.173 

Before the Battle of Olivento, Geoffrey describes an incident that also 

plays into classical models concerning animals and the demonstration of 

                                            
 

167 Vergil, Aeneid, V. 461-484. 
168 Geoffrey includes a similar description of Count Roger during the siege of Troina where he 
was captured and dragged ‘like a bull reluctant to be sacrificed’ to be executed. However, 
Roger, remembering his former strength, wielded his sword ‘like a sickle’ causing such a 
slaughter that the bodies around him looked like uprooted trees. Again the danger of losing (or 
in this case dying) prompted the recollection of strength and the use of martial prowess to 
defeat great odds. Though Roger is compared to a bull on the way to slaughter, he is unlike 
Doukeianos because he proves through his prowess that he is no victim but rather a strong and 
capable warrior: Malaterra, II. xxx. pp. 40-41; p. 104. 
169 Althoff uses the later example of Barbarossa’s indignatio causing him to personally 
overcome a steep rise and break into the city of Spoleto during a siege, in spite of great danger: 
Althoff, ‘Ira Regis’, p. 73; White, ‘The Politics of Anger’ pp. 145-146, passim. 
170 Malaterra, II. xliii. p. 51; III. xxxvii. p. 79. In MS B the ferocitate is replaced with feritate. 
171 Biblia sacra, Psalm 56. 
172 De civitate Dei, XIX. 12. p. 393; Etymologiae, X. F. 105; Etymologies, p. 219; Biblia sacra, 2 
Maccabees, 11:11. 
173 See above Chapter Five, pp. 258-260, 263. 
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strength. In the account, the Normans were besieged in the fortress of Melfi by 

a vast Greek (Graeci) host and an envoy was sent to secure the Normans’ 

surrender. A Norman named Hugh Tudebusis greeted the envoy and, taking his 

magnificent horse by the reins, struck it on the neck knocking it out with his bare 

fist.174 His fellow Normans considered this a marvellous deed, heaved the 

stunned horse over the battlements, picked up the terrified Greek, presented 

him with a superior steed and sent him back to his masters to report what he 

had seen, who were understandably terrified by this act.175 Geoffrey claims 

Hugh wanted to acquire fame and terrify the Greeks and, while the fear of the 

Greeks was clearly justified, the Normans’ reaction to the deed and the gift of a 

superior steed exhibits what can only have been perceived as a deranged 

nonchalance in the face of imminent peril. This was a reputation that Geoffrey 

deliberately cultivated and this piece of violent theatre had a clear purpose, 

what Bartlett calls their ‘calculated brutality’, intended to convey the message 

that the Normans would ‘not shrink from bloodcurdling violence.’176  

We have seen a similar reputation within the eleventh-century Norman 

material, namely in the HN but also the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio.177 This 

was also the case in non-Norman sources from the eastern Mediterranean. The 

Greek princess, Anna Comnena, wrote about the barbarity and violence of the 

Normans but was also impressed by their military ability. Describing a Greek 

knight named Nicephorus, she claimed that anyone seeing him ride would 

imagine he was from Normandy.178 Geoffrey’s account also reflects upon the 

Greeks themselves and it is likely no accident that the emphasis on a Greek 

and a horse is reminiscent of the Trojan Horse in Greek mythology. Staged in a 

humorous way to subvert the incident in the Trojan War, the account takes on a 

cautionary element that still exists in the expression derived from Virgil’s 

Aeneid: beware of Greeks bearing gifts.179 The account is also similar to the 

boxing match in Virgil’s Aeneid where Entellus shatters the skull of an ox with a 

single punch; both accounts had the same desired effect, namely a 

                                            
 

174 Malaterra, I. ix. pp. 12-13. 
175 I will discuss this incident in more detail below. 
176 Bartlett, The Making of Europe, p. 86. 
177 See Chapter One, pp. 84-86; Chapter Two, pp. 130-131. 
178 Anna Comnena, The Alexiad, p. 172. 
179 timeo Danaos et dona ferentis: Virgil, Aeneid, II. 49. 
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demonstration of strength.180 A similar example can be found in a twelfth 

century cycle of chansons where the hero William Fierebrace (Strong-arm) 

demonstrates his strength by killing a man with one blow of his fist.181 

Malaterra’s account ennobles the Normans as discerning and reputable 

fighters. They employ their violent energy through unconventional diplomatic 

communication to prevent the envoy from using his Greek trickery, reminding 

him who is commanding the situation. However, this is not an idiosyncratic 

quality and the inclusion of such stories in Malaterra and his contemporaries’ 

chronicles supports Loud’s suggestion that epic tales similar to the crusader 

chansons were circulating in southern Italy.182 Such demonstrations of violent 

posturing in diplomatic situations were deliberately subverting ritualistic norms 

that were recognised, as Pohl demonstrates, across ethnic boundaries.183 Yet 

they are not rare in historical texts. For instance, in Gregory of Tours’ Decem 

Libri Historiarum Clovis violently kills two of his own men to demonstrate his 

authority.184 These topoi were used in narratives both to demonstrate strength 

but also as recognition of a violent aristocracy built on traditional models of 

heroism. 

All three authors discuss the boldness and bravery of their Norman heroes 

in martial endeavours. Geoffrey notes how, in order to be certain about his 

audacia, Robert tested his brother Roger by sending him to fight in Calabria 

with only sixty knights.185 Their father, Tancred, hoping to vigorously (strenue) 

secure praise through his exploits, exhibited how brave (fortis) and bold (audax) 

he was by killing a wild boar with a single sword stroke.186 In the GRW William 

describes how Richard, Count of Aversa, charged the Italians boldly (audacter) 

and that Bohemond rejoiced at having an army more bold (audax) than 

numerous.187 Similarly, Amatus claims Prince Richard of Capua is successful 

because he is so valiant (vaillant) and William ‘Iron Arm’ is portrayed as a most 
                                            
 

180 Virgil, Aeneid, V. 461-484. 
181 Le Charroi de Nîmes, ed. D. McMillan, (Paris, 1978) 742-6; S. North, ‘The ideal knight as 
presented in some French narrative poems c.1090-c.1240’, in The Ideals and Practice of 
Medieval Knighthood, ed. C. Harper-Bill & R. Harvey, (Woodbridge, 1986) pp. 111-132, 112-
114.    
182 Loud, ‘Anna Komnena and her Sources’, pp. 56-57. 
183 Walter Pohl, ‘Telling the difference’, p. 67. 
184 Greg. Hist. II. 27, 37. pp. 139-140. 
185 Geoffrey states that Roger succeeded in his mission boldly (audacter): Malaterra, I. xxix. 
p.19. 
186 Ibid. I. xl. p. 25. 
187 GRW, II. p. 142. ll. 196-197, 202-205; V. p. 236. l. 25; Loud, Deeds of Robert, pp. 20, 51, 57. 
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valiant man of arms (home vaillantissime en armes).188 Again, while the three 

sources demonstrate evident similarities in their description of Norman heroes, 

their tone is also markedly similar to numerous early sources that describe the 

boldness of heroes of various ethnic backgrounds, whether Romans, Jews, 

Goths or Lombards, indicating that we should be wary when suggesting that 

their similarity automatically proves a shared vision of Norman ethnic identity. 

Geoffrey Malaterra also makes an effort to show that Count Roger was 

cunning like his brother. When attacked by the people of Messe the count at 

first feigned fear because he was most cunning (astutissimus) and experienced 

in battle (militia callens), drawing them from their city before counter-

attacking.189 As Geoffrey’s patron, it is unsurprising that he presented the Count 

of Sicily as being as comprehensively capable as his accomplished brother; 

elsewhere he describes Roger as fierce in battle (militia ferox), cunning in 

counsel (consilio callidus) strong (viribus) and brave (fortis).190. However, the 

absence of further cunning Norman figures in these texts suggests that the trait 

was associated predominantly with Guiscard rather than every Norman leader 

and thus was not a Norman trait at all. Geoffrey is the only author to describe 

the Normans as cunning as a gens, perhaps as a reaction to Robert Guiscard’s 

reputation and his attempts to compare him to Count Roger rather than 

evidence of a long-term association of the Normans with cunning.191 

Geoffrey also emphasises strenuitas far more than William, who only uses 

it a handful of times to describe Normans such as the vigorous (strenuus) 

Bohemond and how Roger Borsa imitated Robert’s vigour (strenuitas) in war.192 

Geoffrey, as Loud points out, made the Norman and their leaders’ strenuitas 

one of his primary themes and employs the term on numerous occasions.193 

                                            
 

188 Amatus, II. xxix. p. 93; II. xxxxiv. p. 111.  
189 Malaterra, II. i. p. 30. 
190 Malaterra, I. xix ll. 1-3. p.19. 
191 William of Apulia describes the Normans as cunning but only in response to Greek cunning: 
GRW, II. p. 134. ll. 61-65. 
192 GRW, II. p. 154. l. 422-3; V. p. 244. ll. 145-146. There is no obvious equivalent for the term in 
Amatus’ work but this does not rule out his use of the term. Regressive translation is made 
difficult by the fact that numerous similar terms come under the remit of the commonplace fort in 
Old French, which The Anglo-Norman Dictionary translates into numerous English terms 
including vigorous. Equivalents are also not forthcoming, the Old French term vigor, for 
instance, does not appear in the translation of L’Ystoire. A possible example could be 
represented by the term fatigoent in a passage where the Norman Rainulf strove hard 
(fatigoent) to increase his honor, a sentiment not unlike those descriptions of strenuus Normans 
in our other sources: Amatus, II. vii. p. 65; Amatus, History, 2. 7. p. 65. 
193 Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, p. 5. 
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Tancred de Hauteville, his sons William ‘Iron Arm’, Serlo, Robert and Roger, 

and their sons Serlo, Bohemond, Roger Borsa and Jordan are all described as 

strenuus in the De rebus gestis.194 Geoffrey details how the Hautevilles, with the 

help of God and their own strenuitas, raised themselves up and spread their 

rule by force of arms, perhaps suggesting that Geoffrey saw it as a familial 

rather than ethnic trait.195 However the bulk of instances of the term describe 

Count Roger, the main protagonist in Geoffrey’s text, as a strenuus knight, 

vigorous in war and amassing wealth and a noble wife through his strenuitas.196 

It is Roger’s and his family’s vigour that brings them to successful enterprises: 

whether military, monetary, or in terms of influence through an advantageous 

marriage, it allows them to fulfill their desire for personal gain. Kenneth Baxter 

Wolf notes how Malaterra presented the vigour and aviditas dominationis of the 

Hauteville’s as primarily familial traits, harking back to Tancred himself.197 In 

many respects kin is the key marker of Norman identity in Geoffrey’s text, 

demonstrating a subtle but significant change from the Normanitas of eleventh-

century Normandy where, while heritage and allegiance to a leader were 

essential, members of the Norman ducal family do not necessarily share the 

same traits. 

In the De rebus gestis, Robert and Roger use strenuitas to motivate and 

encourage their companions in battle with promises of reward, which satiate 

their eagerness for gain and praise. Roger, for instance, reminds his men of the 

renowned vigour (strenuitas) of the Norman gens.198 For other authors 

strenuitas does not function in this way; it is an admirable virtue generally 

exhibited by leaders through which success can be achieved but it does not 

follow a pattern whereby one must act vigorously in order to achieve. In the HN 

and the GND effective Norman leaders exhibit strenuitas inherently but they do 

                                            
 

194 Tancred de Hauteville was eager to secure praise vigorously (strenue) through his exploits: 
Malaterra, I. xl. p. 25; William ‘Iron Arm’ was renowned for being in armis strenuus and the 
death of one so vigorous in arms (armis strenuus) was considered a great loss: I. vii. p. 11; xii. 
p. 14; Serlo son of Tancred was esteemed for his strenuitas: I. xxxviii. p. 24; Serlo son of Serlo 
was so full of strenuitas that the Saracens organised an elaborate trap to kill him and were said 
to have eaten his heart to appropriate his audacia: II. xlvi. p. 54; the half-brothers Roger Borsa 
and Bohemond behave vigorously (strenue) on campaign and Geoffrey describes Bohemond as 
strenuissimus militi: III. xxxiii. p. 77; xxxix. p. 81; IV. iv. p. 87; Jordan son of Roger is loved for 
his strenuitas: IV. XVIII. p. 97; for Robert see above, for Roger see below. 
195 Malaterra, I. iii. p. 9. Loud, Deeds of Roger, pp. 4-5. 
196 Malaterra, I. xx. p. 19; xxxiii. p. 23; III. vii. p. 60. 
197 Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, pp. 16-17, 26-27. 
198 Malaterra, II. xxxv. p. 46; III. xxiv. pp. 71-72. 
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not hold it up as an ideal that will garner them and their followers that which 

they naturally desire: wealth, power and praise. Geoffrey is not unique in having 

his characters remind their men of their illustrious ancestry in battle speeches, 

but his emphasis on the strenuus nature of the Hautevilles and their Norman 

followers is distinct.199 Yet is this a quality of the individuals, the family or the 

ethnic group? Loud has suggested that Geoffrey’s theme of strenuitas was a 

defining factor for the whole Norman gens and Roger’s character in particular, 

but Geoffrey’s version of strenuitas is quite different from that employed by 

other writers of Norman history.200 Dudo, for example, used the term to 

demonstrate the stability in Normandy brought about by the exemplary Duke 

Richard I while Geoffrey’s understanding is far more associated with acquisition. 

William of Apulia does not present strenuitas as a primarily Norman quality, as 

indicated by his humble six uses of the term (compared to Geoffrey’s 38) and 

description of ancient Greek strenuitas.201 In spite of common ground, these 

authors evidently had different views on what constituted Norman identity. 

Geoffrey’s use of nostri and fixation on strenuitas suggest that he had his own 

perception of Norman identity; he even includes Roger’s wife, Judith d'Évreux, 

in this rhetoric when describing how she took charge of the defence of Troina 

with great strenuitas.202 Nevertheless, Normanitas in Geoffrey’s text is decidedly 

isolated and disparate.  

This analysis calls into question the long-held view that the southern 

Italian source material constitutes one of the clearest examples of contemporary 

perceptions of Norman ethnic identity. Albu, building on Davis, states that the 

intense interest in Norman heroes connects the sources and defines their 

shared understanding of Normanness but several problems loom with her 

interpretation.203 Robert certainly exemplifies military excellence and leadership, 

but, while other Norman leaders exhibit some of the same virtues, they do not 

do so consistently across all three texts. Furthermore, these ideals of leadership 

are not ethnic in nature, but are based on dominant earlier models. Classical, 

                                            
 

199 See Bliese, ‘The Courage of the Normans’, 10. 
200 Loud, Age of Robert Guiscard, pp. 5, 85, 167. 
201 See below. 
202 Judith takes on a masculine role in the defence of the city which perhaps necessitated the 
assumption of the virtue of strenuitas: Malaterra, II. xxxi. p. 41; IV. xviii. p. 97. For more on the 
role of women, particularly in Orderic’s texts, see Chapter Three, pp. 159-164. 
203 Albu, Normans in Their Histories, p. 111; Davis, The Normans and their Myth, pp. 88-89. 
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biblical and early medieval historical authorities evidently influenced all three 

sources, indicating that the commonalities between these texts are based upon 

shared concepts of authority and ideal rulership rather than ethnic behaviour.  

Fundamentally, there is no trace of a shared tradition among these three 

texts or of any significant influence from the gens Normannorum tradition; even 

if Geoffrey had read Dudo’s work, when he came to pen his own text his 

recollections of it must have been very vague. The De rebus gestis owed far 

more to Sallust and classical epic narratives concerning the deeds of heroic 

warriors, which also influenced numerous texts in northern Europe, not least the 

burgeoning genre of romance in the twelfth century. These texts were not 

directly connected to one another, rather their similarities are accounted for by 

the pools of influence that they shared, particularly in their reception of familiar 

classical texts. The material in southern Italy lacks any cohesion beyond a 

shared appreciation for authoritative models and a context of a successful 

military aristocracy. Thus the Norman leaders are successful and heroic 

exemplars of their noble status rather than exceptional examples of a clear and 

consistent ethnic identity. 

 

The problem with Norman nature: addressing a problematic history of 
Norman aggression and greed 
All three authors express an uneasiness regarding the nature of the Norman 

nobility that is often cited as an aspect of Normanitas. There is certainly 

consistency between the three texts in terms of the types of behaviour they 

criticise, again built upon traditional ideas condemning attacks against 

legitimate authority, yet there are also significant differences that demonstrate 

how each author conceptualises the Normans’ negative characteristics in 

distinct ways. Furthermore, there are notable inconsistencies between the texts 

in their identification of the key perpetrators of this bad behaviour. While 

Geoffrey predominantly highlights particular individual Normans as ruled by 

their greed and often rebelling against authority, William regards northern 

European Gallic gentes as having significant character flaws. Amatus agrees 

with his assessment regarding the Normans specifically but makes an important 

distinction between the Normans as a whole and their leader Robert Guiscard. 

 In the De rebus gestis several Norman leaders are ruled by rashness 

and their desire for praise, therefore they act selfishly and violently. Geoffrey 
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often criticises Count Roger’s son, Jordan, for his laudis avidus, for example, 

when the Normans tried to think of a cunning (astu) plan to capture the 

Trapanians’ cattle, Jordan took up the task because he was rash and desired 

praise (praesumptuosissimus et laudis avidus).204 Here Jordan is rash in his 

eagerness for praise rather than for material goods, which the rest of the 

Normans are interested in.205 Jordan also acts rebelliously because he had an 

appetite for domination (dominatio appeto), hatching a cunning (astu) 

conspiracy against his father.206 Given the chance for personal gain, many 

Norman figures in Geoffrey’s work take full advantage of the opportunity; even 

Geoffrey’s protagonist is not immune. Though we are told that Roger always 

acted vigorously (strenue), after falling out with his brother because of Robert’s 

jealousy and miserliness, he became ‘like an insatiable lion, hungry for plunder, 

impatient of peace’.207 This reminds one of Tacitus’ contrast of the military 

virtues of disciplined restraint (modestus) and vigour (strenuus) with the vices of 

quietness (quietus) and wickedness (malus), and of Augustine’s statement that 

being strenuus is hard work.208 While his lion-like eagerness continues to bring 

Roger success, without the authoritative influence of his elder brother he 

becomes more unbridled. Furthermore, had Robert acted as a better lord, with 

less jealousy and more generosity, Roger would not have become so desperate 

for personal gain. Geoffrey’s quiet criticism of the brothers, driven apart by 

jealousy and a hunger for reward and praise, is a comment on the nature of 

lordship and vassalage as being a reciprocal relationship: they are more 

successful together. Geoffrey sets out to warn against the dangers of such 

rashness, presumption and ambition in a manner endemic of history writing, 

based on classical and biblical models that warn against the rejection of 

                                            
 

204 Geoffrey also expresses admiration for Jordan’s lion-like ferocity when attacking Trapani: 
Malaterra, III. xi. p. 63. 
205 Hugh of Gercé, whom Roger selected to guard Sicily because of his strenuitas, was driven to 
a rash attack on the Saracen Bernavert also because of his desire and ambition, which led to 
his death: Malaterra, III. x. p. 61. 
206 Malaterra, III. xxxvi. p. 78; Ingelmarius, whom Roger raised from low status, also rebels, 
managing through cunning (astu) flattery to gain several accomplices, because of his misplaced 
pride: III. xxxi. p. 76; 
207 ‘quasi leo exhauriens praedaeque avidus quietis impatiens’: ibid. III. I. p. 56. 
208 Tacitus, Histories, 1.52; De civitate Dei, XXII. 22. pp. 636-637. 
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authority.209 Likewise, Jordan’s rebellion is against the authority of both his lord 

and his father, an easy target for Malaterra to present his case for caution. 

William of Apulia notes that the Emperor Constantine knew the Norman 

gens were susceptible to avaritia and that they aimed to gain fama through their 

successes in battle.210 He also criticises the Gauls’ capacity for violence when 

describing Robert Guiscard’s request to Gisulf, duke of Salerno, for his sister’s 

hand in marriage. He writes: 
 
‘To begin with Gisulf disdained Robert's message, not that he could marry his 
sister to a greater (maior) or more noble (nobilior) man, but because the Gauls 
(Galli) seemed to him a race fierce and barbarous, cruel and inhuman in mind 
(gens effera, barbara, dira, mentis inhumanae), and the repudiation of his first wife 
imposed a pause before one gave a second!’211 
 
Though Gisulf did finally agree to the union this description rather 

effectively demonstrates the way in which William of Apulia categorises Norman 

ferocity and how his understanding differs from his contemporaries. The ferocity 

of Geoffrey’s Norman figures is treated with admiration, at least superficially.212 

William, however, is far more dubious about its effect and underscores his 

narrative with concern for their violent capacities. Tellingly, his use of the term 

Galli suggests that he is critiquing all Gallic peoples, including the Normans and 

the Franks, due perhaps to the violent history between Charlemagne’s Franks 

and the peoples of southern Italy. As such, ferocity is presented as a trait of the 

northern peoples associated with Gaul rather than a specifically Norman trait, 

perhaps inspired by the origines gentium of these northern peoples. 

 Amatus also demonstrates concerns with the Normans behaviour and 

described them as malicious (maliciouz), cruel (crudelis) and evil (malice), 

particularly when they fight against the popes.213 In one example, Amatus notes 

how the unrestrained Normans attacked the city of Benevento after their 

leaders, Prince Guaimar of Salerno and Drogo, had left them to their own 

devices. After hearing of the attack the pope promised to find a way to break the 

                                            
 

209 According to Suetonius the insolence of Roman soldiers could only be remedied by 
Vespasian exerting his authority through dismissing or punishing them and in the New 
Testament Peter reminds the faithful that they should submit to every human authority as well 
as God’s: Suetonius, Vespasian, 8.2; Biblia sacra, 1 Peter, 2:13. 
210 GRW, II. p. 134. ll. 38-53; I. p. 104. ll. 118-122; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 6. 
211 GRW, II. p. 154. ll. 416-421, 424-429; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 25. 
212 As mentioned above, Albu and Wolf demonstrate that Geoffrey was critical of Norman greed 
and conquest, albeit subtly. William of Apulia is generally more forthright with his criticism: Albu, 
Normans in Their Histories, p. 108; Wolf, Deeds of Count Roger, p. 33. 
213 Amatus, III. xxiii-xxiv. pp. 138-140; VI. ix. p. 270, xvii. pp. 278-279. 
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pride (superbe) of the Normans.214 Guaimar, however, swore an oath that the 

prodhome Count Drogo was not at fault, separating the Norman leader from his 

people in terms of character. Another passage in Amatus’ builds on this 

distinction between leader and gens. When Emperor Henry IV asked Robert if 

he would receive as a royal gift the land that he had conquered. Robert, 

recognising God’s ultimate authority, very wisely (grant sapience) replied: 
 
I have taken this land from the control of the Greeks (Grex) at the expense of great 
bloodshed, suffering, poverty, hunger and misery. The enmity (moleste) of the 
Normans (Normant) has tried many times to harm and constrain me. I have 
endured hunger and great tribulation because of the pride of the Saracens 
(Sarrazin) across the sea. In order that I may obtain God’s grace... I wish to submit 
myself with all the lands I have conquered to the pope ... now that Almighty God 
has glorified me with victory ... and made me greater than any of my men, it is 
fitting that I should subject myself to God.215 
 
Here a clear distinction is made between the exceptional Robert Guiscard, 

an extraordinary conqueror and pious ruler, and the troublesome moleste of the 

Norman gens. The point is clear: the Normans require capable leadership. 

Robert comes across as an ideal ruler, piously submitting the lands he has 

conquered to the pope, demonstrating his ability to take lands from evil powers 

and, crucially, controlling his own people. Amatus makes Robert a universally 

recognised paradigmatic ruler, in essence erasing his ethnicity. This is much 

more in line with the approach taken in the works of Dudo, William of Jumièges 

and especially William of Poitiers since Amatus focuses on the ability and 

legitimacy of Guiscard as an ideal lord. This theme of a capable lord ruling over 

an unbridled people was to gain further traction in the twelfth century, 

particularly in the works of Orderic Vitalis. The lost ferocity and audacity in 

William’s GRW after Robert’s death implies a similar attitude but with very 

different results. While Amatus presents Guiscard as a successful conqueror, 

having reached his goal, William presents Guiscard as a successful conqueror 

up until his death, whereupon the Normans could not live up to his legacy.  

Geoffrey, William and Amatus are evidently aware of the problems 

associated with the Normans’ role as warriors, conquerors and military figures. 

Yet, in comparison to their counterparts in Normandy, they do not create a 

narrative that shows the development of their characters from pirates to princes; 

rather, they note the significance of particular leaders who, in most cases, serve 
                                            
 

214 Amatus, III. xviii. p. 133; Amatus, History, 3. 18. p. 92. 
215 Amatus, VII. xxvii. pp. 320-321; Amatus, History, 7. 27. p. 179. 
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as a more controlled and nobler form of authority. The Italian source material 

rarely refers explicitly to the Normans’ Scandinavian heritage, which is 

unsurprising considering the fact that they were situated far further away from 

this Norse origin than both Dudo and William of Jumièges in terms of both time 

and space. Instead they framed the Normans within the geography of France 

where necessary; for William this also translated into equating the Normans 

with both the Frankish and Gallic gentes.216 Given that by the late eleventh 

century the Normans were not only established in France but also England, this 

is unsurprising and the opinions of those in the Mediterranean concerning the 

Franks and their invasions under Charlemagne in previous centuries probably 

had some influence. As noted above, Erchempert described the Franks as 

locusts, barbaric and very fierce, which is not dissimilar to the Normans’ 

character in our sources.217 Thus, rather than turning the Normans from pirates 

to princes, the Italian source material shows the Normans to be multi-faceted. 

They can be powerful, capable, brave and fierce military leaders, cunning 

military strategists and capable conquerors; some are even capable rulers. 

However, they also suffer from numerous vices due to their avaricious 

aggressive nature. As Karl Leyser has shown, early medieval canon law had set 

out the idea that bearing arms was a dignity that imposed obligations 

incompatible with sinful conduct and these texts evidently reflect a concern that 

these obligations were not always being met.218 Essentially, their qualities are 

ones associated with the eleventh-century martial and material obsessed 

nobility, attributed to the Normans and the Gallic peoples as invaders of Italy, 

the heart of the catholic religion and Roman civilisation. The construction of the 

Normans’ ethnicity in these texts is inconsistent and based on traditional models 

employed flexibly to characterise them and other various gentes whilst 

highlighting the authority, success and capability of certain individuals. 

 

                                            
 

216 As Canosa has argued this does not mean that Scandinavian origins were entirely absent in 
these works nor unimportant. However, unlike Dudo of St Quentin’s work, the issue of origo 
gentis was less of a concern as the function of legitimisation was performed by other 
components of the texts: Canosa, Etnogenesi normanne e identità variabili, pp. 28-40, 65, 147-
156. 
217 Erchempert, Historia Langobardorum Beneventorum, 2, p. 235; 5. p. 236.  
218 Karl Leyser, ‘Early Medieval Canon Law and the Beginning of Knighthood’ in 
Communications and Power in Medieval Europe. The Carolingian and Ottonian Centuries, ed. 
T. Reuter, (London, 1994) pp. 51-71, 70. 
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‘Norman’ characteristics and other peoples 
A crucial element of the use of significant terms in these three texts is in their 

descriptions of various non-Norman gentes and figures. Geoffrey often makes 

use of significant terms to describe the enemies of the Normans, demonstrating 

that the Normans were the more accomplished in battle. For example, a third of 

Beclamed’s African and Sicilian army charges the Normans most boldly 

(audacissimus) only to flee when the Normans customarily (ex more) defend 

themselves bravely (fortiter).219 Similarly, when the Normans took part in the 

Greeks’ attack on the city of Messina the most vigorous (strenuissimus) soldiers 

of Messina drove the Greeks from the battlefield but, having not previously 

experienced the vigour (strenuitas) of the Normans, fled from their military spirit 

(militia).220 In these instances these peoples act with audacia and strenuitas but 

it is not enough to overcome the Normans’ mettle. Similarly, Amatus tells us that 

the people of Naples put up a particularly fierce (ferocité) resistance when 

defending against the Normans.221 At Durazzo, William of Apulia describes the 

bold (audacia) Venetians fighting boldly (audacter) against the Norman fleet.222 

When Emperor Constantine sent Argyrus to bribe the Normans to leave Italy, 

William states that the astute (callidus) promises of the Greeks did not deceive 

the calliditas of the Normans who refused to leave until bested by force.223 

Elsewhere, Exaugustus reminds his men of their forefathers ‘whose vigour 

(strenuitas) made the whole world subject to them.’224 Whilst the Greeks lose 

the subsequent battle to the Normans the speech is reminiscent of those in 

classical sources. In the Aeneid the goddess Cybele speaks to the Trojan 

people to encourage them and Apollo encourages Ascanius, son of Aeneas, by 

praising his virtus.225 In Livy’s history, before facing Hannibal, Scipio reminds 

his men of all the victories they have had over the Carthaginians who are weak 

and fight out of necessity rather than courage.226 William employs a model 

associated with a long and rich history of conquest, far greater than that of the 

                                            
 

219 Malaterra, II. xvii. p. 33. 
220 Ibid. I. vii. p. 11. 
221 Amatus, VIII. xxv. p. 367; Amatus, History, 8. 25. p. 200. 
222 GRW, IV. pp. 218, 220 ll. 277-278, 297-298, 308; V. p. 246. ll. 193-195. 
223 GRW, II. p. 134. ll. 61-65. 
224 The whole speech includes examples of Greek victories and heroes and an insult to the 
inferior Franks: GRW, I. p. 118. ll. 351-372; Loud, Deeds of Robert, p. 11. 
225 Virgil, Aeneid, XI. 114-116; 641-644. 
226 Livy, 21.40. 
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Normans, along with a term considered a significant part of Normanitas in 

modern scholarship for a different gens altogether. 

 Elsewhere William describes the Swabians (Suevi) as ‘a proud people of 

great ferocity (gens animosa feroces), but not versed in horsemanship, who 

fought rather with the sword than with the lance... They preferred to dismount 

and take guard on foot … Such was their boldness (audacia) that they were far 

more formidable like this than when riding on horseback.’227 Here we have two 

examples of different significant terms used in tandem with one of Pohl’s 

strategies of distinction, arms and means of fighting. The Swabians are 

contrasted to the Normans in that they prefer not to fight on horseback, in fact 

they are all the more capable in combat when they do not. However, again, 

William uses familiar terms to describe a gens aside from the Normans and it is 

their fighting style that makes the Swabians ethnically distinct in William’s eyes. 

William description of the German forces at the Battle of Civitate again touches 

upon some of Pohl’s strategies of distinction as well as a description of their 

character as a gens. He tells us that the Germans (Teutonici) were noted for 

their long hair (caesaries), good looks (forma decoros) and their great height 

(egregie procerus corpus) and mocked the Normans, who, in comparison, 

seemed smaller/shorter (brevior).228 In spite of requests by the Normans for 

peace the Pope was unable to calm the proud (superbus) Germans; the Franks 

under Charlemagne are similarly described as a superbus gens in the 

Chronicon Salernitanum from the end of the tenth century.229 The great size of 

the Germans also has precedent in Isidore of Seville Etymologiae where he 

describes the German as immense (immanis).230 William also describes their 

long hair, one of Pohl’s primary strategies of distinction for early medieval 

writers.231 This passage is significant in that it uses both physical and character 

traits to describe the Germans but William’s ideas are evidently influenced by 

older models. 

                                            
 

227 GRW, II. p.140. ll. 153-163; Loud, Deeds of Robert, pp. 19-20. 
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 All three of our southern Italian authors describe the character of several 

other gentes in similarly negative terms, sometimes using the traits of 

Normanitas in negative contexts. The Greeks are criticised in all three texts for 

their weakness in warfare and Geoffrey and Amatus ridicule them for their 

femininity.232 In Amatus’ work the Greeks are also presented as habitually 

defeating their enemies through malice and subtle treachery while William 

claims the feritas of the Greeks forced the Lombard Melus to flee from his 

homeland.233 The various peoples of Italy are also chastised for their immorality: 

Geoffrey describes the Lombards as gens invidissima; Amatus suggests that 

the Lombard’s perversité had allowed for the arrival of the Normans as a form of 

correction; and William describes those from the Italian marches as the dregs 

(fex) of Italy, whose basic instincts were decadence and fear.234 Amatus also 

notes how the Saracens were killing Christians and William describes those in 

Sicily as enemies of God.235 Such descriptions are not without precedent in 

earlier Italian sources. Berto notes how John the Deacon and Erchempert 

described the ferocity (ferocitas, efferitas), cunning (callidus) and evil of the 

Saracens and that the spirit and customs of the Greeks equalled that of 

beasts.236 Berto also points out that Erchempert often reserves some of his 

strongest invective for his own gens, the Lombards. For example, Sico, the 

prince of Benevento, and his son Sicard are described as persecuting the 

Beneventans with bestialis efferitas and beluinus voracitas respectively.237 

Many of these terms had a history in Italian textual traditions of being used to 

describe enemies, yet could and were employed to describe various groups in 

different contexts to make clear point about their roles as enemies or as 

                                            
 

232 Malaterra, III. xiii. p. 64; Amatus, I. xxi. p. 27; Amatus, History, 1. 21. p. 51; William is less 
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correctors, as Dudo had done with the Franks and the Normans.238 Amatus, 

William and Geoffrey also employed many of these terms in both negative and 

positive contexts; it is evident that their use within the framework of describing 

various peoples, including one’s own gens, was well established.  

 All of our authors also describe individuals in terms that appear, on the 

surface, to usually be reserved for their Norman heroes. Geoffrey describes the 

vigorous warrior and cunning diplomat (strenuus armis et consilio callens) 

Joscelin of Corinth, who he claims was of Norman stock, and the Saracen 

Prince Bernavert (Ibn-el-Werd), whom he calls cunning (callidissimus), 

experienced in military matters (militari exercitio), brave (audax) and crafty 

(subdolus).239 Amatus also describes a notable Saracen, Ibn-al-Hawwās, in 

similar language calling him the bravest and wisest in battle (plus fort et plus 

sage de bataille), though he is defeated by the Normans.240 William of Apulia 

describes the Greek general Alexius in much the same manner, as a bellator 

who surpassed many of his enemies either through force of arms or trickery 

(ars).241 To William, Alexius is a man of flourishing astuteness and a vigorous 

warrior distinguished by his heart and his illustrious ancestry.242 Brown suggests 

that William singles out Alexius as the restorer of Constantinopolitan fortunes 

after their decline, following the destructive reigns of Michael VII Doukas and his 

brother Constantine.243 Not only are the virtues of these figures similar to 

general Norman qualities, they are almost identical to those attributed to Robert 

Guiscard. These Greek and Saracen leaders are capable military rulers through 

their military skill and their cunning.  

 William and Amatus in particular exhibit notable bias when describing 

certain characters. William describes numerous Greek leaders in praiseworthy 

language such as Argyrus, who, in spite of his bold (audax) and generous 

nature, at first refused to lead so great a race (tantus gens) as the Normans 

because of his poverty; the Normans then responded that they loved him more 
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than gold.244 Considering that William had just suggested the Normans could 

easily be bought, this was doubtless intended to demonstrate how capable a 

leader Argyrus was and legitimised the Normans’ position in southern Italy by 

selecting such a bold and generous leader.245 

 Amatus also praises the qualities of numerous Lombards in his work that 

are similar to our Latin terms in the French translation including the vaillant 

Guaimar IV and Arduin, a vassal of the Archbishop of Milan, St Ambrose, who 

concocts a clever ruse (sage soutillesce) for revenge against the Greek 

Maniakes who humiliated him.246 While he evidently hated Gisulf II, the prince of 

Salerno, Amatus’ description of his brother, Guido, clearly demonstrates that he 

associated familiar traits with ideal noble warriors rather than ethnicities.247 

Guido is described as molt vaillant en fait d'armes and honeste chevalier et plus 

vaillant que null de li Langobart and, before his death at the hands of unnamed 

Norman enemies he fought bravely (fortement).248 Amatus further states that, 

while when usually praising a Lombard the Normans would say they were a 

wise, strong and good knight (Sage et fort, et sage chevalier est cellui), they 

considered there to be none more invaluable among the Lombards (Nul ne se 

trove intre li Loingobart plus preciouz) than Guido.249 This clearly demonstrates 

that Amatus felt that these traits were universally acknowledged as standards 

by which one would measure the elite warrior class of any and all surrounding 

gentes. Thus, since the Normans admire these qualities in others they cannot 

be exclusively Norman. Geoffrey, William and Amatus all praise the qualities of 

other capable warlords and rulers, whether Saracen, Greek or Lombard, which 

indicates that these were traits associated with exceptional rulership and 

success rather than ethnicity. Their aim in writing Norman history and the 
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documented successes of the Normans position them as exemplars of such 

ideals but due to their abilities rather than their ethnicity. 

 

Conclusions 
It is evident that there are similarities in the way in which Norman identity is 

constructed in the De rebus gestis, the GRW and L’Ystoire de li Normant. 

Geoffrey and William, and to some extent Amatus, use similar language to 

describe the Norman gens, their character, their origins and their warlike 

abilities and successes, whilst paradoxically justifying their behaviour and 

expressing moral concerns about them. Furthermore, they present their main 

Norman characters along familiar lines that position them among commonly 

held ideas about authority, success and ideal leadership, using Robert Guiscard 

as the ultimate exemplar of the perfect ruler. Finally, all three express concerns 

about Norman character both in terms of the gens as a whole and regarding 

specific members of the nobility who demonstrate their greed and lust for 

conquest through restlessness, violence and rebellion. However, there is little 

evidence for a shared historiographical tradition between these three texts, 

leaving two solutions to the question of why these similarities are present. Either 

each author had a preconceived idea of who the Normans were or they 

employed traditional and familiar models and methods to express an idea of 

Norman identity from a similar pool of influence. This chapter has sought to 

examine where the congruence in expressions of Norman character originate 

and to demonstrate that classical, biblical and early medieval frameworks of 

identification, whether for the origin and character of gentes or ideals of 

aristocratic military authority and rulership, all influenced Geoffrey, William and 

Amatus’ conception and construction of Norman identity. 

These ideas originated from several long-standing textual traditions. 

Classical texts by authors like Tacitus, Sallust, Virgil and Cicero shaped the way 

in which our three writers understood the terms and provided epic and rhetorical 

narrative structures, heroic descriptive virtues celebrating heroism, and critiques 

of rulership and authority. The Bible also provided frameworks for 

understanding authority and heroic actions, the latter particularly common to the 

historical books about Judas Maccabeus and the Jews, wherein ideas of 

military success, fortitudo, audacia and being lion-like, had already been 

expressed and shaped. In their reception of both classical texts and the Bible, 
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patristic texts cemented and expanded these concepts: Augustine provided 

fodder for moral concerns about aviditus dominationis; Orosius combined the 

classical and biblical structures in one history; and Isidore of Seville reinforced 

the understanding of Latin terms in his Etymologiae. Come the early Middle 

Ages, the authors of origines gentium, like Paul the Deacon, supplied 

frameworks wherein medieval authors could forge a narrative that outlined and 

justified Norman involvement in Italy. Furthermore, other early medieval 

historical texts from the region also developed more specific frameworks for 

describing various interlopers and invaders; Erchempert’s views on the Franks, 

for example, likely reflect how some felt about the Normans as well. The 

eleventh-century histories concerning the Normans were informed by an 

abundance of material, which is also reflected in romance texts of the twelfth 

century. This demonstrates that the concepts of heroism and leadership of 

romantic literature were to some extent preempted in this southern Italian 

material thanks to the influence of classical texts from which they originally 

stemmed. 

The influence of these authoritative texts also provides us with an answer 

as to why all three of our authors described individuals from other gentes in the 

same terms as they do for exceptional Norman rulers. The concept of rulership, 

what made it significant and how it should best be handled, transcended ethnic 

boundaries to the degree where Amatus could praise a Lombard as one of the 

best knights around, William could describe the emperor Alexius in the same 

terms as Robert Guiscard, and even Geoffrey could note the virtues of Saracen 

warlords. These terms were traits of authority and success demonstrated by the 

exceptional and used to prove their great worth regardless of their enmity with 

the texts’ main characters.  

  Southern Italy and Sicily have long been key elements in historiography 

concerning Normanitas, but there has never been a great deal of evidence 

which proves that the ideas that originated in Normandy during the eleventh 

century influenced the late eleventh-century texts by William, Geoffrey and 

Amatus. Suggestions that Geoffrey had read the HN are at best conjecture and 

no eleventh-century Norman text can be shown to have made its way so far 

south. Stylistic differences, for instance between Dudo’s and Geoffrey’s use of 

the term strenuitas, indicate that the southern Italian texts were composed 

independently from the gens Normannorum tradition, and also from one 
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another. The descriptions of Norman character in these texts do not originate 

from a shared perception of Norman identity, or a shared historiographical 

tradition in southern Italy or between the region and Normandy. Rather they are 

based upon traditional ways of describing gentes and successful leaders, whilst 

also expressing concerns about both as almost exclusively populated by the 

male military aristocracy. It is the influence of these texts, for historical writing in 

both Normandy and southern Italy and Sicily during the eleventh century, which 

encouraged the presentation of similar ideas surrounding identity and rulership 

through the use of certain recognisable Latin terms. 

 There are also numerous differences between the ideas presented in 

these three texts that demonstrate how the authors’ construction of ethnic 

identity was informed by stylistic choices, genre, aims, context and audience. 

Their geographical focus was fundamentally separate: Amatus focused 

predominantly on Campania and around Montecassino, reflecting central Italian 

and papal politics in his text; Geoffrey’s focus and audience was predominantly 

Sicilian; and William’s concerns were strongly focused upon Apulia. The 

audience and reception of these texts were also distinct. While the De rebus 

gestis and GRW were likely written for a Norman court, the first was aimed at a 

court in Sicily while the GRW was written for Roger Borsa’s court on the 

mainland. They were also both aimed at intellectual audiences, since Geoffrey’s 

use of Augustinian models was only accessible to the learned and William also 

dedicated his poem to Pope Urban II. However, while these secular and 

religious worlds were very permeable, the manuscript evidence points to a 

limited dissemination for both texts. The De rebus gestis was limited to Sicily, 

though it is possible it reached the sister houses of Saint-Évroult in southern 

Italy and, in turn, to Normandy via the memory of a travelling monk. Though 

some evidence suggests it was known in Abruzzo and Campania, all we can 

say for certain is that the GRW caught the attention of the Norman monks of 

Bec, Mont-Saint-Michel and specifically Robert of Torigni. By comparison, 

Amatus’ L’Ystoire only seems to have been used in the learned atmosphere of 

Montecassino in the twelfth century. The geographical concerns, audiences and 

transmission of these texts were all markedly separate; we should not assume 

that because of their shared topic, the Normans, they belonged to a single 

‘Italo-Norman’ textual tradition. Rather, their shared influences and some similar 
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concerns created three divergent texts that carry notable similarities but 

significant differences. 

William of Apulia is perhaps the most idiosyncratic when it comes to 

characterizing the various ethnicities of the eleventh-century central 

Mediterranean, expressing sympathies towards both the Lombards and 

Byzantines.250  William also employed the terms Normanni, Franci and Galli 

synonymously when referring to the Normans as a whole, which suggests that 

he felt one could belong to all three, being in local terms a Norman, more broad 

terms a Frank, since Normandy is located in Francia, and, in terms of one’s 

ancient heritage, a Gaul. Combining them also combined three famous 

heritages, associating the Normans with illustrious Gallic and Frankish 

ancestors, like Charlemagne.251 William likely combined the understanding of 

classical and early medieval texts framing the people of northern Europe under 

several umbrella ethnonyms, perhaps also influenced by the history of the 

Franks in Italy as discussed by authors like Erchempert. Regardless, this 

suggests that William felt Norman characteristics, Frankish characteristics and 

Gallic characteristics were essentially identical; by comparison Geoffrey and 

Amatus’ sense of the Norman gens was more distinct. William also stands apart 

from Geoffrey and Amatus in that he made greater use of the strategies of 

differentiating between peoples that have been studied by Bartlett and Pohl, but 

in conjunction with descriptions of their character. William notes both the 

fighting style of the Suevi and their audacia as well as the physical size of the 

Teutonici with their pride, outlining both practical and behavioural strategies to 

express these ethnic differences. It is perhaps because William was a layman 

that his text is so strikingly different, though it demonstrates that he likely had 

little to do with his fellow late eleventh-century authors’ works. 

 Evidently, the term Normanitas cannot be used to describe the context 

and processes of Norman ethnic identity in texts from southern Italy and Sicily 

about Norman history. Yet, how do we detach these ideals from solely 

representing the Norman male aristocratic elite? There are very few examples 

of other non-male, non-noble individuals, whether Norman or otherwise, acting 
                                            
 

250 This and his familiarity with Byzantine texts have led Brown and Albu to suggest he moved 
close to the Byzantine sphere, though William did not move so close to the Byzantine sphere as 
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particular 167-170; Albu, Normans in Their Histories, pp. 55, 129-131, 135. 
251 See Gabriele, An Empire of Memory, pp. 130-135. 
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according to the characteristics described. Judith d’Évreux’s vigour is the only 

example of a woman demonstrating one of these traits; even Hugh Tudebusis 

was likely to have been a commander of some rank amongst the Normans 

rather than a common soldier. Nevertheless, the melting pot of cultures, vying 

for superiority in the central Mediterranean puts Normanitas in a new light. We 

have seen that the foundations on which Normanitas was created in Normandy 

are shakier than they once appeared to be; now we have seen that so-called 

Norman ideals are widely shared across boundaries of religion, conflict and 

political upheaval by a military upper class concerned with cultural factors of 

legitimising ideal rulership. The qualities under scrutiny are most suited to 

military aristocratic male figures involved in the aggressive expansion of power 

and are best exemplified in an eleventh-century context by the Normans, 

whether in Normandy, England or southern Italy and Sicily. The texts outlining 

these qualities are about success and written for the successful, whether they 

be noble courtiers celebrating their ancestors or religious moralists considering 

the worldly dangers surrounding the means and consequences of success. 

Rather than markers of ethnicity, they are employed as qualities of champions: 

traditional and perpetuated models demonstrating exceptionality. 
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Conclusions 
 

Reconsidering Norman ethnic identity 
This thesis has been driven by two simple yet significant questions: is 

Normanitas real, that is, is there a consistently constructed form of Norman 

ethnicity that remains the same across various significant boundaries such as 

time, geographical space, gender and language? And secondly, to what extent 

is Normanitas actually distinctive; is it actually different enough to be considered 

a unique ethnic identity? By examining histories concerning the Normans 

written in Normandy, England and southern Italy in the years 996-1159, 

analysing the way in which authors use certain terms long associated with 

Normanitas in modern scholarship, considering the context, purpose and 

audience of the sources themselves, and comparing their use with the 

employment of terms in older influential texts, we can now provide answers to 

both questions. This study suggests that Normanitas is not consistently 

conceptualised across these texts, and nor is it truly distinct from other forms of 

ethnic identity deployed by other medieval writers. 

 The most crucial boundaries to measure the consistency of Normanitas 

against must surely be those of time and geographical space, in essence, is 

there a clear, shared understanding of the concept in Normandy, Southern Italy, 

Sicily and England during the period 996-1159? We have seen in Chapters One 

and Two that, even in Normandy during the eleventh century, there were 

disparate views. While William of Jumièges built on Dudo’s perceptions of the 

fierce Norman gens, William of Poitiers adopted a far more classical context for 

ferocitas, associating it with the barbaric English enemy rather than his heroic 

‘new Caesar’, William the Conqueror. Furthermore, even in the core gens 

Normannorum texts, the GND and HN, there are inconsistencies, for example, 

while Dudo considers the Normans to be cunning, William of Jumièges utterly 

ignores the trait; in the Carmen cunning is exhibited by the Franks and not the 

Normans at all. Come the twelfth century, many of the ideas forged and 

reformed in these two texts were further disseminated in the texts of Orderic 

Vitalis and Robert of Torigni. However, once again they had undergone 

significant changes as their redactions of the GND were influenced by 

alternative contexts. While, in describing the deeds and audacia of various local 

nobles, Orderic narrowed his focus to include more local history for a local 
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audience, Robert did the opposite, widening the scope of the text by reinserting 

passages from Dudo and extending its length by authoring another book. 

Furthermore, in their other texts, the HE and the Chronica, both authors 

expanded their pools of influence even further to include material from France, 

Belgium and England. Orderic, armed with the knowledge of William the 

Conqueror’s questionable conduct in ruling England, introduced a strong 

element of concern regarding the nature of the Norman gens, which had not 

been present in such powerful terms before in the eleventh century or even in 

his own redaction of the GND. Robert, building on the work of Sigebert of 

Gembloux and including excerpts from Henry of Huntingdon’s tonally distinct 

HA, presented a very different perception of our significant Latin terms to that 

inspired by the texts of Dudo and William of Jumièges. Since these terms are 

not employed consistently in the works of the same author one is forced to 

question whether they were considered especially significant in describing 

Norman identity at all. Thus, while an idea of what constituted Norman ethnic 

identity stemmed from Dudo’s original construction of the concept, its exact 

form was rarely agreed upon, being adapted and altered to suit each author’s 

intentions, along the various lines inspired by the authority of their pools of 

influence, and the context within which they wrote. 

 The way in which Normanitas is presented in source material from 

England demonstrates further inconsistencies regarding the construction of 

Norman ethnicity. The works of William of Malmesbury and Henry of 

Huntingdon utilise the terms in a context that is more balanced than the way in 

which they are employed by authors of eleventh-century Norman material. Both 

William and Henry employ several terms, such as the qualities of ferocity and 

audacity, in both positive and negative contexts to describe Norman figures, 

while Norman authors like Dudo largely reserved positive descriptions for key 

Norman leaders, aside from Hasting, and negative ones for others like the 

Franks. Orderic Vitalis is the only author writing in Normandy to demonstrate a 

similarly balanced approach in his HE. The GRA, the HA and the HE were 

informed by several similar factors including strongly English sympathies and an 

awareness of the controversies of Anglo-Norman rule, which dictated a more 

ambivalent attitude to the Norman rulers. Furthermore, William and Henry set 

out to write texts about English kings and English history, which included the 

Normans as but one relatively recent change among many developments for 
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England. As such, these texts had notably different attitudes and objectives, 

beyond that of Norman history, which go some way to explain why their 

attitudes to Norman identity contrasted with those from eleventh-century 

Normandy. 

In the texts from Sicily and southern Italy by Geoffrey Malaterra, William of 

Apulia and Amatus of Montecassino several inconsistencies arise both in 

comparison to the Norman-based material and to one another’s work. Geoffrey, 

for example, highlighted strenuitas as an essential Norman element employed 

to achieve success and gain. By comparison William of Apulia used it for both 

Normans and Greeks alike and Dudo employed it as a trait of excellent and 

stable rulership that replaced the ferocity and wildness of the older Norman 

dukes. Similarly, while the cunning of the aptly named Robert Guiscard is a 

powerful element in the southern Italian texts, it is not consistently applied as a 

quality of the Normans as a gens; only in Geoffrey’s De rebus gestis is it 

considered a Norman trait as well as an element of Guiscard’s character. 

Evidently, there were similarities in emphasis; these authors recognised, albeit 

inconsistently, that being vigorous and cunning could be useful qualities. 

However, they do not all emphasise that these qualities were essentially 

Norman. 

It is also significant that in the texts from both England and Italy we find 

our terms regularly used in a positive manner for people belonging to other 

gentes. While the Carmen used these terms to describe the Franks in an effort 

to glorify their role in the conquest of England, the material from southern Italy 

and England employed the supposedly ‘Norman’ qualities to describe various 

peoples whether Greeks, Saracens, Lombards, Germans, French or English. 

Furthermore, once out of Normandy, it was far easier for writers in southern 

Italy and England to associate the Normans with the Franks and France more 

generally. William of Apulia identified the Normans and the Franks together with 

a classical Gallic past based on their shared geography. Thus, the Normans’ 

barbaric heritage, and the fierce behaviour that came with it, was linked to a 

wider concept of Gallic ferocity and barbarity that had far older roots in historical 

writing. Similarly, in English and Welsh texts, such as the ASC and the Brut y 

Tywysogyon, the Normans and the Franks are associated through their shared 

language; even William of Malmesbury groups them together on some 

occasions. This association also allowed authors from England and southern 
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Italy to express more clearly than Dudo or William of Jumièges their concerns 

with the Normans’ character and behaviour as being obsessed with acquisition 

and success. As stated above, concerns about the Normans’ deeds were 

especially acute in England thanks to the controversial rule of Kings William I 

and William II. Commentators in both Italy and England reflect to some degree 

a local attitude that recognised the negative consequences of conquest, while 

they also sought to justify the new ruling elite. Of course, any concept is likely to 

develop over time and in various contexts, yet the differences in focus across 

the important boundaries of space and time regarding what constitutes Norman 

ethnicity are pronounced.  

 There are several other critical boundaries which Normanitas fails to 

cross. Aside from a minor observation by William of Jumièges about the ferocity 

of normal Norman people including women, the focus of these sources and the 

terms they use to describe individuals are almost exclusively attached to the 

male military aristocracy. Those of lower status are almost entirely ignored, the 

assumption being that they are automatically associated with the gens as a 

whole in spite of the language used being largely directed at warriors and rulers. 

Women of noble status receive some more attention but, if any significant terms 

are used to describe them, they are invariably employed in the context of 

women occupying masculine roles. Women who don armour, take charge of the 

defence of cities or assume control over their families’ affairs are presented as 

being bold and vigorous but they are bold and vigorous because they have 

abandoned their feminine role not because they are ethnically predisposed to 

boldness and vigour. The question remains as to how women functioned in 

ethnic practices and ethnic discourse in other texts but it is evident that in these 

historical sources they are often obscured by gendered attitudes or entirely 

absent.  

Similarly, members of the clergy who are described as vigorous are so in 

conducting their ecclesiastical affairs; if they are considered warlike this is often 

a means of criticising their unsuitability as men of God. We may also question 

whether these monastic and clerical authors of Norman history really 

considered themselves to belong to the ethnic group that they described. Dudo 

was not a Norman but expressed a bitter attitude towards his own gens through 

describing the Normans as superior. Orderic Vitalis was fervent in his self-

identification as an angligena, far above that of his father’s ethnicity, and made 
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a concerted effort to underscore the superior heritage of the English. William of 

Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon also demonstrate an awareness of their 

mixed ethnicity but are predominantly English in their outlook, both being born 

and living in England. However, our two main Italian authors are almost entirely 

silent on their exact ethnic origins. It is unlikely that they had no interest in their 

own heritage, but this suggests that they were less concerned with explicitly 

stating that they too belonged to the Norman gens. Malaterra’s use of nostri to 

describe the Normans is an indication that he perhaps belonged to the gens but 

one must question why he did not state this far more clearly. Some of these 

authors may have felt that their ethnic identity was beyond question. William of 

Jumièges may have considered his position as a monk of Jumièges enough to 

show his ethnic origin and, since Orderic tells us that William of Poitiers was a 

Norman, he either stated so explicitly in the lost parts of his GG or it was widely 

known. These questions are somewhat beyond the remit of this thesis, but are 

significant in understanding medieval ethnicity in historical writing and worthy of 

further exploration. Nevertheless, for the concept of Normanitas to ignore large 

swathes of society, women, clergy and those of a lower status, calls us to 

question its existence as an ethnic identity at all. 

 The scope of this thesis has not allowed for an in-depth exploration of 

whether Normanitas survives across the boundaries of language and genre, 

though a number of points can be made. Admittedly, the sources here studied 

belonged to the same broad historical genre which, regardless of their prose or 

poetical forms, belonged to very similar traditions. Chronicles, histories and 

gesta each had their own stylistic intricacies but shared classical, biblical and 

early medieval pools of influence that shaped the way in which the terms 

associated with Normanitas were understood. We can certainly see some 

differences when taking this into account: Robert of Torigni’s Chronica differs 

substantially from his redaction of the GND in that he goes from a text 

concerned with the nature of the Norman gens to one that does not effectively 

engage with the history of gentes at all; William of Malmesbury makes a similar 

change between his GRA and Historia Novella. Further exploration of the way in 

which ethnicity is approached and ignored in various texts and genres is 

certainly necessary but, if the historical genre is the only place that Norman 

ethnicity is considered to any degree, then this indicates that Normanitas was 

not significant enough to be of note to authors of other genres. 
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Regarding language it is evident that some qualities transfer relatively well 

to vernacular languages like Old English and Old French. For instance, the 

quality of being cunning (geapscipe and werscipe) associated with William the 

Conqueror in the ASC translated well into the Latin astutus in Henry of 

Huntingdon’s text and the Old French term hardi has much in common with the 

Latin audax. Nevertheless, it is more difficult to find direct comparisons for Latin 

terms such as ferox and ferus, which were likely translated into vernacular 

terms that carried far more general meanings, like the Old French fort; the 

distinction in Latin between ferox and fortis is significant, in Old French, a 

language with less vocabulary, they come under much the same heading. The 

context of certain terms of endearment or of criticism were no doubt understood 

as such by their authors, translators and audience and the best way to uncover 

their significance is through the history of their use. However, it is evident, and 

further examination would doubtless uncover more examples, that terms 

employed in vernacular languages that are equivalent to our key Latin terms, or 

as close a translation as we can get, were not employed solely for the Normans 

either. Rather, they are used to describe various key characters, largely noble 

men, belonging to various ethnicities including the Welsh in the Brut y 

Tywysogyon, the English in the ASC and the Lombards in the translation of 

Amatus’ text. 

 In exploring the extent to which Normanitas is actually distinct we can 

uncover why these differences in terms of time, space, gender, status and so on 

occurred. Fundamentally, the behavioural traits that constitute the 

historiographical concept of Normanitas are not unique but rather based upon 

models and frameworks from earlier classical, biblical and early medieval texts. 

The influence of classical texts, taught extensively in cathedral schools, is 

extensive, particularly the epic poetry of Virgil, the historical texts of Tacitus, 

Sallust, Caesar and Lucan and the rhetoric of Cicero, inspiring ancestral 

associations with the Trojans, conceptions of barbaric gentes, numerous 

dramatic episodes of heroism and concepts of imperial authority and rulership. 

The Bible’s importance can hardly be overstated, shaping authors’ 

understanding of sinful characteristics and worthwhile virtues, particularly 

regarding astutia and audacia in connection to God as the ultimate authority. 

The historical model provided by the Maccabees also shaped histories 

concerning peoples compared to the struggles of the Jews and Judas 
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Maccabeus against their enemies. Patristic sources from late antiquity and the 

early Middle Ages built upon these models in terms of biblical commentary and 

moral philosophy, in the works of figures like Augustine, and historically through 

authors like Orosius; the influence of Isidore of Seville on the Latinity of the 

early and high Middle Ages was also immense. Finally, early medieval texts 

from all over Europe, whether origines gentium, hagiographies, annals or 

histories, brought together classical and biblical models within the frameworks 

of imitatio imperii and translatio imperii to further shape and intertwine concepts 

of authority, rulership, and barbaric ethnicities. The influence of all these textual 

traditions on general historical writing and intellectual culture come the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries was substantial, and no less so on sources written about 

the Normans. Among a wealth of various uses, numerous Roman generals 

displayed vigour, both the Devil and the faithful could be cunning, the Germans 

and the Franks were fierce, the Lombards warlike, the Goths and the Jews bold. 

As such, the concepts of Normanitas belong to a long history of the description 

of behaviour, whether for rulers or for gentes, rather than to a unique 

contemporary understanding of who the Normans were. 

Furthermore, the relationship between these traits and the concepts of 

rulership, leadership and military ability demonstrate that, rather than being 

markers of ethnicity, they are more similar to general, and widely understood, 

aspects of male elite military behaviour. As Pohl has argued it was only the elite 

who could engage in the social and political practices that reinforced their ethnic 

identity, creating an ethnically charged network with notable similarities rather 

than utter homogeneity.1 What we have seen regarding Normanitas 

demonstrates, however, that the understanding of these terms was far broader. 

Pohl’s model was generally concerned with a larger united group, whereas the 

terms that constitute the idea of Normanitas are used across boundaries of 

conflict. It seems unlikely that the ethnic homogeneity of this aristocratic warrior 

culture was so far flung as to be understood and shared by every ethnic group, 

which also rather defies the aims of many of our Norman sources to distinctly 

identify who the Normans were. Rather, these were terms generally understood, 

through similar pools of classical, biblical and historical influence, to be 

associated with several dynamic aspects of being a member of the warrior elite, 

                                            
 

1 Pohl, ‘Telling the difference’, p. 67. 
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rulership, authority as well as martial and diplomatic success. The ethnic flavour 

with which these concepts are injected stems, not from a shared understanding 

that one gens is actually and fundamentally more virtuous than another, but in 

the desire and aim for that perception. Those authors that set out to 

demonstrate how one gens was superior through having the best rulers, the 

best leaders and the best generals, by necessity, often painted the whole gens 

as reflecting these qualities as well. Thus an innate ability as a ruler and leader 

transferred into an innate ethnic nature. Furthermore, texts that did not set out 

to demonstrate that the Normans were superior were aware of both earlier 

material that aimed to convince its readers this was the case and the past 

successes of the Normans, which informed continuing associations with traits of 

success, namely, the terms in question. However, the universality and 

malleability of these terms challenges the idea that the concept of Norman 

ethnic identity was shared and understood across the textual culture of the 

twelfth-century Latin west. One must also question whether it could exist 

outside these textual practices. Without the context of textual influences, or with 

a lesser knowledge of the models on which these Latin terms were built, it 

seems unlikely that all members of medieval society could have believed 

entirely in the Norman identity constructed in the most fervently pro-Norman 

texts. 

 Finally, the contexts within which these texts were composed are crucial 

in understanding both why the various attitudes towards and versions of 

Norman ethnicity were constructed and evolved as well as how different 

versions were shaped around the actions of individual rulers. Circumstances in 

eleventh-century Normandy were clear, or at least the requirements for texts 

were clear, which made for fairly straightforward texts. Dudo, in trying to 

demonstrate that the Normans belonged in Francia and were effective Christian 

rulers, presents Norman identity in decidedly black and white terms, vehemently 

justifying the more negative aspects of Norman behaviour and adopting well-

established traits of stable rulership to highlight the Normans’ evolution from 

pagan invaders. William of Jumièges went further, reinforcing William the 

Conqueror as the ideal ruler, who had demonstrated his abilities in fighting off 

most of France and conquering England. This account disassociated the 

Conqueror from his more questionable heritage while further emphasising the 

qualities of several Norman dukes through the appropriation of models of 
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imitatio imperii. William of Poitiers, however, aimed to present the Conqueror as 

a hero of antiquity fighting against the wild barbarian; since the Normans’ 

troubled past rather got in the way of such a picture William utterly ignored it. By 

the twelfth century the situation had become more complicated. As an 

Englishman situated near Normandy’s troubled borders Orderic Vitalis was at 

pains to denounce the violent struggles between various border lords as well as 

the suffering heaped upon the English by their new Norman kings. As such, he 

presented a different version of Norman identity far more concerned with their 

unbridled nature and need for strong rule. In Italy and England the context of 

conquest also informed the way in which Norman identity was perceived. The 

southern Italian Normans were cast statically as successful yet avaricious 

conquerors with a rebellious streak, quite different from the evolution from 

pagan pirates to pious princes in Dudo’s text. The Anglo-Normans in England 

were also successful conquerors, with numerous moral qualities, yet combined 

with a penchant for excessive anger and violence that led to numerous 

tragedies for the English people. Concerns over the continuing conflicts in both 

regions and the questionable deeds of the Norman kings in England in 

particular, such as the Harrying of the North, generated contexts that these 

authors could not ignore. The Normans’ nature, it would seem, was cast as 

inherent but in reality was shaped by how their actions as military conquerors 

were perceived in various historical texts. 

 

Beyond the Norman Sphere: Independent Identities and Shared Concepts 
in non-Norman Texts 
It has been demonstrated throughout this thesis that the terms traditionally 

associated in modern scholarship with the concept of Normanitas belonged to 

several older and far more influential historiographical and textual traditions 

than that of the gens Normannorum. However, the same classical, biblical and 

early medieval pools of influence shaped numerous eleventh- and twelfth-

century texts far beyond the Norman sphere. While the scope of this thesis 

does not allow for a more comprehensive examination, it is evident through a 

brief examination of similar Latin narrative texts from France and Germany that 

these terms and the concepts they espouse were in use outside the various 

Norman spheres, demonstrating their universality. Fundamentally, they are 

employed for other gentes in sources that have little to no connection to 
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Norman politics, history or historiography. In essence, sources beyond the 

Norman sphere used the terms for their own ends along the same classical, 

biblical and early medieval lines that we have seen the Normans employ.2 This 

section seeks to offer the reader a flavour of how widespread these models 

were, and some comments on what that means for our reading of Norman 

historical texts, rather than a comprehensive analysis of German and Frankish 

historical writing. 

Several similar concepts and terms are employed by German and 

Frankish authors of the eleventh and twelfth centuries to describe various 

peoples. Descriptions of the ferocity and violence of barbaric peoples was 

common. We have already seen in Chapter One how Richer described the 

Gauls as fierce but he was not the only author outside of the Norman sphere to 

use such language, doubtless influenced by the wide reaching genre of origo 

gentis.3 The Frank Rodulphus Glaber, for example, notes in his Historiarum 

Libri Quinque (c. 1030-1045/46) how the Normans, the Hungarians, the Saxons 

and the Franks abandoned their violent pasts when they converted to 

Christianity.4 In the Chronicon (c. 1012-1018), of Thietmar, bishop of Merseburg 

we are told that Otto I forced the Lombards to bend their necks (Langobardorum 

sibi subdit colla furentem) and pacified the ferocious Danes (Danosque 

feroces).5 Though a somewhat different kind of source, the Gesta 

Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum (c. 1072-1081/5) by the German Adam 

of Bremen also adapted models from origines gentium by describing a number 

of peoples as fierce, including the very fierce (ferocissimus) Nordmanni, the 

naturally fierce (natura feroces) Saxons, like all those cultivated in Germany, 

and the naturally fierce (natura feroces) barbarians tamed by the Scythian 

                                            
 

2 These texts have been selected (aside from their separation from the Norman world) due to 
their similarity to the primary sources studied throughout the thesis along the lines of genre, 
audience, influence and education. However, there is not sufficient space to provide a more 
comprehensive analysis and certain significant texts have been overlooked.  
3 Richer, I. i. 3. 
4 Rodulfi Glabri, Historiarum Libri Quinque, Rodulfus Glaber The Five Books of the Histories, ed. 
& trans. John France, & Vita Domni Willelmi Abbatis The Life of St William, ed. Neithard Bulst, 
trans. John France & Paul Reynolds, (Oxford, 1989), Historiarum, 1.v.21-22. pp. xlv, 36-39. 
5 Thietmar of Merseburg, Chronicon, ed. Robert Holtzman, MGH SSrG NS 9, (Berlin, 1935) II. p. 
36; Ottonian Germany: The Chronicon of Thietmar of Merseburg, trans. David A. Warner, 
(Manchester, 2001) pp. 53, 60-61. This is notably similar to the way in which the Danes are 
described in the HN and William of Jumièges describes how the Franks bowed their wild necks 
(ferinus colla) to kings, but, since Dudo only finished his work after Thietmar began writing and 
the GND was not written for several more decades, there can have been no connection: GND, I. 
pp. 10-11. 
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bishop Theotimus.6 This admission of the past barbarity and ferocity of one’s 

own gens was a common ingredient of origines gentium and authors like 

Gregory of Tours and Paul the Deacon noted such qualities in the Franks and 

the Germans in their works.7 Of course, these ideas were influenced by the 

reception of classical texts by authors like Tacitus, who described the ferocia of 

German barbarians.8 It was a far from uncommon decision by medieval writers 

to describe their own gens as fierce; in this sense, the Norman material is not 

exceptionally different from contemporary German and Frankish histories. 

These authors also used other terms to describe various gentes in a 

similar manner to earlier models. Thietmar was vocal about the peoples that he 

considered to be morally deviant: the Hungarians, for instance, acquired 

enough audacia to invade Germany in a similar vein to Jordanes’ descriptions 

of the audacia of the Goths, Vandals and Huns when attacking the Romans.9 

Thietmar also notes how the Greeks had customary calliditas, a trait that 

William of Apulia also associates with the Greeks.10 Similarly, Glaber describes 

the Bretons as a gens Brittonum callida in the context of their fighting Fulk of 

Anjou and Cosmas, the dean of the cathedral church of Prague, notes in his 

Chronica Boemorum (c. 1120-1125) how Oldřich, son of Duke Boleslav, was 

sent to the court of Emperor Henry II where he learned the customs (mores) 

cunning (astuciam) and language of the Germans (Teutonicam linguam).11 

These authors associate the trait of cunning with two different gentes, which 

Geoffrey Malaterra had also done for the Normans.12 Considering that Cosmas 

associates this character with both customs and language, markers of ethnicity 

perhaps inspired by Regino of Prüm, the rhetoric is certainly meant to comment 

on their ethnicity but the fact that three different authors use them for three 

different peoples demonstrates the freedom with which such ethnic 
                                            
 

6 Adam of Bremen, Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum, MGH SrG 2, (Hannover, 
1917) I. v. p. 7; I. vii. p. 9; II. l. p. 111; Adam of Bremen, History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-
Bremen, trans. Francis J. Tschan, (New York, 1959), pp. xv-xvi. Glaber agrees that Germany 
breeds the fierce, stating many very fierce (ferocissimus) tribes originated there, including the 
barbaric, cruel and fierce Ljutici (gens Leuticorum Barbara omni crudelitate ferocior): Glaber, 
Historiarum, 4. viii. 23. pp. 208-209. 
7 Greg. Hist. Praefatio; Historia Langobardorum, I. 1. 
8 Tacitus, Annals, 11.19. 
9 Thietmar, Chronicon, II. 7. p. 96; Jordanes, xxvii. 140, xxxii. 166, xlii. 222. 
10 Thietmar, Chronicon, II. 15. p. 54; GRW, II. p. 134. ll. 61-65. 
11 Glaber, Historiarum, 2. iii. 4. pp. 58-59; Cosmas of Prague, Chronica Boemorum, MGH SrG 
NS 2, (Berlin, 1923) I. xxxiv. p. 61; Cosmas of Prague, The Chronicle of the Czechs, trans. Lisa 
Wolverton, (Washington D.C., 2009) pp. 3, 10, 12.  
12 Malaterra, Ep. p. 4. 
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constructions could be employed.13 The use of these terms to describe the 

behaviour of gentes was far from original and the fact that these sources 

outside the Norman sphere are operating in such similar ways demonstrates the 

broad nature of these terms and the impact of their influences. 

Similar classical and biblical patterns of description can be seen in how 

non-Norman texts describe the individual characters of their histories. 

Numerous secular and ecclesiastical figures in the works of Thietmar, Glaber 

and Adam of Bremen are described as strenuus, in a similar manner to those 

descriptions we have seen in the vast majority of Norman historical texts.14 

However, the quality of strenuitas is well covered in classical and early medieval 

texts by authors including Livy, Gregory of Tours and Paul the Deacon, who 

describe the vigour of secular leaders, and Moses’ selection of capable leaders 

in the Book of Exodus providing a model for understanding the term as one 

applicable to ecclesiastical figures as well.15 Similarly, these German and 

Frankish texts also include descriptions of cunning figures that are similar to the 

cunning Normans in the works of Dudo, Orderic Vitalis, William of Malmesbury, 

William of Apulia and Geoffrey Malaterra.16 In Adam’s history, King Cnut 

cunningly (callide) realises the positive elements of intermarriage between the 

Danes and those they conquered.17 Thietmar describes Arduin, the king of Italy, 

as having profound cunning (profundus calliditas), and how Boleslav, son of 

Otto III, unified his father’s kingdom with fox-like cunning (vulpina calliditas).18 

The cunning of the fox was a recognised classical trope and Isidore comments 

                                            
 

13 Regino’s markers of ethnicity are discussed in Bartlett, Making of Europe, p. 197. 
14 For example the brave and vigorous (fortis et strenuus) Henry V Duke of Bavaria, and the 
Margrave Henry who served King Henry vigorously (strenue): Thietmar, Chronicon, V. 33. p. 
258; VIII. 18. p. 515; Glaber’s father Robert, a prudent and vigorous man (uir prudens ac 
strenuus): Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi Abbatis, p. lvii; and the strenuus archbishop Adalbert and 
Bernhard, duke of the Saxons: Adam of Bremen, III. i. p. 148; xliii. p. 185. There are numerous 
similar examples in Norman historiography: HN, pp. 180, 183, 185, 191, 193, 197, 205, 210, 
214, 220, 248, 264, 268, 290, 291; GG, pp. 122-123, 142-143,152-153; GND, I. pp. 6-7; II. 44-
45; HE, II. iii. pp. 10-11, 184-185; IV. vii. pp. 20-23; Brevis Relatio, pp. 25-27; Chronica, pp. 109, 
126, 127, 157; GRA, i.18.1. pp. 40-41; i.75. pp. 110-111; ii.225.6. pp. 412-413; iv.384.6. pp. 
686-687; Historia Novella, i.15. pp. 28-29; ii.37. pp. 72-73; HA, i.20. pp. 40-41; i.35. pp. 56-57; 
iv.33. pp. 268-269; ii.31. pp. 116-117; iii.33. pp. 184-185; iii.41. pp. 196-197; Malaterra, I. Ixx. p. 
19; xxxiii. p. 23; xl. p. 25; III. vii. p. 60; xxiv. p. 71; GRW, II. pp. 150, 154. ll. 358-359, 422-423, 
III. p. 178. ll. 260-266, V. p. 244. ll. 145-146. 
15 Livy, 3.47.2; Greg. Hist. II. 12. VIII. 4; Historia Langobardorum, I.27; IV.51; V.16; VI.26; Biblia 
sacra, Exodus, 18.25. 
16 HN, pp. 235-237; HE, II. iii. pp. 80-81, 134-137; iv. pp. 196-197, 210-211; GRA, ii. 178.2-3. 
pp. 306-307; GRW, II. p. 138. ll. 126-128; Malaterra, I. xvii. pp. 17-18; IV. vi. p. 88. 
17 Adam of Bremen, II. liv. p. 114. 
18 Thietmar, Chronicon, IV. 58. p. 198; V. 26. p. 251. 
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on how the term could mean deceitful but was also taken by the ancients to 

mean clever and cleverly taught.19 The author of the Carmen, who compared 

William the Conqueror to a fox, and Henry of Huntingdon, who described a 

Dane as a cunning fox, had also employed the classical trope.20 Both the 

German and the Norman texts tapped into traditional models found in classical 

texts, such as those by Horace or Tacitus, and transmitted by patristic authors 

like Isidore.21 

While not the only non-Norman author to employ them, Cosmas of 

Prague’s use of the traits of audacia and ferocitas provide a useful case study in 

demonstrating the influence of classical and biblical models. Cosmas compares 

the audacia of his heroes Břetislav, son of Duke Oldřich, and Beneda, son of 

Jurata, to that of the classical heroes Paris, Hector, Turnus and Hercules; in 

one example the audax Beneda thwarts an attempt by King Vratislav to capture 

him by defeating the king in combat like Hercules around the Lernaean Hydra.22 

Beneda’s agility is reminiscent of the Romans Orosius describes as ripping the 

shields out of their enemies’ grasp with their audacia and agilitas.23 We have 

seen how certain Normans demonstrate great prowess in battle along classical 

lines in works by Guy of Amiens, Geoffrey Malaterra, William of Apulia and 

Henry of Huntingdon.24 Cosmas similarly employs audacia alongside 

comparisons to classical heroes and notably epic descriptions of combat but his 

work stands notably apart from any Norman historical traditions.25 Cosmas also 

describes several figures as fierce, as Horace had done in describing Hector.26 

In two battle speeches given by the Emperor and Leopold II, the Austrian 

Margrave, these leaders instruct their men to be like fierce lions (feroces 

leones) and wolves.27 Dudo also describes the Normans falling upon their 

enemies like lions on cattle and like wolves mangling sheep and Amatus 

describes the Normans as bold like lions but all three authors were inspired by 

similar accounts of the Jews fighting like lions in the Maccabees rather than one 

                                            
 

19 Horace, Satires, ii. 3.186; Etymologiae, X. 41. 
20 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 40-43, ll. 681-740; HA, v.5. pp. 282-283. 
21 Tacitus, Germania, 22. 4. 
22 Cosmas, Chronica, I. xl. p. 74; II. xl. pp. 143-145. 
23 Orosius, VI. 7.9 
24 Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, pp. 28-29; Malaterra, I. xxxiv. p. 23; II. xxxiii. p. 44; GRW, II 
p.144. ll. 216-243; HA, pp. 426-429. 
25 While the Carmen did make its way to Trier, this was a great distance from Prague. 
26 Horace, Odes, IV. 9. 21-22. 
27 Cosmas, Chronica, II. ix. p. 96; xxxv. p. 132. 
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another.28 Cosmas also uses ferocity in a negative sense to describe Vlastilav 

duke of the Lučané as a man of the fiercest mind (ferocissimus mente).29 

Writing some time later Robert of Torigni would describe Robert of Bellême, as 

a ‘homo ferox et mentis inhumane’.30 The dangers of ferocity were evidently 

well known to all sorts of Latin authors, especially through their reception of the 

Vulgate. Evidently Cosmas and various Norman authors shared classical and 

biblical influences that described and alluded to heroic deeds and classical 

heroic figures. 

There are evidently notable similarities between the historical texts of 

Norman, Frankish and German spheres to describe peoples of the past as 

fierce, audacious and cunning and the exceptional and questionable behaviour 

of members of the male military ruling class. The continued emphasis on 

Norman ferocity in Norman texts is arguably exceptional to a degree, though the 

context of conquest within the eleventh century, in both England and Italy, and 

continuing conflicts with the English and the Welsh in the early twelfth century, 

are likely why the trait continued to be considered relevant. Fundamentally, 

while the Normans were considered exceptional due to their successes, the 

modes of perception that have been taken to denote their ethnic identity were 

commonly used elsewhere in France and Germany to describe other successful 

individuals. The classical, biblical and early medieval frameworks and models 

that inspired writers of Norman history were wide-reaching in their influence and 

German and Frankish texts also presented their characters using concepts 

formed and developed through these models. The terms ferox, ferus, bellicosus, 

belliger, audacia, strenuus, astutia and callidus obviously had a long history of 

use but the context of their use in the eleventh and twelfth centuries was 

relatively consistent between historical texts from various backgrounds and 

locations. Their roots in older texts informed their use in this period regardless 

of whether they were written in Normandy, England, Italy, Sicily, France or 

Germany, because they were known to be used to describe gentes and capable 

noble figures, largely male warriors but also sometimes religious individuals. In 

                                            
 

28  HN, p. 255; Christiansen, p. 130; Amatus, II. xxvi. pp. 88-90; Biblia sacra, 2 Maccabees, 
11:11. 
29 Though he also appears to respect him as a vir bellicosus: Cosmas, Chronica, I. x. p. 23; xii. 
p. 27. 
30 GND, pp. 206-207; for instance: Biblia sacra, Judith, 3.11; 2 Maccabees, 14:30. 15:2; Carmen 
de sancto Cassiano, p. 183. 
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describing identity, the Norman histories of the eleventh and twelfth centuries 

were decidedly similar to other historical texts of the same period in that they 

drew the same modes of perception and terminology from the same classical, 

biblical and early medieval pools of influence. The modern concept of 

Normanitas was built upon the idea that this terminology was employed by 

writers of Norman history to describe the Normans to an exceptional degree, yet 

this does not seem to be the case. Rather, Norman historical writing, while 

constituting many exceptional texts in their own right, is neither particularly 

distinct nor unique from other historical texts from the eleventh and early twelfth 

centuries. 

 

Looking forward: fresh perspectives and new questions about medieval 
identities 
Not only is it necessary to reconsider what Normanitas really is, but this thesis 

also indicates a need to re-evaluate these terms and the context of their use. 

The terms that have been under scrutiny denoting ferocity, cunning, boldness, 

vigour and martial ability belong with other terms that are used to describe both 

the nature of many various gentes and ideal qualities of leadership and 

authority. These elements of identity, whether ethnic or based on status, are of 

course constructed, but it is the manner in which they are constructed, their 

purpose, use and meaning, that is important. We have seen how these terms, 

and the concepts of identity they espouse, belong to a far more established 

tradition of identity construction than has been previously recognised and have 

definite contextual purposes and uses, which can cause them to develop and 

evolve along with the identities they describe. However, fundamentally these 

terms as signifiers of identity, to loosely borrow from Roland Barthes’ work on 

mythologies, have been viewed from the wrong angle.31 In modern scholarship 

on Norman ethnic identity Normanitas has been taken as the base signifier in 

the creation of the Norman myth whereas it is the terms themselves that must 

be considered first. In this sense, Normanitas has occupied the centre of our 

understanding Norman identity, a foundation which the terms in question are 

built upon and branch out from. However, this interpretation is flawed by 
                                            
 

31 I refer to Barthes’ semiological tri-dimensional model of the signifier, the signified and the sign 
in the construction of myth as a system, admittedly used in a very rough fashion that does not 
do it justice: Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers, (London, 1993) pp. 112-117. 
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presenting Normanitas as an isolated phenomenon and as central to our 

understanding of Norman ethnicity. Rather, this centre should be understood as 

occupied by the terms as the signifiers surrounded by and connected most 

directly with the concepts of ethnic distinction and aristocratic military behaviour 

that they signify. Thus, Norman ethnic identity and the behaviour of the military 

aristocracy of the various Norman polities are but two signified elements, two 

branches among many similar constructions of authority and identity for all sorts 

of classical and medieval peoples. In short, it is imperative to understand the 

language used as the basis for any and all medieval myths of origin rather than 

a single myth being the principal exemplar among them. These constructions 

were not static nor do they allude to an actual homogeneity between the 

peoples described with this language.32 As such, these authors, in drawing on 

these specific literary tropes, forged a potent masculine martial identity, which 

forms the core of our understanding of how these terms are used in eleventh 

and twelfth-century material.33 Their consistency lies in their influences and their 

presentation of this strong identity, one that greatly appealed to both aristocratic 

and ecclesiastical audiences in the various Norman polities. 

 This repositioning of the concepts of signifiers and signified, of ethnic 

variables, concepts of rulership and noble behaviour, and the position of 

Norman identity within that model, is the key finding of this research. However, 

this work has cast light upon several further elements and these raise fresh 

questions both for our understanding of the medieval concept of ethnicity and 

for the early and high medieval texts that have been explored. Rather than 

attempting answers to these questions here, I will highlight how this thesis 

stimulates further research into other areas including gender, the writing of 

history in the Middle Ages, and wider methods for investigating the construction 

of ethnicity and identity in texts across various genres and across medieval 

Europe. 

                                            
 

32 As Geary has demonstrated with Roman and barbarian peoples, identities were continually 
negotiated, disputed and transformed: Geary, Myth of Nations, p. 173. 
33 The impact of historical writing on the consciousness of an ethnic myth by the ethnic group in 
question has long been a topic of discussion by scholars such as Hugh A. MacDougall: Racial 
Myth in English History: Trojans, Teutons, and Anglo-Saxons, (Montreal, 1982). However, we 
must take this preliminary step, the influence of older literary models, into account since, before 
an ethnic identity could be constructed in a historical text, the author of that text drew on pre-
existing frameworks for describing ethnic identities, which informed their construction of an 
ethnic myth. 
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 Firstly, we have seen how ethno-centric discourse in eleventh and 

twelfth-century histories focuses predominantly on male elites. By comparison, 

women are often absent from historical texts and the ways in which they 

discuss ethnicities. When they are present it is their gender that is considered 

the most important element of their identity, often obscuring or replacing any 

other modes of discussing their identity, such as ethnicity. As Stafford has 

noted, writers of history set out to define clear gendered boundaries for women 

in their texts.34 However, ethnicity was as important a part of female identity as 

it was for men. This was especially true for noble women who were also 

engaged in political, religious and diplomatic discourse in the Middle Ages. Pohl 

has argued that it was males who were predominantly involved in the political 

rituals that constituted ‘ethnic practices’.35 However, we have seen how women, 

such as Queen Matilda and Empress Matilda, were involved in the patronage of 

histories and, while the emphasis of these practices were certainly patriarchal, 

women must have been involved to some degree. They were definitely involved 

in the more traditional aspects of their gendered role. Ethnicities, and the 

question of heritage, were instrumental in effecting key marriages and in having 

children. Marriage was recognised by medieval authors as a means of soothing 

ethnic tensions, as Cnut was keenly aware of according to Adam of Bremen.36 

Marriages could also exacerbate such tensions, as demonstrated by those that 

developed during the reign of King Edward the Confessor thanks to his 

relationship with his Norman relatives through his father King Æthelred’s 

marriage to his mother, Emma of Normandy.37 Furthermore, the more cultural 

and practical strategies of ethnic distinction outlined by Bartlett and Pohl do not 

all automatically exclude women. In spite of classical and medieval stories 

about warrior women, fighting was a male endeavour and we have seen how 

Orderic masculinises women through such tropes. However, women must have 

engaged with the ethnic practices of clothing, hairstyles, law and language, 

even if there were differences between women and men within an ethnic group. 

Therefore, if histories are less than forthcoming regarding the ways in which 

women engaged with ethnic practices, then other texts must be explored, 
                                            
 

34 Stafford, ‘Women and the Norman Conquest’, 230, 246-248. 
35 Pohl, ‘Telling the difference’, p. 67. 
36 Adam of Bremen, II. liv. p. 114. 
37 Henry of Huntingdon felt that this was the cause of the deliverance of the English people to 
the Normans for their destruction: HA, vi. preface, 27. pp. 338-339, 386-387. 
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perhaps including letters, charters, romance, and other texts commissioned, or 

written, by women. In short, then, this thesis lays some groundwork for asking, 

rather than answering, the questions: can we find women in medieval ethnic 

discourse and how do women engage with strategies of ethnic distinction? 

 This thesis has also demonstrated just how instrumental the influences of 

older texts are on historical writing of the eleventh and early twelfth centuries, 

and the authors of various locations, backgrounds and identities. The canon of 

classical, biblical and early medieval texts influenced numerous writers of 

history across medieval Europe and reached them through their education and 

the transmission of texts through imitatio imperii and translatio imperii. These 

concepts and textual transmission are well-established fields of research, but 

their importance regarding the construction of central medieval ethnicity has 

been understated. Nevertheless, there are further areas to explore in comparing 

not just Norman histories to other European histories from the period, but also 

historical writing in general. Expanding the source base of medieval histories 

may help determine exactly how far-reaching these canonical models really are, 

how consistently they are applied and whether there are any exceptionally 

distinct historical texts from the period. 

This is a vast question and there are numerous areas that could be 

explored, including a more comprehensive analysis of German and Frankish 

material, sources about the crusades, further Mediterranean texts from Spain 

and Greece, and more peripheral areas such as Scandinavia and Russia. 

Though this thesis has explored almost no English and Norman texts from the 

late twelfth century, there are questions that a further analysis of this period 

could help answer. Since it has been shown that the concept of Normanitas was 

at best a weak one, and thus the period of its so-called decline provides little 

more insight in that regard, these texts can be explored, not for Normanitas, but 

for a broader understanding of Norman and noble masculine identities. Authors 

such as Stephen of Rouen, Wace and Benoît of Sainte-Maure continued to use 

Norman historical texts as sources for their own histories. Further exploration of 

how these Norman texts were transmitted and developed through their use 

might encourage further questions about the nature of Norman historical writing 

and ethnic identity. Furthermore, the texts by Wace and Benoît were written in 

the vernacular, which raises the question of whether Norman identity was 

altered because of this. These texts may also provide further information about 
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women’s involvement in ethnic practices since they were more freely available 

to all members of a French-speaking audience, though again this only provides 

us with access to the social elite. Fundamentally, one may ask whether this 

decision marks a significant shift in the writing of history. Are the canonical Latin 

texts as important and influential in the creation of these grand vernacular 

histories or are there vernacular influences that, while perhaps more closed to 

us, are informing these texts more than their Latin predecessors? There are 

many excellent and varying studies on such topics but the central Middle Ages 

and Norman historiography are not ideally represented.38 

 Finally, in reconsidering Normanitas, this research has focused upon 

historical texts, which are especially significant in understanding constructions 

of ethnic identity as demonstrated above. However, while the focus on the 

deeds of the male military elite and their character is predominant in these 

historical texts, exploring non-historical sources may provide broader insights 

into medieval ethnic identities. Hagiographies and religious texts may provide 

more contexts for understanding how monastic and ecclesiastical individuals 

existed within ethnic discourse, and, as noted above, whether the writers of 

such texts included themselves in such ethno-centric language. As already 

mentioned, other texts, such as letters and charters, may provide information 

about how the ethnicity of women functioned. Certainly, the analysis of other 

genres of texts may be beneficial in attempting to move beyond solely 

considering the identity of the male military elite.  

In many respects, these and similar questions are already being asked in 

various avenues of medieval scholarship. Research into late antique and 

particularly early medieval ethnicities is now particular sophisticated through the 

efforts of scholars such as Reinhard Wenskus, Susan Reynolds, Herwig 

                                            
 

38 For general historiography on writing in the vernacular see: Michael T. Clanchy, From 
Memory to Written Record in England, 1066-1307, 3rd edition, (Chichester, West Sussex, 2013); 
Nick Havely, ‘Literature in Italian, French and English: uses and muses of the vernacular’, in 
The New Cambridge Medieval History: Volume 6, c.1300-c.1415, (Cambridge, 1995) pp. 257-
270; for a discussion of vernacular practices in relation to early concepts of ‘nationhood’ see: 
Michel Bouchard, ‘A Critical Reappraisal of the Concept of the ‘Imagined Community’ and the 
Presumed Sacred Languages of the Medieval Period’, National Identities 6, (2004), 3-24; on 
women and the vernacular, with some exploration of Anglo-Norman vernacular texts, see: Denis 
Renevey and Christiania Whitehead, ‘Introduction’, in Writing Religious Women: Female 
Spiritual and Textual Practices in Late Medieval England, (Toronto, 2000), pp. 1-17; June Hall 
McCash, ‘The Role of Women in the Rise of the Vernacular’, Comparative Literature 60, (2008), 
45-57. 
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Wolfram, Robert Bartlett, Patrick Geary and Walter Pohl.39 Moreover, ethnicity 

in the late medieval period has also received significant attention. Len Scales’ 

work on German identity in the late Middle Ages, for example, recontextualises 

the subject and he asks many of the question raised in this conclusion of a wide 

range of source material.40 Evidently, lively research has and continues to be 

conducted concerning ethnic identity in the early and late Middle Ages but the 

central Middle Ages continue to be overlooked. This is especially true of 

Norman ethnic identity which is rarely considered alongside these more recent 

trends.41 The central Middle Ages was a bridging period between the concepts 

of ethnogenesis in the early medieval period and later pre-modern concepts of 

‘nation’ and ethnicity but it was also a period distinct from both in its 

construction of ethnic identity and taken on its own terms, though those terms 

are heavily embedded in classical and early medieval methods of ethnic 

discourse. This thesis addresses the oversight of these elements by putting the 

concept of Norman ethnic identity in terms of its wider high medieval context. 

Thus, it demonstrates that, through the complex synthesis of powerful, 

traditional and contemporary models of identity construction, an authoritative 

masculine military identity was forged and utilised in historical texts across 

geographical, temporal and ethnic boundaries.  

                                            
 

39 Reinhard Wenskus, Stammesbildung und Verfassung. Das Werden der frühmittelalterlichen 
Gentes, (Cologne, 1977); Reynolds, ‘Medieval Origines Gentium’, 375-90; Herwig Wolfram, 
‘Origo et Religio. Ethnic traditions and literature in early medieval texts’, Early Medieval Europe 
3, (1994), 19-38; Bartlett, Making of Europe, pp. 197-242; Bartlett, ‘Concepts of Race and 
Ethnicity’, 39-46; Geary, Myth of Nations; Pohl, ‘Telling the difference’, 17-70. These 
developments have not been without controversy as demonstrated by the vehement debates in 
On Barbarian Identity: Critical Approaches to Ethnicity in the Early Middle Ages, ed. Andrew 
Gillett, (Turnhout, 2003), especially in: Walter Goffart, ‘Does the distant past impinge on the 
invasion age Germans?’, On Barbarian Identity, pp. 221-39; Walter Pohl, ‘Ethnicity, theory, and 
tradition: a response’, On Barbarian Identity, pp. 221-239. 
40 Scales, Shaping of German Identity, pp. 6-7, passim. 
41 Though several articles within Burkhardt and Foerster’s collection go some way to fill the gap: 
Norman Tradition and Transcultural Heritage. 
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K
ey locations in 

France, Flanders 
and Lotharingia

B
raine-sur-V

esle

A
m

iens

Liège

R
eim

s

C
lairvaux

P
aris

A
nchin

Trier

A
uxerre

P
oitiers

Laon

S
t Q

uentin
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Durham

Lincoln

Buildwas
Huntingdon Bury St 

Edmunds

Colchester

Waltham

London
Reading

Winchester
Glastonbury

Battle

Margam

Llancarfan

St Davids

Strata
Florida

Abingdon

Malmesbury

Key locations in 
England and Wales
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K
ey locations in Italy 

and S
icily

R
om

e

P
alerm

o

M
ontecassino

S
alerno

C
atania

G
iovinazzo

S
anta E

ufem
ia

V
enosa

M
elfi

C
astrogiovanni

C
arpineto

C
apua

B
enevento

M
ileto


